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Abstract 
Translation theory has recently witnessed a considerable degree of improvement, 
however, translation of the meaning of Qur'änic discourse still poses a severe 
challenge for translators. The present study investigates the notion of equivalence and 
probes the difficulties caused by the distinctiveness of the Qur'an in terms of 
linguistics, semantics and stylistics. The study looks into translation theory as a 
framework against which several translations of the meaning of the Qur'an have been 
analytically evaluated. Then the study puts forward for the first time the Qur'änic 
Cognitive Model as a general theoretical framework or model for the purpose of 
understanding Qur'änic discourse better. The study looks over the notion of nagrn 
(order system) and the impact of `ilm al-baläghah (the science of rhetoric) on the 
degree of equivalence in translation of the meaning of the Qur'än. Then an elaborated 
exemplary detail of the problems of translating the Qur'än has been discussed and 
several selected translations of the meaning of the Qur'an have been assessed. The 
study presents evidence to the effect that translation of the meaning of the Qur'an 
constitutes a major area of difficulty for translators and interpreters. It has also 
arrived at a conclusion that substantiates the failure of the notion of equivalence. 
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Introduction 
It is erroneous to believe that one-for-one equivalents exist for all lexical and grammatical 
items in both the English and Arabic languages. It has to be recognized that the issue of 
equivalence in translation is one of the most complicated issues: the problem of which 
exists within the system of synonymy in the very same language - there is no complete 
identical synonymy within, for instance, the English language - and between one language 
and another. Taken together, these particulars embody a fact that equivalence in translation 
is hard to realize. Biguenet and Schulte (1989: xiii) conclude "an exact equivalence from 
one language to another will never be possible. This could be characterized as both the 
dilemma and the challenge for the translator. " 
In this effect, Nida (2000: 6) admits, "since all verbal communication is based on the two 
fundamental processes of selection and arrangement and since the original author has 
already selected certain basic concepts and has arranged these in a text, presumably a 
translator only needs to duplicate what the author has already done. " The problem is 
twofold, then. When the issue of equivalence is brought to the fore, it is meant to be of two 
dimensions, that of a language (lexically, grammatically, semantically speaking) and that of 
a culture of that language. If the former is successfully undertaken the latter is left 
unsettled. Nida (ibid: 6) elaborates further "but translating is not that simple. In the first 
place, the ideas represented in the source text are a reflection of a particular culture, and the 
intended audience of a translation may not share such concepts nor place the same value on 
the corresponding ideas. Furthermore, languages do not differ in what they say, but in how 
they say it. What is linguistically obligatory in one language may not be so in another. " 
Quite justifiably of course then, that the work of a translator is so strenuous that the 
translator constantly strives to find the matching magic formula that will help him achieve 
his task in the most appropriate manner. That what makes Chaudhuri (1999: 24) think that 
"translation then, is a philosophically redoubtable project of transferring a `reality' from its 
native verbal habitat to another: or put it another way, extending a `reality' beyond its 
power verbal confines, formulating it in terms other than the original ones in which it was 
experienced and defined - which are, strictly, the only ones in which it can be valid. One is 
led towards the image of an organ transplant whose viability is constantly in question. " 
From the outset it can be claimed that previously most theoretical approaches to translation 
used to operate between two extremes: on the one hand, an excessive fidelity that insists on 
the invisibility of the translator in conveying "100% of the meaning" of the original (literal 
translation); on the other hand, the free translation where the translator re-creates, freely 
reshapes a text according to his or her vision. However, in review of the current trends in 
Translation Studies there has been witnessed a shift from dichotomies (literal vs. free, form 
vs. content, faithful, betrayal, etc. ) to more in- depth discussion of the relationship between 
the source text and target text. Bassnett (2002: 10) contends that "the common threads that 
link the many diverse ways in which translation has been studied over the past two decades 
are an emphasis on diversity, a rejection of the old terminology of translation as 
faithfulness and betrayal of an original, the foregrounding of the manipulative powers of 
the translator and a view of translation as bridge-building across the space between source 
and target. " 
The aim of the study is to discuss current issues in translation theory: re-discuss them in the 
context of the translations of the Holy Qur'an. The study also presents the Qur'änic 
Cognitive Model as a framework against which the selected translations of the meaning of 
the Qur'an will be discussed. It should be noted that the selected translations have been 
chosen because of their large readership, their prominence and because they are on the 
whole representative of the translation notions we are discussing. The examination of the 
selected translations has involved the description and evaluation of each looking at the 
language/text, and the conformity to the Qur'änic Cognitive Mode. In this event, Larson 
has this to say "anything which can be said in one language can be said in another. It is 
possible to translate. The goal of the translator is to keep the meaning constant. Whenever 
necessary, the receptor language form should be changed in order that the source language 
meaning not be distorted", (Larson 1984: 11). Nord (2003: 91) claims that "there is no doubt 
that, from an empirical perspective, real-life translations very rarely meet the high utopian 
standard of something called equivalence (of form, function, and effect at the same time)" 
Munday (2001: 42) argues that "both the principle of equivalent effect and the concept of 
equivalence have come to be heavily criticized for a number of reasons: Lefevere (1993: 7) 
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feels that equivalence is still overly concerned with the word level, while van den Broeck 
(1978: 40) and Larose (1989: 78) consider equivalent effect or response to be impossible 
(how is the `effect' to be measured and on whom? How can a text possibly have the same 
effect and elicit the same response in two different cultures and times? ). " Nida (1998: 134) 
contends that "the potential receptors of a translation often differ considerably in education 
levels and exposure to the use of language. Accordingly, this means that an article about 
some important scientific discovery may need to be translated on at least three levels, e. g. 
for scholars, university students, and high school students. There may also be a need for a 
translation to appear in a popular magazine. " 
In this case the alternative is only creative translation. The question is: How far can 
translators go? At what point does creative translation become betrayal? This reality is 
conceived as it will be shown in subsequent chapters (see chapter three and five) that the 
target translation could render varied and different meanings from the source text with 
degrees of ideological encroachments. However, Bassnett (2002: 9) contends that "in the 
1990s the figure of the subservient translator has been replaced with the visibly 
manipulative translator, a creative artist mediating between cultures and languages. " 
Equally noteworthy is what Chaudhuri (1999: 34) argues that "translation proposes a sort of 
parallel universe (to that of the original text), another space and time in which the text 
reveals other, extraordinary possible meaning. For these meanings, however, there are no 
words, since they exist in the intuitive no man's land between the language of the original 
and the language of the translator". 
It is worth mentioning that the rhetorical language of the Qur'än is one of its own special, 
unique characteristics. Furthermore, the language of the Qur'än is unsurpassed in its 
accuracy of meaning and expression. Each letter and word has its place while the language 
is free from fault. Abdel Haleem' (1999: 8) states that Qur'an was recited first to Arabs 
whose paramount gift lay in the eloquence of speech and who had a rich and elaborate 
literature, especially poetry. Both followers and opponents of the Prophet recognized its 
literary supremacy and inimitability. Believers hearing it uttered on the spot from the 
Prophet's day-to-day-speech, saw in this a further proof of its divine origin. One of his 
opponents who was in awe of the power of the Qur'än's language described it by saying, `It 
1 See also 3.4.7 of this book: `The Qur'än: A New Translation'. 
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ascends to the heights and nothing ascends above it, and it crushes what is beneath it' Thus 
the Qur'an has a distinct style and noble grandeur that immediately sets it apart from other 
speech, and which Arabs, Muslims and non-Muslims, recognize. 
With these assumptions in mind, the study will highlight the extent to which Qur'änic 
discourse translations are dependent on the cultural setting and how the latter helps 
understand and translate Qur'änic discourse. Therefore, the translator's prime concern is to 
identify the intended message of the source text and convey it to the target audience. 
Chesterman (1997: 21-22) explicates "if you believe that the scriptures are indeed the Word 
of God, and if you believe that you have a mission to spread this Word, you quickly find 
yourself in a quandary. The Word is holy; how then can it be changed? For translation does 
not only substitute one word-meaning for another but also reconstructs the structural form 
in which these word-meanings are embedded. " 
The problems that arise from the rendition of Qur'änic discourse are of enormous linguistic 
and cultural affiliation. Diagnosing the problem is crucial to the subsequent process of 
prescribing the remedy and the manner it should be administered. Satisfactory translation 
can reliably be arrived at if these problems are relevantly addressed. The translator needs to 
be equipped with theoretical background as well as practical expertise. Ethnographic 
inquiry is deemed essential as cultures rather than languages often determine the output. 
Chesterman (1997: 32) comments "not only is formal equivalence is a chimera, but no two 
meanings are ever quite the same, and no two styles or situations or even functions either. " 
The idea of chapter one is to bring in some of what has been said on the notion of 
equivalence in translation which was for quite sometime the predominant figure in the 
literature of translation theory. Chesterman (1997: 10) is of the opinion that "if translation is 
defined in terms of equivalence, and since equivalence is unattainable, translation must be 
impossible. " He then (ibid: ll) expounds that "from the linguistic angle, the 
untranslatability idea looks like a restriction of language to langue only, to language as 
system; it seems to deny the role played by parole, by what people can do in their actual 
use of language. Translation is after all, a form of language use; and from this point of view 
nothing is untranslatable: that is everything can be translated somehow, to some extent, in 
some way - even puns can be explained. " 
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Chapter two has been written with two objectives: first, to acquaint the translator with 
certain matters which he should take hold of at the very beginning to reach a more than 
superficial understanding of the Qur'an; second, to illuminate the basic claims that the 
Qur'an makes for itself. Thus, the chapter attempts to clarify those disturbing questions that 
commonly arise in the mind of the translator prior and during the study of the Qur'an for 
the sake of translating its meaning. Abu al-Aclä Maudüdi (1988: 9) holds "whether one the 
translator ultimately decides to believe in the Qur'an or not, one the translator must 
recognise the fundamental statements made by the Qur'an and by the man to whom it was 
revealed, the Prophet Muhammad, to be the starting point of one's the translator's study. " 
(Italicised words are mine). These claims are epitomized and characterized by the Qur'änic 
Cognitive Model. A meaningful account of theses claims cannot be arrived at without 
looking deep into the literature of the Qur'änic Cognitive Model which reflects Muslim 
religious and social thought at its best. 
Chapter Three provides a brief historical account of the translation tradition among early 
Muslims. In its very constituting event, Islam acknowledged that its message could be 
heard `in translation': that the differences between one's own native tongue and the original 
text of revelation would not stand as a barrier to the proclamation of the Qur'an. In 
response to the universality of Islam, the Holy Qur'an is available in various vernaculars. 
The chapter also provides an outline of several translations selected for the purpose of 
exemplifying and enlightening the translation problems and whether they are close or not 
so close to the proposed model, the Qur'änic Cognitive Model. Each outline offers the 
major features of the translation approach in terms of style, accuracy, and inaccuracy. 
Chapter four deals with the notion of iýjaz (inimitability) of the Qur'an: its definition, origin 
and the views of speculative theologians Mutakallimün- Muctazilites and As'haries. fjaz, 
for Arab rhetoricians, provides significant evidence that considers the Qur'an the verbatim 
Word of Allah. The views of al-Rummäni, al-Khattäbi, and al-Bägilläni will be taken into 
account in more details: both their views concerning the notion of al-'rfah (aversion) and 
the notion of naan (order system) are introduced and discussed. It has been drawn heavily 
throughout the chapter upon the works of al-Jurjäni, the famous philologist and literary 
critic: Dala'il al-fjaz (The Proofs for the Inimitability of Qur'änic Style), and Asrär al- 
Baläghah (The Secrets of Rhetoric). The views of al-Qäoi °Abd al-Jabbär will be compared 
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to that of al-Jurjäni on certain issues such as, al-4Sarfah (aversion), facähah (eloquence), 
and fjaz (inimitability) of the Qur'an. Within his work, al-Jurjäni organized his ideas into 
the disciplines of `ilm al-bayän (figures of speech) and `ilm al-ma`äni (word order) which 
both will be looked into in more details. The question which arises is: What is the impact of 
`ilm al-baläghah (the science of rhetoric) on the degree of equivalence in translation of the 
meaning of the Qur'an? That will also be looked into when dealing with Arabic rhetoric 
and equivalence in Qur'an translation. Then, the third discipline of '11m al-baläghah: `11m 
al-baff and Ibn al-MuCtaz will be dealt with towards the end of this chapter. 
Chapter five touches upon the linguistic, stylistic, phonetic, exegetical, theological, and 
textual features of Qur'änic discourse that cause translation problems. Qur'änic discourse is 
considered particularly difficult in view of the fact that both Arabic and English languages 
belong to two different cultural and intellectual traditions. In addition to the Qur'änic 
specificity of the text to be translated, translating the narrative prose of Qur'änic discourse 
of Arabic expression into English presents additional problems. Any translation from 
Arabic to English demands a certain modulation or change in the way of looking at reality. 
In the field of literary and religious translation from Arabic to English the translator also 
has to have an appreciation of the cultural differences between the two linguistic groups. 
Knowledge of the Arabic language background is essential, for, the Qur'änic text tends to 
be teeming with the particulars of the Arabic language. Nida (1964: 51) opines that 
"different languages exhibit quite different concentrations of vocabulary, depending upon 
the cultural focus of the society in question. " Thus it can be envisaged that the problematic 
dimension of Qur'än translation lies precisely in the issue of language and its relation to the 
notion of translation. This study, therefore, attempts to examine how translation functions 
as a critical as well as a creative activity in Arabic. In this context, to `translate' means, 
literally, `to carry across, ' and this implies all other forms which carry the prefix trans-. It 
also means not only transportation or transmission or transposition but also transformation 
and transmutation, for all these activities take place when the translator writer sets out to 
write in English language. My approach to the notion of translation will be understood in 
its most established sense as the linguistic operation that consists in transporting meaning 
from one language to another and the cultural, textual interaction in this linguistic 
operation. Bassnett (1996: 22) maintains: "Now, in the 1990s, drawing upon the work of the 
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past two decades, the keyword is `visibility'. The role of the translator can be reassessed in 
terms of analysing the intervention of the translator in the process of linguistic transfer. 
Once considered a subservient, transparent filter through which a text could and should 
pass without adulteration, the translation can now be seen as a process in which the 
intervention is crucial. " It is worthy to note here that whether the intervention is visible or 
crucial it has to agree with the Qur'änic Cognitive Mode. Qur'änic Cognitive Mode, in this 
respect, can help the translator to establish some sort of equivalence between the semantic 
and cultural differences of Arabic and English language. Bassnett (1996: 12) embraces 
"translation therefore becomes the act that ensures the life of the text and guarantees its 
survival. Far from traducing the pure original, the translation injects new life blood into a 
text by bringing it to the attention of a new world of readers in a different language. " 
In the same vein, Bassnett (2002: 5) holds that "translation is not just the transfer of texts 
from one language into another, it is now rightly seen as a process of negotiation between 
texts and between cultures, a process during which all kinds of transactions take place 
mediated by the figure of the translator. " So equivalence is not the frame model then as it 
has been assured in the literature of translation studies that there is no absolute equivalence 
between languages and it is impossible to achieve. The shift as it has been reiterated is to 
the interaction between texts and cultures. In this connection, (1998: 128) Nida states that "a 
sociolinguistic perspective on translation must take into account the diversities of culture 
and the manner in which texts reflect such cultural elements. It is this cultural dimension of 
verbal communication that is increasingly receiving more attention by translators. " 
Transliteration System 
In the present thesis, we have adopted the Library of Congress (LC) transliteration system 
as explained below: 
Consonants %Jkq ý 
Arabic LC Arabic LC 
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V B 
C' T 
Th 
Z J a gh 
z H f 
Kh j q 
D k 
Dh J 1 
R m 
Z U n 
S A h 
ý., Sh 9 w 
uý Ls y 
Vowels (: W 1 0%. 9.9.0). 0-1" 
.9 vIyzýlI 
vIS ) 
Arabic Short Vowels LC Arabic long Vowels LC 
A A 
- I - I 
= U y= U 
Diphthongs ( JJ I ý9, g. ) 
Arabic LC Arabic LC 
(ay) =9 (aw) 
Chapter One 
The Notion of Equivalence 
1.1 Introduction 
Translation is a difficult mission, particularly when it involves languages different in 
structure and cultural background, such as Arabic and English. The difficulty increases 
when we are faced with a translation of the word of God, such as the Qur'an, as the 
translator should be aware of the linguistic and cultural aspects of both languages in order 
to understand the ST2 and to render it in a linguistically acceptable and semantically 
equivalent target text. 
The aim of the present chapter is to discuss current issues in the notion of equivalence in 
translation theory. We shall discuss such issues in the context of the translation of the Holy 
Qur'an and the Qur'änic Cognitive model as the proposed model (see chapter two). Where 
appropriate the notion of equivalence in signification and overtones will be observed. The 
exegetical and theological interpretation of the Qur'an will help to check appropriateness of 
words and meanings used by the translators. In the same vein, Nida (1964: 4) holds "in 
interlingual translation we are concerned not merely with matching symbols (i. e. word-for- 
word comparisons) but also with the equivalence of both symbols and their arrangements. 
That is to say, we must know the meaning of the entire utterance. " 
In the area of evaluating quality, the thesis draws heavily on Abdul-Raof s works (2001, 
2003,2004a, 2004b, 2005a, 2005b and 2006), Nida (1964,1969,1975a, 1975b, 1981, 
1998,2000,2001), House (1977,1997), Newmark (1981,1988,1995,1996) as well as 
others. Moreover, problems of translating from Arabic into English are also considered. 
These include the various levels of language such as the word, the sentence, and the text, as 
well as other linguistic aspects of the text such as rhetorical features, stylistics, and 
pragmatics. House (1997: 30) quotes Stalnaker (1973: 380) stating that "pragmatics is the 
study of the purposes for which sentences are used, of the real world conditions under 
which a sentence may be appropriately used as an utterance. " House (1997: 30) comments 
"pragmatics thus relates to the correlation between linguistic units and the user(s) of these 
2 Source Text 
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units in a given communicative situation. " Pragmatics then deals with the illocutionary 
level which is the way people use; manipulate language to achieve certain effects. 
Languages have different ways of achieving these effects. Verschueren, Jef (1999: 7) 
understands "pragmatics as a general cognitive, social, and cultural perspective on 
linguistic phenomena in relation to their usage in forms of behaviour. " So pragmatics 
epitomises language as to how it functions in real life situations. The thrust of the argument 
is whether equivalence in lexis, sentence structure, text, rhetoric, style and function has 
been met, if not, why? This chapter also discusses other factors that affect the production of 
the communicative function of the SL message which mirror the cultural background, 
appropriateness3 and acceptability4. 
1.2 Translation Theories 
The first argument is based on the sheer multiplicity of languages and their differing tones 
and shades of meaning. As translation theorists are quick to point out, even the most basic 
and ordinary phrases cannot be carried across into different languages without remainders. 
Chaudhuri (2007: 88) proclaims that "the text changes its contours as it passes from writer 
to reader. The dissemination of the text is an endless series of trans-lationes, carrying 
across - trans-positions in more senses than one: an overall change of site or context, 
but 
also a reconstitution of the elements. Hence the text a reader reads is not the text that the 
author wrote, nor that read by any other reader. " To translate is to alter, to interpret, and to 
transform. This is due primarily to the differently toned associations and connotations6 
called up by supposedly equivalent words in different languages. On this matter, Nida 
(1964: 156) makes this point, clear: 
Since not two languages are identical, either in the meanings given to 
corresponding symbols or in the ways in which such symbols are arranged 
3 The translator has to find the word which is more appropriate in the context. 
4 Acceptability is one of the standards of textuality proposed by de Beaugrande and Dressler (1981). The 
other six standards of textuality are cohesion, coherence, intentionality, situationality, intertextuality, and 
informativity. 
s There is no absolute equivalence (of form, function, and the same effect) between languages; in translation 
there is always something left out and not carried across into the other language. 6 Connotation, connotative meaning: That aspect of meaning which involves the cognitive, supplementary 
components of the words (Nida, 1975b); opposed to denotations (That aspect of meaning of a term which 
most closely relates the term to the portion of the nonlinguistic world which it symbolizes (ibid). 
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in phrases and sentences, it stands to reason that there can be no absolute 
correspondence between languages. 
The depths of difference among languages led Nida (ibid: 192) to argue that the notions of 
"faithful" translations which had hitherto so thoroughly governed the enterprise, are 
doomed to "involve serious distortions". One may wonder what "faithful translation" can 
really do to the rendering of meaning. We can safely claim that faithful translation cannot 
fully reproduce the meaning of individual words or sentences which they have in the 
original. We believe that literalness is a long way from faithfulness. Faithfulness means 
that the same or similar impressions are produced, for these are the heart of the matter. 
Abdul-Raof (2001: 9) holds the view that "languages differ considerably from one another 
syntactically, semantically and pragmatically. At the heart of translation lies the problem of 
meaning. " However, in this connection, Larson has this to say: "Anything which can be 
said in one language can be said in another. It is possible to translate. The goal of the 
translator is to keep the meaning constant. Whenever necessary, the receptor language form 
should be changed in order that the source language meaning cannot be distorted" (Larson, 
1998: 12). Nord (2003: 91) claims that "there is no doubt that, from an empirical 
perspective, real-life translations very rarely meet the high utopian standard of something 
called equivalence (of form, function, and effect at the same time). " In this case, the 
alternative is only creative translation. The questions that we can ask are: How far can 
translators go? At what point does creative translation become betrayal? Bassnett and 
Lefevere (1990: 11) hold "translation, like all (re)writings is never innocent. There is always 
a context in which the translation takes place, always a history from which a text emerges 
and into which a text is transposed. " Later, Bassnett and Lefevere elaborate on the 
relationship between the translation and the original text: they (1998: 25) are of the opinion 
that "recent debates on translation have focused more and more on exploring the 
relationship between what is termed `translation' and what is termed `original'. One line of 
thought has traditionally seen the translation as a traducement, a betrayal, an inferior copy 
of a prioritized original. Another line of thinking focuses instead on the translation ... the 
original through translation, i. e. that translation is our original. " This betrayal issue is 
conceived as it will be shown in subsequent sections of the present chapter that the target 
translation could render varied and different meanings from the SL with degrees of 
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ideological encroachments. By ideology? in this connection, we mean the concepts, beliefs, 
dogmas, presuppositions and sentiments which originate from the social, political, 
contextual history of a particular individual, class, group, or certain culture and represent 
themselves through a certain medium. Equally noteworthy is what Chaudhuri (1999: 34) 
argues that "translation proposes a sort of parallel universe (to that of the original text), 
another space and time in which the text reveals other, extraordinary possible meaning. For 
these meanings, however, there are no words, since they exist in the intuitive no man's land 
between the language of the original and the language of the translator". 
It should not go without saying that in order to capture the intended meaning of a text, one 
has to be familiar with the `communication force' and the `emotional connotations' 
conveyed by the word chosen to express that meaning. James Dickins, et al (2002: 16) 
contend "in literal translation proper, the denotative meaning of words is taken as if straight 
from the dictionary (that is, out of context)". This is why literal translation blows up the 
manoeuvres to reproduce the meaning and constitutes a direct threat to comprehensibility. 
Nida (1964: 22) notes that "despite major shifts of viewpoints on translation during different 
epochs and in different countries, two basic conflicts, expressing themselves in varying 
degrees of tension, have remained. These fundamental differences in translation theory may 
be stated in terms of two sets of conflicting "poles": (1) literal versus free translating, and 
(2) emphasis on form versus concentration on content. " Evidence to sustain this line of 
argument includes the different types of translation and their applicability. Bassnett 
(2002: 7-8) explains "whereas previously the emphasis had previously been on comparing 
original and translation, often with a view to establishing what had been `lost' or `betrayed' 
in the translation process, the new approach took a resolutely different line, seeking nor to 
evaluate but to understand the shift of emphasis that had taken place during the transfer 
from one literary system into another. " We can safely claim that the aim of this study is to 
describe and shed light on this process of interaction or as Bassnett called `negotiation' 
between texts and cultures. The following section illustrates different definitions of 
translation. 
' This definition is built from Naess (1956), Dant (1991), Terry (1991), Khäshim, M. A. (1984), Dirven, Rend, 
et al. (2001) vol. 1, °Aliyat Allah, Ahmed (1980), Simpson, Paul (1993), Joseph, John, et at. (1990), Norton, 
G. P. (1984). 
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1.2.1 What is Translation? 
Frequent attempts have been made to give a systematic description of translation. Some 
attempts have been based on cognitive theories8 whereas others have been formulated to 
serve as a basis for instructional design theories9. This implies that elements of the 
translation base are characterized by the `function' they fulfill in the performance of a 
target task. Contemporary translation theory has seized upon the establishment of criteria 
for good translation quality as its touchstone. The main concern of translation theory is to 
determine appropriate translation methods for the widest range of texts or text categories. It 
provides a framework of principles for translating texts and criticizing the quality of 
translation. Translation theory is mainly concerned with choice and decision, rather than 
with the mechanics of either the source or the target language. 
For Forster (1958: 1), translation is "the transference of the content of a text from one 
language to another", noting that "a perfect translation is one which fulfils the same 
purpose in the new language as the original did in the language in which it was written, not 
a mere approximation to that purpose" (ibid: 6). Therefore, the translation should have the 
same impact and leave the same impression on the target readers as that of the original 
which means the purpose of the original should be transferred to the target text and its 
audience without any failure. Forster (ibid: 16) asserts that a translation should aim at 
giving the TL1° readers the same sort of impression which the ST gave to its readers. 
Equally noteworthy, Rabin (1958: 123) holds the same view as Foster. However, Catford 
(1965: 20) sees translation as "the replacement of textual material in one language (SL) by 
equivalent textual material in another TL". According to Nida and Taber (1969: 12), 
"translation consists in reproducing in the receptor language the closest natural equivalent 
of the source language message, first in terms of meaning and second in terms of style". In 
their definition, meaning is given priority, closely followed by style. In their opinion 
8 Geeraerts, Dirk (1997: 7) holds that "cognitive linguistics is an approach to the analysis of natural language 
that focuses on language as an instrument for organizing, processing, and conveying information. 
Methodologically speaking, the analysis of the conceptual and experiential basis of linguistic categories is of 
primary importance within cognitive linguistics: it primarily considers language as a system of categories. 
The formal structures of language are studied not as if they were autonomous, but as reflections of general 
conceptual organization, categorization principles, processing mechanisms, and experiential and 
environmental influences. " 
9 Instructional design theories relate to absolute classification. Central elements of this type of theories are 
objectives and criterion tasks, which are typical of a discipline. 10 Target language. 
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(ibid: 13), "though style is secondary to content, it is nevertheless important. One should not 
translate poetry as though it were prose, nor expository material as though it were straight 
narrative". Thus, we argue that the textual equivalence is a very important notion in 
translation, i. e. the rhetorical function, the stylistic features of the TT should be kept 
equivalent as much as we can to that of the ST. However, equivalence of structures cannot 
be achieved between two linguistically and culturally incongruent languages such as Arabic 
and English. Bassnett (1980: 2,2002: 11), for instance, claims that "translation involves the 
rendering of a source language (SL) text into the target language (TL) so as to ensure that 
(1) the surface meaning of the two will be approximately similar and (2) the structures of 
the SL will be preserved as closely as possible but not so closely that the TL structures will 
be seriously distorted. " Translation, Newmark (1981: 7) proposes, is "a craft consisting in 
the attempt to replace a written message and/or statement in one language by the same 
message and/or statement in another language". Later, he (1995: 5) concisely reformulates 
his definition of translation as "it is rendering the meaning of a text into another language 
in the way that the author intended the text". Schulte and Biguenet (1992: 10) quote the 
German philosopher Hans Georg Gadamer: "Reading is already translation, and translation 
is translation for the second time ... The process of translating comprises 
in its essence the 
whole secret of human understanding of the world and social communication". In addition 
Bell, (1991: 5) focuses on "preserving semantic and stylistic equivalences". He (ibid: 13) 
suggests three distinguishable meanings for the word translation. First, translating as "the 
process", second, translation as "the product of the process of translating", and third, 
translation, as "the abstract concept which encompasses both the process of translating and 
the product of that process". Tancock (1958: 45) holds "the ideal translation, like the ideal 
stage play, should have the power to suspend the reader's disbelief, to make him think he is 
reading an original piece of work written in his own tongue". Authenticity then is stressed 
and not the faint image of the original. 
Therefore, equivalence is mandatory in the process of translation. However, the question 
remains: Can the translator achieve equivalence at all levels with regards to Qur'än 
translation? As Abdul-Raof (2001: 8) argues, there are eight kinds of equivalence (see 
figure 1, p. 24) and he is sceptical whether all these levels will be met satisfactorily by the 
TT with regards to the Qur'änic Arabic text. From Abdul-Raof we can understand that the 
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major translation hurdle is the ST textuality which involves linguistic, rhetorical, stylistic, 
and phonetic characteristics that are prototypical to Qur'änic Arabic. 
Translation is essential in making people understand the culture of one another. In this 
effect, Neubert and Shreve (1992: 69) have the following to say: "The process of translation 
is a textual process that connects one knowledge system with another. The translator makes 
the connection by inserting linguistic indices in the target text. These indices give the L211 
reader access to the underlying knowledge structure of the author's original message. 
Translators must link L112 frames and scenarios with corresponding L2 frames and 
scenarios using the L2 linguistic system. Results of this matching process have to be L2 
texts. The translation has to compete in the target text world as a natural example of an L2 
text, and it must exhibit all of the features which make it recognizable as a native text. " It is 
at this point that the term textuality should come to the fore of the discussion. Thus, it 
appears that textuality interweaves the text and makes its identity. Textuality (ibid: 70) is 
then, "the complex set of features that texts must have to be considered texts. Textuality is 
a property that a complex linguistic object assumes when it reflects certain social and 
communicative constraints. The operation of these constraints is manifested in 
recognizable linguistic patterns at the textual surface. " It is important to remember that the 
textuality of a certain text is not always straightforwardly translatable into matching 
categories similar to that of the SL. It is for this reason that Nord (1991: 24) ascertains that 
"each text has its place in a configuration of particular, interdependent elements whose 
constellation determines its function. If only one element is changed, the constellation of 
the other elements within the configuration will inevitably change as well. " Linguistically 
speaking, words and constructions need to be visualized meticulously in order to judge 
correspondence between the source and the target languages. Neubert and Shreve 
(1992: 20) claim that "most correspondence rules are of a complex grammatico-lexical 
type. The corpus of knowledge about the rule-governed linguistic behaviour of the 
translation pair is the basis of the contrastive linguistics of translation. " It is worthy to note 
here that translation theorists almost always prescribe certain methods in order to transfer 
the textuality of a particular ST into that of TT. Neubert (2000: 19) argues "the 
11 Target language (TL) 
12 Source language (SL) 
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enculturation of translations into the L2 communicative culture is by no means the only 
way to apply the textual model of translation. A particular translation assignment may call 
for quite the opposite procedure, viz. the target version should openly betray L1 textual 
features because not familiarization but alienation is expressly intended. " 
For Larson (1998: 3), translation consists of conveying the meaning of the SL into the TL. 
The meaning remains constant but is conveyed by changing from the forms and structures 
of the first language to those of the second. He (ibid: 6) stresses on the idea that the best 
translation is one which (1) uses the normal language forms of the TL, (2) conveys, as 
much as possible, to the TL speakers the same meaning that was understood by the SL 
speakers, and (3) maintains the dynamic of the original, which means that the TT is 
presented in such a way that it will, ideally, evoke the same response as the ST attempted 
to evoke. 
In line with Larson's methodology, it is obvious that he is in favour of the translator 
making changes and adjustments in the ST in order to suit the requirements of the TL 
linguistic system, and culture, as long as the meaning of the SL message is not altered. 
Bell (1991: 5), like Nida and Taber (1969), stresses textual equivalence. He maintains that 
"translation is the expression in another language (or target language) of what has been 
expressed in another, source language, preserving semantic and stylistic equivalence". 
However, Postgate (1922: 2) places grater emphasis on faithfulness in the process of 
translation. He (ibid: 4) quotes Tucker as saying that "a translation should first and foremost 
be faithful". However, Hatim and Mason (1990: 12) hold the view that "translation is a 
matter of choice, but choice is always motivated: omission, additions and alterations may 
indeed be justified but only in relation to intended meaning. " It is apparent that they justify 
the act of omission, additions and alterations if the motive is to convey the meaning of the 
SL. They (ibid: 12-13) even state that the translator's motivation is either `client driven' or 
`market driven'. Other motives include the 'socio-economic circumstances' of the 
production of the work, its `intended readership', and the `reception by the TL readers'. 
Translation can also be a discourse practice, Katan (2003: 137) argues that "the term 
`discourse' refers both to the linguistic (propositional) and the social (interactional) aspects 
of discourse activity, since institutions and the social context play a crucial role in the 
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development, maintenance and circulation of discourse. " Now it is time to touch upon the 
different types of translation. 
1.2.2 Types of Translation 
It is argued that types of translation differ according to the objectives a translator proposes 
to himself/herself in dealing with the original text. However, two approaches can be 
proposed in translation: one requires that the author of a foreign text be brought across to 
the readers in such a way that they can look on him as theirs. The other requires that the 
readers themselves should cross over into what is foreign and adapt themselves to its 
conditions, its peculiarities, and its use of language. 
Catford (1965: 25) distinguishes between three kinds of translation that can be grouped into 
two: the "word-for-word" or "literal" translation and the "free" translation that can be 
grouped into total translation and restricted translation. In other words, both `word for 
word' and `literal' translation can be considered the same thing because they are faithful to 
the SL (source-oriented) whereas the `free' is more target-oriented. Larson (1998: 17) 
subcategorises translation into "literal" and "idiomatic". The former, to Catford and 
Larson, is form-based translation, which entails all the characteristics of the formal 
equivalence translation (see 1.2.3.2 for more details) and the latter is meaning-based 
translation that does not sound like a translation. It should be noted here that meaning- 
based translation entails all the characteristics of dynamic equivalence translation (see 
1.2.3.3 for more details). Newmark (1988: 30-32) mentions some seventeen kinds of 
translation that he (1995: 45) later reduces into eight kinds concluding with the distinction 
between communicative and semantic translations. The communicative translation, to him, 
focuses on the reader's understanding of the identical message of the source language text, 
whereas the semantic translation focuses on rendering the exact contextual meaning of the 
original as closely as possible. He concludes that all translations must be in some degree 
communicative and semantic, social and individual. Our concern here relates to what 
translation procedures are most relevant to the translation of the Qur'änic text. 
Nida (1964: 159) lists two fundamentally different types of translation: 
1. Formal Equivalence Translation 
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This shifts attention away from TT to the ST itself, in both form and content. It is a ST- 
oriented translation, and is designed to reveal as much as possible of the ST form and 
content. 
2. Dynamic Equivalence Translation 
One of the first principles of the art of translation is that a text should be recreated in the 
same nuance, as far as the nature of the language allows. This what dynamic equivalence 
aims at: the complete naturalness of expression. Translators are very much inclined to 
relate the receptors to modes of behaviour relevant within the context of their own culture. 
In dynamic equivalence, change and adjustment of the ST are allowed to suit the TL 
linguistic system and culture as long as the translator does not deviate from the ST 
message. 
Catford (1965: 22) classifies translation into two different types: 
1. Total Translation 
This involves replacing the grammar and lexis of the SL by their TL equivalents, 
necessitating that SL phonology/graphology be replaced by non-equivalent TL 
phonology/graphology. 
2. Restricted Translation 
This is the replacement of SL textual material by equivalent TL textual material, at any one 
level. In other words, translation is performed only at the phonological or at the 
graphological level, or at only one of the two levels of the grammar and lexis. 
Beekman and Callow (1974: 21-4) distinguish four types of translation: 
1. Highly Literal Translation 
This has to dress according to SL customs, and behave accordingly and reproduces the 
linguistic features of the SL, with a high level of consistency. 
2. Modified Literal Translation 
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Modified literal translation means tailoring the TL to accommodate with the SL. Any 
attempt to deviate from this norm is only allowed in case the meaning is jeopardized. 
Translators deviate to some lexical or grammatical adjustment to restore the meaning. 
3. Idiomatic Translation 
Here, the translator seeks to produce free imitations, as is most often the case; the 
translations certainly lost character and became more mannered. The meaning of the ST is 
overemphasised and realised by the natural grammatical and lexical forms of the TL. 
4. Unduly Free Translation 
This is a translation which may vary widely in style and still be accurate in content. 
For Larson (1998: 17), there are two main kinds of translation: 
1. Literal Translation 
This is SL form-based translation. It attempts to follow the form of the SL. 
2. Idiomatic Translation 
This is meaning-based translation. It makes every effort to convey the meaning of the ST in 
the natural forms of the TL. 
However, Newmark (1988: 45-7) has suggested eight types of translation: 
1. Word-for-word Translation 
The SL word order is maintained and words are rendered individually by their most 
common meanings, regardless of context, with the literal translation of cultural words. This 
method is used either as a technique to reveal the mechanics of the SL, or as the first stage 
of the translation of a difficult text. 
2. Literal Translation 
The SL grammatical constructions are converted to the nearest equivalent, but words are 
still rendered singly, out of context. It is often used as a pre-translation process to indicate 
problems to be solved. 
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3. Faithful Translation 
This attempts to reproduce the precise contextual meaning of the ST, given the constraints 
of the TL grammatical structures. Cultural words are transferred and the degree of 
grammatical and lexical abnormality in the translation is preserved. It aims to be faithful to 
the intentions of the ST writer. 
4. Semantic Translation 
It is different from faithful translation only in that it is more sensitive to the stylistic values 
of the ST. Precise meaning translation attempts, where appropriate, to avoid assonance, 
word-play or repetition. Cultural equivalents may not be given for less important cultural 
words, while culturally neutral or functional terms can be employed instead. Semantic 
translation, unlike faithful translation, allows for the less than 100% fidelity, assuming the 
translator's empathy is with the ST. 
5. Adaptation 
This is the freest form of translation. The SL culture is converted to the TL culture, with 
consequent rewriting of the text, while the themes, characters and plots remain untouched. 
This form of translation is used mainly for plays and poetry. 
6. Free Translation 
It remodels the text to be more target-oriented or reproduces the content without the form 
of the original. 
7. Idiomatic Translation 
This reproduces the message of the ST, but can distort nuances of meaning by using 
expressions and idioms not present in the ST. 
8. Communicative Translation 
The original and the translation are, moreover, closely related; one could almost think of 
them as dialect and standard language, and in that case recreation has been known to 
succeed to an extent. Communicative translation, however, has adopted a totally 
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unconventional phraseology in translation and made it into an unbreakable rule, so that it is 
possible to grip the communicative force of the original. It attempts to give the exact 
contextual meaning of the ST so that both content and language are readily acceptable and 
comprehensible to the TL reader. 
It is our hope that the framework presented in the previous section will simplify discussions 
on translation by offering a parsimonious description of its types and qualities. 
1.2.3 Equivalence in Translation 
Our major concern in this section is encompassing the notion of equivalence and the 
possibility of achieving it in translation in general and in Qur'än translation in particular. 
For this reason, I would like to quote: 
Translate me so that I seem 
Neither sea nor mountain, 
Neither summer nor winter, 
As though I were someone else, something else. 
Jagannath Chakravorty (1994: 126) 
The explicit focus of our work has been on "equivalence". Equivalence in translation by 
definition is the equality or interchangeability in value, quantity and significance between 
two interlingual texts. The optimal of equivalence is to achieve the compatibility of the 
various levels of lexis, structure, text, rhetoric, stylistics and pragmatics between two 
interlingual texts. This also necessitates the discussion of other factors that affect the 
production of the message, such as the cultural background, appropriateness, and 
acceptability. We shall give special attention to functional equivalence in translation, (see 
1.2.3.8). In addition, structural equivalence as a factor that affects meaning will be looked 
into. According to Wilss (1982: 134), the concept of translation equivalence has been an 
essential issue, in translation theory in general and modem translation studies in particular. 
He (ibid: 138) maintains that the relative indeterminacy of the concept of target equivalence 
has a number of reasons. These reasons are primarily translator-specific, text-specific, and 
recipient-specific. The problem rests as to whether or not a translator can achieve 
equivalence at all levels, or if there exist certain levels for translatability between 
languages. Both are seen as "a major problem, because different scholars have proposed 
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different frames of reference" (Guff 1991: 10). According to Nord (1991: 22), equivalence is 
the greatest possible correspondence between ST and TT. She (ibid: 22) also claims that 
"the concept of equivalence is one of the most ambiguous concepts in translation studies, 
and consequently has been interpreted in very different ways. Equivalence implies that 
various requirements have to be met on all text ranks". In the same vein, Bassnett 
(1980: 29,2002: 36) is sceptical about the nature of equivalence and is of the opinion that 
equivalence cannot be defined in terms of sameness, and that "equivalence in translation 
should not be approached as a search for sameness, since sameness cannot even exist 
between two TL versions of the same text, let alone between the SL and the TL version". 
Ivir (1981: 53), (cf. Neubert and Shreve, 1992: 143), however, claims that equivalence is 
established at the level of messages, in the communicative act, and not at the level of 
linguistic units. Here translation, theorists touch upon other important dimensions with 
regard to equivalence. When faced with attempting to reproduce the irreproducible, Nida 
and Taber (1969: 5) thought of approximation as a way to alleviate the problem of the slim 
opportunity of equivalence among languages. As translation from one language to another 
is almost always a form of loss, a compromise of approximation is considered a way out. If 
equivalence is to be preserved at a particular level, which level is it to be? Bassnett 
(1980: 25,2002: 32) claims that "once the translator moves away from close linguistic 
equivalence, the problems of determining the exact nature of the level of equivalence 
aimed for begin to emerge". However, Knox (1975: 4) summarised the entire topic in two 
questions: "Which should come first, the literary version or the literal; and is the translator 
free to express the sense of the original in any style and idiom he chooses? " It can be 
argued that to claim that one has arrived at the final, definitive, ultimate translation, one 
would be dreaming. Abdul-Raof (2001: 7) holds the view that "a translator who aspires to 
achieve total lexical and/or textual equivalence is chasing a mirage: total equivalence at 
any level of language is impossible, relative equivalence at any level is possible. Amid the 
circularity of these contradictory definitions of the notion of equivalence, the translator is 
at a loss. At which level should he/she aim his/her translation? " (See Figure 1, p. 24) 
However, this is not the end of the story, as Nida and Taber (1969: 12) see translation 
equivalence as being completed in two phases, one at the semantic level, and the other at 
the stylistic level. According to them, translation "consists in reproducing in the receptor 
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language the closest natural equivalent of the source-language message, first in terms of 
meaning and secondly in terms of style". However, Bell (1991: 6) is of the opinion that "the 
ideal of total equivalence is a chimera. Languages are different from each other; they are 
different in form having distinct codes and rules regulating the construction of grammatical 
stretches of languages and these forms have different meanings. " In view of the fact that 
there is no absolute synonymy, contrasting forms cannot coincide totally. Therefore to shift 
from one language to another is, by definition, to alter forms. 
1.2.3.1 Types of Equivalence 
The first to direct awareness towards the impact of different translation policies on the 
receptors was undoubtedly Nida (1964). Hatim and Mason (1990: 7) point out that "Nida's 
reformulation of the problem in terms of types of equivalence appropriate to particular 
circumstances is a positive move. By distinguishing formal equivalence13 (closest possible 
match of form and content between ST and TT) and dynamic equivalence14 (principle of 
equivalence of effect on reader of TT) as basic orientations rather than as a binary choice, 
Nida shifts attention away from the sterile debate of free versus literal towards the effects 
of different translation strategies. " Nida emphasizes the importance of the message 
conveyed to the readers and ascertains that the impact the ST has on readers should be 
taken into consideration when working out the target text. Nida and Taber (1969: 1) 
highlight the issue as such: "The older focus in translating was the form of the message, 
and translators took particular delight in being able to reproduce stylistic specialties, e. g. 
rhythms, rhymes, plays on words, chiasmus, parallelism, and unusual grammatical 
structures. Concerning the categories of equivalence in translation, Hervey and Higgins 
(2002: 18) hold the view that "the many definitions of equivalence in translation fall 
broadly into two categories: they are either descriptive or prescriptive. Descriptively, 
`equivalence' denotes an observed relationship between source language utterances and 
target text utterances that are seen directly corresponding to one another. Prescriptively, 
`equivalence' denotes the relationship between a source language expression and the 
standard target language rendering of it, for example as given in the dictionary, or as 
13 See 1.2.3.2 
14 See 1.2.3.3 
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required by a teacher or as a consonant with given theory or methodology of translation". 
Abdul-Raof (2001: 8) combines the different types of equivalence in one figure I would like 
to quote here (see figure 1 Types of Equivalence). 
Levels of Equivalence 
Linguistic (textual material) Nida 1964 `formal equivalence', 
Catford 1965 
Cultural Larson 1984, Newmark 1982 
Stylistic Popovic 1976 (in Bassnett-McGuire 1980, 
Bell 1991 
Semantic (content) Kade 1968a, Nord 1991 
Structural (textuality) Filipec 1971 (in Snell-Hornby 1995), 
Reiss 1971 (in Snell-Hornby 1995), 
Wills 1982, Koller 1972, Neubert 1985 
Hatim and Mason 1990, Neubert and 
Shreve 1992 
Response (effect) Nida 1964a, 1964,1966, Nida and Taber 
1969, Newmark 1982, Adab 1996 
Communicative Beaugrand 1978, Neubert and Shreve 1992 
Functional Nida and Taber 1969, Kuepper1977, House 
1981, de Waard and Nida 1986, Newmark 
1991 
Figure 1: Types of Equivalence 
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1.2.3.2 Formal Equivalence Translation15 
The early emergence of the definition of a formal equivalence translation was meant to be 
"basically source-oriented; that is, it is designed to reveal as much as possible of the form 
and content of the original message", (Nida, 1964: 165). He (ibid: 159) notes that "in such a 
translation one is concerned with such correspondence as poetry to poetry, sentence to 
sentence, and concept to concept". Nida (ibid: 159) also calls this type of translation `a gloss 
translation', that is, translation whereby the translator attempts to reproduce, as literally and 
meaningfully as possible, the form and content of the original. Nida and Taber (1969: 14), 
however, use the term `formal correspondence' instead of `formal equivalence'. To sum up, 
Nida (1964) distinguishes between two types of translation: formal equivalence translation 
and dynamic equivalence translation. The former is source oriented and is intended to 
reveal as much as possible of the form and content of the original message. Such translation 
attempts to reproduce formal elements such as grammatical units/ word usage and 
meanings in terms of the source language. It also makes use of brackets and parentheses for 
words which are added by the translator and are missing in the original. The stylistic 
features have to be rendered literally; yet marginal notes must include explanations where 
needed. Explanatory notes will always be needed in this type of translation since many of 
the literal equivalents will not be intelligible to the TL reader. Nida (1964: 165) lists the 
elements of this type of equivalence: 
1. Grammatical units which may consist of. (a) translating nouns by nouns, and verbs 
by verbs, (b) keeping all phrases and sentences intact (i. e. not splitting up and 
reading the units), and (c) observing all formal indicators, e. g. marks of 
punctuation, paragraph breaks, and poetic indention, 
2. Consistency in word usage, and 
3. Meanings in terms of the source context. 
In fact, what Nida calls `formal correspondence' matches Widdowson's (1979: 65) 
`structural equivalence', Popovic's (1970: 78) `linguistic equivalence', Lörscher's (1992: 
403) `sign-oriented translation', Larson's (1998: 17) 'form-based translation", and similarly 
Nord's (1991: 72-3) `documentary translation'. In any case, the qualities the translation 
theorists have assumed for `formal equivalence' complete the picture and can be depicted 
15 See also 3.4.1.2 of this book: Formal Equivalence. 
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in what they argue: Kelly (1979: 131) thinks it "depends on one-to-one matching of small 
segments, on the assumption that the centre of gravity of text and translation lies in the 
significance for terminological or artistic reasons". Nord (1991: 72-3) has assigned to her 
`documentary translation' a function which (ibid: 73) foregrounds some of the elements of 
the ST and backgrounds the rest and she argues further that in a word-for-word translation, 
for example, which aims to reproduce the features of the SL system, the focus is on the 
morphological, lexical, and syntactic structures presented in the ST, whereas textuality (for 
more details on textuality see p. 15) is bound to be neglected. 
Formal Equivalence Translation is like the exact translation hypothesis which does not 
hold true due to the diversity of languages and texts in the areas of vocabulary, syntax and 
semantics. This hypothesis relates to the transformational generative approach to meaning, 
whose main objective is the isolation of linguistic universals, which if established would 
have provided a basis for translation theory, Chomsky, (1965). This hypothesis has been 
proved to be unworkable, with respect to translation of the Qur'an, Abdul-Raof (2001: 12) 
holds "in the translation of the Qur'an, language and cultural-bound linguistic and 
rhetorical features are simply `inimitable' and `unproduceable' into other languages to a 
satisfactory level that can create an equivalent mystical effect on the target audience similar 
to that on source language readers. " 
For instance, there is no exact equivalent to ('11) in Arabic, (ibid: 34). Adul-Raof 
(ibid: 25) is also against the notion of exact correspondence between languages. He 
provides examples that support his argument (ibid: 25) "Qur'änic cultural voids like ( 
... and other Qur'änic expressions have culture-bound overtones; these include lexical items 
like (ýAA )". Moreover, (ibid: 13) "cross-cultural variations among languages 
lead to non-equivalence and can be translation traps; they can also be a source of 
misunderstandings among target language audience. Qur'an translation is a unique case of 
non-equivalence in inter-textual translation. The semantic mapping of each language is 
different from those of all other languages. " Chesterman (1997: 32) states that Nida's 
rejection of the formal equivslence is related to his main interest in biblical translation "but 
he rejects the formal equivalence assumed by the Word-of-God stage because this so often 
leads to stylistic awkwardness or downright unintelligibility. In its emphasis on the 
naturalness of the target text, on readability, on ease of decoding, on translation as exegesis, 
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Nida's work reflects the idea of the Rhetoric stage 16; but his insistence on sameness of 
effect (dynamic equivalence) is a clear symptom of this Linguistic stage'7. It is as if the 
sameness simply must be somewhere: since it cannot be located at the formal level, and 
since the function of a sacred text is assumed to be constant across different readers (i. e. to 
convert to, or confirm in, the Faith), equivalence must lie precisely in the effect of such a 
text. " See how Chesterman (1997: 35) comments on the notion of `effect', (1.2.3.3: p. 28). 
1.2.3.3 Dynamic Equivalence Translation 
Dynamic equivalence, contrary to formal equivalence, focuses on the receptors' response. 
That is, it is based on the principle of equivalent effect. It aims at producing the closest 
equivalent to the SL message (Nida 1964). Dynamic equivalence, in Nida's words, is "a 
translation of dynamic equivalence that aims at complete naturalness of expression, and 
tries to relate the receptor to modes of behaviour relevant within the context of his own 
culture" (ibid: 166). This means that the areas of the communication process have to fit the 
TL culture, the context of the message and the receptor. The process of producing a natural 
translation requires adaptation both in grammar and lexis. Nida holds the view put forward 
by Goodspeed (1945: 8) which says: "The best translation is not one that keeps forever 
before the reader's mind the fact that this is a translation, not an original English 
composition, but one that makes the reader forget that it is a translation at all and makes 
him feel that he is looking into the ancient writer's mind, as he would into that of a 
contemporary", (quoted in Nida, 1964: 163). 
Dynamic equivalence is criticized for emphasizing the equivalent response of the receptor 
though no clear definition of this response is provided. It is compared to the response of the 
reader of the SL, which is also not identified. Moreover, responses of one reader may vary 
from those of another depending on factors such as the psychological background, previous 
experience, and the diverse expectations of readers. 
The new focus, however, has shifted from the form of the message to the response of the 
receptor. What is meant exactly by dynamic equivalence has been stated by Nida and Taber 
16 Chesterman (1997: 25) makes out rhetorical tradition is represented in the emphasis on the value f the text 
and the target-reader orientation in translation. 17 "The linguistic stage builds on the value of contrastive studies, looking at the similarities and differences 
between language systems and the relations between such systems" Chesterman (1997: 48). 
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(1969: 24) as follows: "Dynamic equivalence is therefore to be defined in terms of the 
degree to which the receptors of the message in the receptor language respond to it in 
substantially the same manner as the receptors in the source language. This response can 
never be identical, for the cultural and historical settings are too different, but there should 
be a high degree of equivalence of response, or the translation will have failed to 
accomplish its purpose. " Nida emphasizes that equivalence is not only just mere 
comprehension of the text: it is much more than that. Nida argues about the `principal 
purposes of communications' as found in the Bible (ibid: 24): "It would be wrong to think, 
however, that the response of the receptors in the second language is merely in terms of 
comprehension of the information, for communication is not merely informative. It must 
also be expressive and imperative if it is to serve the principal purposes of communications 
such as those found in the Bible. That is to say, a translation of the Bible must not only 
provide information which people can understand but must present the message in such a 
way that people can feel its relevance (the expressive element in communication) and can 
then respond to it in action (the imperative function). " However, Chesterman (1997: 35) has 
the following to say regarding the `same effect' or `same function': "Since any language- 
user interprets any utterance partly in terms of his or her previous experience of the 
language and of life, no two readers ever come to a given text with exactly the same set of 
cognitive assumptions; if this is true even within the same language, how much more true 
must it be for readers of a different language and/or culture altogether. We might 
consequently call the belief in the possibility of the `same effect' the homogeneous 
readership fallacy. It represents a kind of linguistic idealism, but rests on no tenable 
theoretical foundations beyond the trivial truth that all readers are members of the human 
race. " 
Larson (1998: 6) further confirms that " maintaining the `dynamics' of the original source 
language text means that the translation is presented in such a way that it will, hopefully, 
evoke the same response as the SL attempted to evoke. " Whereas Gutt (1991: 73) points out 
the significant role of the context in eradicating possible misunderstanding or 
misinterpretation: "Context determines the disambiguation of linguistically ambiguous 
expression: wrong contextual assumptions can lead to the choice of the wrong semantic 
representation of such expressions. Context is usually needed to determine the 
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propositional form of an utterance: again mismatches of context can lead to the deviation of 
a wrong propositional form. Context is needed to determine whether a propositional form is 
intended as an expliceature18, or whether it serves only to convey implicatures19. " 
This plays an important role in the interpretation of literal versus loose or metaphorical 
talk. Thus, the interpretation of the sentence `I could have killed that fellow' as either literal 
or metaphorical will depend on whether its propositional form is taken as an explicature or 
not. Since this depends on the contextual assumptions available, the use of inappropriate 
context can lead to misunderstandings. 
Q107: 4 can be a supportive illustration for the viability and vitality of context and its 
decisiveness in determining the underlying semantic characteristics of the proposition. 
If the following is read in isolation, it gives completely different meaning which contradicts 
the importance of performing prayers according to the Qur'an: 
["So woe to those that pray, " Q107: 4] 4 . cam. 
3; 4 
The ambiguity is immediately cleared when the verse is read in its context, as follows: 
X9 '9 ý' ' X99 ý Pý irk ý 4ci9ý ý"ý' PPS iý Pý ir? 
4J. CJi 
[So woe to those that pray and are heedless of their prayers, to those who make display 
and refuse charity. Q107: 4-7] (Arberry 1980: 356) 
Arberry2° has intentionally added the conjunctive particle and as a cohesive tool to make 
sure at the same time that the meaning is not confusing. However, and should have been 
put between brackets to show that it is not part of the Qur'an. 
Nida and Taber (1969: 111) signal out that "it must be further emphasized that one is not 
free to make in the text any and all kinds of explanatory additions and/or expansions. There 
is a very definite limit as to what is proper translation in this difficult area: one may make 
explicit in the text only what is linguistically implicit in the immediate context of the 
problematic passage. This imposes a dual constraint: one may not simply add interesting 
18 Verschueren Jef (1999: 27) holds the view that explicature is "a term was invented for the products of fleshing out the meaning of an utterance by means of more explicit representations. " 19 The technical term implicature was introduced by the philosopher of language Paul Grice (a short version 
of which was published in 1975 in a paper `Logic and conversation') to cover a variety of non-explicit 
meanings, such as suggestions, implications and the like. 20 See also 3.4.5 of this book: `The Koran Interpreted' 
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cultural information which is not actually present in the meanings of the terms used in the 
passage, and one may not add information derived from other parts of the Bible, much less 
from extra-Biblical sources, such as tradition, " (Italics as in original). 
The following verse in al-Hiläli's is an example for what is linguistically implicit: 
4+ 
-0 
r+ 
o+o+o+oe. +m++ 
[And when it is said to them: "Fear of that which is before you (worldly torments), and that 
which is behind you (torments in the Hereafter), in order that you may receive mercy (i. e. if 
you believe in Allah's religion - Islamic Monotheism, and avoid polytheism, and obey 
Allah with righteous deeds). Q36: 45] (al-Hiläli 1998: 592) 
If this translation is compared with the same in Dawood21's, the difference in style shows 
the whole story: 
[When they are told: `Have fear of that which is before you and behind you, so that you 
maybe shown mercy, Q36: 45] (Dawood 2003: 3 10) 
Whereas in Arberry's : [And when it is said to them, `Fear what is before you and what is 
behind you; haply you will find mercy. ' Q36: 45] (Arberry 1980: 147) 
The following example given by Larson (1998: 46) is to be taken into consideration: 
"Information which is left implicit when talking to one person might be made explicit when 
talking to another. A woman might say to her husband, `Peter is sick. ' In reporting the 
same information to the doctor she would say, `My son Peter is sick, ' or `My son is sick. ' 
The information (my son) was not needed to identify (Peter) when talking to her husband 
who knew very well who Peter was. " 
Larson (ibid: 47) then goes on to explain: 
"There is difference between implicit information and information which is simply absent 
and never intended to be part of the communication. For instance, in the example `My son 
Peter is sick, ' the mother did not say, Peter has brown hair and is ten years old. ' This is 
not implied it is absent. It is not part of the communication and, should not be added. " 
This leads to the manifestation of the direct orientation again, as the translator can plan 
unexpressed information which could be crucial to understand the text or vice versa. Here, 
Gutt (1991: 83) has the following to say, "thus the crucial point that distinguishes implicit 
21 See also 3.4.4 of this book: `The Koran' 
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information from `information which is simply absent' is the communicator's intention: 
only unexpressed information which the communicator intended to convey qualifies as 
implicit information. " 
1.2.3.4 Semantic and Communicative Approaches 
Newmark (1988: 39) proposes semantic and communicative approaches; in fact he opines 
that communicative translation attempts to produce on its readers an effect as close as 
possible to that obtained on the readers of the original. In other words, it is an attempt to 
provide the reader with an experience comparable to reading a text in its original. This 
furnishes a key to the significance of creating the exact contextual meaning of the original. 
He discusses a comparative analysis between the two methods, namely, the semantic and 
the communicative. He holds that the basic difference between the two methods is that 
communicative translation emphasizes the `force' rather than the content of the message. 
Newmark argues that semantic translation is used to translate authoritative texts, i. e., texts 
where the content, form, etc. are all important. These texts normally preserve the SL 
culture. Conversely, communicative translation deals with non-authoritative texts. These 
have to be well written and have to be adapted both culturally and linguistically to suit the 
comprehension of the reader. He adds that the more authoritative a text is, the closer the 
translation must be to the original. 
Later in 1981, Nida and Reyburn again discussed the issue of approaches to translation. He 
explained that these approaches were complementary rather than opposed. They are 
basically four: the philological (Brower 1959), the linguistic (Catford 1965), the 
communicative, and the socio-semiotic. The philological is characterized as lacking in 
concern for basic linguistic elements needed or involved in the process. The strict linguistic 
approach is also criticized as it does not take into account the function of communication. 
The communicative theory as viewed by Nida and Reyburn (1981) fails to take into 
consideration the social setting and particularly the interpersonal relationship of sender and 
receiver. 
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1.2.3.5 The Socio-semiotic Approach 
Thus the socio-semiotic approach complements the other three since it focuses on the 
structure which makes the relationship between any sign and its referent. It deals with 
meaning which is not restricted to sounds, words etc. but to cultural presuppositions and 
value systems. Thus, events in a text may have different meanings because of different 
cultural values. This approach distinguishes between two meanings: the designative and the 
associative meanings, which are parallel to denotation and connotation to some extent. 
Widdowson (1979: 101-112) advocates the communicative approach to translation, 
particularly in situations where cultural and shared knowledge are totally different, such as 
in Arabic and English. Communicative translation emphasizes the message of the text and 
not the form, the force rather than the content. It is argued that formal semantic equivalence 
in the TL may not convey or communicate the same message since the clues provided by 
such equivalence in the TL might not be sufficient, particularly when the shared knowledge 
between the readers of the target and source language is different, as is the case between 
Arabic and English. For this reason she suggests an approach to translation that accounts 
for effective communication. 
It is interesting to note that Newmark, later in (1988: 40), attempts to hold a compromise 
between the two translation types. He says: Communicative and semantic translation may 
well coincide in particular where the text conveys a general rather than a culturally 
(temporally and spatially) bound message and when the matter is as important as the 
manner, notably then in translation of the most important religious philosophical, artistic 
and scientific texts, assuming second readers as informed and interested as the first. 
Further, there are often sections in one text that must be translated communicatively and 
others semantically. 
It can be argued here that the difference between semantic versus communicative 
translation shows the disparity which results from focusing on translation as a product 
rather than a product of a process. About the cultural input in translation, it can be 
suggested that if the SL and TL are linguistically and culturally close, then the translator 
has to follow a semantic approach; if not then he/she has to resort to communicative 
approach. However, the question remains whether what has been argued can be applied as 
far as the translation of the Qur'än is concerned. 
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1.2.3.6 Re-codification 
Frawley (1984: 160) holds the view that translation is re-codification, or, in his own words: 
"Translation is the reduction of coded input into another code". He argues that "re- 
codification is independent of whether or not an element of one code is synonymous with a 
correlated element in another code". He claims that although synonymy across codes is 
important, if there is no synonymy the translation may still be acceptable. Translation 
occurs irrespective of the status of identity across codes. Because of the translator's wide 
range of pursuits, the alteration between the smallest details, e. g., translating hyphens and 
other punctuation marks, and abstract themes, the translator is faced with a number of 
problems, such as synonymy, paraphrase, interpretation and ambiguity. Nida maintains 
(1998: 128) "the real problem is not one of translation versus paraphrase but of correct 
versus incorrect paraphrase, and the fundamental question is `Does the translation serve 
essentially a corresponding function in the context of a different language-culture? ". 
1.2.3.7 Synonymy22 Approach 
Absolute synonymy across languages or even within the same language is considered an 
unfeasible model due to the lack of congruence in words, concepts, and culture among 
languages. Equivalence across languages entails many aspects such as lexis, grammar, 
semantics, and culture. It should not go without saying the difference in the contextual 
cultural setting across languages constitutes a difficulty in translation. In 5.8 Synonymy in 
Qur'an Translation will be discussed in more detail. 
What is meant by culture23 in this connection is the institutionalized values and their 
relation to the legitimation of power in certain languages. Nida (1964: 51) is of the view 
that "different languages exhibit quite different concentrations of vocabulary, depending 
upon the cultural focus of the society in question. " Nida (ibid: 51) states that "a 
communication is not intelligible if it is treated as an event abstracted from the social 
context of which it is a part. " More importantly, Arabic and English do not relay the same 
weight when it comes to its syntax. The two-are-rarely-in-a-one-for-one relation concept 
impinges itself on the objectivity, validity and quality of the designated translation. Nida 
22 See also 5.8 of this book Synonymy in Qur'än Translation. 23 This definition is built from Fitzgerald, Timothy (2000: 235). 
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(1964: 50) is of the opinion "that some languages fail to make distinctions which are made 
in English is regarded by many English-speaking persons as evidence of a deficiency in 
these languages. However, an objective evaluation of these seeming "omissions" indicates 
that they can be fully justified, since the language in question merely follows another way 
of classifying experience. " 
The problem that synonymy raises in translation is that there is no exact synonym. 
Therefore, the inter-changeability of two or more words in the same context does not 
render exact synonymy. There will always remain a difference (a remainder). For example: 
(My friend has gone to the theatre. ) A synonymous sentence is: (My mate has left and is 
now in the playhouse. ) (Newmark, 1988: 101) 
Ullmann (1957: 108) points out that "it is almost a truism that total synonymy is an 
extremely rare occurrence, a luxury that language can ill afford". The problem is that a 
synonym is a context-domain. Translation should almost always go for the more contextual 
appropriate word. Synonymy is a thorny issue. Nida (1981: 69) states "the translator's task, 
however, is much more complex than simply studying the source-language features of 
content that have symbolic significance. Translators must also analyze the features of 
distinctive receptor-language objects and events to determine the extent to which the forms 
and meanings are parallel. " He emphasises that identicality is impossible yet `some 
common functional basis' is affordable. Whereas Newmark (1988) advocates the validity 
of equivalence in translation and offers an approach of four stages: first synonymy, if not 
then componential analysis24, if not then definition, and the last resort is paraphrasing. 
Concerning synonymy across languages, Frawley (1984: 163) indicates that there are three 
basic arguments. The first25 is referential and it equates identity or synonymy with semantic 
exactness, i. e., absolute synonymy. House (1997: 30) is of the view that since the nature of 
24 Nida (1964: 82) makes clear that componential analysis is a technique "employed to analyze the meaning of 
related words, provided that the relationships between terms are based on certain shared and contrastive 
features. Effective componential analysis depends upon two major features: (1) a well-defined corpus of 
related terms, e. g. a kinship system, a set of case endings, and a pronominal series, and (2) the possibility of finding in non-linguistic behaviour (i. e. the distribution of these terms in the practical world) certain features 
which are determinate as to the basic contrast between the symbols in question. " Munday (2001: 39) 
comments "in general, techniques of componential analysis are proposed as a means of clarifying 
ambiguities, elucidating obscure passages and identifying cultural differences. They may serve as a point of 
comparison between different languages and cultures. " 
25 The second argument is conceptual/biological and the final position holds that there are universals of language, Frawley (1984: 164-165) 
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the universe is common to most `linguacultures', language communities, "the referential 
aspect of meaning is the one which is most readily accessible, and for which equivalence in 
translation can most easily be seen to be present or absent. " This view adopted by House 
assumes that semantic referents are the same for everyone and hence this constancy of 
terms accounts for identity in translation. Semantic referentials are not the same and that 
meaning does not reside in the phenomena because worlds differ and the question of 
reference is not appropriate in this case. 
Wilss (1996: 159) contends that "the content orientation of transactional language entails in 
translation the need for semantically reliable information. If the TL message is semantically 
incorrect, the consequences will - almost inevitably - be that the TL reader is led astray 
and will make wrong inferences ... " That is why, there is a reason for semiotic textual 
analysis which would specify those discourse features of the source language message that 
must be maintained to convey an adequate TL version. Abdul-Raof (2005b: 162) maintains 
that "the translator needs to be familiar with the micro- and macro-textual features of the 
source language (SL) which constitute major impediments during the process of 
translation. " Nord (1991: 35-36) also offers a checklist which includes the following 
questions: 
Extratextual Factors: Who transmits, to whom, by which medium, Where, When, Why, 
a text, with what function? 
Intratextual Factors: On what subject matter, Does he say, what, (what not), in what order, 
using which no-verbal element, in which words, in what kind of sentences, in which tone, 
to what effect? 
Nord (ibid: 35-36) argues that to produce an accurate translation, the translator should 
consider such questions in order to have a comprehensive account of the communicative 
act and its constituent factors. Such factors include sender, receiver, code and context or 
situation. 
House (1977: 29,1997: 31) defines translation as the "replacement of a text in the source 
language by a semantically and pragmatically equivalent text in the target language". 
However, when it comes to the translation of the Qur'än, translators find it essential to 
make a further investigation (see chapter two) in order to explore the illocutionary act 
which means the communicative force that accompanies the Qur'änic utterance; in other 
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words, the functions of the Qur'anic utterance i. e. promising glad tidings, advising, 
instructing, teaching, warning, etc. That is because there are cases where the lexical 
"equivalence" of words translated across cultural and historical gaps often obscures 
semantic distance and intentional difference, especially where they occur in contexts alien 
to that represented in the translation tradition. 
The picture Pickthall26 (1997: iii) paints for the translator of holy Scripture emphasizes that 
any work of translation shows the direct orientation of its executors, that is, ideology runs 
under any work of translation, he claims that "... no holy Scripture can be fairly presented 
by one who disbelieves its inspiration and its message; ... " Pickthall states squarely clearly 
his ideology, the ideology of a Muslim who believes that Qur'an is the verbatim word of 
Allah when he maintains (ibid. iii), "... every effort has been made to choose befitting 
language. But the result is not the glorious Qur'an, that inimitable symphony, the very 
sounds of which move men to tears and ecstasy. " Abdul-Raof (2001: 1) emphasizes that 
"the translation of the Qur'an remains in limbo for the word of God cannot be reproduced 
by the word of man. " In the same vein, Sheikh al-Sha`räwi (1989: 28) argues "in contrast, 
the language of the Qur'an uses the same expressions and the same words when speaking 
to the educated and the illiterate, the offended and the offender, the aggressive and the 
peace loving. It conveys to each the meaning that is appropriate to his situation and 
satisfactory to his needs and state of mind. Thus, it soothes the angry, fills the heart of the 
desperate with hope, reminds the oppressor of Allah's divine justice, and the lustful of the 
vanity of this transient world and the infinite rewards of the next. It speaks to them using 
the same words regardless of their education, socio-economic status, or psychological state 
or tendency; and answering all their varied needs. Throughout the world one can find 
people of all walks of life passively listening to its words and verses being elucidated or 
recited, which seem to reach their inner souls unhindered by barriers of any kind. " 
Translation of the Qur'an necessitates a high degree of equivalence almost at all levels, 
namely at the linguistic, grammatical, structural as well as the functional, semantic and 
communicative level. Nord (2003: 90) has arrived at the same results after years of getting 
involved in the translation of the Bible: "On the other hand, there are texts or text types 
where the notion of some kind of equivalence (in style, meaning, communicative effect, 
26 See also 3.4.1 of this book: The Meaning of the Glorious Qur'än. 
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etc. ) is still- implicitly or explicitly- considered to be the most important (if not the one and 
only) standard for measuring translation quality or for deciding whether a text can be called 
a translation of its source at all: this would apply to literary texts, for example, and certainly 
to biblical texts. " Nord (ibid: 93) expands on the problem and argues that the functional 
aspects of the text should be maintained and loyalty as well (`function plus loyalty'): "In 
other words, we want the translation to attain new functions for the target audience 
(=functionality) without betraying the communicative intentions and expectations of both 
the source-text readers and the target-text readers (=loyalty). " 
In summary of Nida's discussion of the Bible translation in old and modem times, we 
conclude that the essence of religious translation is the intelligibility of the message. The 
intelligibility of the message matches to some extent the rational of the Qur'änic Cognitive 
Model (see chapter 2). Nida (1964: 15) comments on the translation of Martin Luther of the 
Bible: "He also carefully and systematically worked out the implications of his principles 
of translation in such matters" which allow shifts of word order, addition of connectives, 
elimination of non acceptable equivalents in the receptor language, use of phrases in 
translating single words, adjustment of metaphors, and "careful attention to exegetical 
accuracy and textual variants. " 
Nida (ibid: 26-29) contends that "the conflicts which have arisen over principles and 
procedures in Bible translating can be viewed from a number of different perspectives. 
Perhaps one of the most meaningful ways to study these problems is to note the differences 
of opinion which have arisen over issues of (1) inspiration vs. philology, 
This has witnessed two opposing stands: 
- shifting attention from "the details of wording in the original to the means by which the 
same message can be effectively communicated to present-day readers. " 
- favouring "quite close, literal renderings as the best way of preserving the inspiration of 
the writer of the Holy Spirit. " 
(2) tradition vs. contemporary authority, 
- the choice between adhering to the old traditional understanding of the text or reading into 
the text `contemporary learning' 
and (3) theology vs. grammar. " 
- grammar is a basis for exegesis 
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- trusting the text as it is, rather than its meaning 
- the awareness of the necessity of vital communication 
1.2.3.8 Functional Equivalence 
House (1977: 42,1997: 31-32) indicates that equivalence is the criterion of translation 
quality. She argues that semantic and pragmatic equivalence requires equivalence of 
function, i. e., the application or use which the text has in the particular context of a 
situation. This function consists of two components: ideational and interpersonal, in 
Hallidayan 27 terms, which is equivalent to a SL function. She postulates that the function of 
a text is established as a result of analyzing the texts along situational dimensions of 
language user and use. In this connection Abul-Raof (2005a: 22) is of the opinion that "the 
text is any occurring communicative event" and adds that "the text is also defined as 
language that is functional, i. e., language that is doing some job in some context. In other 
words, the text is in fact made of meaning. A text is a communicative occurrence which 
meets seven standards of textuality. 28 If any of these standards is not considered to have 
been satisfied, the text will not be communicative. Hence, non-communicative texts are 
treated as non-texts. " 
For a translation of optimal quality there should be a match of dimensions in the source and 
target texts, since such dimensions contribute to the components of text function. Using 
such dimensions in analysis we get the profile which characterizes its function, such that 
each dimension contributes to the ideational and interpersonal functional components. This 
textual profile is considered the norm against which the quality of translation is measured. 
The degree to which the translated text's profile and function match or mismatch is the 
degree to which a translated text is considered more or less adequate in quality. 
Translation is not synonymy as synonymy represents only one aspect of it. Besides, 
translating entails more than finding corresponding words between two languages. Nida 
(2001: 29) states that "the meanings of words constantly overlap with one another and the 
27 A systematic-functional theory of language advanced by M. A. K. Halliday in the latter part of the 
twentieth century. Halliday (1973) focuses on language in use, as a communicative act, and describes three 
strands of functional meaning co-occurring in a text: Ideational Meaning, Interpersonal Meaning, and 
Textual. 
28 Cohesion, coherence (consonance), intentionality, acceptability, informativity, situationality, and 
intertextuality. 
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boundaries of meaning are fuzzy and poorly defined. " However, this does not mean that 
synonymy is not important in translation. On the contrary, synonymy continues to be a 
central concept in translation. But the translator has to keep in mind the pragmatic 
component because more attention to lexical and syntactic synonyms, regardless of their 
context, might result in producing awkward translations. 
It is a fact of life that the effect of the Qur'än on the hearer/ reader is so tremendous that 
people burst into tears and experience fits of guilt and imperfection when they listen to or 
read the Qur'an. That is why the advocates of the untranslatability of the Qur'än claim that 
however bilingually gifted and skillfully eloquent the translator is, there is a slim 
opportunity that he can transfer the effect of the Qur'änic utterances as they are in the 
Qur'än. The effect of the communicative force of the Qur'änic verse can be experienced in 
the following example from Pickthall's (Q88: 1-16): 
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[Hath there come unto thee tidings of the Overwhelming? On that day (many) faces will be 
downcast, Toiling, weary, Scorched by burning fire, Drinking from a boiling spring, No 
food for them save bitter thorn-fruit. Which doth not nourish nor release from hunger. On 
that day other faces will be calm, Glad for their effort past, In a high garden Where they 
hear no idle speech, Wherein is a gushing spring, Wherein are couches raised, And goblets 
set at hand, And cushions ranged, And silken carpets spread. Q88: 1-16] (Pickthall 1997: 
451) 
Nord (2003: 90) maintains that "in the case of translation studies, functionalists claim that 
any text is meant to serve some kind of purpose, that it is the translator's task first to find 
out what the intended purpose of the translation is and then to produce a text that suits this 
purpose. Non-functionalists maintain that a translation would reflect as many features as 
possible of the original text in order not to change anything the author may have wanted to 
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say. Functionalists, however, think that there is no middle ground between the two 
following options: In the first option, the translator reproduces as many source-language 
features as possible, thus inevitably changing the communicative effect (e. g. giving the 
target reader an impression of foreignness where the source reader found familiarity), in the 
second, the translator reproduces (their interpretation of) the source author's 
communicative intention and makes it comprehensible to target-culture readers by precisely 
changing form and style to patterns which such readers know and are able to interpret 
correctly. " It is apparent that the notion of functionalists is distinct from that of non- 
functionalists: (1) Non-functionalists pay due respect for the SL. (2) They don't take liberty 
with the SL. (3) They keep close to the characteristics of the SL. (4) The target then is not 
to change the communication force of the SL. In this connection, House (1997: 16) is of the 
view that "functionalistic approaches are closely concerned with the relationship between 
(features of) texts and the human agents concerned with them. " 
It is evident at this point that the ideal optimal translation is difficult to realize, and that 
leads once again to the issue of equivalence and the degree of its compatibility with the SL. 
Moreover, in the case of religious translation, the problem of equivalence becomes a big 
issue because the translation now relays sacred beliefs of the Other which have to be 
presented with great care, respect and no partiality. As this ideal image is hard to be 
attained, there is always a place for ideologies to come in as is always argued and 
exemplified. Harvey (2003: 72) draws out that "... the translator's ethical responsibility: the 
translator is no longer a secondary figure but has become someone who, perhaps better than 
anybody else, recognizes the importance of re-presentation, knows that any crystallization 
can turn into snow, salt or flower on the end of a twig. " 
1.2.3.9 Stylistic29 Equivalence 
According to Nida and Taber (1969: 132), "style is a multidimensional feature that affects 
the "tone" and "flavour" of discourse. Style is a matter of the exterior, amount and colour, 
landscaping and interior decor". For Enkvist (1973: 19), stylistics is "the discipline that 
studies one type of language variety, namely that correlating with text type and situation". 
Thus he regards style as a quality of all texts but styles can be regarded as attractive or not 
29 See also 5.3 of this book: Stylistic Features of the Qur'an. 
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depending on the eye of the beholder. He, like other advocated of the "style-as-deviation" 
school, considers style markers as those features which are more common or rare in a text 
compared to the standard established. Such style markers give the text its stylistic flavour. 
In this regard, Abdul-Raof (2004a: 9) states that "stylistics is a branch of linguistics which 
studies the features of situationally-distinctive varieties of language. Stylistics also tries to 
establish principles capable of accounting for the particular choices made by the text 
producer. " 
In translating literary discourse, recreating the stylistic idiosyncrasy of the original author 
represents one of the main challenging tasks. In a cross-lingual situation, the aim should be 
to produce in translation the general degree of style rather than the exact kind of style 
employed by the original. When translating any literary text, there seem to be two main 
approaches. Some translators do it intuitively, and hope for the best. Others favour a more 
systematic, analytical approach. My own view is that any literary translation must involve a 
careful stylistic analysis of the SL because translation is not merely transference merely of 
sense, but also of style, and in fact these often cannot be separated in a religious text. This 
is particularly true of the Qur'än. Whether such analysis comes first, as groundwork, 
whether it comes after the translation in the form of editing, or whether it is done implicitly 
during the act of translation, itself is of little importance, and does not seem necessarily to 
have an effect on the result. But it must be done, and it must be an integral part of the 
translation of the Qur'änic text. 
Nida and Taber (1969) proposed that reproducing the style of the original author in 
translation involves combinations of a variety of features designed for efficiency and 
special effects. The greater the stylistic idiosyncrasy of an author the more complex the 
nature of style for special effects will be. Thus, the stylistic features of the author have to 
be listed and then it is important to indicate how features of the micro language function to 
bring about efficiency of communication. The important stylistic contrasts between the two 
versions should be presented and discussed in order to arrive at an evaluation of the 
rendering of these features in the two translations. This calls for more stylistic analysis 
studies and to follow Nida's suggestion above, for using stylistic analysis as a means of 
evaluating translation. 
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Leech and Short (1981: 158-164) offer a technique for analyzing style which is based on 
four main linguistic features: lexis, grammar, figures of speech, cohesion and context. By 
lexis they mean those features of vocabulary such as formal versus informal, complex 
versus simple, archaic or dialect words. They emphasize the question of frequency of 
lexical features when compared with a standard of what is normal in order to recognize 
what is special about a certain literary work. Grammar refers to the structure of sentences: 
complexity, subordination, coordination types, clauses, phrase structures, pre-modifiers, 
etc. Figures of speech refer to such features as metaphor and paradox, which usually arise 
from non-regularity in language use and from which they gain their communicative power. 
Such figures are considered features of meaning and expression peculiar to literary 
language. 
According to Leech and Short, cohesion and context are parts of style and used here to 
include how a sentence fits into the wider context of discourse and its relation to the 
preceding and following sentences. Thus, cohesion can be considered style specific and 
also refer to a particular situation which the parts of discourse as a whole presuppose. 
1.2.3.10 Ethnographic Equivalence 
Ethnographic translation is another translation strategy that translators may choose 
depending on the text under study. The ethnographic translation, Casagrande (1954: 336) 
maintains, is concerned primarily with the explication, either in annotation or in the 
translation itself, of the cultural context of the message in the source language. This 
method, Chau (1985: 127) argues, claims that meaning in any language is culture-bound and 
translators, according to Casagrande (1954: 138), do not in real terms, translate languages 
but cultures. It follows that accurate translation can be arrived at if meaning is addressed 
ethnographically, i. e., if the translator involves himself/herself in knowing how the SL 
meaning evolves in the source culture. Ethnographic translation, Casagrande (1954: 336) 
maintains, follows a model which is mainly concerned with the explication of the cultural 
content of a given text either by giving further information where necessary or by referring 
the reader to footnotes and annotation. Although some may argue that referring readers to 
footnotes is boring and distracting, we believe that every culture has its non-transferable 
cultural material; and this procedure, therefore, is better than giving ambiguous or 
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inaccurate, literal equivalence. However, target-oriented translation theories are doubtful 
about the possibility of determining if and to what extent the target matches the source. If 
no word in a language is exactly the same as any other word in a different language, and 
languages are reciprocally incommensurable, either translating is impossible or it consists 
in freely interpreting the SL and recreating it. At this point what interests scholars is no 
longer the relationship between source and target but rather the effect of the translated text 
on the target culture. In this connection Neubert (2000: 19) introduces the notion 
familiarization and alienation, and he comments: "At this point I hasten to add that the 
enculturation of translation into the L2 communicative culture is by no means the only way 
to apply the textual model of translation. A particular translation assignment may call for 
quite the opposite procedure, viz. the target version should openly betray L1 textual 
features because not familiarization but alienation is expressly intended, may be by the 
commissioner of the translation or by the circumstances of the concrete translational 
situation. " 
In elaborating this analysis, a few examples from the field can further expand on the themes 
familiarization and alienation. Examples can be easily supplied: it is observed that al-Hiläli 
and Khan have used transliteration which can be considered a form of foreignness or 
alienation. Let us consider the following examples: 
ý sý 
[This is the Book (the Qur'an), whereof there is no doubt, a guidance to those who are Al- 
Muttagim [the pious believers of Islamic Monotheism who fear Allah much (abstain From 
all kinds of sins and evil deeds which He has forbidden) and love Allah much (perform all 
kinds of good deeds which He has ordained)] Q2: 2] (al-Hiläli 1998: 3) 
[Allah is the Wall (Protector or Guardian) of those who believe. He brings them out from 
darkness into light. But as for those who disbelieve, their `Auliyä (supporters and helpers) 
are 7äghirt [false deities and false leaders], they bring them out from light into darkness. 
Those are the dwellers of the Fire, and they will abide therein forever. Q2: 257] (al-Hiläli 
1998: 58) 
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[Let there arise out of you a group of people inviting to all is good (Isläm), enjoining Al- 
Ma`rrlf (i. e. Islamic Monotheism and all that Isläm orders one to do) and forbidding Al- 
Munkar (polytheism and disbelief and all that Isläm has forbidden). And it is they who are 
the successful. Q3: 104] (ibid: 88) 
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Empirically speaking, the translator almost always finds it best - bearing in mind the target 
readers - to employ familiarization as a supporting, assisting mechanism in order to make 
things appear familiar and undemanding as far as understanding the text is concerned. 
Taken together, the following verse in Dawood's illustrates further enough the point in 
discussion: 
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[In the town there was a band of nine men, who did evil in the land and nothing that was 
good. They said: `let us swear in the name of God to kill him in the night, together with all 
his household. We will say to his next of kin: `We were not even present when they were 
slain. It is the truth we are telling. ' Q27: 48-49] (Dawood 2003: 268) 
It is observed here that the translation is more target text-oriented and this is shown in the 
choice of the lexical items band, nothing that was good, kill, next of kin, we were not 
present and even the structure of the language nothing that was good, we were not present. 
Dawood has manipulated the text in such a way that serves the target readers. It will be 
immediately clear the boundaries between familiarization and alienation when contrasting 
Dawood's with al-Hiläli and Khan's translation: 
[And there were in the city nine men (from the sons of their chiefs), who made mischief in 
the land, and would not reform. They said: "Swear one to another by Alläh that we shall 
make a secret night attack on him and his household, and thereafter we will surely say to 
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his near relatives: `We witnessed not the destruction of his household, and verily we are 
telling the truth. Q27: 48-49] (al-Hiläli 1998: 5 10) 
Putting the lexical items and its grammatical structure from both translations side by side is 
an evidence for the argument being held: did evil/ made mischief, nothing that was good/ 
would not reform, we were not present/ witnessed not. In this regard, and in Bhabha's 
words, (1997: 14) `Cultural translation is not simply appropriation or adaptation; it is a 
process through which cultures are required to revise their own systems and values, by 
departing from their habitual or "inbred" rules of transformation. Ambivalence and 
antagonism accompany any act of cultural translation, because negotiating with the 
"difference of the other" reveals the radical insufficiency of our systems of meaning and 
signification. " 
It has been admitted as Jansen holds (1974: 55), the Qur'an "is a difficult book. Its 
language has always troubled people who attempted to understand it. " That is why 
translators tend to make their translation more informative, though this could lead to a 
source-centred translation. 
There is a final issue that often causes confusion amongst scholars; that is the limit of 
intervention from the part of the translator. It should not go without saying that a translation 
can be a projection of the self on the production of the others. Steiner (1975: 317) 
conceptualizes translation as "a mirror which not only reflects but also generates light"; 
however, more surprisingly, instead of guiding, the light sometimes misleads. Nevertheless, 
Harvey (2003: 46) considers translation "as not merely the outcome of established 
determinations, manipulations in the receiving socio-cultural system but as an event 
opening up the possibility (however minor) of ideological innovation. " 
1.3 Problems of Equivalence 
A good case could be made that translation, as is well known, is the means of conveying 
others' thoughts into our languages. This process of conveying thoughts entails dangers of 
not finding the right equivalent, whether at the word level or the sentence level. This is due 
to lexical, semantic or cultural problems. However, it is worthy of note that when these 
thoughts are the property of religion dangers become real threats to intelligibility of the 
original text. This applies to the translation of the Qur'an. Not surprisingly, therefore, 
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Baker (1992: 17) also maintains that the choice of a suitable equivalent between two 
languages depends on a wide variety of factors, some of which "may be strictly 
linguistic ... other[s]... may be extra-linguistic". 
This still leaves the important question of 
what the justification and explanation for Nida's (1964: 166) "closest equivalent to the 
source language message" might be, however the translators who had worked within Nida's 
paradigm had already generated quite a number of arguments in its support. Saedi (1990: 
390) claims that translation usually searches for equivalence between any two languages. 
He suggests that to judge whether or not equivalence has been achieved, seven interrelated 
elements, namely, vocabulary, structure, texture, sentence meaning as opposed to utterance 
meaning, language varieties, stylistic effect and cognitive effect should be considered. He 
stresses that these conditions do not act in isolation from one another, but are heavily 
reliant on one another. There are a number of evident linguistic and cultural differences 
between English and Arabic. Linguistically speaking, English is a branch of the family of 
Indo-European languages, while Arabic is related to the family of Semitic languages 
(Hassan& Qasim 1982: 313). Therefore, examples are abound where the translator cannot 
almost always find solutions for problems of equivalence in the rendition between English 
and Arabic. 
1.3.1 Adjustments 
Newmark refers to adjustments in several places. One occurrence is in (1981: 31) and 
another is in (1995: 85). Newmark promotes the approach of `shifts and transposition'. 
These involve changes in the grammar form the SL to the TL. He acknowledges that this 
process is called `shifts' by Catford or `transpositions' by Vinary and Darbelnet. Bell 
(1991: 6) also supports freedom in translation: "to shift from one language to another is, by 
definition, to alter the forms". Certain types of translation taken by Bell as indicative of 
free translation, e. g., transposition which means rendering the equivalent semantically but 
not committing itself to the same form of the SL because of many good reasons among 
which the word class for example. The second type is functional equivalence whose crux is 
the function of the message and not the form: swapping the function of SL by an equivalent 
function in the TL. However, the third type is adaptation which features the cultural 
difference between the two languages. 
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Lörscher (1992: 410) refers to this semantic suitability as `sense-oriented translation' 
because it aims to provide a semantic content to which the reader is invited to dwell. In the 
same vein Thelen (1992: 113) holds the translator "should discover the SL meaning on the 
basis of the SL form. And only then he/she should try to re-express this SL meaning in the 
appropriate TL form". Thus, the working formula should adhere to the `semantic 
suitability' rendered using the correct TL form reaching some degree of accuracy. For 
Baker (1992: 57), accuracy "is no doubt an important common target-language pattern, 
which is familiar to the target reader, plays an important role in keeping the communication 
channels open". So we provide the target reader accurate language form so that he can 
understand the communicative force of the SL. 
Again Nida very well indicates (1964: 167) in his explanation of dynamic equivalence the 
necessity to make adjustments at two intrinsic levels, that is grammar and lexicon. There is, 
of course, the possibility that these adjustments or correctness techniques are (ibid: 226) 
"designed to produce correct equivalents-not to save as an excuse for tampering with the 
SL message". 
Nida (ibid. ) goes on to list the purposes of such changes as follows: 
(1) to permit adjustment of the form of the SL message to the requirements of the TL 
structure, 
(2) to achieve the semantic suitability among equivalent structures, 
(3) to render an appropriate equivalent style, and 
(4) to carry an equivalent communication load. 
He (ibid. ) adds that, in order for the translator to fulfil these purposes, numerous minor 
alterations in form must be made. Therefore, these techniques are concerned with 
adjustments of grammar, lexicon and syntactic structure between the SL and TL. Nida is of 
the view that (1998: 130) "whereas in the past there have been strong objections to making 
various types of creative adjustments in religious texts, this situation is changing rapidly. 
People are more interested in functional equivalence of meaning than in misleading 
literalism. " 
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1.3.2 Additions 
It is clear that addition is a translation strategy that aims to convey a semantically 
intelligible message. Winter (1961: 69-70) comes very close to stating that no one can 
convey the content of a statement from one language to another without omission or 
addition. This is something that Nida clearly insists on when he contends: "though ellipsis 
occurs in all languages, the particular structures which permit such `omitted' words are by 
no means identical from language to language" (Nida 1964: 227). 
Let us consider the following examples: 
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["Go thou to Pharaoh, for he has indeed transgressed all bounds. " Q20: 24] (Yüsuf "Ali, 
2000: 254) 
It is worthy of note here how the verb s is translated into has indeed transgressed all 
bounds and how ýý is rendered into may celebrate Your praise. Since there are no 
clear cut equivalents for both verbs in English, the translator opts for addition as a way of 
rendering an intelligible message for the TL. 
+ý s 4T,. ýS 
["That we may celebrate Your praise without stint. Q20: 33] (ibid: 254) 
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[Lo! We create man from a drop of thickened fluid to test him; so We make him hearing, 
knowing. Q76: 2] (Pickthall 1997: 434) 
[We have created man from the union of the two sexes, so that We may put him to the 
proof. We have endowed him with hearing and sight. Q76: 2] (Dawood 2003: 413) 
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[And many a Prophet (i. e. many from amongst the Prophets) fought (in Alläh's Cause) and 
along with him (fought) large bands of religious learned men. But they never lost heart for 
that which did befall them in Allah's Way, nor did they weaken nor degrade themselves. 
And Allah loves Aý-Sabirin (the patient ones, etc. ). Q3: 146] (al-Hiläli 1998: 95) 
Some particularly glaring examples of addition in translation are that of the following: 
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*(a drop of thickened fluid) or (the union of the two sexes), 
vJ (bands of religious learned men). Consider as well the following example where 
az/ is transliterated as Nutfah which is an alien word for the target reader and 
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translated as a clot with an exegetic phrase a piece of thick coagulated blood and then 
___ is rendered as a little lump offlesh. Here the translator provides a lengthy equivalent 
in TL to suit the meaning in SL. The translation does not stand out nearly as starkly as its 
Arabic equivalent does. Consequently we have a phrase used as an equivalent to one word. 
Obviously this will come at the expense of brevity and balance. Such words are translated 
on some occasions and transliterated on others; or, the reader is offered both a 
transliteration (e. g. `Nuffah') and a translation (`a drop of thickened f uid' or the union of 
the two sexes). In this case, as in many others, translators are unlikely to reach quick 
agreement as to what the most `natural' sense of a word might be. What implications may 
this have for the question of equivalence? If these words should be translated rather than 
transliterated (two unresolved issues), then we still have to make choices about the most 
appropriate translations of the above mentioned lexical problems. 
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[Then We made the Nutfah into a clot (a piece of thick coagulated blood), then We made 
the clot into a little lump of flesh, then We made out of that little lump of flesh bones, then 
We clothed the bones with flesh, and then We brought it forth as another creation. So 
blessed be Allah, the Best of creators. Q23: 14] (ibid: 456) 
All of the aforementioned examples point out clearly that it is often required to insert 
additional lexical items, to suit either the grammar or the stylistic norms and culture of the 
TL, as long as they do not counter-affect the meaning of the SL message. 
1.3.3 Subtractions 
Nida comes very close to stating (1964: 231), "subtractions are neither so numerous nor 
varied as additions. They are, nevertheless, highly important in the process of adjustment". 
He (ibid: 224-5) maintains that not every SL lexical unit should be rendered into the TL. 
This is also stressed by Newmark (1995: 85) who points out that some sort of shift "is 
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required when a SL grammatical structure does not exist in the TL". In translations into 
English of Arabic texts, the translator is normally forced to introduce numerous stops 
which did not exist in the original text. Hernandez-Sacristan (1994: 120) holds the view that 
"a language with a richer concordant flexive morphology is more qualified for phoric 
reference than a poorer language in this domain. The short sentence of English propitiates 
analytic exposition and continual appeal to the reference world. " This can occur when 
translating from Arabic into English. The Arabic language is well-known for its long 
sentence which plays a crucial role in rendering the aesthetic meaning of the message and 
propitiates synthetic exposition (syntactic relationships) and `autoreferentiality'. 
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[Not so the steadfast who do good works. Forgiveness and a rich recompense await them. 
Q 11: 11 ] (Dawood 2003: 157) 
[Except those who show patience and do righteous good deeds, those: theirs will be 
forgiveness and a great reward (Paradise). Q 11: 11] (al-Hiläli 1998: 287) 
It is observed that is left out at Dawood's but is rendered as those at al-Hiläli's 
translation. The subtraction here means less meaning and does not support the coherence 
and cohesion of the text as is meant in Qur'änic discourse. 
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[Believers, fear God and speak the truth. Q33: 70] (Dawood 2003: 299) 
[Believers, be mindful of God, speak in a direct fashion and to good purpose. Q33: 70] 
(Abdel Haleem 2004: 271) 
The subtraction can be easily observed when the translation is compared to another which 
does not follow the same methodology. It is obvious that Dawood's translation is an 
example of `subtraction' -speak the truth- whereas Abdel Haleem's -speak in a direct 
fashion and to good purpose- is not; in fact it is rather `addition' than `subtraction'. 
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[Cautionary tales, profound in wisdom, have been narrated to them: but warnings are 
unavailing. Q54: 4-5] (Dawood 2003: 374) 
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Dawood's formulation of the translation tends to divert from the sentence order of the 
original and rather blend the two as a clear example of subtraction. Compare Pickthall's 
and Abdel Haleem's. 
[And surely there hath come unto them news whereof the purport should deter, effective 
wisdom; but warnings avail not. Q54: 4-5] (Pickthall 1997: 385) 
[Although warning tales that should have restrained them have come down to them- far- 
reaching wisdom-but these warnings do not help. Q54: 4-5] (Abdel Haleem 2004: 350) 
In the light of the examples in this section, we have seen that subtractions, or subtractions 
and compensation at the same time, are allowable in dynamic equivalence translation, as 
long as the meaning of the SL message is preserved, and the intention of the translator is to 
make his translation suit the grammar and style of the TL. 
1.3.4 Alterations 
Nord (2003: 90) maintains that " in the case of translation studies, functionalists claim that 
any text is meant to serve some kind of purpose, that it is the translator's task first to find 
out what the intended purpose of the translation is and then to produce a text that suits this 
purpose. Non-functionalists maintain that a translation would reflect as many features as 
possible of the original text in order not to change anything the author may have wanted to 
say. Functionalists, however, think that there is no middle ground between the two 
following options: In the first option, the translator reproduces as many source-language 
features as possible, thus inevitably changing the communicative effect (e. g. giving the 
target reader an impression of foreignness where the source reader found familiarity), in 
the second, the translator reproduces (their interpretation of) the source author's 
communicative intention and makes it comprehensible to target-culture readers by 
precisely changing form and style to patterns which such readers know and are able to 
interpret correctly. " It is evident at this point that the ideal optimal translation is difficult to 
realize, and that leads once again to the issue of equivalence and the degree of its 
compatibility with the SL. Moreover, in the case of religious translation, the problem of 
equivalence becomes a big issue because the translation now relays sacred beliefs of the 
other which have to be presented with great care, respect and no partiality. Popovi6 
(1970: 83) develops an argument in support of the functional equivalence. He holds, "the 
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incorporation of the linguistic impression of the original (that is, its style as a homogeneous 
expression) into the translation cannot be accomplished directly, but only by means of 
equivalent function, namely by appropriate shifts30". This process does not involve the 
addition or omission of a lexical item in the ST, but rather, involves adjusting the units and 
syntactic structure of the ST so as to suit the linguistic system of the TL. Nida (1964: 233) 
maintains that the "entire text must be subjected to a series of changes, involving not only 
additions and subtractions, but also alterations, some of them relatively radical". Nida 
(ibid: 233) comments that in doing so, the form of the SL is no longer the original but it has 
been transformed. Larson (1998: 151) agrees with Nida, especially with regard to changing 
the form in the process of translation. 
In addressing the issue of dynamic equivalence translation, Nida (1964: 167) contends that 
"one is obliged to make such adjustment as shifting word order, using verbs in place of 
nouns and substituting nouns for pronouns". This is attributable to the fact that there are 
differences between languages in respect of word classes, grammatical categories, and 
arrangements of word (Nida 1975a: 33). Catford (1965: 73) confirms the necessity of using 
shifts in translation, where they are required. In his words, "by a shift of level we mean that 
an SL item at one linguistic level has a TL translation equivalent at a different level". 
Newmark (1985: 31) also agrees with this practice, which he calls `transposition or shifts' 
that is "the replacement of one grammatical unit by another". 
The following examples illustrate some possible textual alterations when translating from 
Qur'änic Arabic into English. 
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30 `By `shifts' we mean departures from formal correspondence in the process of going from the SL to the 
TL. Two major types of `shift' occur: level shifts and category shift, " (Catford, 1965: 73). In this connection, 
Bakker M. et al. (1998: 226) state that "the term shifts is used in the literature to refer to changes which occur 
or may occur in the process of translating. Since translation is a type of language use, the notion of shift 
belongs to the domain of linguistic performance, as opposed to that of theories of competence. Hence, shifts 
of translation can be distinguished from the systemic differences which exist between source and target 
languages and cultures. Systemic differences, which pertain to the level of competence, are part of the 
opening conditions for translation. Shifts, on the other hand, result from attempts to deal with systemic 
differences. Translation involves the transfer of certain values of expression or content across a semiotic 
border; shifts are concomitant with this transfer. " 
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[Others there are who have confessed their sins; their good works had been intermixed with 
evil. Perchance God will turn to them in mercy. God is forgiving and merciful. Take alms 
from them, so that they may thereby be cleansed and purified, and pray for them: for your 
prayers will give them comfort. God hears all and knows all. Q9: 102-103] (Dawood 
2003: 144) 
It is clear that the Qur'an makes use of the active voice and conversely Dawood chooses 
the passive voice: /a L.. &' (had been intermixed with),, ap- Syif , (may be cleansed 
and purified). In fact the impact of using the active voice is apparent and it highlights the 
personal involvement in case of 
%IaILL (had been intermixed with) and the direct influence 
fd_JL CJ AW J 
of alms giving in purifying the believers (, apý, S y , off may be cleansed and 
purified). 
sa0oa. .. a+a 
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[His light is found in temples which God has sanctioned to be built for the remembrance of 
His name. Q24: 36] (Dawood 2003: 249) 
Two further possible or marginal observations are worth briefly noting as well: the shift 
from SL verb to TL verbal noun (ý. . the remembrance) and the rendition of as 
temples and not houses. 
Having surveyed a number of significant adjustments in dynamic equivalence translation, 
including changes in grammar and style between English and Arabic, it is now useful to 
touch upon other related problems, namely, context, culture and metaphors, to see how 
these problems can be considered as constraints with regards to the translation of the 
Qur'an. 
1.3.5 Context 
It has been argued that "a natural rendering must fit the context of the particular message" 
(Nida 1964: 167). This means that we need to be aware of the nature of the message we are 
translating. A misunderstanding of the ST context will inevitably lead to an incorrect 
translation. Therefore, understanding the context of the SL message is a vital element in the 
process of translation. 
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For instance the different nuances the Arabic verb (. o) gives every time the context is 
changed. It could mean (comes, had a sexual intercourse, overtake, beat, have sought to 
reach). 
CC6 
Lýj II 
[Verily, those who are al-Muttaqün (the pious), when an evil thought comes to them from 
Shaitän (Satan), they remember (Allah), and (indeed) they then see (aright). Q7: 201] (al- 
Hiläli 1998: 230) 
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[And if you divorce them before you have touched (had a sexual intercourse) them, and 
you have appointed unto them the Mahr (bridal money given by the husband to his wife at 
the time of marriage), then pay half of that (Mahr), unless they (the women) agree to 
forego it, or he (the husband), in whose hands is the marriage tie, agrees to forego and give 
her full appointed Mahr. And to forego and give (her the full Mahr) is nearer to al-Tagwa 
(piety, righteousness, etc. ). And do not forget liberality between yourselves. Truly, Allah is 
All-Seer of what you do. Q2: 237] (ibid: 52) 
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O you who believe! When you marry believing women, and then divorce them before you 
have sexual intercourse with them, no cIddah [divorce prescribed period] have you to count 
in respect of them. So give them a present, and set them free i. e. divorce, in a handsome 
manner. Q33: 49] (al-Hiläli 1998: 568) 
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["0 my father! Verily! I fear lest a torment from the Most Beneficent (Allah) overtake you, 
so that you become a companion of Shaitän (Satan) (in the Hell-fire). " Q19: 45] (ibid: 407) 
c -ii P. 9-2, IA, S 
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[Those who eat Ribä (usury) will not stand (on the Day of Resurrection) except like the 
standing of a person beaten by Shaitän (Satan) leading him to insanity. Q2: 275] (ibid: 62) 
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[And incline not toward those who do wrong, lest the Fire should touch you, and you have 
no protectors other than Allah, nor you would then be helped. Q11: 113] (ibid: 302) 
sCOIJI 1.0,. t, cý 61 
['And we have sought to reach the heaven; but found it filled with stem guards and flaming 
fires. Q72: 8] (ibid: 790) 
The question is whether the equivalence reached conveys the full sense and signification of 
the SL. Still some problems remain unresolved without any possible progress. Examples 
are also like: `idda, mahr, tagwa, etc. This particular class of words, by definition, cannot 
be translated. The literature gives it the name `semantic and cultural voids' (cf. Dagut 1978 
and Abdel-Raof 2001) and there is no equivalent words for it because of the cultural 
differences between Arabic and English. 
1.3.6 Culture 
Some translators may opt and display some local colour for the sake of intelligibility, 
regardless of whether it was there in the original. But the lexical `equivalence' of words 
translated across cultural gaps often obscures semantic intelligibility and intentionality 
because most of the times they occur in contexts embodying `foreignness'. 
Most translation theorists have focused on discussing the differences between culture and 
the extent of their impact on translation. Forster (1958: 15) argues "opinions on this matter 
have differed, and much depends on the strength of the literary conventions in the 
translator's own language". However, since dynamic equivalence must fit the TL and 
culture as a whole (Nida, 1964: 167), it is preferable to use a parallel expression so as to 
capture the response of the TL receptor, and make it equal to the response of the SL 
receptor. Therefore, the aforementioned example (q l't'I) follows a method called 
translation by cultural substitution which is also strongly advocated by Baker (1992: 31). 
Nida (1964: 158), too, encourages substitution for cultural reasons. Nida (ibid: 161) asserts 
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that cultural differences are more problematic for the translator than syntactical differences. 
A translator has to be acquainted with the SL culture in order to know how to deal with 
words which have a specific cultural meaning. The translator should ideally have the same 
level of understanding of the cultures-including the languages-of both SL and TL (Nord 
1991: 11). 
Larson (1998: 195) points out that one of the greatest difficulties facing the translator is 
how to find lexical equivalents for events which are not known in the TL culture. Larson 
(ibid: 198) writes: "Terms which deal with the religious aspects of a culture are usually the 
most difficult, both in analysis of the source vocabulary and in finding the best receptor 
language equivalents". For instance, English lacks culture-specific words such as . )9> 
jl ýý9ýh1I ýIyýl9 . gß1 CjLT. Nida (1964: 172), however, recommends that 
occasionally translators may have recourse to descriptive expressions or footnotes or 
transliteration in order to clarify a matter on which the audience is likely to be divided. It is 
suggested by Larson (1998: 187) that loan words may be necessary when there is a great 
deal of difference between the two cultures. This can be especially applicable for such 
words in the Qur'an for which there are no possible equivalents. Cultural equivalence, Nida 
(1964: 91) argues, is centred round ecology, religion, social pattern, material culture and 
linguistic norms. That is to say cultural words lie in these potential areas. This apparently 
shows that translation is not always a question of pure linguistic capability but also a matter 
of understanding culture as well. 
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[So when he had furnished them forth with their provisions, he put the (golden) bowl into 
his brother's bag, then a crier cried: "0 you (in) the caravan! Surely, you are thieves! " 
They, turning towards them, said: "What is it that you have missed? " They said: "We have 
missed the (golden) bowl of the king and for him who produces it is (the reward of) a 
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camel load; I will be bound by it. " They said: "By Allah! Indeed you know that we came 
not to make mischief in the land, and we are no thieves! " They [Yüsufs (Joseph) men] 
said: "What then shall be the penalty of him, if you are (proved to be) liars. " They [Yüsufs 
(Joseph) brothers] said: "The penalty should be that he, in whose bag it is found, should be 
held for the punishment (of the crime). Thus we punish the Zälimün (wrong-doers, etc. )! " 
Q12: 70-75] (al-Hiläli 1998: 313-314) 
Consider the following observations about cultural specific words e. g.: 
jI SO `r9 90r 
Tg1l9 
ýy. sz, I ýg. c & 
ýsr 
The translator should be very well aware of the cultural and historical background of the 
original text or else he might fail to leave the same impact of the original and the result 
would be just a distorted flaw image of the original. It is worthy of note here that the part 
ojl . 90 J s9 9 
oj1 1 3t is cultural-specific. At that old time the norm 
was to imprison that who steals something. Yet that punishment was not mentioned by 
name in the text but it should be understood if you are familiar with the cultural context. 
Nothing in the text point, however succinctly, at that. 
., I ügy lS 
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[We have determined phases for the moon until finally it becomes like an old date stalk. 
Q36: 39] (Abdel Haleem 2004: 282) 
Between the two poles `literal' and `free' come a wide array of terms diagnosing 
translation and describing its elements. However the name is, translation is left with two 
options either minoring ourselves with a touch of foreign colours or disowning our identity 
and losing ourselves to the other. Such a translation as Abdel Haleem's is oriented toward 
the receptor's response, as well as rendering the meaning of the SL message. It aims to 
produce a TT that is consistently coherent with the receptor's culture, by eliminating 
almost every element of foreignness. Consequently, this results in necessary adjustments in 
grammar, lexicon, word choice and word order. 
Consider for an example the following translation: the element of foreignness prevails. The 
explanatory phrase `the old dried curved date stalk' does not help much in bridging the 
cultural and historical gap between the two universes, namely, Arabic and English. 
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[And the moon, We have measured for it mansions (to traverse) till it returns like the old 
dried curved date stalk. Q36: 39] (al-Hiläli 1998: 591) Dickens et al (2002: 29) call the 
problem here as translation loss due to cultural differences between two languages. They 
gave the problem an umbrella term: `cultural transposition'. For Dickens et al (ibid: 29) 
cultural transposition is "for the main types and degrees of departure from literal translation 
that one may resort to in the process of transferring the contents of an ST from one culture 
to another. Any degree of cultural transposition involves the choice of features indigenous 
to the TL and the target culture in preference to features with their roots in the source 
culture. The result is to reduce foreign (that is SL-specific) features in the TT, thereby to 
some extent naturalizing it into the TL and its cultural setting. " 
1.3.7 Lexical Equivalence 
The problem of equivalence arises when a word in the SL has more than one meaning. In 
the case of the Arabic language some lexical items do not have lexical equivalents in 
English due to their cultural specificity. These words are problematic for the translator: 
when transliterated they are alien; when translated they are still alien and they are usually 
$ e. 
rendered in lengthy equivalents, e. g., 0gyl Here we have a phrase (an old date stalk) 
used as an equivalent to one word. Obviously this will come at the expense of brevity and 
balance. Thus, effectiveness of the original, and sometimes comprehensibility, may also 
suffer. From this perspective translation theorists doubt the possibility of complete 
equivalence between languages. In this connection Rabin (1958: 123-4) thinks "what is in 
one language `the same thing' and called by one name appears in another under different 
names". 
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Then We made the Nutfah into a clot (a piece of thick coagulated blood), then We made 
the clot into a little lump of flesh, then We made out of that little lump of flesh bones, then 
We clothed the bones with flesh, and then We brought it forth as another creation. So 
blessed be Allah, the Best of creators. Q23: 14[(a-Hiläli 1998: 456) 
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The difficulty of choosing words lies in the fact that, as al-Jurjäni (n. d.: 69) says, the 
equivalent synonym to a lexical item in another language might not be as good as the 
original, since it depends on its place in the sentence and its relations with the surrounding 
words. He also asserts that it is inconceivable to assign a function to any word without 
knowing its meaning and that the order in which words are arranged is determined by the 
order in which meanings are arranged in the speaker's mind. Once the ideas are arranged, 
exact and unambiguous expressions of these ideas are achieved without exerting any effort 
in arranging the words. This is because, as al-Jurjäni (n. d.: 70) indicates, words are vessels 
and vehicles of meanings. A solid understanding and awareness of meaning determines the 
choice of words in which they are expressed. 
Moreover, some words have a wide semantic province that will rarely be covered even by 
an equivalent word in English. For instance, words like , aaý 
+, 
can hardly find exact 
equivalents in English. Thus, one word in Arabic requires more than one equivalent to 
cover the semantic shades implied in the Arabic word. 
Another difficulty is that some Arabic concepts have more than one name in Arabic. For 
instance, the concepts of al-jannah and al-när respectively, which refer to Heaven and Hell, 
are often used in religious context yet with different names: 
c)l awl kL-: r 'A 'ail &i ä. Jl 1o x. >JI 'p, ,>,, sue, ,, o, x ýy fl 
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When accurately translated, such words appear quite alien to the English reader. It is also 
hard to find their exact equivalents since they are actually attributive names that carry 
specific qualities of Hell that are not common to the TL reader, though quite acceptable to 
the Arabic reader. Rendering these words as Heaven and Hell make them lose some of their 
semantic features. Dagut (1978: 65) explicates that cultural voids are untranslatable because 
of "the impossibility, in any other way, of introducing the foreign reader into the cultural 
world of the speakers of the language being translated. " In this connection, Abdel-Raof 
(2001: 47) contends that the reason of using the transliteration in Qur'än translation goes 
back to cultural voids. 
Repetition of morphological pattern is also another problematic area which impedes the 
rendition of lexical equivalence translation from Arabic into English. This pattern cannot 
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be rendered in English by a verb form as is the case in Arabic. However, the translator has 
to find the closest equivalent as in the above example. 
Arabic is a derivational language which is characterized by its root and pattern 
morphology. Arabic roots are set of usually three or four consonants, which carry the 
common measuring of the other forms, e. g. /Z/ fatah `to open'. 
Morphological repetition, which is typical of Arabic, is a problem area in translation, 
particularly when it appears in words which occur in syntactic proximity, that is, the 
presence of two patterns of the same root close to each other in the sentence. 
For instance, root repetition in the following example is favoured in Arabic, yet it sounds 
unusual in English. 
ýý ýý9 } 
[and to purify you with a thorough purification. Q33: 33] (a-Hiläli 1998: 565) 
4vJ \J 
[And speak to him mildly, Q20: 44] (ibid: 417) 
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[and speak to them words of kindness and justice. Q4: 8] (ibid: 107) 
Such repetition is acceptable in Arabic. Yet, in English the noun is provided in the form of 
a morphologically unrelated noun which has almost the same meaning though it does not 
sound as effective as the original. Thus being so close with the verb it does not fit the 
English style when translated literally. Therefore it has to be given another equivalent in 
order to produce a reasonable acceptable English style (cf. Abdel Haleem's translation 
below). This becomes clear in Q83: 2-3. 
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[Those who, when they have to receive by measure from men, demand full measure, And 
when they have to give by measure or weight to men, give less than due. Q83: 2-3] (al- 
Hiläli 1998: 821) 
Who, when they measure against the people, take full measure 
but, when they measure for them or weigh for them, do skimp. (Arberry 1998: 635) 
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[Who demand of other people full measure for themselves, but give less than they should 
when it is they who weigh or measure for others! Q83: 2-3] (Abdel Haleem 2004: 413) 
The verbs `iktäla J81 and käla L115 have the same root K. Y. L. S, the problem lies in 
the fact that though the verbs (kala 2115 and `iktäla 
J81) have the same root, they are 
different in derivational patterns. The two verbs also vary in contextual meaning: the 
former is against while the latter is for the people, though both are in the semantic area of 
measurement. 
Some theorists argue that translation is, in principle, impossible. Rabassa (1989: 1) argues: 
"We should certainly not expect that a word in one language will find its equal in another. 
... A word 
is nothing but a metaphor for an object or, in some cases, for another word. " 
The shades of meanings may differ as every language charges its lexical inventory with a 
range of meaning that other languages may fail to reveal. 
1.3.8 Conclusion 
This chapter has aimed at discussing three main points relating to the study. The first 
entails from translatological perspective, the definition and types of translation. The second 
is a detailed account of the notion of equivalence in translation, definitions, types and levels 
of equivalence. The third is the problems of equivalence with special reference to Qur'anic 
discourse and how the absence of equivalence in the TL affects the reliability of translation. 
Examples are given from the translations of the Qur'än to illuminate the theoretical part of 
the study. Chesterman (1997: 132) argues that "if the receivers of a message vary, the effect 
cannot be exactly the same. This is basically because receivers interpret any utterance in 
terms of their own knowledge of the world, their own current cognitive state; and since no 
two people, even within the same language community, have exactly the same knowledge 
of the world, no two interpretations can ever be identical. " 
If the `same effect' is a far- fetched ideal then the focus has to shift to the exploration of the 
text and its culture. The aim of this shift is to provide an intelligible TT which can carry 
across the same cognitive message of the ST. Chapter two will discuss the Qur'änic 
Cognitive Model in more details. 
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Chapter Two 
The Qur'änic Cognitive Model 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter has been written with two objectives: first, to acquaint the Qur'an translator 
with certain matters which he should take hold of at the very beginning to reach a more 
than superficial understanding of the Qur'an; second, to illuminate the major tenets of faith 
referred to in the Qur'än. Thus, the chapter attempts to clarify those disturbing questions 
that commonly arise in the mind of the translator prior and during the study of the Qur'an 
for the sake of translating its meaning. Abu al-A'1ä Maudüdi (1988: 9) holds "whether one 
the translator ultimately decides to believe in the Qur'an or not, one the translator must 
recognise the fundamental statements made by the Qur'an and by the man to whom it was 
revealed, the Prophet Muhammad, to be the starting point of one's the translator's study. " 
(Italicised words are mine). These claims are epitomized and characterized by the Qur'änic 
Cognitive Model. A meaningful account of these claims cannot be arrived at without 
looking deep into the literature of the Qur'änic Cognitive Model which reflects Muslim 
religious and social thought at its best. In the same vein, Nida (1964: 152) summarizes "the 
ideal role of the translator calls for a person who has complete knowledge of both source 
and receptor languages, intimate acquaintance with the subject matter, effective empathy 
with the original author and the content, and stylistic facility in the receptor language. " 
Chesterman (1997: 9) contends that "(total) equivalence is a red herring and "virtually 
unattainable, and hence not a useful concept in translation theory. " He (ibid: 10) even 
announces the decline of equivalence and comments "if translation theory studies 
translations, and all translations are by definition equivalent, it would seem that we can 
dispense with the term altogether, and focus instead on the wide variety of relations that 
can exist between a translation and its source. " That is what Qur'änic Cognitive Model 
presents as a framework against which translations can be commented on; in other words, 
how far the translation of the meaning of the Holy Qur'an is close or not so close to the 
Qur'änic Cognitive Model. 
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2.2 The Qur'änic Cognitive Model 
In this introductory section the pillars (tenets of faith) of the Qur'änic Cognitive Model are 
to be introduced and investigated. We have relied on the Qur'an Cognitive Model (QCM) 
as a descriptive tool that can be employed effectively for the analysis of translation 
problems, problematic features of Qur'änic discourse, and other controversial issues such 
as the tenets of faith. Translation of the Qur'an necessitates the discussion of its svras and 
äyas in great depth, thus providing examples of the ways in which the interpretation of the 
text makes possible deeper understanding of the pillars on which the message of the Qur'än 
is based. Hervey and Higgins (1992: 139) hold that "the subject matter of theological and 
religious works implies the existence of a `spiritual world'. Seen from outside, that is, by 
an atheist or agnostic, there may seem little difference between this and the fictive and 
imaginary subject matter of literary/fictional genres. " As Forster (1958: 1) indicates "a 
perfect translation is one which fulfils the same purpose in the new language as the original 
did in the language in which it was written, not a mere approximation to that purpose, " the 
translator of the Qur'änic text needs to be familiar with the QCM in order to render the 
same purpose in the TT as the ST did. Therefore, the translator should not be far away from 
the pillars of the QCM if he/she plans to render the same impression the ST has on its 
readers. If authenticity is stressed and not the faint image of the original, emphasis is to be 
allotted to the QCM. QCM bears the textual components that outline the Qur'änic 
knowledge system which translators have to connect with that of the English language. 
Neubert and Shreve (1992: 69) have proposed the idea of transferring the frames and 
scenarios of L1 into L2 using the L2 linguistic system. (See 1.2.1 for more detail). Hervey 
and Higgins (1992: 139) make a point that religious genres have something to do with the 
`empirical/descriptive than with the `literary/fictional' category. They (ibid: 139-140) state 
that "the author is understood not to be free to create the world that animates the subject 
matter, but to be merely instrumental in exploring it. " Landers (2001: 171) stresses the 
importance of references as the translator's tools. He (ibid: 171) holds that "no one 
questions the necessity of reference works for the technical translator, especially in rapidly 
evolving fields where terminology is growing at a dizzying pace. " The point is that it is far 
significant for the translator of a religious text in general and the meanings of the Qur'an in 
particular to explore reference works and understand the text better. 
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The QCM is a 'frame 01 which refers to a knowledge structure or structured set of elements 
drawn from the Qur'an conceptual domains and consisting of encyclopaedic knowledge 
associated with the Qur'an linguistic form. Our new cognitive concept, i. e. QCM, is 
proposed as another type of Lakoff's ICM (Idealized Cognitive Models). We are going to 
discuss and explore the QCM embedded in the Qur'an to form a criterion against which the 
translations of the meanings of the Holy Qur'an are analyzed and evaluated. QCM helps 
the translator to find religious dictum. From here arises the need to discuss the QCM as it 
expounds the way it is read and the way it is understood. Lack of knowledge of QCM 
hinders understanding since it illuminates the Islamic profession of faith. In addition, 
translators often ponder upon the context or purpose of an 'äyah or a stlrah and have to 
consult with QCM before they can possibly understand the ST. Translators of the Qur'an 
have always been referred to further reading of the cultural Qur'änic domain and further 
recapitulation of the QCM's aims and cultural background. To bypass those aims and 
background, the translator will risk misreading the ST. However, QCM helps translators 
exhibit most of the features of the Qur'an in the TL. Such exhibition makes TL 
recognizable as an endeavor to fathom the SL. For Larson (1998: 3), translation consists of 
conveying the meaning of the SL into the TL. The meaning remains constant but is 
conveyed by changing from the forms and structures of the first language to those of the 
second. He (ibid: 6) stresses the idea that the best translation is one which: 
(1) uses the normal language forms of the TL, 
(2) conveys, as much as possible, to the TL speakers the same meaning that was understood 
by the SL speakers, and 
(3) maintains the dynamic of the original, which means that the TT is presented in such a 
way that it will, ideally, evoke the same response as the ST attempted to evoke. 
Chau (1985: 127) claims that meaning in any language is culture-bound and translators, 
according to Casagrande (1954: 138), do not in real terms, translate languages but cultures. 
It follows that accurate translation can be arrived at if meaning is addressed 
ethnographically, i. e., if the translator involves himself/herself in knowing how the SL 
meaning evolves in the source culture. Ethnographic translation, Casagrande (1954: 336) 
31 See Dirven Rend, Roslyn Frank, Cornelia Ilie. (2001). (eds. ) Language and Ideology, vol. 2: Descriptive Cognitive Approaches. Amsterdam/ Philadelphia: John Benjamins. 
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maintains, follows a model which is mainly concerned with the explication of the cultural 
content of a given text either by giving further information where necessary or by referring 
the reader to footnotes and annotation (for more information see 1.2.3.10. ). Therefore, it is 
time now to present QCM which constitutes the transferable cultural material of Qur'änic 
discourse which can assist translators in giving unambiguous or inaccurate literal 
equivalence. 
It is worthy to note here as well that this chapter is based on the linguistic exegesis of the 
Qur'än. The views of al-Zamakhshari, al-Farrä', Abu Iiayyän, and Ibn Qayyim al- 
Jawziyyah will be taken into account. 
Time and again it is emphasized that, for Muslims, the Qur'an is the Holy Book of Islam. It 
embodies and symbolizes the true essence of their faith. For them, the Qur'än is Book of 
guidance and inspiration for the fashioning of socio-economic and political life of Muslims. 
Due to the fact that the Qur'an is the sacred book of Islam, the Qur'än and Islam have been 
used interchangeably, mentioning one of them can necessarily refer to the other. 
Muhammad Yüsif Müsä (2002: 29) maintains that in the Islamic profession of faith the 
Qur'an promotes the themes of religious unity, political unity and social unity. It is the 
religion of the mind and intellect, of the instinct and clarity, of liberty and equality as well 
as of humanity. For all this, it can be said that Islam is a religion and a state, and it is this 
religion which proclaims the rights of man. The Qur'an with its 114 sürahs, for Muslim 
scholars, contains between its covers the complete last message from Allah: 
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[This day, I have perfected your religion for you, completed My favour upon you, and have 
chosen for you Islam as your religion. Q5: 3] 
QCM holds that only through the guidance of the Qur'an does the individual learn where 
he/she came from, where he/she is going, why the universe exists, and what his/her role is 
in the universe. He/She knows that in truth, and there is a great difference between those 
who know and those who do not know: 
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[Is he who walks without seeing on his face, more rightly guided, or he who (sees and) 
walks on a straight way (i. e. Islämic Monotheism). Q67: 22] 
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Irving, et al. (2002: xviii) hold that the Qur'an was revealed to be realized and show that the 
ideas and values that inspire man to establish the Kingdom of God on earth characterize the 
basic teachings of the Qur'an. QCM promotes the realization of the optimal vision of God- 
fearing man living in a just society fulfilling his mission here and seeking His rewards in 
the Hereafter, and this optimal vision can only come into effect by the ideal of man living 
at peace with himself and with the creation around him by living at peace with the Creator. 
What has been mentioned earlier can be epitomized by the following äyah which reiterates 
that the Qur'an is the source of divine guidance for mankind. This often repeated reference 
to humankind and not to Muslims, Arabs, or any other ethnic group, is to emphasize the 
Qur'än's eternal and universal message. 
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[Verily, this Qur'an guides to that which is most just and right and gives glad tidings to the 
believers (in the Oneness of Allah and His Messenger, Muhammad. ) who work deeds of 
righteousness, that they shall have a great reward (Paradise). And that those who believe 
not in the Hereafter (i. e. they disbelieve that they will be recompensed for what they did in 
this world, good or bad, etc. ), for them We have prepared a painful torment (Hell) Q17: 9- 
10]. 
An intrinsic part of QCM is that the Qur'an is the Word of Allah. The Qur'an articulates 
truth and the necessary attributes to live by it which provides a good deal of self-identity in 
the world. Irving, et al. (2002: 5-6) have elaborated the theme: "The Book contains the 
Divine Word, uncreated, unaltered and intact. The Book reveals those aspects of Divine 
Reality whose knowledge is required to develop a correct relationship with God and His 
creation, even though the totality of the Divine Reality remains beyond human 
comprehension. As such the real intent of the Revelation is not the disclosure of God's 
Person, but of His Will. " 
cl; i Co 
[... We have neglected nothing in the Book ... Q6: 38]. 
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It must also be observed that the Qur'än, for Muslim scholars, contains the Divine 
constitution that is- according to QCM- applicable anywhere at anytime. It is the Book of 
guidance to the whole of mankind. Abu al-A`1ä Maudüdi (1976: 14) states that "the Qur'än 
is not a literary work of the common conventional type that develops its central theme in a 
logical order; nor does it conform to the style of such work. The Qur'an adopts its own 
style to suit the guidance of the Islamic movement that was started by Allah's Messenger 
under His direct command. " Abu al-A'15 Maudüdi (ibid: 20) contends that all the svras of 
the Qur'an contain reference to the basic creed: tawhid (the Unity of Allah, His attributes), 
the hereafter and accountability, punishment and reward, Prophethood, and belief in the 
Book. Abdul-Raof (2003: 105) states that monotheism, prophethood, eschatology, and 
reward and punishment are the `four Qur'änic notions', and they are the `roots of Islam', 
and are the `tenets of faith' (mabädi' al-17män) at the same time. 
There is indeed a period of excellence in the Islamic history which supports the previous 
claims. That is why some scholars comment positively on the unprecedented influence of a 
Book on the lives of its believers. Irving, et al. (2002: preface) state that "the Qur'an is the 
foundation and the mainstay of Islamic life and culture. If ever a book transformed a people 
from a motley group of warring tribes into a civilized international community, gave them 
a distinct identity, fashioned their historical personality and continued to be their main 
source of inspiration for over a millennium, it is the Qur'an. " 
2.3 Tawhid - Islamic Monotheism 
While tawhid is the essential comprehensive characteristic of the total Islamic doctrine and 
its primary basis, it is also one of its components. Tawhld is the foundation of all the 
revealed religions given to the prophets by God. However, it is unique to Islam and QCM. 
Abdul-Raof (2003: 238) defines monotheism in the light of the Qur'änic `äyas that refer to 
tawhid (Q7: 59, Q16: 36, Q17: 23, Q21: 25, Q47: 19, and Q51: 56) as "the relationship with 
the only One (i. e., Allah) that excludes a similar relationship with anyone else. It is man's 
genuine commitment to God, the focus of all his reverence and gratitude, the only source of 
value. " The Qur'an affirms that there is one God to whom alone divinity can be attributed 
and none has the right to be worshipped but Allah, none has the right to rule but Allah, no 
legislator, no organizer of human life and of human relationships to the world, to living 
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things or human beings but Allah. From Him alone is received all guidance and legislation, 
all systems of life, norms governing relationships and the measure of values. That is why 
Islamic monotheism is symbolized by Lä ila-ha illa Allah (none has the right to be 
worshipped but Allah) constitutes the core of the notion of QCM: 
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[Such is Allah, your Lord! la ila-ha illä Huwa (none has the right to be worshipped but He), 
the Creator of all things. So worship Him (Alone), and He is the Wakil (Trustee, Disposer 
of affairs, Guardian, etc. ) over all things. Q6: 102]. 
The following statement (the hadith narrated by Anas below) of the Prophet brings to the 
foreground of the argument that the faith in a single God is deeply rooted in the theological 
literature of the Qur'an. The Qur'an is centered round this fact. More importantly, Allah is 
the source for everything seen and unseen, known and unknown, and the source for all 
knowledge. In fact it was essential for Islam to promote monotheism in a society of 
idolaters and pagans where the idea of one God was not favoured. Therefore it was logical 
that the Meccan chapters concentrated on the theme of tawhid to uproot the idea of 
associating partners with Allah from the minds and hearts of the believers. In view of 
Abdul-Raof (2003: 137), the priority was for the faith over any other economic or socio- 
political issues. The stress then was on establishing a strong foundation based on the 
oneness of God. In this regard, cUmar al-Ashqar (2000: 67) holds: "the Qur'änic 
methodology makes the starting point of its message and the message of all the 
Messengers: the call to worship Allah alone, with no partner or associate. " Hence taw4iid is 
the central theme of the Qur'an. 
Anas narrated that the Prophet said: "Whoever said: "lä iläha illa alläh" (None has the right 
to be worshipped but Allah) and has in his heart good faith equal to the weight of a barley 
grain will be taken out of Hell. And whoever said: "lä ila-ha illa alläh" (None has the right 
to be worshipped but Allah) and has in his heart good faith equal to the weight of a wheat 
grain will be taken out of Hell. And whoever said: "lä ila-ha illa alläh" (None has the right 
to be worshipped but Allah) and has in his heart good faith equal to the weight of an atom 
will be taken out of Hell. "32 
32 al-Bukhäri, (2003: 15) 
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The belief in lä iläha illa allah (none has the right to be worshipped but Allah) is the 
keystone of the Qur'an. That is why it is common to find great emphasis on the theme of 
tawhld in the Qur'an and Hadith (Prophetic traditions). In fact the belief in lä iläha illa 
alläh is not just muttering away words but it needs a tremendous and strenuous work to be 
implemented in the minds and the hearts of the believers. Consequently they have to 
execute all their actions, deeds and behaviours accordingly. The following Hadith fosters 
the issue firmly: the Prophet lays the foundation for the call to Islam and emphasizes the 
importance of the priority of tawhld. The Hadith sums up everything since everything 
stems from tawhid. 
When the Prophet sent Mu°ädh to Yemen, he said to him: "You are going to a nation from 
the people of the Scripture, so let the first thing to which you will invite them, be the 
tawhid of Allah. If they learn that, tell them that Allah has enjoined on them, five prayers to 
be offered in one day and one night. And if they pray, tell them that Allah has enjoined on 
them zakät (purifying alms) of their properties and it is to be taken from the rich among 
them and given to the poor. And if they agree to that, then take from them zakät but avoid 
the best property of the people. " 
The Prophet taught Mu'ddh the etiquette for the call to Islam. The first thing to which 
people are to be invited to is the Islamic profession of faith none has the right to be 
worshipped but Allah. Once the Islamic monotheism is instilled into the hearts and minds 
of the believers, only then comes the time for the Qur'änic approach of do-and-not-do. 
Mu'ddh b. Jabal narrated that the Prophet said: "0 Mu ädh! Do you know what Allah's 
right upon His slaves is? " I (Mucädh) said: "Allah and His Apostle know best. " The 
Prophet said: "To worship Him (Allah) alone and to join none in worship with Him 
(Allah). Do you know what their right upon Him is? " I (Mu'ädh) replied: "Allah and His 
Apostle know best. " The Prophet said: "Not to punish them (if they do so). " 
Abu Said al-Khudri narrated that a man heard another man reciting (in the prayers): `Say 
(0 Muhammad): "He is Allah, the One. " (Q 112.1) And he recited it repeatedly. When it 
was morning, he went to the Prophet and informed him about that as if he considered that 
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the recitation of that Sürah by itself was not enough. Allah's Apostle said, "by Him in 
Whose Hand my life is, it is equal to one-third of the Qur'5n. "33 
In the previous Hadith, `one-third' here shows the place the Qur'an holds for the Islamic 
monotheism. Qutb (1998: 11) elaborates the meaning of worshipping One God and 
attributes Divinity, Creatorship, and Omnipotence to Allah. By worshipping One God, 
people "derive their conceptions, values and standards, institutions, legislature and laws, 
orientation ethics and morals from Him Alone. 
In the Islamic profession of faith "none has the right to be worshipped but Allah, and 
Muhammad is the messenger of Allah" (Al Jj j .- Al Y) k1º y) lä iläha illa allalh, 
Muhammad rasvl- alläh can be expounded as follows: the first part defines the 
unconditional surrender to a One God who is one at all times. The second half reflects 
Muhammad, the seal of Prophets, being chosen for the last message to mankind: 
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[And (remember) when Lugmän said to his son when he was advising him: "0 my son! 
Join not in worship others with Allah. Verily! Joining others in worship with Allah is a 
great Zvlm (wrong) indeed. " Q31: 13] 
In like fashion, Sayyid Qutb (1977: 15-16) signals out: The first pillar of Islam is that we 
bear witness that there is no god other than God and that Muhammad is the Prophet of God. 
The approximate meaning of bearing witness that there is no god other than God is this: 
God is the exclusive possessor of divinity, and none of His creation shares in any of the 
aspects or properties of divinity. The first aspect of divinity is absolute rule, whence arises 
the right to legislate for His worshippers, to ordain paths for their lives, to prescribe values 
on which their lives should be based. It is not possible that there is no god other than God 
without recognizing that God alone has the right to ordain the path which human life 
should follow. Bearing witness that Muhammad is the Prophet of God means 
approximately admitting that this path has been conveyed to us from God; that it is truly 
God's path for the life of mankind; and that it is the only path we are obliged to follow and 
implement in human life. 
33 al-Bukhäri, (2003: 1359) 
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Islam pays special attention to the intellect. When it calls for the worship of One Single 
God the Qur'än gives the necessary proofs: 
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[0 mankind! Remember the Grace of Allah upon you! Is there any creator other than Allah 
who provides for you from the sky (rain) and the earth? lä ilha illa Huwa (none has the 
right to be worshipped but He). How then are you turning away (from Him)? Q35: 3] 
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[Who has made the earth a resting place for you, and the sky as a canopy, and sent down 
water (rain) from the sky and brought forth therewith fruits as a provision for you. Then do 
not set up rivals unto Allah (in worship) while you know (that He Alone has the right to be 
worshipped). Q2: 22] 
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[Verily! It is Allah Who causes the seedgrain and the fruitstone (like datestone, etc. ) to split 
and sprout. He brings forth the living from the dead, and it is He Who brings forth the dead 
from the living. Such is Allah, then how are you deluded away from the truth? Q6: 95] 
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[(He is the) Cleaver of the daybreak. He has appointed the night for resting, and the sun and 
the moon for reckoning. Such is the measuring of the All-Mighty, the All-Knowing. Q6: 96] 
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[It is He Who has set the stars for you, so that you may guide your course with their help 
through the darkness of the land and the sea. We have (indeed) explained in detail Our Ayät 
(proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs, Revelations, etc. ) for people who know. Q6: 97] 
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[It is He Who has created you from a single person (Adam), and has given you a place of 
residing (on the earth or in your mother's wombs) and a place of storage [in the earth (in 
your graves) or in your father's loins]. Indeed, We have explained in detail Our revelations 
(this Qur'än) for people who understand. Q6: 98] 
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[It is He Who sends down water (rain) from the sky, and with it We bring forth vegetation 
of all kinds, and out of it We bring forth green stalks, from which We bring forth thick 
clustered grain. And out of the datepalm and its spathe come forth clusters of dates hanging 
low and near, and gardens of grapes, olives and pomegranates, each similar (in kind) yet 
different (in variety and taste). Look at their fruits when they begin to bear, and the ripeness 
thereof. Verily! In these things there are signs for people who believe. Q6: 99] 
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[Allah is He Who raised the heavens without any pillars that you can see. Then, He Istawä 
(rose above) the Throne (really in a manner that suits His Majesty). He has subjected the 
sun and the moon (to continue going round)! Each running (its course) for a term 
appointed. He regulates all affairs, explaining the e yät (proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, 
signs, revelations, etc. ) in detail, that you may believe with certainty in the meeting with 
your Lord. Q 13: 2] 
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[And it is He Who spread out the earth, and placed therein firm mountains and rivers and of 
every kind of fruits He made Zawjain Ithnam (two in pairs - may mean two kinds or it may 
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mean: of two sorts, e. g. black and white, sweet and sour, small and big, etc. ) He brings the 
night as a cover over the day. Verily, in these things, there are Ayät (proofs, evidences, 
lessons, signs, etc. ) for people who reflect. Q13: 3] 
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[And in the earth are neighbouring tracts, and gardens of vines, and green crops (fields 
etc. ), and date-palms, growing out two or three from a single stem root, or otherwise (one 
stem root for every palm), watered with the same water, yet some of them We make more 
excellent than others to eat. Verily, in these things, there are /lyät (proofs, evidences, 
lessons, signs) for the people who understand. Q 13: 4] 
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[Allah knows what every female bears, and by how much the wombs fall short (of their 
time or number) or exceed. Everything with Him is in (due) proportion. Q 13: 8] 
Q112 below manifests the attributes of Allah, the Self-Sufficient Master, the Ever Living, 
the One Who sustains and protects all that exists. al-Zargä (1976: 110) points out, "through 
belief in the unity of God, Who is invested with all the attributes of perfection, Islam seeks 
to purge human intellect of idolatry and superstitious fancies. Polytheism and idolatry 
which are opposed by Islam degrade man to a level which is incompatible with his 
dignity. " 
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[Say (0 Muhammad): "He is Alläh, (the) One. Alläh-al -, %Imad ( c+1I LSiJI 
c6WI , s9) [Alläh the Self-Sufficient Master, whom all creatures need, (He neither eats 
nor drinks)]. He begets not, nor was He begotten. And there is none co-equal or comparable 
unto Him. Q112: 1-4]. 
Ibn Taymiyyah in Harräs (n. d.: 35) mentions that Abu al -"Abbas b. Suraij expounds the 
saying of the Prophet `Q112 equals one third of the Qur'än' and says that the Qur'an is 
divided into three sections: (1) the rulings, (2) glad tidings and warnings, (3) al- `asmä wal- 
gifät the names and the qualities of Allah and Q 112 (b. Suraij adds) encompasses al- `asmä 
wal-iifät. 
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The Qur'an gives a report of full evidence of the existence of A1l5h, the Creator. The 
Qur'an as the last message from Allah, for Muslim scholars, should demonstrate all 
possible means to promote the theme of One Single God. The Qur'an emphasizes Allah's 
lordship and ultimate power in all of His creation. It addresses the intellect and the 
intellectual faculties of man. al-Ashaqar (2000: 124) gives the example of a camel herder in 
the desert who knows who created the universe: He says: "the camel dung indicates the 
presence of a camel and footsteps indicate that someone walked here. So the heavens with 
their stars and the earth with its mountains and valleys must indicate the existence of the 
All-Knowing, All-Aware. " 
Thus the QCM instils into the minds and the hearts of Muslims the fact that believing in 
monotheism truly means observing and consequently implementing the straight way 
predestined by Allah. Therefore, the spiritual capabilities of the Muslims are elevated as a 
result of the fear of Allah and the establishment of relations consequently between the 
rulers and the ruled and between different categories of the Islamic society on the basis of a 
communal support for the benefit of justice and virtue. 
Sayyid Qutb (1977: 26) points out that we are bound to attempt the realization of the 
divinely ordained path for human life, to turn humanity back towards its One True God; 
towards a purpose for existence worthy of the rank of human being; towards the norms that 
embrace all creation including man. This is the truth established by the Holy Qur'an. It 
rejects the view of those who wish to follow other than the law of God and the way of life 
He had ordained. 
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[Do they seek other than the religion of Allah (the true Islamic Monotheism worshipping 
none but Allah Alone), while to Him submitted all creatures in the heavens and the earth, 
willingly or unwillingly. And to Him shall they all be returned. Q3: 83] (ibid: 83) 
QCM addresses human nature - implemented in people - which by instinct worships one 
true Allah. Consequently it identifies itself with the true Allah and holds Islamic 
monotheism as a corner stone of its message and all consequences thereof: 
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[Say)O Muhammad) `Shall I take as a Wali (Helper, Protector, lord or God) any other than 
Allah, the Creator of the heavens and the earth? And it is He Who feeds but is not fed. ' 
Say: `Verily, I am commanded to be the first of those who submit themselves to Allah (as 
Muslims). ' And be not you (0 Muhammad) of the Mushrikim [polytheists, pagans, 
idolaters, and disbelievers in the Oneness of Allah]. Q6: 14]. 
More significantly, the notion of the unity of Allah in Islam is repeatedly emphasized in the 
Qur'an. This builds enthusiasm in the hearts and minds of the believers to lovingly adhere 
to the message of Allah throughout all circumstances. A celebrated instance of the 
thorough and drastic change in the behaviour of the Muslim once he declares his 
submission to Allah is found in Arnold's (1935: 71-72) emphatic comment: " Islam was a 
revolt against empty theological polemics; it was a masculine protest against the exaltation 
of celibacy as a crown of piety. It brought out the fundamental dogmas of religion-the unity 
and greatness of God, that He is merciful and righteous, that He claims obedience to His 
will, resignation and faith. It proclaimed the responsibility of man, a future life, a Day of 
Judgment, and stern retribution to fall upon the wicked; and enforced the duties of prayer, 
almsgiving, fasting and benevolence. It thrust aside the artificial virtues, the religious 
frauds and follies, the perverted moral sentiments, and the verbal subtleties of theological 
disputes. It replaced monkishness by manliness, and recognition to the fundamental facts of 
human nature. " 
The theme of unity of God in the Qur'änic message also advocates that all scriptures were 
sent down from Alläh to mankind on Earth. It also calls for the belief in all the prophets of 
Allah because they represent the same very message, the complete whole as embodied in 
the Qur'an. Let us consider the following Qur'änic ! yah: 
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[He (Allah) has ordained for you the same religion (Islam) which He ordained for Nüh 
(Noah), and that which We have inspired in you (0 Muhammad), and that which We 
ordained for Ibrahim (Abraham), Müsa (Moses) and cIsä (Jesus) saying you should 
establish religion (i. e. to do what it orders you to do practically), and make no divisions in 
it (religion) (i. e. various sects in religion). Intolerable for the Mushrikün, is that to which 
you (0 Muhammad) call them. Allah chooses for Himself whom He wills, and guides unto 
Himself who turns to Him in repentance and in obedience. Q42: 13] 
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[Say (0 Muslims), "We believe in Allah and that which has been sent down to us and that 
which has been sent down to Ibrihim (Abraham), Ismä il (Ishmael), Islläque (Isaac), 
Ya'qüb (Jacob), and to Al-Asbät [the twelve sons of Yacqüb (Jacob)], and that which has 
been given to Müsa (Moses) and °Isä (Jesus), and that which has been given to the Prophets 
from their Lord. We make no distinction between any of them, and to Him we have 
submitted (in Islam). " Q2: 136] 
The message of unity is reiterated at the end of Q2: 
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[The Messenger (Muhammad) believes in what has been sent down to him from his Lord, 
and (so do) the believers. Each one believes in Alläh, His Angels, His Books, and His 
Messengers. (They say), `We make no distinction between one another of His Messengers' 
- and they say, `We hear, and we obey. (We seek) Your forgiveness, our lord, and to You 
is the return (of all). ' Q2: 285] 
2.4 God's Omnipotence and Monotheism 
Qur'an discourse usually links between God's omnipotence and monotheism. In other 
words, the Qur'an, in order to drive the message of monotheism to the reader, it offers the 
reader with details about the power of Allah which is referred to as God's omnipotence 
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such as reference to the rain, mountains, the sun, the moon, the womb, the creation of 
humans, etc. In the same vein, Abdul-Raof (2005: 201,204) emphasises that monotheism is 
echoed by God's omnipotence and how He alone has subjected everything for our own 
interests and needs. It has been agreed now that as long as man submits himself in worship 
to Allah the only one God, his submission needs to be activated in terms of obedience to 
whatever Allah or His Prophet have commanded. 
It follows from this the Shahadah the confession of a Muslim as it has been mentioned 
earlier incarnates the notion of QCM. This leads the argument to the importance of the 
concept of tawhid in Islam which is represented in the Islamic concept of God that can be 
highlighted in the following Qur'änic äyas which show God's omnipotence as a link to 
monotheism: 
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[The Creator of the heavens and the earth. He has made for you mates from yourselves, and 
for the cattle (also) mates. By this means He creates you (in the wombs). There is nothing 
like unto Him, and He is the All-Hearer, the All-Seer. Q42: 11] 
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[No vision can grasp Him, but His Grasp is over all vision. He is the al-Late( (the Most 
Subtle and Courteous), Well-Acquainted with all things. Q6: 103] 
The Qur'an provides evidence which affirms the oneness of Allah. In this regard, the 
Qur'an proposes the rational proofs needed to urge people to believe in the one God. In this 
way the Qur'an respects the intellectual faculties Allah has bestowed on man and reminds 
the faithful of God's presence: 
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[He it is Who sends down water (rain) from the sky; from it you drink and from it (grows) 
the vegetation on which you send your cattle to pasture; Q16: 10] 
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[With it He causes to grow for you the crops, the olives, the date-palms, the grapes, and 
every kind of fruit. Verily! In this is indeed an evident proof and a manifest sign for people 
who give thought. Q16: 1 1] 
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[And He has subjected to you the night and the day, the sun and the moon; and the stars are 
subjected by His Command. Surely, in this are proofs for people who understand. Q16: 12] 
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[And whatsoever He has created for you on this earth of varying colours [and qualities 
from vegetation and fruits, etc. (botanical life) and from animal (zoological life)]. Verily! 
In this is a sign for people who remember. Q16: 13] 
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[And He it is Who has subjected the sea (to you), that you eat thereof fresh tender meat (i. e. 
fish), and that you bring forth out of it ornaments to wear. And you see the ships ploughing 
through it, that you may seek (thus) of His Bounty (by transporting the goods from place to 
place) and that you may be grateful. Q16: 14] 
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[And He has affixed into the earth mountains standing firm, lest it should shake with you, 
and rivers and roads, that you may guide yourselves. Q16: 15] 
The reason for this preference is due to his acceptance to bear all the duties which Allah 
has ordained. In this connection, the spiritual capabilities of men are elevated as a result of 
the fear of Allah and the institution of the relations consequently between the rulers and the 
ruled and between different categories of the Islamic society on the basis of a communal 
support for the benefit of justice and virtue. 
Thus man is elevated to the position of a conscious member of society with a will of his 
own, choosing his own job as well as the place he would like to work in freely. He enjoys 
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freedom to comply with the orders of the ruler or refuse to obey him if the ruler should 
happen to transgress the bounds set by God's obedience and Islam. Thus Islam makes 
every individual a guardian of the community's morals besides holding him responsible for 
the eradication of all forms of evils. 
It is crucial to remember that man is the only one among all creatures who has been given 
the power of choice whereas the rest were left with no choice. It is a call for man to use his 
mind to know his God. The Qur'an claims that the signs that point to the direction of God's 
unity and activity in the universe are multifarious and countless: 
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[Say: "Whose is the earth and whosoever is therein? If you know! " They will say: "It is 
Allah's! " Say: "Will you not then remember? " Say: "Who is (the) Lord of the seven 
heavens, and (the) Lord of the Great Throne? " They will say: "Allah. " Say: "Will you not 
then fear Allah (believe in His Oneness, obey Him, believe in the Resurrection and 
Recompense for each and every good or bad deed). " Say "In Whose Hand is the 
sovereignty of everything (i. e. treasures of each and everything)? And He protects (all), 
while against Whom there is no protector, (i. e. if Allah saves anyone none can punish or 
harm him, and if Allah punishes or harms anyone none can save him), if you know. " They 
will say: "(All that belongs) to Allah. " Say: "How then are you deceived and turn away 
from the truth? " Q23: 84-89] 
Irving, et al. (2002: 1) point out that "man does not stand alone in the firmament of 
Creation. His existence is not a fortuitous accident of history. The world around him is not 
unrelated to him and his purpose in life. Everything is part of Divine Plan - the overall 
scheme of Providence. He Who has created man has also provided for him all that he needs 
for the good life: whether that be in the nature of physical providence ensuring his 
existence and growth, or of moral and social guidance for the full flowering of the human 
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personality and culture. " The following verses embody the unity of creation and its impact 
on man: 
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[Verily! In the creation of the heavens and the earth, and in the alternation of night and day, 
there are indeed signs for men of understanding. Those who remember Allah (always, and 
in prayers) standing, sitting, and lying down on their sides, and think deeply about the 
creation of the heavens and the earth, (saying): "Our Lord! You have not created (all) this 
without purpose, glory to You! (Exalted be You above all that they associate with You as 
partners). Give us salvation from the torment of the Fire. " Q3: 190-191]. 
The Qur'an as a revelation to the Prophet Muhammad and to believers was determined in 
emphasizing Allah's lordship and ultimate power in all of creation. The Qur'an speaks of 
Allah's sustenance and provision for creation, particularly for human beings and of 
recreating of new forms of creations: 
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[Say (0 Muhammad): "Praise and thanks be to Allah, and peace be on His slaves whom He 
has chosen (for His Message)! Is Allah better, or (all) that you ascribe as partners (to 
Him)? " (Of course, Allah is better). Is not He (better than your gods) Who created the 
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heavens and the earth, and sends down for you water (rain) from the sky, whereby We 
cause to grow wonderful gardens full of beauty and delight? It is not in your ability to 
cause the growth of their-trees. Is there any iläh (god) with Allah? Nay, but they are a 
people who ascribe equals (to Him)! Is not He (better than your gods) Who has made the 
earth as a fixed abode, and has placed rivers in its midst, and has placed firm mountains 
therein, and has set a barrier between the two seas (of salt and sweet water). Is there any ila-h 
(god) with Allah? Nay, but most of them know not. Is not He (better than your gods) Who 
responds to the distressed one, when he calls Him, and Who removes the evil, and makes 
you inheritors of the earth, generations after generations. Is there any il äh (god) with A115h? 
Little is that you remember! Is not He (better than your gods) Who guides you in the 
darkness of the land and the sea, and Who sends the winds as heralds of glad tidings, going 
before His Mercy (rain)? Is there any iläh (god) with Allah? High Exalted be Allah above 
all that they associate as partners (to Him)! Is not He (better than your so-called gods) Who 
originates creation, and shall thereafter repeat it, and Who provides for you from heaven 
and earth? Is there any ilah (god) with Allah? Say, "Bring forth your proofs, if you are 
truthful. " Q27: 59-64] 
The reminders of Allah's signs are then meant to indicate that everything is dependent on 
God; that God, with all his might and glory, is essentially the Lord of mercy and the Giver 
of Mercy; and that this establishes the relationship between human beings and God, where 
humans are made to love Him through surrendering the entire self to Him. QCM reveals an 
important idea of God's centrality in all the themes of the Qur'an. Time and again the 
Qur'an reiterates that man carries the ethos of Islam in himself, meaning for the sake of 
teaching and education Allah has grandly and repeatedly emphasized the faith of tawhid in 
order to establish iman (belief) in the recesses of the hearts and minds of the believers. To 
make the faith of tawhid more comprehensible Allah has given examples, set parables and 
told stories of the past generations for the truth and falsehood, i. e. Belief and disbelief. 
At this juncture Muhammad Yüsif Müsä (2002: 100) signals "the belief in the oneness of 
God leaves also a great imprint on the hearts and souls of men and consequently upon their 
deeds. If man is faithful to God alone, and if he fears and pleads to none but Him, soliciting 
Him alone to bestow upon him whatever is good and to save him from ills - if man does 
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that he is consequently rendered strong in himself, becomes capable of upholding truth and 
would in all that which concerns him depend on God alone. " 
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[And when My slaves ask you (0 Muhammad) concerning Me, then (answer them), I am 
indeed near (to them by My Knowledge). I respond to the invocations of the supplicant 
when he calls on Me (without any mediator or intercessor). So let them obey Me and 
believe in Me, so that they may be led aright. Q2: 186] 
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[Is not He (better than your gods) Who responds to the distressed one, when he calls Him, 
and Who removes the evil, and makes you inheritors of the earth, generations after 
generations. Is there any iläh (god) with Alläh? Little is that you remember! Q27: 62] 
2.5 Prophethood and the Message of the Qur'än 
Muslim scholars claim that the Qur'an is the last Scripture to be sent down to earth and the 
Prophet Muhammad is the seal of all the Prophets. The Qur'än repeatedly attempts to make 
this message to all mankind, and that is what makes the Qur'änic message universal. 
Muhammad Yüsif Milsä (2002: 58) envisages the universality of Islam as inevitable 
because "Islam is the last of all divine messages sent from Heaven to Earth, and as such, it 
has to be a universal religion for all people. " For Muslim scholars, the nature of this 
message must be of a kind that makes it fit for humanity in every age, generation and time. 
The personality, character and nature of the Prophet must be of the ideal type befitting his 
being the elect Messenger for all God's slaves so that every person can find in him his ideal 
and the light which will guide him/her throughout his/her life: 
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[Those who follow the Messenger, the Prophet who can neither read nor write (i. e. 
Muhammad) whom they find written with them in the Taurät (Torah) (Deut, xviii 15) and 
the Injil (Gospel) (John xiv, 16), - he commands them for Al-Ma`rüf (i. e. Islamic 
Monotheism and all that Islam has ordained); and forbids them from Al-Munkar (i. e. 
disbelief, polytheism of all kinds, and all that Islam has forbidden); he allows them as 
lawful Af Tayyibät (i. e. all good and lawful as regards things, deeds, beliefs, persons, 
foods), and prohibits them as unlawful Al-Khaba-'ith (i. e. all evil and unlawful as regards 
things, deeds, beliefs, persons and foods), he releases them from their heavy burdens (of 
Allah's Convent with the children of Israel), and from the fetters (bindings) that were upon 
them. So those who believe in him (Muhammad), honour him, help him, and follow the 
light (the Qur'an) which has been sent down with him, it is they who will be successful. 
Q7: 157] 
Qamar al-Hudä (2003: 278) holds that the noble message of the Qur'an is meant to guide 
followers to God's will so that they may implement the guidance in their lives. The Qur'an 
is revelation for humankind and is aimed for redirecting human beings toward Allah. 
Consider Q2: 185 when it defines the mission of the Qur'an into people's lives: 
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[The month of Ramadan in which was revealed the Qur'an, a guidance for mankind and 
clear proofs for the guidance and the criterion (between right and wrong). Q2: 185] 
Qamar al-Hudä (2003: 278) adds that "this often repeated reference to humankind and not 
to Muslims, Arabs, Chinese, or the Quraishi tribe is to underscore the Qur'än's eternal and 
universal message. " 
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[And We have not sent you (0 Muhammad) except as a giver of glad tidings and a warner 
to all mankind, but most of men know not. Q34: 28]. 
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[Say (0 Muhammad): `0 mankind! Verily, I am sent to you all as the Messenger of Allah - 
to Whom belongs the dominion of the heavens and the earth. Lä iläha illä Huwa (none has 
the right to be worshipped but He). It is He who gives life and causes death. So believe in 
Allah and His Messenger (Muhammad), the Prophet who can neither read nor write (i. e. 
Muhammad), who believes in Allah and His words [(this Qur'an), the Taurah (Torah) and 
the Injil (Gospel) and also Allah's Word: `Be! ' - and he was, i. e. °Isa (Jesus) son of 
Maryam (Mary)], and follow him so that you may be guided. Q7: 158]. 
A supportive evidence for the argument being held is the Vadlih reported in al Bukhäri34 in 
which the Prophet says: 
"The likeness of me and the Prophets preceding me is as the example of a man, who 
constructed a house perfectly and beautifully, except at one angle where a brick was 
missing. People who saw that house toured around it appreciating its beauty and expressing 
the desire to have that brick put in the empty place. So, I am that brick and I am the last of 
all prophets. " 
We should not go without emphasizing the human nature of the Prophet. Qamar al-Hudä 
(2003: 278) stresses this point and is of the view that "the Prophet in Islam is purely a 
human being that was divinely selected to serve as a messenger of Allah's message to 
humanity. " Q41: 5, puts an emphasis on the human element in the Prophet: 
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[Say (0 Muhammad): "I am only a human being like you. It is inspired in me that your Iläh 
(God) is One Iläh (God - Allah). Q41: 6] 
Irving et al. (2002: 17) holds that "The Qur'än spells out the Message which was revealed 
to Muhammad and which represents the permanent and ultimate source of guidance for 
mankind. " 
34 al-Bukhäri (2003: 642). 
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Arnold (1935: 28) states that the message of Islam was not for Arabia only; the whole world 
was to share in it. As there was but one God, so there was to be but one religion into which 
all men were to be invited. The claim to be universal, to hold sway over all men and all 
nations, found a practical illustration in the letters which Muhammad is said to have sent in 
the year A. D. 628 (A. H. 6) to the great sovereigns and monarchs of that time. An invitation 
to embrace Islam was sent in this year to the Emperor Heraclius, the king of Persia, the 
governor of Yemen, the governor of Egypt and the king of Abyssinia. The letter to 
Heraclius is said to have been as follows: - "In the name of God, the Merciful, the 
Compassionate, Muhammad, who is the servant of God and His apostle, to (Heraclius) the 
(Caesar) of Rome. Peace be on whoever has gone on the straight road. After this I say, 
Verily I call you to Islam. Embrace Islam, and God will reward you twofold. If you turn 
away from the offer of Islam, then on you be the sins of your people. [0 people of the 
Book, come towards a creed which is fit both for us and for you. It is this-to worship none 
but God, and not to associate anything with God, and not to call others God. Therefore, 0 
ye people of the Book, if ye refuse, beware. We are Muslims and our religion is Islam. ]" 
This shows that the Prophet has wasted no time in launching his campaign to convey his 
message to the whole world and that is why he has sent delegations to kings and governors 
of the neighbouring countries to deliver to them the Word of Alläh as revealed in the 
Qur'an. It should be noted that the Prophet has not started his mission before he witnesses 
the emergence of the Islamic State and the applicability of the Islamic teachings. Abu al- 
A°lä Maudüdi (1976: 29) states that "it is neither necessary nor useful to start from the very 
outset on international lines any ideological movement that is meant to be ultimately 
international. The only right method of beginning this will be to start the movement in the 
country of its origin and present with full force its theories and fundamental principles 
which are to form the basis of the required system of life. Then its exponents should 
impress these things on the mind of their own people who have a common language, 
common habits and common customs. They should first of all put these principles into 
practice in their own country and prove their worth by evolving a happy and successful 
system of life. " In fact that was the strategic plan the Prophet and his companions had 
implemented successfully and attempted to establish the universality of the message of the 
Qur'an. 
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2.6 The Mission of Man on Earth 
The meaning of Islam underlies the ethos of the message of the Qur'an: complete 
submission to Allah, and in this particular context, complete submission to the Word of 
Allah - the Qur'an. When the Qur'anic approach of do and not do is realized in Muslims- 
their own selves- only then Muslims become in harmony with the unity of Allah, 
implementing the ethos of Islam. Thus the guidance and light from Allah is insurmountably 
indispensable for man to achieve and maintain the balance. An important issue which has 
not so far been investigated is how Q1 (sürat al-Fätihah) symbolizes the mission of man 
on earth. al-Zarkashi (1988,1: 39-40)states that Q1 is the mother of the Book because it 
entails the three main pillars of the Qur'an: (tawhid monotheism), (tadhkm reminder), and 
(abkam rulings). al-Zarkashi (ibid: 39) elaborates that tawhid is from the beginning of Q1 
till Q1: 4 (yawm al-Din the day of Resurrection), (abkam rulings) is in [ : sJGi9 ý. ; JGl 
_o W You (Alone) we worship, and You (Alone) we ask for help (for each and 
everything)], and (tadhkir reminder) is from (L_; -I Guide us) till the end of Q1. Q1 
symbolises the mission of man when it outlines his (takif duties) and sets him for (melinah 
testing). 
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In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful. All the praises and thanks be 
to Allah, the Lord of the `Ramm (mankind, jinn and all that exists). The Most Gracious, 
the Most Merciful. The Only Owner (and the Only Ruling Judge) of the Day of 
Recompense (i. e. the Day of Resurrection). You (Alone) we worship, and You (Alone) we 
ask for help (for each and everything). Guide us to the Straight Way. The Way of those on 
whom You have bestowed Your Grace, not (the way) of those who earned Your Anger, nor 
of those who went astray. Q 1: 1-7] 
In this connection, Abdel Haleem (1999: 15) holds "this compact passage, an independent 
stlrah of the Qur'an consists of seven verses divided into three groups: invocation, 
affirmation and petition, in a sequential progression that exemplifies the conclusively 
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convincing logic of Qur'änic material... the passage embodies the essence of Islam which is 
tawhid (oneness of God)" Thus if man considers siirat al-Fätfhah thoughtfully and 
meditatingly he/she will realize the meaning of the Oneness, Supremacy, Sustenance, 
Beneficence and Sovereignty. Taken together, man becomes in harmony with His Creator 
and His creation consequently he/she acts in this life accordingly. It should be clear by 
now that man cannot do without the guidance from Alläh for Alläh is the All-Knowing, the 
All-mighty, the All-Wise, the All-Sufficient, the owner of Great Bounty. 
Let us consider the following äyahs in Q 1: 
AJI b1 , 
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[You (Alone) we worship, and You (Alone) we ask for help (for each and everything). 
Guide us to the Straight Way. ] 
The mission of man on earth is well versed in the previous äyahs, namely, worshipping 
Allah, populating the earth and following the Straight Way. Man in his/her endeavour to 
accomplish all the aforementioned assignments seeks the guidance and support from Allah. 
Abu al-A°1ä Maudüdi (1988: 9) embraces that "God bestowed upon man a kind of 
autonomy and appointed him His vicegerent on earth. It was made clear to man that life in 
this world, for which he had been placed and invested with a certain honour and authority, 
was in fact a temporary term, and was meant to test him; that after the end of this earthly 
life man must return to God, Who will judge him on the basis of his performance, declaring 
who has succeeded and who has failed. " 
Muhammad Qutb (1964: 337) argues that "Islamic ideology looks upon man rather as a 
being that aspires to soar high in the realms of spirit and thought, although he walks on 
earth and possesses a physical body. Nor are his needs limited to food, shelter and sexual 
gratification as Karl Marx claimed. " He adds (ibid: 341-2) that Islam attaches great 
importance to the individual and relies more on him than on society for the realization of its 
ends. Islam civilizes man from within so that he would willingly discharge all his 
responsibilities as a member of a community. 
Moreover, man bears the responsibility of guiding the other as is clear from the mission of 
the Prophet who is a model of the individual character: 
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[Similarly (to complete My Blessings on you), We have sent among you a Messenger 
(Muhammad) of your own, reciting to you Our Verses (the Qur'an) and purifying you, and 
teaching you the Book (the Qur'an) and the Nkmah (i. e. Sunnah, Islamic laws and fiqh - 
jurisprudence), and teaching you that which you used not to know. Q2: 151] 
In this connection, it is worthwhile to classify srirat al-Fätfhah as the code for the QCM, in 
other words, it proves the unity of Allah, the unity of the message and the unity of 
mankind. In fact these three types of unity harmonize with Shahädah - the confession of a 
Muslim: 
( X11 J9 ) . ýz,:: tZ 
X11 yl J1 y) lä ilaýia ilia alläh, Muhammad rasuýZ- allah 
(None has the right to be worshipped but Allah, and Muhammad is the Messenger of 
Allah). Q42: 13 emphasises the unity of the message, Q16: 22 the unity of Allah, and Q6: 98 
the unity of mankind: 
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[He (Allah) has ordained for you the same religion (Islam) which He ordained for Nüh 
(Noah), and that which We have inspired in you (0 Muhammad), and that which We 
ordained for Ibrahim (Abraham), Müsa (Moses) and °1sä (Jesus) Q42: 13] 
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[Your Iläh (God) is One I1äh (God - A11äh, none has the right to be worshipped but He). 
Q16: 22) 
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[It is He Who has created you from a single person (Adam), and has given you a place of 
residing (on the earth or in your mother's wombs) and a place of storage [in the earth (in 
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your graves) or in your father's loins]. Indeed, We have explained in detail Our revelations 
(this Qur'än) for people who understand. Q6: 98] 
In this respect Irving et at. (2002: 4-5) point out "divine Guidance is the greatest moral and 
social need of man. If he needs air and water for his physical existence and growth, he 
needs Divine Guidance for his moral and social existence and development. That is why 
the central quest of man is for guidance and not just for physical survival or economic 
advancement. This is born out by the invocation which a Muslim in strrat al-Fätihah (The 
Opening) which is recited in every prayer and crucial to the understanding of the spirit of 
Islam. " 
Ibrahim Stokes writes in a forward by him to Journey of the Universe by Haeri Fadhlalla 
(1985: forward) "man contains within himself something of his Creator. He was born to 
worship his Creator in order for him to return from this outward-bound journey of 
separation in a state of conscious awareness. The gate to worship is through submission to 
the unseen and the reward for complete abandonment is perfect freedom. Viewed from this 
standpoint, all knowledge that moves man to unity with the Creator is useful and what 
separates him from his goal is to be avoided as evil and off the well-defined path. There is 
no way in which he can find this royal road by his own efforts, try as he may. The way is in 
the message of those guides who were sent in times past and who have left a record and an 
example for us to follow. " QCM articulates that Man has been cherished and honoured by 
His Creator and even man has been preferred above the angles. 
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[And indeed We have honoured the Children of Adam, and We have carried them on land 
and sea, and have provided them with al-Taiyyibät (lawful good things), and have preferred 
them above many of those whom We have created with a marked preference. Q17: 70] 
The reason for this preference is due to his acceptance of all the duties which Allah has 
ordained. It is crucial to remember that man is the only one among all creatures who has 
been given the power of choice whereas the rest were left with no choice. 
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[Truly, We did offer al-Amanah (the trust or moral responsibility or honesty and all the 
duties which Alläh has ordained) to the heavens and the earth, and the mountains, but they 
declined to bear it and were afraid of it (i. e. afraid of A115h's Torment). But man bore it. 
Verily, he was unjust (to himself) and ignorant (of its results). Q33: 72] (ibid: 572) 
Haeri Fadhlalla (1985: 11) stresses "when man's inner memory becomes the looking glass, 
the man of tawhid, the lover of Alläh, will receive all the surrounding manifestations as 
emanating from Alläh. The Qur'an is the key which can unlock the divinity within his heart 
by its most glorious discriminating and divine light. " It should not go without saying that 
the Qur'an has epitomized the essence of the notion of QCM as the wisdom beyond the 
creation of man and his life cycle on earth: 
4 UAW 
[And I (Allah) created not the jinn and humans except they should worship Me (Alone). 
Q51: 56]. 
So Worship is the purpose of existence and the key of excellence through 
abandonment and submission to the Creator Allah. The notion of QCM revolves around: y 
JI J9 ,ß. xo C JI VI ciJ lä iläha illa allays, Muhammad ras 071- alla-h 
(None has the right to be worshipped but Allah, and Muhammad is the Messenger of 
Allah). 
Abu al-A°lä Maudüdi (1988: 28) holds: "The Qur'an is a Book of broad general principles 
rather than of legal minutiae. Its method of guidance for practical Islamic life does not 
consist of laying down minutely detailed laws and regulations. It prefers to outline the basic 
framework for each aspect of human activity, and to lay down certain guidelines within 
which man can order his life in keeping with the Will of God. " Therefore an opportunity of 
manoeuvring has been given to man to do what he/she has to do with an air of freedom, yet 
within the frame of the general guidelines articulated in the Qur'än. 
Having given an outline of what QCM proclaims, we are going to touch upon the 
problematic features of Qur'änic discourse in some details. 
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2.7 Conclusion 
There is a need for QCM to be established as a preliminary basic background for those who 
find in themselves the potentiality to indulge in as strenuous a work as that of the 
translation of the meaning of the Qur'an. It has almost always been observed that in the 
absence of QCM the result is not authenticated by Muslim scholars because in some cases 
the translation fails to present the Islamic religion as believed and performed by main 
stream Muslims. It is essential then that the basic beliefs and principles on which QCM 
based should be taken into account on the part of the translator of the meaning of the 
Qur'an. Focusing on the basic Islamic concepts which QCM presents the translator of the 
meaning of the Qur'an can reach considerably a profound solid understanding of Qur'änic 
discourse. By Islamic concepts here, we mean the concepts about the unity of God and His 
Attributes, about the Hereafter, about man's accountability and about reward and 
punishment, about prophethood and belief in the revealed scriptures. Abu al-A°1ä Maudüdi 
(1988: 23) contends: "anyone who really wishes to understand the Qur'än, irrespective of 
whether or not he believes in it, must divest his mind, as far as possible, of every 
preconceived notion, bias, and prejudice, in order to embark upon his study with an open 
mind. Anyone who begins to study the Qur'an with a set of preconceived ideas is likely to 
read those very ideas into the Book. No book can be profitably studied with this kind of 
attitude, let alone the Qur'än which refuses to open its treasure-house to such readers. " 
Here arises the need for QCM to present the basic claims of the Qur'an and minimise the 
degree of deviation from the main stream Islam. Thus, the translator can focus more on the 
problematic features of Qur'änic discourse, the subject matter of the next chapter. 
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Chapter Three 
Translations of the Qur'an 
3.1 Introduction 
The present chapter aims to provide a brief historical account of the translation tradition 
among early Muslims. Thus, in its very constituting event, Islam acknowledged that its 
message could be heard `in translation': that the differences between one's own native 
tongue and the original text of revelation would not stand as a barrier to the proclamation of 
the Qur'an. In response to the universality of Islam, the Holy Qur'an is available in various 
vernaculars. The chapter also provides an outline of several translations of the meaning of 
the Holy Qur'an. Each outline offers the major features of the translation approach in terms 
of style, accuracy, and inaccuracy. It should be noted that the selected translations have 
been chosen because of their large readership, their prominence and because they are on the 
whole representative of the translation notions we are discussing. The examination of the 
selected translations has involved the description and evaluation of each looking at the 
language/text, and the conformity to the Qur'änic Cognitive Mode. Before I start 
elaborating on the translation traditions among early Muslims, I will present a brief account 
of the Latin translations of the Qur'an based on Hartmut Bobzin (1993: 193-206). The 
Qur'an was translated into Latin for the first time (1142) on the order of Peter the 
Venerable (1092-1156) and the translator was Robert of Ketton (Robertus Ketenensis) with 
the help of a Spanish Muslim. In the beginnings of 1542 Johannes Oporinus (1507-68) the 
great Basle printer started with the help of Bibliander as editor the printing and publishing 
of the Basle Qur'an (the Latin translation of the Qur'an). A second edition was required in 
1550. Hartmut (ibid.: 197) comments that "this translation served as the basis for several 
translations into European vernaculars during the subsequent 150 years, such as into Italian, 
German and Dutch. " The first of these translations, the Italian one, appeared three years 
before the "reprint" in Venice. This Italian Qur'an was found in Constantinople when the 
German Salmon Schweigger (1551-1622) visited the Ottoman capital in the years (1578- 
1581). He translated the Italian Qur'an into German in 1616. Shweigger's edition was first 
translated anonymously into Dutch and then re-edited in 1659 and 1664. The second 
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printed Latin Qur'an translation is the work of the Italian father Ludovico Marracci (1612- 
1700). It was a German protestant and Hebrew scholar, Christian Reineccius (1668-1752), 
who edited an abridged edition of Marracci's work. Another translation into German 
appeared and the translator was David Nerreter (1649-1726). A re-edition was published as 
late as 1800. Among other translators of the Qur'an into Latin were Mark of Toledo, 
Cardinal Juan de Segovia, and Gabriel Terrolensis. Two other translations should be 
mentioned: the first is ascribed to the Greek patriarch of Constantinople and the second is 
by Franciscan Dominicus Germanus de Silesia (1588-1670). 
3.2 Translation Traditions Among Early Muslims 
It will be useful, by way of introduction, to say something about how the early emergence 
and prevalence of Islam in the Arabian Peninsula encouraged the Prophet to start thinking 
of the neighbourhoods. The issue was of urgent concern to the Prophet so he sent his 
companions to the neighbouring Kings and Emperors. In response, the Prophet assigned 
some of his companions for the mission. Late in the sixth year A. H., on his return from 
Hudaibiyah35, the Prophet decided to send messages to the Kings beyond Arabia calling 
them to Islam. Envoys were chosen on the basis of their experience and knowledge, and 
sent on their errands in Muharram in the year 7 A. H., a few days before heading for 
36 Khaibar. 
35 A peace and treaty reconciliation took place in Dhul Qa°da 6H and was conducted between the people of 
Mekka (Quraish) and the Prophet. 
36 Khaibar was a spacious strongly fortified territory, studded with castles and farms, lying at a distance of 60- 
80 miles north of Madinah (Saudi Arabia). 
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The Negus, King of Abyssinia (Ethiopia), received the Prophet's message37, dispatched by 
`Amr b. Omaiyyah al-Damari, which al-Tabari referred to, either late in the sixth year or 
early in the seventh year A. H. Another letter was sent to Egypt. As a matter of fact, Hätib 
b. Abu Baltaca was chosen to communicate the message to Juraij b. Matta, called 
Muqawqas, vicegerent of Egypt and Alexandria. Saifur Rahmän al-Mubärakpuri 
(2002: 354) mentioned that a letter was sent to the Emperor of Persia38 and CAbd Alläh b. 
Hudhafa al-Sahmi was chosen to carry the letter to the King of Bahrain but we do not know 
as yet if the letter dispatched to Chosroes by one of his men or chose °Abd Allah himself. 
al-Bukhäri39 (2003: 1328-29) gave a long narration of the contents of the letter sent by the 
Prophet to Heraclius, King of the Byzantines. The tradition showed that the Muslim envoy, 
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al-Baihagi, on the authority of Ibn Ishäq, gave the following narration of the Prophet's letter sent to the 
Negus: "This letter is sent from Muhammad, the Prophet to the Negus al-Ashama, the King of Abyssinia 
(Ethiopia). Peace be upon him who follows true guidance and believes in Allah and His Messenger. I bear 
witness that there is no god but Allah Alone with no associate, He has taken neither a wife nor a son, and that 
Muhammad is His slave and Messenger. I call you unto the fold of Islam; if you embrace Islam, you will find 
safety, [Say, `people of the Book, let us arrive at a statement that is common to us all: we worship God alone, 
we ascribe no partner to Him, and none of us takes others as lords beside God as lords. ' If they turn away, 
say: `Witness our devotion to Him. ' Q3: 64] 
Should you reject this invitation, then you will be held responsible for all the evils of the Christians of your 
people. " 
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A Letter to Chosroes, Emperor of Persia: 
"In the Name of God, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful. 
From Mul}ammad, the Messenger of God to Chosroes, King of Persia. 
Peace be upon him who follows true guidance, believes in God and His Messenger and testifies that there is 
no god but Allah Alone with no associate, and that Muhammad is His slave and Messenger. I invite you to 
accept the religion of God. I am the Messenger of God sent to all people in order that I may infuse fear of 
God in every living person, and that the charge may be proved against those who reject the Truth. Accept 
Islam as your religion so that you may live in security, otherwise, you will be responsible for all the sins of 
the Magians. " 
39 The Book of judgement, chapter: `Translation of the Rulers'. 
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Dihyah b. Khalifah al-Kalbi, was ordered to hand the letter40 over to the King of Basra, 
who would in turn, send it to Heraclius. Incidentally, Abu Sufyän b. Harb, who by that time 
had not embraced Islam, was summoned to the court and Heraclius asked him many 
questions about the Prophet and the religion which he preached. The testimony which this 
avowed enemy of the Prophet gave regarding the personal excellence of the Prophet's 
character and the good that Islam was doing the human race left Heraclius wonder-struck. 
al-Bukhäri, on the authority of Ibn cAbbäs, narrated that Heraclius sent for Abu Sufyän and 
his companions, who happened to be trading in al-Sham, Jerusalem. That was during the 
truce that had been concluded between the polytheists of Quraish and the Prophet. 
Heraclius, seated amongst his chiefs of staff, asked: "Who amongst you is the nearest 
relative to the man who claims to be a Prophet? " "I (Abu Sufyän) replied, `I am the nearest 
relative to him from amongst the group. ' So they made me sit in front of him and made my 
companions sit behind me. Then, he called upon his translator and said (to him). `Tell them 
(i. e. Abu Sufydn's companions) that I am going to ask him (i. e. Abu Sufyän) regarding that 
man who claims to be a Prophet. So if he tells a lie, they should contradict him (instantly)'. 
By Allah had I not been afraid that my companions would consider me a liar, I would have 
told lies", Abu Sufyän later said. 
If we have so much difficulty guaranteeing that the language used by °Amr b. Umaiyyah al- 
Damari to deliver the message of the Prophet to the Negus, King of Abyssinia was Aramaic 
not Arabic, should we not be somewhat skeptical that Arabic was used in case of Heraclius 
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The Envoy to Caesar, King of Rome: 
al-Bukhäri gave a long narration of the contents of the letter sent by the Prophet to Hercules, King of the 
Byzantines: 
In the Name of God, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful. 
From Muhammad, the slave of God and His Messenger to Hercules, King of the Byzantines. 
Blessed are those who follow true guidance. I invite you to embrace Islam so that you may live in security. If 
you come within the fold of Islam, God will give you double reward, but in case you turn your back upon it, 
then the burden of the sins of all your people shall fall on your shoulder. 
[Say, `people of the Book, let us arrive at a statement that is common to us all: we worship God alone, we 
ascribe no partner to Him, and none of us takes others as lords beside God as lords. ' If they turn away, say: 
`Witness our devotion to Him. ' Q3: 64] 
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and translators were summoned to do the interpretation? The crux of the argument here is 
to focus on the evidence that sustains the fact that the Prophet had tolerated translation of 
the meanings of the Qur'an into other languages. 
Quraish could not tolerate the prospect of a secure haven available for the Muslims in 
Abyssinia; so they dispatched two envoys to demand their expulsion. They were °Amr b. 
al-'-As and `Abd Allah b. Abu Rabicah - before embracing Islam. They had taken with 
them valuable gifts to the King and his clergy, and had been able to win some of the 
courtiers over to their side. The pagan envoys claimed that the Muslim refugees should be 
expelled from Abyssinia and made over to them, on the ground that they had abandoned the 
religion of their forefathers, and their leader was preaching a religion different from theirs 
and from that of the King. 
The King summoned the Muslims to the court and asked them to explain the teachings of 
their religion. The Muslim emigrants had decided to tell the whole truth whatever the 
consequences were. Jacfar b. Abu Tälib, who was well known for his power of reasoning 
and eloquent speech, stood up and addressed the King in the following words: "0 King! 
We were plunged in the depth of ignorance and barbarism; we adored idols, we lived in 
unchastity, we ate the dead bodies, and we spoke abominations, we disregarded every 
feeling of humanity, and the duties of hospitality and neighbourhood were neglected; we 
knew no law but that of the strong; when Allah raised among us a man, of whose birth, 
truthfulness, honesty, and purity we were aware; he called to the Oneness of Allah, and 
taught us not to associate anything with Him. He forbade us the worship of idols, and he 
enjoined us to speak the truth, to be faithful to our trusts, to be merciful and to regard the 
rights of the neighbours and kith and kin; he forbade us to speak evil of women, or to eat 
the wealth of orphans; he ordered us to abandon the vices, and to abstain from evil, to offer 
prayers, to render alms, and to observe fast. We have believed in him, we have accepted his 
teachings and his injunctions to worship Allah, and not to associate anything with Him, and 
we have allowed what He has allowed, and prohibited what He has prohibited. For this 
reason, our people have risen against us, have persecuted us in order to make us forsake the 
worship of Allah and return to the worship of idols and other abominations. They have 
tortured and injured us, until finding no safety among them; we have come to your country, 
and hope you will protect us from oppression. " 
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The King was very much impressed by these words and asked the Muslims to recite some 
of God's Revelation. Jacfar recited the opening verses of Q19 wherein is told the story of 
the birth of both Yaliyä (John) and `Isä (Jesus Christ), down to the account of Maryam 
(Mary) having been fed with the food miraculously. Thereupon the King, along with the 
bishops, was moved to tears that rolled down his cheeks and even wet his beard. Here, the 
Negus exclaimed: "It seems as if these words and those which were revealed to cIsä (Jesus) 
are the rays of the light which have radiated from the same source. " Turning to the 
disappointed envoys of Quraish, he said: "I am afraid; I cannot give you back these 
refugees. They are free to live and worship in my country as they please. " 
The two envoys again went to the King and said that the Prophet and his followers 
blasphemed CIsä (Jesus Christ). Again, the Muslims were summoned and asked what they 
thought of cIsä (Jesus). Jacfar again stood up and replied: "We speak about °Isä (Jesus) as 
we have been taught by our Prophet, that is, he is the servant of Alläh, His Messenger, His 
spirit and God's Word is breathed into Maryam (Virgin Mary). " The King at once 
remarked: "Even so do we believe. Blessed be you, and blessed be your master. " Then 
turning to the frowning envoys and to his bishops who got angry, he said: "You may fret 
and fume as you like but Jesus is nothing more than what Jacfar has said about him. " He 
then assured the Muslims of full protection. He returned the envoys of Quraish, the gifts 
they had brought with them, and sent them away. The Muslims lived in Abyssinia 
unmolested for a number of years till they returned to Madinah. 
We can claim that the conversation must have been in the language of the host. However, if 
the countries are adjacent or in the same general neighbourhood, particularly where there 
have been occasional intermarriages, commercial ties, communication between the two 
parties may not be all that hard. Basic concerns tend to be similar or analogous. 
So, my topic, in principle, concerns the problems - one problem, anyhow - of translating 
the meaning of the Qur'an, specifically of translating from Arabic into English. The texts 
are in different languages - Aramaic, Persian, Greek, Arabic, and Latin - but, in the 
historical continuities of the discourse, one finds, despite a number of differences and 
disagreements on important theoretical issues and several fundamental divergences, a more 
or less similar way of talking and similar or analogous meanings voiced about a core of 
basic themes. Within this restricted perspective, translations and analyses of the Arabic 
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texts are presented, and for the most part quite appropriately, in the much same language as 
are those of the Persian or the Roman texts. 
It is related in a tradition that the Prophet asked Zaid b. Thäbit to learn Hebrew which he 
managed to learn in a very short time. It is plain to see here that the Prophet had given a 
clear permission to learn other languages so that Muslims could interpret what the other 
wanted to convey to them and vice versa. Zaid b. Thäbit41 narrated: The Prophet ordered 
him to learn the language of the Jews "so I wrote the Prophet his letters and read him their 
letters (the Jews) if they wrote to him. " And cUmar said and he was in company of cAli, 
cAbd al-Ralpnän and cUthmän: "what is this lady saying? " CAbd al-Rahmän b. Hätib 
interpreted: "She informs you about her husband and what he did to her. " And Abu 
Jammrah said: "I used to interpret between Ibn cAbbäs and the people. " And some people 
said the ruler should have translators. " We can possibly conceive of what has been 
mentioned in the tradition that translation is an old art and it is as old as there were people 
of different tongues wanted to communicate. People almost always realized the need to 
understand each other, bridge the language gap and keep the channel of communication 
open; so they opted for translation to do the job. The reason behind attaching significance 
to this tradition is that the Muslims had to carry the call of Islam to the other and that 
necessitated that they should convey the word of God into the other's languages so that 
they could understand. It is relevant to point out that the Muslims learnt the other's 
languages as in the case of Zaid b. Thäbit or they sought the help of translators, as in the 
case of Abu Sufyän and Heraclius. Consequently, it is clear that it is permissible to 
translate the meaning of the Qur'an which is the crux of the argument. Undoubtedly, the 
translator has to follow the apparent sense of the text as understood by an Arab well-versed 
in the Arabic language. There is no doubt about the significance of the translation of the 
meanings of the Qur'an if it is rendered by a reliable translator who masters both Arabic 
and English. But what if the translation does not meet the norm in respect to accuracy, 
appropriateness, and other notions; this is what we are going to focus on in the next section. 
But before we can possibly do so, a list of such notions and their definitions is presented 
below. 
41 al-Bukhäri 2003: 1328 
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3.3 Qur'än Translation Notions 
Throughout the present thesis, the following translation notions are referred to recurrently. 
Therefore, they have been listed below and defined in brief due to space limitation. It must 
be put forth that in compiling this section I have mainly relied on Shuttleworth, Mark & 
Cowie Moira (1997), Dictionary of Translation Studies. 
Acceptability: A term used by Toury (1980: 75) to denote one of two tendencies (the other 
one is adherence) which can be observed in translated texts. Translations which lean 
towards acceptability can thus be thought of as fulfilling the requirement of "reading as an 
original" written in the TL rather than "reading as an original", and consequently generally 
have a more natural feel. 
Accuracy: A term is used in translation evaluation to denote how far a translation matches 
its original. Where it usually refers to preservation of the information content of ST in TT, 
with an accurate translation being generally literal rather than free, its actual meaning in 
the context of a given translation must depend on the type of Equivalence found in the 
translation. Venuti (1995: 37) claims that the "canons of accuracy are culturally specific and 
historically variable. " 
Adaptation: A term used by Vinary & Darbelnet (1958/1995) to refer to one of the seven 
translation procedures. Adaptation is described as a type of oblique translation, which 
means that it does not rely on the existence of structural and conceptual parallels between 
SL and TL (1958/1995: 31). According to Vinary & Darbelnet, adaptation is a strategy 
which should be used when the situation referred to in ST does not exist in the target 
culture, or does not have the same relevance or connotations as it does in the source 
context. They (1958/1995: 39) argue that adaptation represents "the extreme limit of 
translation", in that it involves a considerable amount of rewording. 
Adequacy: A term used by some commentators on translation to discuss the nature of the 
relationship between ST and TT. However, even where it does occur there is little 
agreement over the proper application of the term, as it is used sometimes synonymously 
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with, sometimes instead of, and sometimes in contrast with the related term equivalence. 
However, where the two terms are used side by side, adequacy generally refers to a looser, 
less absolute ST-TT relationship than equivalence. Shuttleworth and Cowie (1997: 5) 
Adjustment: For Nida (1964: 226), it is a set of techniques used in Bible translation which 
are designed to "produce correct equivalents" in TL and thus help a translation achieve 
dynamic equivalence. Nida (ibid: 226) defines the purpose of these techniques as follows: 
(1) permit adjustment of the form of the message to the requirements of the structure of the 
receptor language; (2) produce semantically equivalent structure; (3) provide equivalent 
stylistic appropriateness; (4) carry an equivalent communication load". Although such aims 
will frequently entail minor changes in form, Nida emphasizes that the translator's task is 
to reproduce not to improve. Radical changes may be necessary in certain circumstances, 
however, if the use of a close Formal Equivalence gives a translation which is meaningless 
or causes TT to convey a wrong meaning (ibid: 226). The techniques which are used in 
adjustment comprise addition or subtraction of material, alteration, inclusion of footnotes 
and modification of the language to fit the experience of TL. 
Archaism: A term refers to the use of old-fashioned language in a translation. Both thy and 
hatte are archaic words and are no longer used in English at present but they are used in 
Pickthall's. It is apparent that the implementation of archaism makes the translation 
difficult to understand. Steiner (1975: 30) argues that translators may opt for forms of 
expressions centuries older than current speech. Most frequently, the bias to the archaic 
produces a hybrid" text, the language of which doesn't accurately replicate older usage. 
Back-Translation: A word-for-word translation of a TT back into the SL, often retaining 
the structure of the TT. This can be used to explain the translation process for an audience 
that does not understand the TL. Ivir (1981: 59) defines back-translation as "a check on the 
semantic content. " 
Borrowing: It is one of seven translation procedures described by Vinary & Darbelnet 
(1958/1995). The seven translation procedures are: adaptation, borrowing, calque, 
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equivalence, literal translation, modulation, and transposition. Vinary and Darbelnet 
(1958/1995: 31) define borrowing as a type of direct translation in that elements of ST are 
replaced by "parallel" TL elements. They describe the procedure as the simplest type of 
translation, since it merely involves the transfer of an SL world into TT without it being 
modified in any way. 
Calque: It is sometimes used as Loan Translation. The term is used to refer to the process 
whereby the individual elements of an SL item (e. g. morphemes in the case of a single 
word) are translated literally to produce a TL equivalent. It is a type of Direct Translation. 
Calque is one of the seven translation procedures. According to Hervey & Higgins 
(1992: 33) calque differs from the similar procedure of cultural borrowing in that it 
appropriates only the model of SL grammatical structures, and does not borrow expressions 
verbatim from ST. 
Category Shift: Catford (1965: 73) used the term to denote one of two major types of 
shifts, or departure "from formal correspondence in the process of going from SL to the 
TL". The term entails the following "fundamental categories of linguistic theory": the 
class, the structure, the system42 and the unit (the linguistic level at which ST is rearranged 
in TL) (ibid: 5-7). 
Class Shift: A type of category shift which involves translating an SL item by means of a 
TL item belonging to a different grammatical class. Catford (1965: 78) 
Cohesion: The requirement that a sequence of sentences display grammatical and/or 
lexical relationships which ensure the surface continuity of text structure. Hatim (2001: 228) 
defines cohesion as "the various lexical and grammatical devices which ensures that 
elements of a text exhibit surface connectivity. " 
42 Evan-Zohar (1990: 27) defines a system as "the network of relations that can be hypothesized for a certain 
set of assumed observals"; the `assumed observals' here can entail an interactive body of linguistic, textual, 
literary or cultural nature. 
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Communicative Translation: Hatim & Basil (1990: 3) refer to any approach which views 
translation as a "communicative process which takes place within a social context. " 
Obviously, all approaches will to some extent consider translation as communication; 
however, a so-called communicative translation will typically be generally oriented 
towards the needs of the TL reader or recipient. Shuttleworth and Cowie (1997: 21) argue 
that if a text is communicatively rendered, the translator needs to treat the SL as a message 
rather than a mere cluster of linguistic units. 
Compensation: Hervey & Higgins (1992: 34) contend that "compensation in translation 
means reconciling oneself to the fact that, while one would like to do full justice to the 
`richness' of the SL, one's final TL inevitably suffers from various translation losses. " 
Hervey & Higgins describe translation as a process "fraught with compromise" (ibid: 34), 
and present various strategies of compensation as a means of partly overcoming this 
situation. They list four different types of compensation. Compensation in kind involves 
"making up for one type of textual effect in the ST by another type in the TT" (ibid: 35). 
Compensation in place makes up for the loss of a particular effect at a certain place in ST 
by recreating this effect at a different place in TT (ibid: 37); the omission of an 
untranslatable pun on one word and subsequent punning on another word. Compensation 
by merging "[condenses] ST features carried over a relatively short stretch of text (say, a 
complex phrase) into a relatively short stretch of the TT (say, a single word or a simple 
phrase)" (ibid: 38); this practice often involves substituting a TL word for a longer ST item 
which has no literal TL equivalent. 
Correspondence: A term used to refer to the relationship which exists between elements 
of SL and TL that are in some way considered to be counterparts of each other. Hermans 
1991: 157) claims that correspondence is usually presented as a somewhat weaker notion 
than the perhaps more frequently encountered concept of equivalence, although the relation 
between the two varies from author to author. Nida (1964), for example, uses the term 
correspondence to denote a broad concept which covers both dynamic and formal 
equivalence. However, he (ibid: 156) states that "there can be no absolute correspondence 
between languages". 
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Cultural Borrowing: A term used by Hervey & Higgins (1992: 31-33) to describe the type 
of cultural transposition in which an SL expression is transferred verbatim into TL because 
it is not possible to translate it by a suitable TL equivalent. Cultural borrowing differs from 
calque in that it takes the whole SL expression over into TL, whereas claque borrows only 
the model of the SL grammatical structure. 
Cultural Substitution: For Baker (1992: 31) the term entails a strategy in which the 
translator replaces a source language culture-specific item with a target language item 
which does not convey the same propositional content of the original but which is thought 
of as carrying over a similar impact on the target language order. 
Cultural Transplantation: A term used by Hervey & Higgins (1992) to denote the highest 
degree of cultural transposition, in which details of the source culture contained in ST are 
replaced by target culture elements with the result that the text is partially rewritten in a 
target cultural setting. It is more of an adaptation than a translation. 
Cultural Transposition: A general term used by Hervey & Higgins (1992: 28) to describe 
"the various degrees of departure from literal translation that one may resort to in the 
process of transferring the contents of a ST into the context of a target culture". Cultural 
transposition is considered more target oriented than source oriented. 
Domesticating Translation (or Domestication): Ventui (1995: 19-20) describes the term 
as the translation strategy in which a transparent, fluent style is adopted in order to 
minimize the strangeness of the foreign text for TL readers. 
Ethnographic Translation: One of the four classifications of translation proposed by 
Casagrande (1954). The aim of the ethnographic translation is to explicate the cultural 
background and anthropological significance of ST and the differences in meaning between 
"apparently equivalent elements of messages in the two languages" (ibid: 336); this may be 
achieved in translation itself, or in explanatory annotations. 
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Exegetic Translation: Defined by Hervey & Higgins (1992: 250) as "a style of translation 
in which the TT expresses and explains additional details that are not explicitly conveyed in 
the ST; that is, the TT is, at the same time, an expansion and explanation of the contents of 
the ST". 
Exoticism: A term used by Hervey & Higgins (1992) as the lowest degree of cultural 
transposition. Linguistic and cultural features of ST are taken over into TT with little or no 
adaptation, so that TT has an obvious "foreign" appearance. 
Gist Translation: A term common in discussions of translation, and used by Hervey & 
Higgins to refer to "a style of translation in which the TT expresses a condensed version of 
the contents of the ST' (1992: 250); in other words a gist translation is a translation which 
gives "a synopsis of the ST'. 
Idiomatic Translation (or Idiomatic Approach): A term used by Beekman & Callow 
(1974) in the field of Bible translation, and by Larson (1998) more generally, to refer to a 
translation strategy which aims for a TT which reads as naturally as possible. The approach 
is similar to that of dynamic equivalence, in that it stresses the importance of reproducing 
the original's impact on the target audience. An idiomatic translation is defined by Larson 
(1998: 11) as one "which has the same meaning as the source language but is expressed in 
the natural form of the receptor language", and one in which "the meaning not the form, is 
retained". 
Interlineal Translation: A term coined by Hervey & Higgins (1992: 251) to refer to "a 
style of translation in which the TT provides a literal rendering for each successive 
meaningful unit of the ST (including affixes) and arranges these units in their order of 
occurrence in the ST, regardless of the conventional grammatical order of units in the TL. " 
Interlinear Translation: A type of extremely literal translation in which TL words are 
arranged line by line below (or above) the ST items to which they correspond. Shuttleworth 
and Cowie (1997: 81-82) 
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Level Shift: Catford (1965: 73) refers to level shifts as SL items which in the process of 
going from SL to TL will have a TL translation equivalent at a different linguistic level 
from its own. 
Loss See Compensation 
Naturalness: A term used to refer to the extent to which a translation is expressed in clear, 
unforced terms in TL. Naturalness is described by Beekman & Callow (1974: 39) as "a 
perquisite to ease understanding". Nida & Taber (1969: 12) contends that the notion of 
naturalness "consists in reproducing in the receptor language the closest natural equivalent 
of the source-language message, first in terms of meaning and secondly in terms of style" 
and add that (ibid: 12) naturalness is characterised by "the use of grammatical constructions 
and combinations of words which do not violate the ordinary patterns of a language". 
Omission: Deliberate or accidental absence of a ST element or aspect of sense in the TT 
(Basil & Munday 2004: 346). 
Polysemy: When one word has two or more senses (e. g. mouth as part of the body and as 
part of a river) (ibid: 346) 
Rhetorical Features of a Text: Nida (2001: 78-79) gives a detailed account of the 
rhetorical features of a text which include: unusual word order, repetition of words or 
phrases, embedding, the incorporation of parenthetical information, parallelism (responses 
between speaker and audience), a telegraphic style in comparison with elaborate rhetorical 
structures, back-flashes and forward-flashes (information that is not in a normal temporal 
sequence), rhyme, rhythm, highlighting, purposeful deletion, ungrammatical arrangement 
of words to call special attention to certain aspects of a text, pun, irony and sarcasm, 
oxymorons as means of calling special attention to some entity or features, and figurative 
language. 
Structure Shift: According to Catford (1965), a type of category shift which involves a 
change in grammatical structure between ST and TT. The Arabic phrase 1, I ü. ) 
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hszý I is translated into the Lord of the Mighty Throne with a slightly different word 
order; this change from Arabic to English is an example of structure shift. It is worthy to 
note that the notion of the structure shift serves as an illustration of the micro-structural 
incompatibility between the linguistic systems of SL and TL. 
Textual Equivalence: Defined by Catford (1965: 27) as a type of equivalence which occurs 
when any TL text or portion of text is "observed on a particular occasion ... to 
be the 
equivalent of a given SL text or portion of text". Thus for example in the following 
expression) 19 I ßs9 and on the land and the sea the Arabic phrase y 19 ý 
)i 
ßs9 
and the English expression on the land and the sea would be said to be textual equivalents. 
Translatology: A term suggested as a possible title for the discipline now generally known 
as translation studies. While the term in German has the advantage of explicitly including 
both written translation and spoken interpreting (Reiss & Vermeer 1984: 1) 
Transposition: According to Vinary & Darbelnet (1958/1995: 36) is one of the seven 
translation procedures. Transposition is defined as the process of "replacing one word class 
with another without changing the meaning of the message". 
Transcription: Translation that retains the form of the ST item in the TT, frequently used 
for names. According to Nord (1991: 30), transcription represents one of the two extreme 
limits of translation, the other being free text production. "Between these two poles we find 
several forms of translation, which are characterised by different percentages of adaptation, 
depending on the translation skopos43 " 
Unit Shift: For Catford (1965: 79), unit-shift means changes of rank - that is, departure 
from formal correspondence in which the translation equivalent of a unit (sentences, 
clauses, groups, words and morphemes) at one rank in the SL is a unit at a different rank in 
the TL (Italics are mine). Like other types of category shift, unit shifts as envisaged by 
43 According to Hatim, B. (2001: 233) Skopos theory is "a theory which holds that translation strategy is 
determined by the function of the translated text, which may not be the same as that of the source text. " 
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Catford represent an obligatory rewording forced on the translator through minor linguistic 
incompatibilities between SL and TL. 
Version: Its technical use denotes a TT in which so many modifications, additions or cuts 
have been made that it cannot properly be called a translation (Hatim & Munday 2004: 353) 
Voids (Semantic Voids): Defined by Dagut (1978: 45) as the "non-existence in one 
language of a one-word equivalent for a designatory term found in another". Voids are 
found only at a word level, as larger SL units may always be expressed in TL, if necessary 
through the use of rewording. The most effective way to deal with voids is through 
ama 
transcription; as can be seen from the example: . a., fl,. all 
11I Alläh-al-ySamad, such 
transcribed forms are frequently accepted into TL as new words. The second type consists 
of cultural voids, divided by Dagut into the religious and the secular. .... Adul-Raof 
(2001: 25) is also against the notion of exact correspondence between languages. He 
provides examples that support his argument (ibid: 25) "Qur'änic cultural voids like (A. >. >) 
... and other 
Qur'änic expressions have culture-bound overtones; these include lexical items 
like (119 I. ii; 19)". With this type of void the problem is that a particular set of 
semantic features denoted by a single word in one language may only be expressible by a 
phrase in another. Consider the following example (Abdul-Raof 2004b: 93): pL 
i 
tayammum: to strike your hands on the earth and pass the palm of each hand on the back of 
the other and then blow off the dust from them and pass (rub) them on the face. It is a kind 
of ablution that is adopted when someone is spiritually unclean and there is no water. 
3.4 Outline of Selected Translations of the Meanings of the Qur'5n 
No substantial work has so far been done to critically examine the mass of existing English 
translations of the Qur'an . An effort has been made in this chapter to bring out the 
characteristics and drawbacks of selective complete translations of the Qur'an. Nida and 
Taber (1969: 12) stipulate that the best translation does not sound like a translation. 
Tancock (1958: 45) holds that "the ideal translation, like the ideal stage play, should have 
the power to suspend the reader's disbelief, to make him think he is reading an original 
piece of work written in his own tongue". Consequently, authenticity and normality of the 
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translation are to be foregrounded. This means that the impact of the translation on the 
readers should create the same response of that of the original text. Besides, the purpose 
should be alike as well. In this connection, a good translation should enjoy the following 
criteria: 
i) content equivalence 
ii) stylistic equivalence 
iii) authenticity 
iv) faithfulness 
v) communicability 
vi) cultural homogeneity 
Nida and Taber (1969: 33), for instance, suggest a way of testing translation quality which 
is based on three main factors: 
i) correctness (whether the target readers understand the message as correctly 
as possible) 
ii) the simplicity of comprehension. 
iii) the adequacy of the form of translation (whether or not the translator is 
experienced enough to render the correct form of the language). 
However, this way of testing is short of the practical method for measuring the 
communication force on behalf of receptors. In the same vein, House (1977: 13) states that 
"a good translation is one which fulfils the same purpose in the new language as the 
original did". She (1997: 39) suggests a model for assessing translation quality based on 
eight situational dimensions. These consist of three language-user dimensions 
(geographical origin, social class, time) and five language-use dimensions (medium, 
participation, social role relationship, social attitude and province). The source text's 
textual profile represents the yardstick against which the target text is measured. The 
degree to which a target textual profile and function match or mismatch the source text's 
textual profile is the degree to which the target text is more or less adequate in quality. 
Newmark (1995: 184-193) also suggests a plan for criticising translation which covers the 
following topics: 
 A brief analysis of the SL text stressing its intention and functional aspects. 
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  The translator's interpretation of the SL text's purpose and method as well as the 
translator's likely readership. 
 A selective but representative comparison of the translation with the original. 
  An evaluation of the translation in the translator's and in the critic's terms. 
  Where appropriate, an assessment of the likely place of the translation in the TL 
culture or discipline 
  The analysis of the text undergoes the following steps: 
  Determining the extent to which the translator has deviated from the original. 
  Judging whether the author has been misrepresented by the translator, through 
omitting certain sections or by providing a lengthy translation. 
  To assess to what extent the text has been deculturalized or transferred to the TL 
culture. How the translation could manage with the problems of proper names, 
metaphors, etc. 
  Assessing the referential and pragmatic accuracy of the translation by the 
translator's standards. 
The critic then has to evaluate the translation by his own standards of referential and 
pragmatic accuracy. He/she should consider the semantic problems and whether it was 
inevitable to avoid them. In this connection, it shouldn't go without saying that the idea of 
presenting the QCM (see chapter two) is to function as a model for reference when there is 
no coresspondance between the original and the target text. 
3.4.1 `The Meaning of the Glorious Qur'än' 
Muhammad Marmaduke William Pickthall44, an English man of letters who embraced 
Islam, holds the distinction of bringing out a first-rate rendering of the Qur'an in English, 
The Meaning of the Glorious Qur'an (London: 1930). 
44 Marmaduke William Pickthall was born in Cambridge terrace, London, on 7 April 1875, the son of Mary 
O'Brien (1836-1904) and the Reverend Charles Grayson Pickthall (1822-81), Clark, Peter (1986: 7). Pickthall 
took on the name Muhammad and immediately became one of the pillars of the British Islamic community, 
(ibid: 39). Pickthall's declaration of his faith in November 1917 was the turning point of his life. Round his 
declared faith he picked up the pieces of his emotional and personal life that had been shattered by the war. 
He identified himself totally with the world Islamic community, (ibid: 42). Marmaduke Pickthall is best 
remembered, when remembered at all, as a translator of the Qur'an, but he was also a novelist of whom E. M. 
Forster wrote in 1921 that he `is the only contemporary English novelist who understands the Nearest East'. 
Pickthall's translation has been in print since it was first published. The text with English on the left and 
Arabic on the right was not published until after his death. This was the ideal presentation of a translation. It 
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Although it is one of the most widely used English translations, it provides scant 
explanatory notes and background information. This obviously restricts its usefulness for 
an uninitiated reader of the Qur'än. The case of Pickthall is considered to be one of the 
earliest attempts to translate the meanings of the Qur'an; it is a faithful rendering, 
supplemented by useful notes on historical, geographical and eschatological issues, 
particularly the illuminating discussions on comparative religion. Though the notes are not 
always very exhaustive, they help to dispel the doubts in the minds of non-Muslim readers. 
However, it too contains inadequate background information about the Sürahs (chapters of 
the Qur'än) and some of his notes need updating. 
The picture Pickthall (1997: forward) paints for the translator of holy Scripture shows his 
right faith in the Qur'än "... no holy Scripture can be fairly presented by one who 
disbelieves its inspiration and its message; ... " Pickthall states squarely clearly his 
presupposition, the supposition of a Muslim who believes that the Qur'an is the verbatim 
word of God when he maintains (ibid: forward) that "... every effort has been made to 
satisfied some conservative Muslim scruples and as such it became and remains a guide for Anglophone 
Muslims. The English can be seen to stand, not as a translation but as an explanation, a tafsir of the Arabic 
text. It has been accepted with least reserve by Muslims of India and Pakistan, as well as of Britain and the 
United Sates, (ibid: 66-67). 
Between 1903 and 1921 he published nine novels set in Syria, Palestine, Egypt, Yemen and Turkey. He also 
wrote six novels set in England, and short stories mainly about the Near East published in three collections. In 
addition to his fiction, Pickthall devoted much of his time after his conversion to Islam in 1971 to writing and 
lecturing about that faith. For several months in 1919 he was the acting Imam of the Muslim community in 
London, preaching and publishing pamphlets. The last fifteen years of his life were based in India, and the 
lectures he delivered in madras on `The Cultural Side of Islam' were reprinted in New Delhi in 1981. His 
translation of the Qur'an, first printed in the United States in 1930, has since been reprinted several times in 
the United Kingdom, the United States, India, the United Arab Emirates and Libya, (ibid: 1). 
Six of his Near Eastern novels deserve to be re-issued: Said the Fisherman, The Children of the Nile, The 
Valley of the Kings, Knights of Araby, oriental Encounters and The Early Hours. All, save Knights of Araby, 
are set in the Near East Pickthall knew. In the detail of personal habits, changing patterns of behaviour, turns 
of speech, social attitudes and physical description, these novels resemble photograph albums of the period. 
They disclose much that is inaccessible through the medium of novel writing. The best of the Near East 
novels contain the circumstantiality of Sir Walter Scott, the exuberance of Charles Dickens, the moral 
strength of George Eliot, the compassionate tragedy of Thomas Hardy and the universality of E. M. Forster. I 
am suggesting not that Pickthall is as great as any of these but that his writings are recognizably influenced by 
the literary heritage to which these others have contributed. But what makes Knights of Araby and The Early 
Hours, two of his last novels, unique is that we have a mature and accomplished author writing the English 
Islamic novel, (ibid: 2-3). 
Pickthall wrote prolifically on different aspects of Islam in the nineteen years between his public embracing 
of Islam and his death. He identified himself with the world Islamic community and talked of `we Muslim', 
(ibid: 44). 
He died at eleven o'clock on 19 may 1936 of coronary thrombosis. The body was brought to the Muslim 
cemetery at Brookwood, Surrey, not far from Woking. It was lowered into the grave to funeral prayers 
delivered by the Imam of the Mosque on Saturday 23 May, (ibid: 68). 
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choose befitting language. But the result is not the glorious Qur'an, that inimitable 
symphony, the very sounds of which move men to tears and ecstasy. " In this connection, 
Abdul-Raof (2001: 1) emphasizes that "the translation of the Qur'än remains in limbo for 
the word of God cannot be reproduced by the word of man. " 
3.4.1.1 Archaism 
Where appropriate and while assessing the selected translations, certain translation features 
mark a particular translation. These features constitute translational problems, (see 3.3, p. 
100). The present discussion highlights and focuses on various Qur'än translation features, 
such as archaism, paraphrase, familiarization, etc. However, Salama-Carr (2000: 48) states 
that "a historical reading of translation practice, and indeed associated discourse, shows 
only too well the complexity of factors which bear upon the translator's work - not only 
translation norms but also publishing constraints and personal preferences. " 
It has been said earlier that Pickthall's translation keeps meticulously close to the original 
in elegant, though now somewhat archaic English. The translation abounds with examples, 
as in: 
; 11ý51Ij-; -jýJ, ; yl U,,, LýJI; h9t:, s. 
4l-qbIä; s 
A00 1- wAw 
[So set thy purpose (0 Muhammad) for religion as a man by nature upright-the nature 
(framed) of Allah, in which He hath created man. There is no altering (the laws of) Allah's 
creation. That is the right religion, but most men know not Q30: 30] (Pickthall 1997: 288). 
Both thy and hath are archaic words and are no longer used in English at present and that 
makes the translation difficult to understand. Nida (1998: 129) comments "archaic grammar 
is being dropped in most modem translations, so that no longer must people struggle with 
such pronouns as thou, thee, ye or be confused by verb forms such as art, hach, hast. " It is 
not an easy task still to explicate certain parts of the translation: as a man by nature 
upright-the nature (framed) of A11ah, in which He hach created man, where keeping close 
to the word order of the original makes it sound strange. Consider Abdel Haleem's 
translation of Q30: 30 below: 
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[So {Prophet} as a man of pure faith, stand firm in your devotion to the religion. This is the 
natural disposition God instilled in mankind-there is no altering God's creation-and this is 
the right religion, though most people do not realize it. ] (Abdel Haleem 2004: 258-259) 
Lä. 
. 
here is closer to pure faith than to merely upright. However, Pickthall never 
departed from the idea of textual loyalty, which is an essential part of translation. He is 
more source-text than target-text oriented. 
3.4.1.2 Formal Equivalence 
Our first concern will be to seek some clarity about the approach Pickthall implemented in 
his translation. It is apparent from the way Pickthall attempted to reproduce, as literally and 
meaningfully as possible, the form and content of the Qur'an that he adopted the formal 
equivalence approach (cf. 1.2.3). The advocates of formal equivalence consider the strict 
adherence to ST is the "fulcrum" that is needed to move a word from one language into 
another. Most people typically assume that this fulcrum is provided by the "meaning" or 
"definition" of the word. Nida (1964: 23) comments on matching grammatical forms and 
employing the same word order and states that "the attempt to be literal in the form of the 
message has resulted in grievous distortions of the message itself. " 
The formal equivalence approach accepted by Pichthall is demonstrated in the following 
example: 
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[He it is Who maketh you to go on the land and the sea till, when you are in the ships and 
they sail with them with a fair breeze, and they are glad therein, a storm-wind reacheth 
them and the waves cometh unto them from every side, and they deem that they are 
overwhelmed therein, (then) they cry unto Allah, making their Faith pure for Him only: If 
Thou deliver us from this, we truly be of the thankful. Q10: 22] (Pickthall 1997: 14 1) 
It is worthy to note here that the translation follows the formal equivalence approach where 
the translator shifts attention away from TT to the ST itself, in both form and content. It is a 
ST-oriented translation, and is designed to reveal as much as possible the ST form and 
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content. Words like: maketh, reacheth, cometh unto, Thou, deem are typically archaic 
English. Expression such as He it is Who is a sign of strict adherence to the original word 
order and so is the thankful. `Allah', the name of `God', is retained and preferred to `God', 
- 0-- - 
as it is the accepted name among Muslims. It is observed as well that ( , vy p9 
g. ý9 ätb), [they sail with them with a fair breeze, and they are glad therein, ] where 
ambiguity arises from anaphoric pronouns: they... them, a typical problem of formal 
equivalence, whereas it could be something like the following if dynamic equivalence is 
applied: [when you are sailing on ships and rejoicing in the favouring wind]. 
3.4.1.3 Familiarization45 
It is noticed throughout the translation that English proper names have been used than 
Arabic names. Examples abound: Abraham, Ishmael, Joseph, Jonah, Noah, Moses, Aaron, 
and Pharaoh. Transliteration is used, when it comes to the names of chapters (the title of 
each sürah). Besides, the introductory paragraph for each sürah is found helpful, however 
brief. Consider the following introductory paragraph for Q 11: 
"HUD takes its name from v. 50, which begins the story of Hüd, of the tribe of cAd, one of 
the prophets of Arabia who is not mentioned in the Hebrew Scriptures. The Sürah also 
contains the stories of two other Arab prophets, Sälih, of the tribe of Thamüd, and Shuceyb 
of Midian (identified with Jethro), which with those of Noah and Moses, are quoted as part 
of the history of Divine Revelation, the truth of which is here vindicated in a manner 
supplementary to Sürah 10. A late Makkan Sürah, except v. 114 f., revealed at al- 
Madinah. " (Pickthall 1997: 148) 
The case in hand shows Pickthall at his best as is always the situation throughout the 
translation. It is natural after almost less than a century to find the language of the 
translation different from the language at present but this does not mean that Pickthall 
should be deprived of his deserved appreciation. Here is an edifying tale: 
ay a a. m... +ß+oreaoa Co +ücwýI9 
wi 
O #ä;: 9 ýfi; ý 
45 See also Domestication: 3.3, p. 101 of this book. 
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[Woe to man! How ungrateful is he! From what thing doth He create him? From a drop of 
seed. He createth him and proportioneth him, then maketh the way easy for him, then 
causeth him to die, and burieth him; Then, when He will, He bringeth him again to life. Let 
man consider his food: How we pour water in showers, then split the earth in clefts, and 
cause the grain to grow therein, and grapes and green fodder, and olive-trees and palm- 
trees. Q80: 17-29] (ibid: 441-442) 
What really matters in translation is the transference of the content of a text from one 
language to another, which Pickthall did artistically. He almost fulfils the same purpose in 
English as the original did in Arabic in which it was written, not a mere approximation to 
that purpose at all. However, can be rendered now as droplet and burieth is better 
transferred in the modal passive voice be buried. The structural pattern of the sentences 
made it necessary for Pickthall to repeat the conjunctive element (9 / and) because he 
strictly kept close to the source text, he didn't join the sentences together to avoid the over 
use of and. Also green fodder is archaic and can be fresh vegetation for example. In the 
same vein, Abdel Haleem (2004: xxviii) comments on Pickthall's translation: "Although his 
language may now seem almost artificially archaic, his translation keeps close to the 
original Arabic, and is still very popular among Arabs and Muslims. " 
3.4.2 `The Holy Qur'an: Translation and Commentary' 
Abdullah Yüsuf'Ali's The Holy Qur'an: Translation and Commentary, perhaps the most 
popular translation, stands as another major achievement in this field. Yüsuf `Ali has given 
the English reader an authentic and reliable translation and commentary which they could 
make a serious study. Yüsuf was quick to point out that there can be no absolute or perfect 
translation of the Qur'an, and at best, only an interpretation of the understanding of the 
meaning can be offered. In the introduction to the translation, the reader should be able to 
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access the authenticity of Abdullah Yüsuf 'Ali's work. 'Ali46 provides detailed 
commentaries for his readers. The work of this studied and gifted writer has been a main 
stay in the daily life of so many people. Thus, it is the fact that Yüsuf °Ali without a doubt 
was one of the few Muslims who enjoyed an excellent command over the English 
language. It is fully reflected in his translation. Though his is more of a paraphrase than a 
literal translation, yet it faithfully represents the sense of the original . Abdel 
Haleem. 
(2004: xxviii) remarks that Yüsuf 'Ali's translation "has appeared in numerous editions, 
normally including the Arabic text parallel with the translation, along with 6,310 
explanatory notes, 300 pieces of running commentary in blank verse, fourteen appendices 
and indices. It is an extremely useful work, especially his notes and indices, for those who 
want a fuller and more guided understanding of the background and text of the Qur'an. His 
language contains poetic features and archaic words that make the style outdated. " 
3.4.2.1 Representation of the Original Sense 
The translation text itself should be the starting point in any comparative study of 
translation criticism. Therefore, for a critic, the adoption of a comparative approach to this 
text rather than any other approach is predominant. In short, the act of comparative study 
46 "In 1872 A. C. 1289 A. H., `Abdulla Yüsuf °Ali was born in a family of the Bohra community in Bombay, 
India. His father, a merchant, was a very religious man who made sure that his son learned Qur'än before 
anything else. Upon the completion of young Yüsuf's committing the entire Qur'an to memory, his father 
celebrated the occasion with a grand banquet, thus showing to his son the importance of his achievement and 
the importance of the Qur'an. In addition to studying contemporary knowledge at school, Abdulla continued 
to receive lessons in Arabic language and never ceased in his studies of the Qur'an. He was a superior student 
who excelled in academic achievement and won the much coveted Indian Civil Service Award, a prestigious 
honour resulting from the extremely competitive entrance examinations for high positions in the Indian Civil 
Service which wealthy families would aspire for their sons to receive. Abdulla was easily able to absorb 
English literature and was considered to be among the best of his fellow countrymen in writing English. 
Many of the most well-known scholarly in India published his works and expressed their appreciation for his 
beautiful literary style. Later, Abdulla Yüsuf left India for Europe and visited many European capitals and 
eventually resided in London for a considerable period of time. While in London, he was exposed to many 
translations of the Qur'an and continued to have a tremendous interest in it and its studies. He then began to 
closely study the Qur'an giving special attention to its various interpretations, both old and new. After 
studying what was written about the Qur'an in both European and Eastern languages, he returned to India and 
took up new residence in Lahore where he became the Dean of the Islamic College. He then began his 
monumental work of translating and commentating on the Qur'an and later died in Lahore in 1948 A. C. 1367 
A. H. " Abdulla Ynsuf `Ali (1998: IV). Modern English Translation of the Holy Qur'an Meanings & 
Commentary. Beirut: Ouloom Al Qur'an Est. 
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must be performed within the framework of a critical system that implies judgment and a 
sense of value, otherwise it becomes a mere set of procedures or simply a mechanical act 
whose content, subject matter, and objectives are value-free. It can be possibly conceived 
of what has been aforementioned that the comparative approach helps show dimensions 
which might not be shown otherwise. In this connection the following translation of Yüsuf 
"Ali will be compared to that of Abdel Haleem because, he is a native speaker of Arabic, a 
Qur'an specialist, and has a native command of English. It should be taken into 
consideration that there is a lapse of almost 75 years between the two translations. 
Yüsuf °Ali stated his mission in the introduction to his translation (Yüsuf'Ali 2000: x): 
"My service to the Qur'an should be to present it in a fitting garb in English. 
That ambition I have cherished in my mind for more than forty years. I have 
collected books and materials for it. I have visited places, undertaken 
journeys, taken notes, sought the society of men, and tried to explore their 
thoughts and hearts, in order to equip myself for the task. Sometimes I have 
considered it too stupendous for me, the double task of understanding the 
original, and producing its nobility, its beauty, its poetry, its grandeur, and 
its sweet practical reasonable application to everyday experience. " 
Yüsuf °Ali introduced his methodology in translating the Qur'an and his tools in achieving 
equivalence in translation. It is obvious from Q2: 102, Q23: 84-89, Q31: 25 and Q45: 24 the 
strict adherence to the source and the presentation of the sense of the original. 
Example 1 
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[They followed what the evil ones gave out (falsely) against the power of Solomon. The 
blasphemers were, not Solomon, but the evil ones, teaching men magic, and such things as 
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came down at Babylon to the angels H5rrit and Märüt. But neither of these taught anyone 
(such things) without saying: "We are only for trial; so do not blaspheme. " They learned 
from them the means to sow discord between man and wife. But they could not thus harm 
anyone except by Alläh's permission. And they learned what harmed them, not what 
profited them and they knew that the buyers of (magic) would have no share in the 
happiness of the Hereafter. And vile was the price for which they did sell their souls, if they 
but knew! Q2: 102] (ibid: 13-14) 
cAli was really proud of the rendition of Q2: 102 as he stated in his introduction (ibid: V). 
There have been some observations about Q2: 102: {1} gave out (falsely) against the power 
of Solomon is a good translation as -alz 
does not mean recite over but narrate as lies or 
fabricate about Solomon's Kingdom and it is all lies: Consider [And when We decreed 
death for him, nothing showed his death to them save a creeping creature of the earth which 
gnawed away his staff. And when he fell the jinn saw clearly how, if they had known the 
unseen, they would not have continued in humiliating torment. Q34: 14] (ibid: 306) {2} 1L 
was translated as so do not blaspheme but in the rest of the translation under 
discussion was translated as do not disbelieve. (3) [the means to sow discord] and [would 
have no share in the happiness of the Hereafter] are examples of addition. He added the 
words (means, happiness) which do not exist in the original. °Ali has somewhat departed 
from the idea of textual loyalty, which is an essential part of translation. 
Consider Q2: 102 thus translated by Dawood: 
[And accept what the devils tell of Solomon's Kingdom. Not that Solomon was an 
unbeliever: it is the devils who are unbelievers. They teach men witchcraft and that which 
was revealed to the angels Hdrvt and Märrut in Babylon. Yet they never instruct any man 
without saying to him beforehand; `We have been sent to tempt you; do not renounce your 
faith. ' From these they learn a charm by which they can create discord between husband 
and wife, although they can harm none with what they learn except by God's leave. They 
learn, indeed, what harms them and does not profit them; yet they know full well that 
anyone who engaged in that traffic would have no share in the life to come. Vile is that for 
which they have sold their souls, if they but knew it! Q2: 102] (Dawood 2003: 19-20) 
It is worthy to note here that gave out (falsely) is better than tell because it does not entail 
the lies or fabrication the evil ones had propagated. Do not renounce your faith is less 
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effective than do not disbelieve. From these they learn a charm by which they can create 
discord between husband and wife is an example of a paraphrase. 
Example 2 
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[Say: "Who is the Lord of the seven heavens, and the Lord of the Throne (of Glory) 
Supreme? " They will say, "(They belong) to Allah. " Will you not then be filled with awe? 
"Say" Who is it in whose Hands is the governance of all things, who protects (all), but is 
not protected (of any)? (Say): if you know. They will say: "(It belongs) to Allah. " Say: 
"Then how are you deluded? " Q23: 86-89] (Yüsuf 'Ali 2000: 240-241) 
[Say, "Who is the Lord of the seven heavens? Who is the Lord of the Mighty Throne? " and 
they will reply, "God. " Say, "Will you not be mindful? " Say, "Who holds control of 
everything in His hand? Who protects, while there is no protection against Him, if you 
know [so much]? " and they will reply, "God. " Say, Then how can you be deluded? 
Q23: 86-89] (Abdel Haleem 2004: 218) 
Both translations have been employed to convey the true essence of the Qur'an through 
close proximity to the source. However, Abdel Haleem finds new solutions for the voids in 
the Qur'an, for instance, ci mindful and mindful of God elsewhere is more appropriate 
a translation than awe or fear because the Arabic word implies much more than that. 
Example 3 
J0 JýO LO- JOJJJJw-- 0W J 
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[If thou ask them who it is that created the heavens and the earth, they will certainly say 
"Alläh. " Say: "Praise be to Alläh! " But most of them understand not. Q31: 25] (Ali 
2000: 344) 
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[If you ask them who created the heavens and earth, they are sure to say, `God. ' Say, 
`Praise belongs to God, ' but most of them do not understand. Q31: 25] (Abdel Haleem 
2004: 262) 
It is recognizable that there is no such a substantial difference between the two translations. 
3.4.3 `The Qur'an, Translated, with a Critical Re-arrangement of the Sürahs' 
Watt (1970: 176-177) holds that "Richard Bell47 set out the first fruits of his work on the 
Qur'an in the form of lectures on The Origin of Islam in its Christian Environment 
(London, 1926). The major results of his work, though in a slightly incomplete form, are to 
be found in his translation- The Qur'an: Translated, with a critical re-arrangement of the 
Sarahs (two vols., Edinburgh, 1937,1939). " It has to be noted that Watt's Introduction to 
the Qur'an (1970) is a revised version of Bell's Introduction to the Qur'an (Edinburgh 
1953). Watt (1970: 179-180) mentions a complete list of Bell's articles on Qur'änic 
subjects48. 
It has been admitted, as Jansen holds (1974: 55), that the Qur'an is "a difficult book. Its 
language has always troubled people who attempted to understand it. " That is why 
translators tend to make their translation more informative, though this could lead to a 
source-centered translation but in translating the Qur'an it is noticed that strict adherence to 
the text is really accommodating as in all the cases it is not without good reasons. 
There is another issue that often causes confusion amongst scholars: that is the limit of 
intervention on the part of the translator. It is a truism that translation is not at all times a 
sort of betrayal but in fact as Harvey (2003: 45-46) conceives "a translation has the potential 
to reveal (and should be probed for) challenges, transgressions, contradictions and fissures, 
(weaknesses) all of which are outcomes of the interaction between, on the one hand, an 
47 `Born in Scotland in 1876 and educated at Edinburgh, receiving degrees in both Semitic studies and 
divinity, Richard Bell came to some prominence in the field of the study of the Qur'än and early Islam with 
the publication in expanded form of his 1925 Edinburgh University Gunning Lectures, under the title `The 
Origin of Islam in its Christian Environment. ' A little over a decade later, he published the work for which he 
has become most famous (and infamous), `The Qur'än, Translated, with a Critical Re-arrangement of the 
Stirahs', " Rippin, A. (1992). "Reading the Qur'an with Richard Bell". The Journal of the American Oriental 
Society, V. 112: 4, pp. 639+. 
48 `A duplicate in the Koran; the composition of Surah xxiii', Moslem World, xviii (1928), pp. 227-33. 
, Who were the Hanifs? ' ibid. xx (1930), pp. 120-4. 
'Mubammad's Call', ibid. xxiv. (1934), pp. 13-19. 
'Mubammad's Visions', ibid. xxiv. pp. 145-54. For the complete list, see Watt (1970: 179-180). 
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underlying systematic configuration, of values and assumptions and on the other, the 
irruption of alterity within a domestic sphere. " In fact a translation is a projection of the self 
on the production of the others. Steiner (1992: 317) conceptualizes translation as "a mirror 
which not only reflects but also generates light"; however, this light doesn't always have a 
safe journey home. More surprisingly, instead of guiding, the light sometimes misleads. 
Nevertheless, Harvey (2003: 46) considers translation "as not merely the outcome of 
established determinations, manipulations in the receiving socio-cultural system but as an 
event opening up the possibility (however minor) of ideological innovation. " In this 
connection, Bobzin (1993: 193) states that "the refutation of the Koran as the logical basis 
for any successful missionary effort towards Muslim people became from the very 
beginnings of Western Christian interest in the Islam the principal impetus for any attempt 
at translation. " 
If the translation of Richard Bell is to be taken as a case in point, there are immediately a 
group of issues which should be raised. First, he (1937: VI) claims that Muhammad has 
written the Qur'an himself (and as such he contradicts the QCM, see chapter two): "The 
translation goes frankly on the assumption that the Qur'an was in written form when the 
redactors started their work, whether actually written by Muhammad himself, as I 
personally believe, or by others at his dictation. " Secondly, he has carried out his own 
transformation of the order of the Qur'an and that does not at its best benefit the readers or 
even incite them to understand. On the contrary, the readers almost spend quite sometime 
to find where the location of a certain 'äyah (verse) is, because it does not carry the same 
number as the original. It is interesting to mention here that Nida (1964: 162) quotes Oliver 
Edwards stating "we expect approximate truth in a translation ... What we want to have 
is 
the truest possible feel of the original. The characters, the situations, the reflections must 
come to us as they were in the author's mind and heart, not necessarily precisely as he had 
them on his lips. " 
Bell (1953: 82) proposes in Introduction to the Qur'an that he has doubts as to the 
compilation and collecting of the Qur'an which leaves its impact on his translation of the 
Qur'an. He personally believes (ibid: 83) that "... the most conclusive proof of the 
Prophet's part in the compiling of the sürahs comes from a detailed study of their structure, 
which discloses evidences of revisions and alterations such as could hardly been made 
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without his authority, ... " Robinson Neal (1996: 85) comments on what Bell has tried to 
claim about the Qur'an and adds that Bell "... thought that Muhammad made frequent 
emendations to his material. Hence the redactors, who edited the Qur'än after his death, 
had to cope with corrections, interlinear additions, additions on the margin, deletions and 
substitutions. " From a different prospective, Stefan Wild (1996: 137) has an alternative 
argument that "In Islam, God's word becomes text, a text to be recited in Arabic and to be 
read as an Arabic book. One can go even further and compare the Christian dogma that 
Christ was born of the Virgin Mary with the Muslim concept of the ummiyya of the Prophet 
Muhammad. There was no human father for Jesus, and there was no written text taken 
down by man which might have influenced the Prophet Muhammad. " 
Reviewing the translations under discussion, it is observed that the Qur'änic linguistic and 
rhetorical features are not always met in the same grandeur as such the way it is dealt with 
in the Qur'än or emphasized in chapter four and five, (see 4.6 and 5.3). In Bell's for 
instance: 
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["They have not estimated the power of Allah aright, when they said: "Allah hath sent 
down anything to a human being"; say (thou): "Who sent down the Book which Moses 
brought as a light and guidance to the people, ye make it parchments 
.......................... 
) Which ye show while concealing much-and ye have been taught 
what ye did not know, neither ye nor your father? " Say: "Alläh, " and leave them in their 
discussion playing about. " Q6: 91 ] 
It is worth noting here that the grandeur of the Qur'änic linguistic and rhetorical features 
are not realized in this translation. The reader observes the gaps and spaces left 
intentionally by Bell to show the unsurely impact of the translation, through the apparent 
gaps (i. e. dots) between words and sentences. This leads to boredom on the part of the 
reader. Bell (1934: 112) declares in the introduction to the translation of Silrah 6 that "this 
sürah is very confused ... 
Verse 91 seems to be early Medinan, though it might possibly be 
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Meccan; it has been done at the same time as the revelation of the preceding passage, and 
the insertion of the following one, which must date from after the complete break with the 
Jews and the resolution to produce an independent Book. " It should not go without saying 
that Bell's comment is ideological. More significantly still, he does not employ as most of 
the rest of the translators of the Qur'än the informative model of translation as presented by 
QCM (see chapter two). The informative model of translation means giving the reader all 
information possible to make a sensible understanding of the Qur'an by so many ways and 
devices, name a few, interpolation, footnotes, and endrotes. Taken together and in contrast 
with Bell's translation, it is observed that cohesion is maintained in the rest of the 
translations. Bobzin (1993: 195) mentions in his elaborative account of the Latin 
translations of the Qur'an that Johannes Oporinus (1507-68), the great Basle printer was 
forbidden to continue printing the Qur'an translation because "the government was unable 
to reach a clear, unanimous decision as to whether or not the Koran should be classified as 
a dangerous book that should not be read by the common people. " Bobzin (ibid: 196) points 
out that one of the reports on the case of Oporinus "delivered by the most influential 
jurisconsult of the city, Bonifacius Amerbach, pointed out that a heretical book such as the 
Koran according to Roman Law ought no to appear in a Christian city. " 
The Muslim need for translating the Qur'an into English arose mainly out of the desire to 
combat the missionary effort. Following a long polemical tradition, part of whose goal was 
also the production of a- usually erroneous and confounding - European version of the 
Muslim scripture; Christian missionaries started their offensive against a politically 
humiliated Islam in the eighteenth century by advancing their own translations of the 
Qur'an. As already noted, origins of this orientalist tradition may be traced back to the anti- 
Islamic motives of the missionaries . Apart from hurling all sorts of wild and nasty 
allegations against the Prophet and the Qur'an in the Preface, we believe that Bell is 
inaccurate in having invented the so-called Critical Re-arrangement of the Sürahs Order of 
the Qur' än. 
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3.4.4 'The Koran' 
N. J. Dawood49 is an Iraqi who translated the Qur'an into English. Dawood's translation, 
The Koran (London: 1956) is perhaps one of the most widely circulated English translation 
of the Qur'an. Dawood stated his aim in the introduction to his translation as to make the 
language modem and intelligible. He did not choose the literal approach in translation 
because "in adhering to a rigidly literal rendering of Arabic idioms, previous translations 
have, in my opinion, practically failed to convey both the meaning and the rhetorical 
grandeur of the original. " (Dawood 2003: 3) 
3.4.4.1 Paraphrase Translation 
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[Say: `Praise be to God, and peace upon His servants whom He has chosen! Who is more 
worthy, God or the idols they serve besides Him? [Surely worthier is] He who created the 
heavens and the earth and sent down water from the sky for you, bringing forth gardens of 
delight. Try as you may, you cannot cause such trees to grow. ' Another god besides God? 
Yet they make others His equals. [Surely worthier is] He who has established the earth and 
49 `Born in Baghdad, N. J. Dawood came to England as an Iraq state scholar in 1945 and graduated from 
London University. In 1959 he founded the Arabic Advertising & Publishing Co Ltd, London (ARADCO), 
which is now one of the major producers of Arabic typesetting outside the Middle East. His translation of 
Tales from the Thousand and One Nights was first published in 1954 and has since been printed in twenty 
various editions. He is best known for his translation of the (Koran) Qur'än which was published in 1956 and 
has since sold over one million copies" Dawood (2003: 1) Penguin Classics' introduction. 
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watered it with running rivers; who has set mountains upon it and placed a barrier between 
the Two Seas. Another god besides God? Indeed, most of them have no knowledge. [Surely 
worthier is] He who answers the oppressed when they cry out to Him, and relieves their 
affliction. It is He who has given you the earth to inherit. Another god besides God? How 
little you reflect! [Surely worthier is] He who guides you in the darkness of land and sea, 
and sends the winds as harbingers of His mercy. Another god besides God? Exalted be He 
above their idols! Q27: 59-63] (Dawood 2003: 268-269) 
The previous example shows as Abdel Haleem (2004: xxxii) contends "a particular kind of 
rhetorical question, frequent in the Qur'an, which expresses disapproval through its 
grammatical structure rather than by any lexical addition. " Dawood did not keep close to 
the original for example, in translating the rhetorical question as a declarative telling 
sentence. The rhetorical question is immediately clear when we read Abdel Haleem's 
translation: [Who is better: God, or those they set up as partners with Him? Who created 
the heavens and the earth? Who sends down water from the sky for you-with which We 
cause gardens of delight to grow: you have no power to make the trees grow in them-is it 
another god beside God? No! But they are people who take others to be equal with God. ] 
The rhetorical question here is stated clearly. It is further noticeable in Abdel Haleem's 
that the sentence is more coherent as the cohesive particles No and But help make the 
sentence more intelligible. Moreover, Dawood took liberty with the grammatical structure 
(questioning) and used another lexical addition (Surely worthier is) which did not maintain 
the grammatical structure of the rhetorical question. Instead of using three consecutive 
questions, namely, [Who is it that answers the distressed when they call upon Him? Who 
removes their suffering? Who makes you successors in the earth? ] Dawood changed the 
grammatical structure and used declarative sentences in its place: [Surely worthier is] He 
who answers the oppressed when they cry out to Him, and relieves their affliction. It is He 
who has given you the earth to inherit. ] It should be noted that changing the grammatical 
structure of the rhetorical question makes the power of reasoning and persuasion less 
effective. 
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[Do you not see how your Lord lengthens the shadows? Had it been His will He could have 
made them constant. But We make the sun their guide; little by little We shorten them. 
Q25: 45-46] (Dawood 2003: 255) 
Again the rhetorical question has not been conveyed intelligibly: [Have you not considered 
how your Lord lengthens the shade? ] Gä. 9 L. 
fl ÖL:. Q; Ti. d is ambiguously rendered 
and we believe that the verb: 01.. 9 should be translated into rather (draw)or (withdraw) 
but not (shorten). Where f' J1 is singular in Arabic it is used in the plural form in the 
translation shadows and consequently the anaphoric pronouns were made plural as well. 
üt ýc irr E LS\ ql. 
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[Will they not ponder upon the Kingdom of the heavens and the earth, and all that God 
created, to see whether their hour is not drawing near? And in what other revelation will 
they believe, those that deny this? Q7: 185] (Dawood 2003: 124) 
The translated text is understood as such: the Qur'an calls for contemplating the universe 
and all what God created in order to see whether the end of their time is drawing near or 
not. There is misrepresentation here: to see whether their hour is not drawing near is a 
question in itself and to here should be replaced by and in order to convey the intentionality 
of the ST, as in: 
[Have they not contemplated the realm of the heavens and the earth and all that God 
created, and that the end of their time might be near? What (other revelation) will they 
believe in if they don't believe in this? ] 
3.4.4.2 Anaphoric Reference 
Other examples from Dawood's show that he sometimes mentions the pronoun references 
in the footnote whereas in some other cases he does not - an action which can cause 
confusion on the part of the reader, as in: 
oea ýý rA 
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[Thus do we make plain Our revelations, that they may say: `You (Muhammad) have 
studied deep, ' and that this may become clear to men of knowledge. Q6: 105] (Dawood 
2003: 102) 
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[Should I (Muhammad) seek a judge other than God when it is He who has revealed the 
Book for you with all its percepts? Those to whom We gave the Scriptures know that it is 
the truth revealed by your lord. Therefore have no doubts. Q6: 114] (Dawood 2003: 103) 
In both the previous examples, Dawood mentioned in the footnote what the pronoun 
referred to Prophet Muhammad. While in the following examples he did not mention the 
referent though it is Prophet Muhammad as well, as in: 
om, ;yJ , 1m11,: Sý ý, ST I;, i; 9 I;. ý: ý; ý,., lýÜ lS vj JL"l , 
ýfi t 
[We have sent you forth to all mankind, so that you may give them good news and 
forewarn them. But most men have no knowledge. Q34: 28] (Dawood 2003: 302) 
, ýtýu ; fi &. o &bs _ jI ß,. A. 9: 
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[Whatever good befalls you (Man), it is from God: and whatever ill from yourself. We have 
sent you forth as an apostle to mankind. God is all-your sufficient witness. Q4: 79] (Dawood 
2003: 69) 
It is worth mentioning here that in the four previous examples, (ý- you) in Q6: 105, (iss- - 
I) in Q6: 114, (. sJ - you) in Q34: 28, and (! l - you) in Q4: 79, all refer to the Prophet 
Muhammad. Consider the same verses (Q34: 28) & (Q4: 79) in Pickthall's and al-Hiläli's 
where the referents name is mentioned between brackets: 
[And We have not sent thee (0 Muhammad) save as a bringer of good tidings and a warner 
unto all mankind; but most of mankind know not. Q34: 28] (Pickthall 1997: 34) 
[Whatever a good befalleth thee (0 man) it is from Allah, and whatever of ill befalleth thee 
it is from thyself. We have sent thee (Muhammad) as a messenger unto mankind and Allah 
is sufficient as witness. Q4: 79J (Pickthalll997: 62) 
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[And We have not sent you (0 Muhammad) except as a giver of glad tidings and a warner 
to all mankind, but most of men know not. Q34: 28] (al-Hiläli and Khan 1998: 577) 
[Whatever of good reaches you, is from Allah, but whatever of evil befalls you, is from 
yourself. And We have sent you (0 Muhammad) as a Messenger to mankind, and Allah is 
Sufficient as a Witness. Q4: 79] (al-Hiläli and Khan 1998: 122) 
3.4.5 `The Koran Interpreted' 
Arthur J. Arberry50's translation, The Koran Interpreted, appeared in 1955 and is 
undoubtedly one of the most respected translations of the Qur'än in English. Arberry shows 
great respect towards the language of the Qur'an, particularly its musical effects. His 
careful observation of Arabic sentence structure and phraseology makes his translation very 
close to the Arabic original in grammatical terms i. e. he adopts a literal translation 
approach where the SL grammatical structure is maintained in the TL. To those unfamiliar 
with the ST itself, this feature, along with the lack of any notes or comments, can make the 
TT difficult to understand and confusingly unidiomatic. The reason why Arberry's 
translation is seen as unidiomatic, is because an idiomatic translation is defined by Larson 
(1998: 11) as one "which has the same meaning as the source language but is expressed in 
the natural form of the receptor language", and one in which "the meaning not the form, is 
retained". However, it remains a popular version of the Qur'an in English, particularly in 
academic circles. Arberry's translation, we can claim, is an ST oriented rendering of the 
Qur'an in which he attempts to recapture some of the stylistic features of Qur'änic 
discourse. 
A. J. Arberry was a renowned Orientalist and Professor of Arabic at the Universities of 
London and Cambridge. Arberry's The Koran Interpreted (London: 1957) no doubt stands 
out above the other English renderings in terms of both its approach and quality. 
50 "Arthur J. Arberry (1905-69) was born at Buckland, Portsmouth, and educated at Pembroke College, 
Cambridge. In 1944 he was appointed to the Chair of Persian at London University. In 1946 he became 
Professor of Arabic and Head of the Near and Middle East Department and in the following year he returned 
to Pembroke as Sir Thomas Adam's Professor of Arabic, a post which he held for the reminder of his life. A 
profound and inspiring teacher, he was also an immensely prolific and versatile writer, publishing over sixty 
works on a wide range of topics in Arabic and Persian studies. " Arberry, A. J. (1998: 1) Oxford University 
Press' introduction. 
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Nonetheless, it is not altogether free from mistakes of omission and mistranslation, as we 
observe in the following examples: 
Example 1 
-. 0 - 
["Mary, be obedient to thy Lord, prostrating and bowing before Him. " Q3: 43] (Arberry 
1998: 51) 
It should be abundantly clear by now that the part Arberry omit (and bow down with those 
who bow down) is a supportive example of subtraction in translation. Arberry omitted 
words which have equivalents in Arabic, and can easily be rendered. This case makes sense 
when Hodge and Kress (1979: 22) state that "reducing the complexity of an argument and 
limiting the terms which it can contain is a drastic intervention. Showing less means 
someone else seeing less. And seeing less means thinking less. " 
Example 2 
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[Your friend is only God, and His Messenger, and the believers who perform the prayer 
and pay the alms, and bow them down. Q5: 55] (Arberry 1998: 109) 
What is intended here is bow down in worship and not the misrepresented expression bow 
them down which hampers the intelligibility and makes the text difficult for readers to 
understand. 
Example 3 
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[Those to whom We have given the Book recognize it as they recognize their sons. Those 
who have lost their own souls, they do not believe. Q6: 20] (ibid: 123) 
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The anaphoric pronoun it here is misplaced and it does not refer to the Book but it refers 
instead to the Prophet Muhammad as mentioned in al-Tabari (1987,7: 104-105) and al-Räzi 
(1997,4: 500). 
Example 4 
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[Those who follow the Messenger, the Prophet of the common folk, whom they find 
written down with them in the Torah and the Gospel ... Q7: 157] (Arberry 1998: 161-162) 
OD we 
The expression `s o JI ... 
- is mistranslated as the Prophet of the common folk where it 
should be the unlettered Prophet. The translation suffers here a grave error: the fact that the 
Prophet is unlettered is a central notion in Islam and is closely related to the inimitability of 
the Qur'an. 
3.4.6 `The Nobel Qur'än: English Translation of the meanings and commentary' 
The Nobel Qur'än by al-Hiläli51 and Khan 52 is another clear embodiment of literal 
translation. This text appeared including the Arabic text parallel with the translation, along 
with numerous explanatory notes, appendices, indices and glossaries. It is replete with its 
short notes based on the Qur'an or the authentic traditions of the Prophet. The early English 
translations of the Qur'an by Muslims stemmed mainly from the enthusiasm on their part to 
refute the allegations levelled by the Christian missionaries against Islam in general and the 
Qur'än in particular. In this connection The Nobel Qur'an by al-Hiläli is no different. As to 
the translation itself, it abounds in numerous instances of interpolations. It should go 
without saying that the translators have adopted a way of translating in which they use 
parentheses to indicate the interpolation, as in the following examples: 
Example 1 
51 Dr. Muhammad Tagi-ud-Din al-Hiläli is a formerly Professor of Islamic Faith and Teachings at the Islamic 
University, al-Madinah al-Munawarah, (al-Hiläli 1988: V). 
52 Dr. Muhammad Muhsin Khan is a formerly Director of University Hospital, Islamic University, al. 
Madinah al-Munawarah, (al-Hiläli 1988: V). 
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[This is the Book (the Qur'än), whereof there is no doubt, a guidance to those who are A1- 
Muttaqvn [the pious believers of Islamic Monotheism who fear Allah much (abstain from 
all kinds of sins and evil deeds which He has forbidden) and love Allah much (perform all 
kinds of good deeds which He has ordained) Q2: 2]. (al-Hiläli 1988: 3) 
In this connection, it has been observed that the interpolation implemented here serves 
many a good reason. First of all, the translators intend to direct their readers towards their 
understanding of the ST which ultimately represents their belief. Secondly, their 
understanding which appears in the text goes back to the social bearing al-Hiläli and Khan 
hold. It will be immediately clear when the translation of the same verse is investigated in 
other different translations. 
Example 2 
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For the sake of comparison, the employment of interpolation is quite noticeable in al-Hiläli 
and Khan's. Such an interpolation carries their belief as well: 
["They (the Jews, Quraish pagans, idolaters) did not estimate Alläh with an estimation due 
to Him when they said: "Nothing did Alläh send down to any human being (by 
revelation). " Say (0 Muhammad ): "Who then sent down the Book which Müsä (Moses) 
brought, a light and guidance to mankind which you (the Jews) have made into (separate) 
papersheets, disclosing (some of it) and concealing much. And you (believers in Alläh and 
His messenger Muhammad) were taught (through the Qur'an) that which neither you nor 
your fathers knew. " Say: "Allah (sent it down). " Then leave them to play in their vain 
discussions. Q6: 91] (al-Hiläli 1988: 183-184) 
It is true then the TT has become a complete whole, a complete unit of semantics due to its 
cohesion and its astound comprehensibility. Suffice it here to say that it is the ideological 
orientation of the translators which makes all the difference in deciding the final version of 
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the text and assisting in creating such discrepancies in the translations as it is investigated 
so far. 
Example 3 
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[Say (0 Muhammad): "He is Alläh, (the) One. All J-h-al --$amad ( 1I . io -^.. % Si1I Jj-" 
1I 
c, 1 WI Ls, 9) [Allah the Self-Sufficient Master, whom all creatures need, (He neither eats 
nor drinks)]. He begets not, nor was He begotten. And there is none co-equal or comparable 
unto Him. Q112: 1-4] (al-Hiläli 1988: 854-855) 
There are some important features which should be kept into consideration in the process of 
evaluating al-Hiläli and Khan's translation. These features are summarized here: 
1. They have sacrificed effect for accuracy. 
2. Peculiar terms in Islam, such as al-Mufagrm, al-$41A, and Zakah etc. have 
been retained in Arabic form yet given explanatory notes. 
3. `A11äh53', the name of `God', is retained and preferred to `God', as it is the 
accepted name among Muslims. 
4. Proper names and words have been transliterated. 
The translators figured out that there is a necessity to match the original on its own 
linguistic level, i. e., word for word. They embodied this style which did not rely on the 
illocutionary force (see p. 26) of the original but on interpolated text replete with 
explanatory addition. Then they use the facilities offered by the language into which they 
translate to try to match the original text. They sometimes reach vastly different 
conclusions. 
3.4.7 `The Qur'an: A New Translation' 
Since Abdel Haleem54 is a reputed Islamic scholar, both the quality of the translation and 
level of scholarship are very high and his work is of great translatological interest. 
53 The Arabic word Allah is a cognate of the Hebrew Elohim and the Syrian and Aramaic Alaha. In English, 
the word that signifies this Eternal, Self-Sufficient Creator is "God, " and this is the term which Muslim 
theologians therefore do not hesitate to translate the Arabic Allah, Mattson (2008: 36). 
sa -M. A. S. Abdel Haleem was born in Egypt, and learned the Qur'an by heart from childhood. Educated at a]- 
Azhar, Cairo, and Cambridge Universities, he has taught Arabic at Cambridge and London Universities since 1966, 
including courses in advanced translation and the Qur'an. He is now Professor of Islamic Studies at the School of 
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This text represents a notable addition to the body of English translations couched in chaste 
English. With target readers in mind, particularly those unfamiliar with the ST, Abdel 
Haleem has employed the notion of dynamic equivalence. Abdel Haleem did a strenuous 
job to see such equivalence work for the best of the Qur'änic genre. It is considered as a 
significant venture in this field. Special note has been taken of his compliance with the 
emblems of QCM. 
It has been claimed that differences in cultural and historical context between languages 
make identical response impossible; unless there is a high degree of equivalence of 
response, the translation cannot be said to have fulfilled its purpose (Nida and Taber 
1969: 24). Such a translation is oriented toward the receptor's response, as well as rendering 
the meaning of the SL message. It aims to produce a TT that is consistently coherent with 
the receptor's culture, by eliminating almost every element of foreignness. Consequently, 
this results in necessary adjustments in grammar, and idioms. These procedures have been 
tried in Abdel Haleem's translation. The translation reflects a mature and scholarly effort. 
Short introductions to the sürahs have been supplied and notes have been kept to a 
minimum and have been provided only when necessary for proper understanding. Abdel 
Haleem contends (ibid: xxxv) "these are designed to help the reader by identifying where 
the title comes from, and giving some information on the background and the general 
structure of the sürah. The footnotes are meant to be minimal, and to explain allusions, 
references, and cultural background only when it was felt these were absolutely necessary 
to clarify meaning and context. 
Since Abdel Haleem, a Professor of Islamic Studies, enjoyed mastery of both Arabic and 
English Languages, his work helps one develop an understanding of the Qur'än as a Divine 
source. Apart from setting the Sürahs in the circumstances of its time, the translator 
constantly relates the universal message of the Qur'an to his own time and its specific 
problems. His logical line of argument, generous sensibility, judicious use of classical 
Muslim scholarship (Fakhar al-Din al-Räzi, Abu Hayyän, and al-Baydäwj) and practical 
solutions to the problems of the day (cf. Abdel Haleem: ix-xxxv) help to give his translation 
Oriental and African Studies, University of London. His most recent publications are Understanding the Qur'an: 
Themes and Style (2001) and English Translation of the Qur'än: The Making of an Image (2004). He is also 
working on An Arabic-English Dictionary of Qur'änic Usage, with El-Said Badawl. He is the Editor of the Journal 
of Qur'anic Studies and the London Qur'änic Studies series. " (Abdel Haleem, 2004: cover page). 
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a speciality. It shouldn't go without saying that it is not mentioned in the introduction 
whether Abdel Haleem has consulted major exegetical sources such as al-Tabari or no. He 
has not consulted Abdul-Raof (2001) which could have been a useful source for his 
translation and accuracy of rendering. 
However, as it has been investigated throughout, it is obvious by now that the common 
feature in Abdel Haleem's is the style of translation he offers in which he does not provide 
a literal rendering for each successive meaningful unit of the ST. Moreover, he does not 
even arrange the sentences in their order of occurrence in the ST. It is worthy to note here 
as well that he does not adhere to the conventional grammatical order of units in the TL. 
In fact, Abdel Haleem adopts the notion of naturalness and follows the dynamic 
equivalence characteristics. Where, as has been explicated earlier, he expresses himself in 
clear unforced term in TL. In the same vein, Nida & Taber (1969: 12) contend that the 
notion of naturalness "consists in reproducing in the receptor language the closest natural 
equivalent of the source-language message, first in terms of meaning and secondly in terms 
of style" and add that (ibid: 12) naturalness is characterised by "the use of grammatical 
constructions and combinations of words which do not violate the ordinary patterns of a 
language". The problem which arises is the use of common English that does not cope with 
the noble grandeur and supreme sublimity which Qur'änic discourse observes. Consider the 
following two examples: 
Example 1 
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[You never recited any Scripture before We revealed this one to you; you never wrote one 
down with your hand. If you had done so, those who follow falsehood might have had 
cause to doubt. Q29: 48] (Abdel Haleem 2004: 255) 
Q29: 48 manifests some of the underlying characteristics of naturalness, consider: 
Exegetic translation, as in: 
5L9 is translated as before We revealed this one to you. 
Addition, as in: 
.0A 
ügUl is rendered as those who follow falsehood. 
Subtraction, as in 
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Ill is ignored though it is used as an affirmation particle in the ST. 
Paraphrase, as in: 
a44,9., 
. 
is transferred in the TT as your hand. 
Example 2 
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[if they argue with you {Prophet}, say, `I have devoted myself to God alone and so have 
my followers. ' Ask those who were given the Scripture, as well as those without one, `Do 
you too devote yourselves to Him alone? ' If they do, they will be guided, but if they turn 
away, your duty is to convey the message. God is aware of His servants Q3: 20] (Abdel 
Haleem 2004: 20-21). 
Q3: 20 witnesses the loss of the cohesive articles (_9) and (9) as a departure from the typical 
grammatical structure of SL, which is a common feature in dynamic equivalence. The crux 
of the argument is that the cohesive articles (.. 9) and (9) have been used in ST for the 
realization of the cohesion and textuality. Where in TT the cohesive articles are missing 
and that affects the TT being a complete whole. In this connection, it is worthy to note what 
Bell (1991: 7) maintains that if the translator picks formal equivalence, he is criticized for 
the `ugliness' of a `faithful' translation; if he picks the functional equivalence, however, he 
is criticized of the `inaccuracy' of a `beautiful' translation. 
Applicably, it is observed that Qur'an-specific features (rendered in the TT) such as 
Qur'änic rhetoric and structural organization are in general rather simple, forceful, and 
memorable than complex, sophisticated, and elusive. The overall structure of the 
translation, like that of the descriptions within it, exhibits, in general, paratactical 
organization and includes devices typical of such organization; for example, the idiomatic 
nature of "the language", instances of creating solutions to problems ever disputed over. 
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3.5 Conclusion 
Now that we have analyzed the selected translations of the meaning of the Qur'an, we have 
come to conclusion that translation is transformation. In other words, transformation can 
occur either by not conveying the same impact of the original due to certain recurrent 
features, such as archaism, paraphrasing, alienation or familiarization, etc. In archaizing the 
text for example, the translator makes the rendition difficult to understand. In taking liberty 
with the text, the TT suffers from noticeable deformity in case of Richard Bell for instance. 
As it has been seen throughout the present chapter, translations of the meaning of the 
Qur'an may suffer from mistranslation in the form of addition, subtraction and alteration 
which lead to semantic loss. In addition, translations of Qur'änic discourse must present the 
message in such a way that people feel its relevance (the expressive element in 
communication) and can respond to it in action (the imperative function) (cf. Nida and 
Taber, 1969: 24). However, Abdul-Raof (2005b: 172) holds that "the translator's creativity 
is tied to the SL linguistic and cultural norms. Paraphrase, through domestication, 
transposition or dynamic equivalence, may be the solution, but it robs the Qur'änic text of 
its distinctive religious character. " 
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Chapter Four 
The Theory of Napn55 and Qur'än Translation 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter starts with the Qur'an: an overview, deals with the notion of i'jaz 
(inimitability) of the Qur'an: its definition (which will be dealt in 4.4 after providing the 
reader with an exhaustive elaboration of different views of Arab scholars), origin and the 
views of speculative theologians Mutakallimün- Muctazilites and As`haries. I'jaa, for Arab 
rhetoricians, provides significant evidence that considers the Qur'an the verbatim Word of 
Alläh. The views of al-Rummäni, al-Khattäbi, al-Bägilläni will be taken into account in 
more details: both their views concerning the notion of al-carfah (aversion) and the notion 
of nazm (order system) are introduced and discussed. It has been drawn heavily throughout 
the chapter upon the works of al-Jurjäni, the famous philologist and literary critic: Dalä'il 
al-l'jaa (The Proofs for the Inimitability of Qur'änic Style), and Asrar al-Baläghah (The 
Secrets of Rhetoric). The views of al-Qä41 CAbd al-Jabbär will be compared to that of al- 
Jurjani on certain issues such as, al-, 9arfah (aversion), fa, cä? iah (eloquence), and ijffz 
(inimitability) of the Qur'an. Within his work, al-Jurj ni organized his ideas into the 
disciplines of °ilm al-bayän (figures of speech) and `ilm al-ma`ani (word order) which both 
will be looked into in more details. The question which arises is: What is the impact of `ilm 
al-baläghah (the science of rhetoric) on the degree of equivalence in translation of the 
meaning of the Qur'an? That will also be looked into when dealing with Arabic rhetoric 
and equivalence in Qur'an translation. Then, the third discipline of `tim al-baläghah: `fim 
al-badf and Ibn al-Mu°taz will be dealt with towards the end of this chapter. 
4.2 The Qur'än: an Overview 
The codification of Islam emerged in the structure of a book: the Qur'än. Muslims consider 
the Qur'an to be the verbatim revelation of the Word of God as transmitted by the 
archangel Gabriel, in the Arabic language, through the Prophet Muhammad during the 
ss I'd rather keep it as na? m because there is no equivalent translation for it. However, Abdul-Raof (2006: 98) 
translates it as `the order system' which I think, does not reflect the rhetorical meaning of the Arabic 
expression. 
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twenty-three year period of his prophetic mission. The first verses were revealed when the 
Prophet was meditating in the cave of Nrä' on jabal al-nür (the Mountain of Light) near 
Mecca, and the last verses were revealed elsewhere not long before his death. The Muslims 
hold that the Qur'än supplants earlier revelations; it is regarded as their summation and 
completion. The kernel of the argument is that the Qur'an is the final revelation, as 
Muhammad is regarded as the `the Seal of the Prophets. '56 "In consequence the Qur'an has 
a place of unparalleled importance at the very centre of Muslim religious life and practice. 
Qur'änic teachings are the guide both to personal and social life and to religious 
responsibility. "57 Suleiman (1999: 18-19) holds the view that "The status of the Qur'an as 
the primary linguistic source in Arabic grammatical tradition arises from its position in 
Islam as God's revealed word verbatim. This property of the Qur'an in turn underlies the 
universally held view in the Arabic intellectual tradition concerning the status of this text as 
the purest and most eloquent construction in Arabic. This view is further supported by the 
Prophet's status as one of the most eloquent speakers of his own community by virtue of 
his having been brought up among the Banü Said who were renowned for the purity, 
correctness or eloquence (fa, cähah) of their speech. It is further supported by the generally 
held view that the Qur'an was revealed in the Hijazi variety which, probably for 
sociolinguistic reasons, was regarded as one of the purest dialect of Arabic, if not the 
purest. " 
The sacred Book of Islam has many names, of which al-Qur'an, meaning `recitation, ' is the 
best known. The Qur'an is thus also known as al-Furgän, literally, `the standard, ' that is, 
that which enables man to distinguish between truth and falsehood, good and evil. The 
Book is known also as al-Hudd, the Guidance, since it contains the knowledge that the 
Muslim must possess in order to remain upon the straight path (al-ira f al-mustagim). 
Besides, a1-irätal-Mustagim is itself a name of the Qur'an. Moreover, the Qur'an is the 
Umm al-Kita-b, the Mother of Books, since it is the prototype of all `books, ' par excellence. 
Another name of the Qur'an is al-Dhikr, the commemoration of God. The Qur'an is itself 
56 A supportive evident for the argument being held is the Ijadith reported in al Bukhäri in which the Prophet 
says: "The likeness of me and the Prophets preceding me is as the example of a man, who constructed a house 
perfectly and beautifully, except at one angle where a brick was missing. People who saw that house toured 
around it appreciating its beauty and expressing the desire to have that brick put in the empty place. So, I am 
that brick and I am the last of all prophets. " The book of virtues, chapter 18: the seal of prophets (al Bukhäri 
(d. 256H) (2003: 642) 
7Eliade, Mircea, Charles, J. Adams, et al. (1987) The Encyclopedia of Religion. Volume12, `Qur'an'. 
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the reminder of God's Truth and Presence, and to recite it is to remember God. Abdul-Raof 
(2003: 36) holds the view that "the Qur'än is also referred to by a variety of descriptive 
words each of which is considered as one of the meanings of the Qur'an, " such as: Nür: 
light, Maw`? a: a direction, Shifä': healing, Hudä guidance, Mubarak: bringing blessings, 
Mubin: perspicuous, Bushrä: glad tidings, `Azä: of exalted power, Majid: glorious, Bashir 
and Nadhi: good news and warning, al-Fa. sl: decisive. Abdel Haleem (1999: 3) contends 
"the Qur'an describes itself as a book which God `sent down' to the Prophet: the 
expression `sent down', in its various derivations, is used in the Qur'än well over 200 
times. In Arabic this word conveys immediately, and in itself, the concept that the origin of 
the Qur'an is from above and that Muhammad is merely a recipient. " 
The Qur'an is divided into 114 sürahs, or chapters, and the srirahs are conventionally 
assigned to two broad categories: those revealed at Mecca and those revealed at Medina. 
All the srirahs are divided into äyahs or verses and, for purposes of pedagogy and 
recitation, the Qur'än as a whole is divided into thirty parts, which in turn are divided into 
short divisions of nearly equal length, to facilitate study and memorization. The s(rrahs 
themselves are of varying length, ranging from the longest, Sirrah 2, with 286 verses, to the 
shortest, Sirrahs 103,108, and 110, each of which has only three verses. With some 
exceptions, the srirahs are arranged in the Qur'än in descending order of length, with the 
longest at the beginning and the shortest at the end: Sürah 2, al Baqarah, the cow, has 286 
verses; Sürah 3, Al °Imrän, the family of Imran, has 200; Sürah 4, al-Nisä', women, has 
177, and so on. The major exception to this arrangement is the opening sürah, al-Fätfta, 
which contains seven verses and which serves as an introduction to the entire revelation. 
However, Abdul-Raof (2005: 27) is in agreement with Muslim scholars that the 
arrangement of the Qur'änic äyahs is by 9; tawq[(a divine revelation) but as for the 
arrangement of Qur'änic chapters is t-S. A I ijtihädi (by independent judgement) and 
then offers three different views on the problem of arrangement in the Qur'an: (1) All 
Qur'änic ayahs and chapters are arranged by the Prophet. The advocates of this view are al- 
Qinüji (1989,1: 31), al-Qurtubi (1997,1: 96), al-Suyüli (1976: 73,1996,1: 175 and 1996, 
2: 300), and al-Räf i (1990: 41). (2) All Qur'änic äyahs are arranged by the Prophet but the 
Qur'änic , curahs are arranged 
by the Companions, Ibn Hajar al-°Asgaläni (1997,9: 50). (3) 
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All Qur'änic äyahs and chapters are arranged by the Prophet save Q8 and Q9 which 
arranged by the companions, (al-Sälih, 1997: 72). 
The Arabs of the early 7`h century were not accustomed to the Qur'änic stylistic patterns. 58 
The Qur'an, for Muslim scholars, is thus the apex of linguistic perfection. Although they 
were distinguished in the art of literary style and were celebrated for the eloquence of their 
language, their linguistic abilities were challenged by the sublime technique of the Qur'änic 
expression which was worded in the shortest of forms without loss of bayän (clear 
meaning). Its stylistic structure was unique as in the beginning of verses, their termination, 
and the places of pauses. Its easiness of linguistic construction and word order made the 
best Arab linguists and poets amazed and the understanding of the masters of the tongue 
struck. The wisdom behind this intended differentiation in which the Qur'an was revealed 
was, for Muslim scholars, to leave no doubt for those with wit or give them reason to 
counter the like of it. For Muslim scholars, the Qur'an is Alläh's speech revealed to His 
chosen Prophet Muhammad as a challenge to man and jinn59, a challenge to those who 
have freedom of choice, as well as the mental capacity to distinguish between right and 
wrong. The Qur'än's inimitability was all the more astonishing because Muhammad 
himself was illiterate when the Qur'an was revealed to him. When the Arabs failed to 
match the language of the Qur'an, they accused Muhammad of sorcery and of being insane: 
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[And verily, those who disbelieve would almost make you slip with their eyes through 
hatredness when they hear the Reminder (the Qur'än), and they say: "Verily, he 
(Muhammad) is a madman! " Q68: 51] 
(P. 9L-r-o L--i 1; 5. ) 
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[And (they) said: "Are we going to abandon our äliha (gods) for the sake of a mad poet? 
Q37: 36] 
58 For a detailed investigation of Qur'änic stylistics, see Abdul-Raof (2004). 
59 `Intelligent, often invisible, beings made from flame (by contrast with the angels, made from light, and 
mankind, made from clay). The jinn also have the ability to assume various kinds of perceptible forms. They 
are mentioned in the Qur'än and, like man, some will be saved and go to paradise since there are good as well 
as bad jinn, and jinn who help men as well as those who hinder and harm as they meddle in the lives of men. 
The mission of the Prophet Muhammad was both to mankind and to the jinn' (Netton, I. R. 1992: 137). 
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Arberry (1957: 228ff) refutes, in an epilogue in his book The Seven Odes, the views that 
were raised against the pre-Islamic poetry that it was forged or did not exist at all. The 
refutation relates to the inimitability of the Qur'än in that it proves the Arabs were real 
masters of the Arabic language and that the challenge they received from the Qur'an was 
genuine. On the contrary to what great scholars like 'h'ähä Hussein (1958) and 
Margoliouth6° had expressed towards the pre-Islamic poetry, Arberry (1957: 243) states 
"unless Professor Margoliouth would have us believe that he, or men like him, were the 
inventors of Arabic poetry-and if they were, was it not equally miraculous that such 
`primitives' should immediately produce such finished work? -unless that miracle be 
granted, to whom else could the new poets turn for instruction if not to the living 
repositories of the old masterpieces, which, on the evidence before us, they faithfully 
imitated? " Arberry (1965: 1) comments on pre-Islamic poetry that "the number and 
complexity of the measures which they use, their established laws of quantity and rhyme, 
and the uniform manner in which they introduce the subjects of their poems, 
notwithstanding the distance which often separated one composer from another, all point to 
a long previous study and cultivation of the art of expression and the capacities of their 
language. '" 
The Qur'an is so different from common Arabic. The Qur'an in spite of its formal language 
and literary eloquence is uncommonly successful in getting its message across very 
effectively. Its style, sentence structure and even its grammar have made scholars, 'ähä 
Hussein, suggest that it is a language in its own right and might be called the Qur'änic 
rather than the Arabic. Zak! Mubärak (n. d.: 37) maintains that 'hähä Hussein decrees that the 
Qur'an is neither prose nor poetry; it is the Qur'an. However, 'Ammar (1998: 140) contends 
that Tähä Hussein has transmitted some of the views of al-Bägilläni: the Qur'an is neither 
poetry, nor prose, nor saj' (rhymed prose). 
al-Jurjäni (n. d.: 7) holds "if we know that the direction from which the proof (lhujja) of the 
Qur'an emanates and appears and shines forth, that it attains such a degree of eloquence 
that human powers fall short of it and that *it reaches an extreme of excellence that is not 
even imagined; it is impossible for anyone but he who knows poetry ... to appreciate that 
60 D. S. Margoliouth of Oxford had published in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society a monograph entitled 
, the Origin of Arabic Poetry', cited from Arberry (1957: 229). 
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this is so; then anyone who would reject that is preventing God's proof from being known. " 
Thus, the notion of inimitability of Qur'änic discourse has begun to evolve, as we shall 
discuss in 3.3 below. 
4.3 The Notion of l°jaz (Inimitability) in Qur'än Translation 
The inimitability of the Qur'an has engaged Muslims scholars for centuries. "Ammär 
(1998: 48) notes that among the first scholars who had discussed the notion of iýjaz in 
general were the speculative theologians Mutakallimün- Mu`tazilites and Ashacries. 
However, Muctazilites were the pioneers in this regard and the stance of al-Nazzäm and his 
students towards this issue heated the debate among Muslim scholars and intensely 
deepened this controversial notion. Eventually after frenzied discussions, they contended 
that the divine style of the Qur'än makes it impossible to be countered: any attempt to do so 
is an absolute failure. 
Language usage provides several meanings for the word icjäz (inimitability) and its 
derivatives. These include: to be unable to do a certain thing, to find that someone is unable 
to do a certain thing, or to cause someone to be unable to do a certain thing. Hence using 
various forms of the word fjäz, we say: (a`jazat hädhihi al-mas'alah fulän), meaning that 
(this task is beyond so-and-so's ability; and (a°jaztu Zäydan) meaning that (I made him 
incapable of doing something) or, alternatively, (caused him to be incapable of doing it). 
1°jß literally means (the rendering of someone incapable or powerless). It is the concept 
relating to the miraculous nature of the Qur'än. In its conventional application, fjäz means 
that a person claiming a divine appointment proves the truthfulness of his claim by doing 
things that go beyond the laws of nature and that others cannot accomplish because it best 
resembles the most advanced arts of the time (i. e. the art of oration and poetry was 
prevalent among the people of that time). Abdul-Raof (2006: 57) holds "the expression fjäa 
is a nominalised noun derived from the transitive verb (a `jaza - to make someone unable 
to do something) and is also morphologically related to the expression mu°jizah 
(inimitability). Theologically, (jaz denotes the miraculous nature of the Qur'an and its 
divine source. " 
Mu! jizah, from a religious respective, is therefore a way of supporting the truthfulness of 
the claimant to a divine appointment. This is because miracles exceed the laws of nature 
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and therefore cannot be performed without divine providence and empowerment. 
Therefore, a miracle wrought by a prophet (the flood in case of Noah, and the fire in case of 
Abraham. ) must be an indication of his truthfulness and a sign of God's acceptance of his 
prophethood: 
0- om+ +o 
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[If (the Prophet) had attributed some fabrication to Us, We would certainly have seized his 
right hand and cut off his lifeblood, Q69: 44-46] Abdel Haleem (2004: 388) 
The force of the argument lies in the fact that the supremacy of the Qur'an convinced the 
knowledgeable in language among the Arabs of its inimitability. The words of al-Walld b. 
al-Mughira61, describing the Qur'an, explain this for us. He said, on being asked, by Abu 
Jahl, to say what he thought of the Qur'an: "What should I say about it? By God, there is 
no one among you who is more knowledgeable than me in poetry or who is more 
conversant than me in the rajaz meter of poetry, or in the odes, or the poetry composed by 
the jinn. I solemnly declare that the Qur'an does not contain anything that resembles any of 
this that I know about. By God, it is the most refined speech; it demolishes what is inferior 
to it, and it surely surpasses but cannot be surpassed. 
Abu Jahl said: "By God, your people will not be satisfied until you talk about it. " To this, 
al-Walid said: "Then give me time to think about it. " After thinking, he said: "This is magic 
which has been related to him on the authority of someone else. " In another version, al- 
Walid is reported to have said: "By God, I have heard from him a discourse that is neither 
the words of humans nor of jinn. It is indeed the most refined speech; it has elegance; the 
loftiest of it is most fruitful, and the basest is most bountiful. Indeed, it surpasses without 
being surpassed, and this has not been said by a human being. " 
4.3.1 The Views of Arab Rhetoricians 
In very broad terms, Arab rhetoricians' understanding of ijä rested on the way in which 
the Qur'än joins different parts together in order to establish the unity of each sürah. lcjäz, 
for Arab rhetoricians, provides a remarkable aspect that puts the Qur'an above all human 
styles old and new. 
61Ibn Hishäm. al-Smah al-Nabawryyah (175-176). 
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Larkin (1995: 8) contends that although the notion of the inimitability (i'jä) of the Qur'än 
was broadly accepted within the Muslim community of the second half of the ninth 
century, this point of doctrinal agreement had not been attained without intense controversy 
concerning several key issues logically underlying this belief. From as early as the first half 
of the eighth century, the question of the nature of Kaläm (speech/discourse) as a divine 
attribute had been the subject of intense discussion among Muslim theologians. The 
problem found its most specific formulation a century later with the debate over whether 
the Qur'än was created, or was uncreated and co-eternal with God. 
The MuCtazilites were among the early Mutakallimün who indulged in politico-religious 
polemics. They believed that the arbiter of whatever is revealed has to be speculative 
reason. Larkin (ibid: 8) declares "this group saw its heyday during the period 833-848 A. D., 
when this doctrine (the Qur'an was the created, temporal speech of God) was officially 
sanctioned by the Abbasid caliphs. " The kernel of the argument here lies in their emphasis 
on the absolute unity of God and on His justice. In consequence, they embraced the notion 
of al-prfah (aversion) when dealing with the issue of the inimitability of the Qur'an. In 
this connection, al-Baghdadi (1987: 128) rejects al-Nazi m's views on the inimitability of 
the Qur'än namely that it can be countered and people can produce better than the like of it. 
Abdul-Raof (2006: 21) proposes the two claims of both the Mu°tazilite and Ashcari 
scholars: "The Ashcaries claim that the i'jffz of Qur'änic discourse is not attributed to al- 
cnrfah notion but rather to Qur'än-bound linguistic and rhetorical features that are beyond 
the human faculty's ability to produce in a sublime style identical to that of the Qur'an. 
Among the diction and linguistic features of Qur'änic discourse the Ash°ari scholars refer 
to assonance, naturalness, linguistic, semantic and phonetic congruity, textual harmony, 
and thematic sequentiality. However, the Mu°tazilite scholastics claim that it is possible for 
an Arab to produce a style similar to that of the Qur'an but Allah has dissuaded the Arabs 
from doing so. Although the Mu°tazilite and Ash°ari scholastics hold distinct theological 
views on the notion of al-prfah, both research camps, as rhetoricians, exegetes, 
grammarians, or theologians, have been rigorously engaged in rebutting the claims made 
against Qur'änic discourse such as its ill-formedness, ungrammaticality, and poor style. " 
Larkin (1995: 9) announces that there were calls to confrontation to the MuCtazilite 
viewpoint within Kaläm presented by the Ash°ari, whose eponym, Abu al-Hasan al-Ashcari 
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(d. 324 A. H. ), was a former Muctazilite. Mu°tazilites were distinguished with their 
traditionalist positions, and their rational argumentation. The Ash°ari scholars affirmed the 
co-eternity of the Qur'an with God. Unlike the Muctazilites who viewed the Qur'an as 
created of the same speech as that employed by human beings, the Ash°aries distinguished 
between the internal speech or word of God and its external expression in sounds and 
letters. The former, referred to as kaläm nafsi or internal speech, eternal and uncreated, 
exists as an attribute in the divine Essence. The outward linguistic expression (Kaläm lafzi) 
of that inner speech is what we experience in the words and sounds of the Text. "62 
Larkin (ibid: 9) maintains since the notion of the inimitability of the Book referred to its 
linguistic form as well as its content, the iýjaz was a rhetorical question as much as it was 
theological, and in the logocentric atmosphere of medieval Islamic scholarship, the 
question of the inimitability of the Qur'an was necessarily the subject research among 
scholars within the disciplines of grammar, rhetoric, and theology alike. By establishing the 
notion that the Qur'an would be judged to be inimitable when considered from the point of 
view of known standards of stylistic excellence, Muslim doctrine imposed a requirement of 
consistency upon scholars who dealt with this question: anything said about the 
phenomenon of speech (kalam) had to be consistent with the scholar's theological view of 
the speech of God (kalam Allah). 
4.3.2 The Views of Muctazilites on the Notion of Aversion al-, ý'arfah 
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[Whenever a sürah is revealed, they look at each other and say, `Is anyone watching you? ' 
and then they turn away-God has turned their hearts away because they are people who 
will (not) understand. Q9: 127] 
Among Mu°tazilite doctrines, is al-prfah, aversion, which means God's turning man away 
from taking up the Qur'anic challenge (tahaddt) to produce a text matching the Qur'an in 
excellence. This theory of al-prfah that relates the Arabs' failure (to produce a text like the 
Qur'an) to God's intervention does, in fact, view the Qur'än as a miracle, mu`jizah that 
62 Bearman, P. J., et. al. (ed. ) (2000) The Encycolopedia oflsläm. 
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falls beyond human capability. It should be noted here that miracles performed by previous 
prophets -such as Moses, transforming the stake into serpent, and Jesus, curing diseases and 
bringing the dead back to life- were limited to certain people in a certain place because of 
communication constraints at those times. Allah knows that communication will not be a 
problem in later centuries so He sent the Qur'an as the miracle, mu°jizah, upon which 
depends the truthfulness of Muhammad and the authenticity of the Qur'an. The Qur'an, 
according to Q2: 23 and Q 10: 37-39, has challenged all humanity to produce a chapter like 
one of its chapters, and, so far, no one has been able to take up the challenge: 
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[If you have doubts about the revelation We have sent down to Our servant, then produce a 
single sürah like it - enlist whatever supporters you have other than God- if you truly [think 
you can]. Q2: 23] 
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[And this Qur'an is not such as could ever be produced by other than A115h (Lord of the 
heavens and the earth), but it is a confirmation of (the revelation)] which was before it [i. e. 
the Taurät (Torah), and the Injeel (Gospel), etc. ], and a full explanation of the Book (i. e. 
laws and orders, etc, decreed for mankind) - wherein there is no doubt from the Lord of the 
C amin (mankind, jinn, and all that exists). Or do they say: "He (Muhammad) has forged 
it? " Say: "Bring then a Sürah (chapter) like unto it, and call upon whomsoever you can, 
besides Allah, if you are truthful! " Nay, they deny that; the knowledge whereof they could 
not compass and whereof the interpretation has not yet come unto them. Thus those before 
them did deny. Then see what was the end of the Zälimün (polytheists and wrong-doers, 
etc. )! Q10: 37-39] al-Hiläli (1998: 275-276) 
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The ability to bring forth the like of a word of the Qur'än, or even of one of its sentences, 
does not entail the ability to bring forth the like of the [entire] Qur'an, or even of one of 
its 
sürahs. In the view of Muslim scholars, this is because the ability to produce one element 
of a structure does not entail the ability to produce the whole. Consider the 
following 
(co66 aJI) cryptic letters: 
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[Alif-Lam-Mim. ] (Q. 2: 1) [Alif-Urn-Mim-Sad. ] (Q. 7: 1) [Alif-Lam-Rä. ] (Q. 12: 1) [Käf - 
H5-Y5-°Ain-Säd. ] (Q. 19: 1) These letters, for Muslim scholars, are one of the miracles of 
the Qur'an and none but Allah (alone) knows their meanings. 
Abdel Haleem (ibid: 4) argues that "these letters indicated to the Arabs who first heard the 
Qur'an that the Qur'an consists of letters and words of their own language, although it was 
superior to any speech of their own, being of divine origin. " Abdul-Raof (2003: 358) 
comments "cryptic letters can also refer to the fact that the Qur'an is made up of these 
simple letters of the Arabic alphabet and therefore it was a challenge to the Arabs to imitate 
it if they could. " For this reason, it is not correct to say that every Arab is able to write 
speeches and compose masterpieces because he/she knows all the words and vocabularies 
that are used in them. We can claim that the grammar, words and letters are the 
components of Qur'änic Arabic. What even the best Arab poets and linguists cannot do 
is 
to get these components of the language and put them together to imitate the style of the 
Qur'an. It was probably this mistaken view that led al-Nah? äm and his associates to argue 
that the inimitability of the Qur'an was in its being `averted' from other human beings. 
This view is very difficult to sustain because of the following points: 
(i) If by aversion they mean that God is able to empower a human being to bring forth the 
like of the Qur'an, but that God has kept this ability away from the rest of mankind, this 
would be correct. However, it will apply to all miracles, not only to the Qur'an. 
(ii) If it means that people possess the ability to bring forth the like of the Qur'an, but God 
has kept them away from countering it, then this is wrong because many people have 
attempted to match the Qur'an but failed, and have admitted their failure. 
63 Abdul-Raof (2003: 357-358) holds "there is no unanimous agreement among Muslim scholars to what their 
exact meanings are. He cites al-Rümi (1997: 12) where he claims that cryptic letters refer to some names of 
either Allah, the Prophet, the angels, the Qur'änic Chapters in which they occur, or the Qur'an. They may 
also refer to abbreviations of certain meanings or used as an oath. 
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(iii) If the inimitability of the Qur'an rests on aversion, then something like it would have 
existed in pre-Islamic Arabic literature before the Prophet challenged mankind to do that. 
Had such a thing existed, it would have been reported by an uninterrupted transmission, for 
there were many good reasons for it to be reported. Since it neither existed nor was 
narrated, this gives support to Muslim scholars' view that the Qur'an is by itself a divine 
miracle, beyond human capacity for achievement. 
Sultan Munir (1986: 55) comments that al-Nazzäm's view of al- rrfah is the summation of 
the Muctazilites' views of God's justice. Concerning the nature of God's Word, the 
Mu°tazilites had thought that the notion of its eternity was in contradiction with the 
doctrine of the absolute unity of God: namely, that if the Qur'an and God are eternal, then 
God's absolute oneness is compromised. It should be, therefore, maintained that God's 
Word is created. Like God's justice and human responsibility, the createdness of God's 
Word became an essential part of the Muctazilites' system. The theories supported by the 
Mu°tazilites are the more rationalistic ones. Their analysis of the relation between man, 
language, and the holy book concentrates on man as the addressee of the text, and on 
human society as the public to whom its teachings are directed. Language is a human 
invention because relating sound to meaning is a social convention. Language never refers 
directly to reality, but reality is conceived, conceptualized, and then symbolized by the 
sound system. This is exemplified by the fact that in Arabic, as in any other language, there 
are words without referent in reality: a word like al-lenin (comparable with the English 
`dragon') does not refer to any existing reality. The Mu°tazilites, therefore, saw the Qur'än 
as a divinely created action, and not the eternally existing text. Even in the Qur'änic 
language, the relation between the signifier and the signified existed only by human 
convention; they maintained there is nothing divine in this relationship itself. Sultan Munir 
contends (ibid: 93) the Muctazilites insisted that language was the product of man mediated 
by a certain historical culture, and he cites (ibid: 93) al-Qädi (tanzih al-Qur'än: 325) where 
he mentions: 
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[And among His Signs is the creation of the heavens and the earth, and the difference of 
your languages and colours. Verily, in that are indeed signs for men of sound knowledge. 
Q. 30: 22] 
and comments that the Divine Word respected the rules and forms of human language. 
The anti-MuCtazilites, on the other hand, hold different views on language in general and 
God's word in particular. Language, according to their notion, is not a human invention but 
a divine gift to man. If the referent does not exist in the real world, it ought to exist in the 
metaphysical reality. Here the anti-Muctazilites quote some Qur'änic verses that support 
their assumptions about the divinity of language when taken literally. 
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[And He taught Adam all the names of (everything), then He showed them to the angels 
and said, `Tell me the names of these if you are truthful. ' Q. II: 31 ] (ibid: 8). 
Nair Abu Zayd, (1982: 70-82) elaborates on the issue that the MuCtazilites favour a 
metaphorical interpretation of the verse. As for the relationship between the signifier and 
the signified in the view of orthodoxy, God Himself created it. It is therefore divine. It is 
logically concluded that God's Word is not a created action but it is one of His eternal 
attributes. It is worthy noting that the choice in favour of one of the two trends has 
important implications for other doctrines of theology. The belief that the Qur'än is eternal 
implies, for instance, that God preordained any event mentioned in the Holy Book and 
leads to the notion of God's absolute predestination of human action. He who wants to 
deny predestination will believe the Qur'än to be created by God. To mention yet another 
example, those who advocate the doctrine of God's absolute unity and uniqueness tawhid 
and wish to take it in its strictest sense, deny the existence of an uncreated, or eternal, 
Qur'än sharing eternity with God. The notion of an eternal Qur'än leads to strict adherence 
to the literal meaning of the text. 
4.3.3 al-Naz? äm 
The pagan Arabs failed to produce something like the Qur'änic text by simply imitating its 
style. In consequence, Ibrähim b. Sayyär al-Nazzäm (d. 232/846), who was a rationalist 
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Muctazilite theologian and thinker introduced the theory ofarfa. The Muslim thinker and 
theologian was one of the major figures of the Mu°tazilite school of thought. al-Nah? äm 
was educated in Basra and spent most of his active life in the Abbasid capital, Baghdad. He 
lived during the reign of Caliphs al-Ma'mün and al-Mu`ta. im. He was a peerless literary 
person and poet. He studied Greek philosophy and made full use of it in his works. 
Although his main impact was to be upon orthodox Muslim theology, his writings have 
come down to us only in fragmentary quotations in later Muslim writers. al-Baghdädi 
(1987: 128) holds that al-Nazzäm lays the groundwork of his argumentation by declaring 
that i'j& al-Qur'an is not in the supremacy of its composition nor in the excellence of its 
syntactic arrangement; al-Nazzäm also states that the Qur'an has no special merit over 
other speeches and people are capable of countering it if they are allowed to do so, and 
even to create better than it but God has averted them from producing the like of it. In like 
fashion, cAmmär (1998: 51) cites Abu al-Qäsim al-Balkhl al-Muctazili64 where he claims 
that al-Na? 5m sees the inimitability of the Qur'an in the `prediction of the unseen' and not 
in name (order system) because he holds the view that producing the like of the Qur'an 
would have been possible if Allah had not averted people from taking up such a mission. 
The theory of al-prfah meant that God had deliberately intervened and prevented the 
Arabs from producing or countering a text like the Qur'an. Without such intervention the 
Arabs could have easily met the challenge. This is the doctrine of al-, carfah, which al- 
Nazzäm is said to have professed. This intervention of God was a miracle in itself as it 
rendered the Arabs, who were supposed to be very capable in poetic composition, 
incapable. It was probably this mistaken view that led al-Na?? 5m and his associates to 
argue that the inimitability of the Qur'an was in its being `averted' from other human 
beings. They also say that the Arabs did not counter the Qur'an; not because it was a 
miracle and thus beyond human capacity to imitate but because of other reasons that have 
nothing to do with inimitability. Those who were contemporary with the Prophet's mission, 
and those who came a little later, were prevented from challenging the Qur'an by the 
domination of the Muslims. They refrained from countering the Qur'an for fear for their 
lives and goods from those who were in power. The response to this is as follows: (i) the 
64 Abu al-Qäsim al-Balkhi, wal-Qäji °Abd al-Jabbär, wal-Hakim al-Jashmi, (1986: 70) Edited by Fü'äd 
Sayyid. Fact al-ftizal wa 7abagat al-Mu`tazilah. Tunis: al-Där al-Tünisiyyah lil -Nashr wal-Tawzi°. 
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challenge with the Qur'an, and the demand to counter it by matching one of its chapters, 
were made by the Prophet in Mekka, before the power of Islam had prevailed and the 
Muslims had consolidated their authority. In spite of that, none of the masters of Arabic 
style were able to meet this challenge. al-Jurjän! (n. d.: 32) proclaims that the pagan Arabs of 
the 70' century were not able to counter the like of the Qur'an because of its unsurpassed 
excellence, and this is the reason why they chose to face war and death and not to produce 
such a muiardah (the production of the like of the Qur'an). 
Larkin (1995: 15-16) comments on the previous passage as follows: 
(i) it is a clear rejection of al-irfah. 
(ii) al-Sarfah was not a part of °Abd al-Jabbär's accounting of iýjz al-Qur'an. 
(iii) °Abd al-Jabbär and his followers held to the view that the Qur'an was stylistically 
inimitable and that those to whom the challenge al-tafiaddi was addressed could not 
produce anything of comparable merit with which to invalidate Mubammad's apologetic 
miracle because the Qur'an was so superior linguistically that they were unable to produce 
the like of it. Their inability to meet the challenge was not the result of Divine intervention 
that averted them from the task al- x rfah. 
(iv) cAbd al-Jabbär holds that the notion of the ij&, since for man to be challenged by God 
to match the Qur'an in excellence presumes that he/she is first able (gädir) to take up the 
challenge. Without the prerequisite power qudrah, the very idea of this challenge is 
pointless. 
'Ammar (1998: 43) states that al-Mutakallimün who believe in al-prfah see al-crfah as the 
aversion from producing the likes of the Qur'an and this indicates at the same time that 
they have the power to do so. They believe that there is a kind of inimitability in the fact of 
aversion which consequently proves the prophethood of Muhammad. What 'Ammar 
(ibid: 43) presents about Mutakallimün contradicts the fact that the Qur'an is, in itself, 
impossible to reproduce, for a reason inherent in itself. Thus, the inimitability of the Qur'an 
is a greater proof and more instructive of the excellence of the Qur'an. The statement of 
those who profess the doctrine of al-cnrfah is nothing more than the statement of those who 
say that the miracles of previous prophets were forgery and counterfeit. °Abd al-Jabbär 
points out (1960: 322-325) that there would be no glory attributed to the miraculous 
character of the Qur'an if God has averted others from producing the likes of it: `It would 
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not be proper to challenge someone who has been averted from accomplishing the object of 
the challenge. ' 
4.3.4 a1-Jähiz 
°Amr b. Bahr al-Jähiz (d. 255/688), was a pupil of al-Nazzäm and was himself one of the 
Imams of the Mu'tazilites. Both the master and the student, it was held, were almost of one 
mind. al-Jähiz had drunk deep of Greek philosophy. He had a keen sense of humour and 
was a good anecdotist. However, Abdul-Raof (2006: 37) indicates that al-J5biz has not been 
influenced by Aristotle's Poetics (De Poetica) for a number of reasons: 
1. He did not quote Aristotle directly or indirectly; 
2. His book al-Bayan w al-Tabyin was written around 230 H; and 
3. It is unlikely that the translations of Aristotle's works have been available during that 
particular time especially during the years that preceded the writing of al-Jähiz's book. 
The name that is virtually synonymous with adab literature is al-Jabi?, the litterateur, 
whose al-Bayan w al-Tabyin and Kitäb al-Hayawan, along with his Rasa-`il contain the 
kernels of many important and persistent discussions in Arabic criticism. From as early as 
the first half of the ninth century, discussion of literary excellence had been influenced 
profoundly by the thinking of the speculative theologian (mutakallim(n), and, most 
obviously, by those who wrote about the widely held notion of the inimitability of the 
Qur'änic text. One of the most influential of the early scholars was the Muctazilite al-Jähi?, 
who also transmitted some of the views of his predecessor and teacher, al-Na?? äm. al- 
Khattzb (1974: 164) is of the view that al-Jdbi? is a distinguished litterateur who knows for 
sure the rhetorical eloquence and elocution of the Qur'än and it is impossible for him to 
embrace the same view on ijaz as his teacher al-Naz? äm. al-Jdbi? maintains the same 
views as these of al-Bägilläni and al-Jurjäni namely: the inimitability of the Qur'an is in its 
naim: the excellence of its syntax and the eloquence of its composition. 
According to Daif (2004: 205), al-Jähiz wrote a book or treatise entitled Nahm al-Qur'an, 
but unfortunately this text is lost. It should be safe to claim, however, that al-Jdbi? must 
have altered the concept of naan to include other factors than meter and rhyme in order to 
apply it meaningfully to the Qur'än. What is certain is that from the time of al-Jähi? 
onwards the concept nazm was used extensively in the literature on icjä al-Qur'dn. 
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al-Jähiz says in his Rasä'il (I1ujaj al-Nibüwwah: 3/274-280) what proves the inability of 
the Arab to take up the challenge and counter the Qur'an is that if they were able to 
produce the like of the Qur'än, they would not have left that and resorted to sacrifice the 
self and money and they would not have left their country for the sake of getting rid of the 
Prophet and his call by force. It would have been enough if one of their poets or orators has 
said something matching the shortest $ rah of Qur'an in excellence. That would have 
ended the mission of the Prophet. It should be taken into account that the pagan Arabs are 
known for their zeal and fanaticism. Therefore, their being unable to counter the like of the 
Qur'än proves their incapabilities. 
It should be noted that the dichotomy of form and content, lafz and ma`nä, which prevailed 
in Arabic literary criticism, has its roots in the earlier discussion about whether language is 
based on social human conventionality, miiwä(Ia°ah, or on divine inspiration by God. al- 
Bägilläni mentions (1991: 45) whether the language is a divine matter or a kind of tawa{lu` 
(conventionality) is an amazing cause since in both cases the whole situation goes back to 
Allah Who has power over all things. This discussion focused on the verse in the Qur'an: 
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[And He taught Adam the names of all things, then He showed them to the angels and said, 
`Tell me the names of these if you truly (think you can). ' Q2: 31]. 
The Muctazilites were very fervent to establish theologically a strong connection between 
God's speech, the Qur'an, and human language. They, therefore, persistently advocated the 
notion of human convention against the notion of divine inspiration. In order to interpret 
Q2: 31properly without contradicting their view they had to explain the term asmä' 
(names), to include the `concept' or the `idea' within its referent. It was al-Na? Täm's 
student, al-Jähiz (1965(1: 262) who explained: 
It is not possible for Him to teach him [Adam] the name and put aside the meaning ma`nä 
and teach him the signifier (al-dalalah) and not establish for him the signified al-madlul 
°alayhi, for the name without a meaning is a useless word laghu, like an empty vessel. A 
word lafz cannot be a name unless it comprises a meaning ma`nä. The meaning may exist 
with no name for it, but a name cannot exist but that it has a meaning ma`nä. 
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Nasr Abu Zayd (1982: 84) notes that what al-Jähi? refers to as meaning ma`nä is the 
"connection between the name/signifier and the named/signified". Larkin (1995: 33) 
maintains that "ma`ngy' in al-Jähiz' usage refers to the entity in reality to which a name can 
potentially be associated (i. e., as synonym for "madlul `alayhf'). At the same time, 
"ma`nd' indicates the association itself between that entity and the linguistic name that is 
linked with it, that is the lexical "meaning" of the individual word. In other words, 
"ma`nä, " as used by al-Jähiz, has both an ontological and noetic/linguistic referent 
In like fashion, it is worthy of note what al-Jurjäni (n. d.: 416) contributes in this regard: 
Conventional languages (m vwäddah) cannot exist and is conceivable except for a 
knowable entity (ma`lUm), for it is impossible for a name or anything else to be established 
for other than what is knowable because conventional language is like gesturing. Just as 
when you say, `take this, ' this gesturing is not for the purpose of defining that to which you 
are gesturing in itself, but rather so that it be known that that is the intended object 
(magcvd) from among all the things that you see and view, so too is the case for a word 
(lafg) vis-ä-vis what it was designed for. 
From the title of al-Jdbiz treatise Nan al-Qur'an which has not survived, it can be elicited 
that al-Jabiz means to prove that the Qur'an is inimitable by its na7m, sublime composition 
and the excellence of its syntactic arrangements. However, he is cited to be infatuated by 
the notion of al-prfah. He also ridiculed judging poetry and favouring it due to its content. 
He emphasized that poetry should be evaluated according to the quality of its imagery, thus 
solving the dichotomy of form and content, laf? and ma°nä, that long prevailed in Arabic 
literary criticism. al-Jähiz in al-Ilayawan (1966, v. 3,131) evidently declares that: 
"Meanings (ideas) are to be found on the highways and byways (everywhere) and are easily 
accessible to Arabs and non-Arabs, to Bedouins as well as to town-dwellers. " It is evident 
as exemplified earlier that al-Jähi? lays more emphasis on the grammatical construction 
than on meanings. 
4.3.5 al-Rummän! 
During the tenth century, three mutakallimin produced significant works on the subject of 
the iýjä. They were the Sunni muhaddith Abu Sulaymän al-Khattäbi (d. 386/996), author 
65 The object or idea to which a word or phrase refers. 
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of Bayän Fj al-Qur'an, the MuCtazilite Scholastic Abu al-l iasan °Ali b. cIsa al-Rummäni 
(d. 384/994), who wrote, among other relevant works, al-Nukat fi 1°jß al-Qur'an. The 
Ashcan mutakallim Abu Bakr Muhammad b. al-Tayyib al-Bägilläni (d. 403/1013), whose 
1 jaa al-Qur'an represents the most extensive specific treatment of the doctrine of AshCari 
other than al-Jurj äni. 
al-Rummäni in his work al-Nukat jl lcjaz al Qur'an listed seven components of icj&: 
leaving countering the Qur'an though the motives were available, its challenge to created 
beings, al-carfah (aversion), baläghah (rhetoric), the prediction of futuristic incidents, 
contradiction of convention; however he wrote at length only on rhetoric and stylistic 
effectiveness. Writing in details about baläghah indicates that it is the primer factor of i`jaz 
to al-Rummani. al-Rummäni classifies rhetorical inimitability as the highest rank of 
rhetoric and the rhetoric of the Qur'an as the most inimitable because it reaches the apex of 
Arabic language and it is the highest kind of balffghah. al-Rummäni (n. d: 75-76) says al- 
baläghah is conveying the meaning to the heart in the best syntactic arrangement. 
al-Rummäni believes that the inimitability of the Qur'än is in its napn (order system) and 
bayän (figures of speech66). For him, the Qur'an is not poetry because poetry is constrained 
by meter and rhyme, and that the shortest of the chapters of the Qur'an is as inimitable as 
its longest. Though this view does not match the saying of al-Prfah because al-, carfah 
contradicts and undermines all what he said about the inimitability of the Qur'dn. 
4.3.6 al-Khattäbi 
Hamad b. Muhammad b. Ibrahim al-Khaitäbi (d. 386/996), a Sunni author, in his Bay]n 
fjaz al-Qur'an wrote that the powerful psychological effect of the Qur'an results from the 
totality of its rhetoric uniqueness and not from imagery as al-Rummäni believed. Hamad al- 
Khattäbi (d. 386/996), in his Bayan l'jä al-Qur'an (n. d: 21-22) reiterates the same view of 
al-Jähiz (see 4.3.4) and emphasises the inability of the Arabs to take up the challenge and 
counter the Qur'an. If they were able to produce the like of the Qur'an, they would not 
have jeopardized themselves to danger and they would not have opted for the choice of 
war. al-Khattäbi has sustained his argument by giving an example: that if a mature person 
was so immensely thirsty that he was afraid he might die and within his means a place 
66 Abul-Raof (2006: 196) 
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where he can clinch his thirst but he did not opt for it. What that means is that he was 
unable to drink, that is quite obvious. Therefore, their being unable to counter the like of 
the Qur'an proves their incapabilities. They realized that the eloquence of the Qur'an is 
beyond human power. This was acknowledged by all Arabs who were not obstinate. In 
Bayan l'jaa al-Qur'an, al-kha tabi (ibid: 23) refutes the views of those who believe in al- 
9zrfah and points to Q. 17: 88. 
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[Say, `Even if all mankind and jinn came together to produce something like this Qur'än, 
they could not produce anything like it, however much they helped each other. ' Q. 17: 88] 
(Abdel Haleem 2004: 180) 
al-khattäbi maintains (n. d: 23) telling about the events of the unknown future is one of the 
constituents of i'jaz in the Qur'an, but this structure of i`jz is not generalized in every 
sürah. That is why there should be some other classes of iýjä because Allah challenges 
created beings to produce one sürah of the like of the Qur'an: 
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[If you have doubts about the revelation We have sent down to Our servant, then produce a 
single sürah like it - enlist whatever supporters you have other than God- if you truly [think 
you can]. Q2: 23] 
al-khattäbi strongly emphasizes the peculiar and very unique stylistic dimension of the 
Qur'änic style, i. e. its i'j&, by emphasizing its rhetoric baläghah. He explains (ibid: 26-27) 
the eloquence of the Qur'an entails superiority and elegance of its diction. l'jaz is in 
keeping these two qualities (superiority which entails simplicity and elegance which entails 
incomprehensibility) in juxtaposition. He further pronounces that the supremacy of the 
Qur'än is in both the form and content laf; and ma`nä in a distinguished style of 
composition: he expounds the diction of the Qur'än is characterized by three dimensions, 
i. e. laft, form, ma`nä, content and ribäf, linking or connection. 
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Abdul-Raof (2006: 43) mentions that al-Khattäbi "describes Qur'änic style as solid raý 
which is beyond human linguistic and rhetorical faculties. al-Khattäbi also differentiates 
between three kinds of style: solid, eloquent but easy, and permitted but unrestrained. For 
him, Qur'änic discourse includes all these three styles. " 
al-Khattäbi (ibid: 70) writes about the psychological effect of the Qur'än on hearts and 
minds of its listeners. In the same connection, I draw the attention here to what al-Walid 
is 
reported to have said: By God, I have heard from him a discourse that is neither the words 
of humans nor of j inn. It is indeed the most refined speech; it has elegance; the loftiest of it 
is most fruitful, and the basest is most bountiful. Indeed, it surpasses without being 
surpassed, and this has not been said by a human being. 
4.3.7 al-Bägi11ani 
al-Bagilläni (d. 403/1013), an Ashcari theologian, in his ! jß al-Qur'an contrasts several 
orations of the Prophet, his companions and others with the Qur'änic style to demonstrate 
the unusual character of the Qur'an. He also presents a detailed critique of Imru'u al-Qais' 
mucallagah and of al-Bubturi's poem called the lämmiyyah, both considered masterpieces 
of literary achievement, and points out the defects and weaknesses. He however believes 
i'jaz does not depend on rhetoric but is enhanced by it. al-Bägilläni holds the view that 
although the Prophet's own style is the most concise and eloquent human speech, it is far 
less concise and rich in meaning than the Qur'an. He (1991: 178-184) presents the text of a 
number of statements by the Prophet, al-Khulafä' al-Räshidim (the four Most Guided 
Caliphs) and by other Prophet's companions. He admits that their orations and sayings are 
of great literary talent, tackling different themes and are known to have been made on 
different occasions. However, they are characterized by a different style. He holds (ibid: 86- 
89) that if the speech of the Prophet and his companions are read together, one after the 
other, in the same way as one reads a single speech, without adding or omitting anything of 
them it will be observed that neither their meanings nor their texts would be consistent with 
one another. 
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[Alläh has sent down the best statement, a Book (this Qur'än), its parts resembling each 
other in (goodness and truth) (and) oft-repeated. The skins of those who fear their Lord 
shiver from it (when they recite it or hear it). Then their skin and their heart soften to the 
remembrance of Alläh. That is the guidance of Alläh. He Guides therewith whom He 
pleases and whomever Allah sends astray, for him there is no guide. Q. 39: 23] (al-Hiläli 
1998: 621-622) 
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[Do they not then consider the Qur'an carefully? Had it been from other than Allah, they 
would surely have found therein many a contradiction. Q. 4: 82] 
On the contrary, al-Bägilläni concludes (1991: 87) they would clearly betray a degree of 
discrepancy and patching up that is hardly ever noticed in a single speech, of similar or 
greater length. If you wish to know that the Qur'an is not authored by the Prophet but is 
revealed to him, observe how his speech is distinguished from that of the Qur'an, and 
notice the difference there is between the two modes of expression and the two literary 
styles. Thus al-Bägilläni calls on readers to compare the Prophet's mode of expression and 
his literary style with those of the Qur'an. He (ibid: 184) contends that name al-Qur'an is 
divine but the statements of the Prophet is prophetic which means that there is no saying of 
the Prophet that compares with the Qur'änic stylistics. Another inimitable characteristic of 
the Qur'an is that it is unique. On the contrary, poets have not ceased to point out the 
borrowings made by some poets from others: for instance, that al-Mutanabbi (d. 354/ 965) 
borrowed from the ideas of al-Buhturi (d. 284/ 897). al-Bägilläni (ibid: 157) mentions that it 
has been said to al-Bulituri that he had borrowed ideas from Abu Tammäm (d. 231/844) 
and he did not deny it; however he commented that there was no harm in borrowing from 
him. 
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4.4 The Notion of Naar (Order System) 
cAbd al-Qähir al-Jurjäni (d. 471/1078) composed two works on rhetoric namely, Dalä'il al- 
fjaz (The Proofs for the Inimitability of Qur'änic Style) and Asrar al-Baläghah (The 
Secrets of Rhetoric). Within his work, al-Jurjäni organized his ideas into the disciplines of 
`ilm al-bayan (figures of speech) and `ilm al-ma°anf (word order67) and he located these 
stylistic concerns within a wider context that included grammar, logic, and prosody. 
Accordingly, al-Jurjäni's work represented not only a rhetorical textbook, but a complete 
handbook on expression in Arabic. 
4.4.1 Definition 
Here we have to consider the concept of nazm. Originally, this word seems to have denoted 
piercing and stringing objects such as pearls, beads and the like. The secondary connotation 
of arranging these objects in a certain order arises naturally out of the basic meaning, and 
the passive form man#im soon came to be used metaphorically for a speech that is `strung' 
and `arranged' through the use of meter (and rhyme), that is, for poetry. Where meter and 
rhyme were absent-that is, for prose-the corresponding term manthtir, `scattered, strewn 
out', applied. This terminology must have been well known by the time of al-Jä-i? 
(d. 255/688). The Qur'än, however, could not easily be fitted into this dichotomy. It might 
not be man? irm in the strict sense of the term, but it certainly was not manth(r either. 
Shaugi cAli al-Zahra (1996: 52) is of the view that al-Jurjäni sees nape as stylistics and thus 
nazm includes every artistic form which is related to the literary work. al-Jurjäni does not 
differentiate between nazm and stylistics but he contends they are identical. Abdul-Raof 
(2006: 98) holds that "the order system (al-nazm) is a grammar-based linguistic notion that 
refers to the various orders of sentence constituents for different communicative functions. " 
This corresponds to ma°äni al-nanu of al-Jurjäni who finds ma°anfal-nahe as the meaning 
of the approaches the Arab follows in constructing the sentence. 
In sum, Abdul-Raof (ibid: 16) proposes how Arab rhetoricians argue that rhetoric is 
concerned with the order system (al-naan), whereas the elegance of discourse (jamal / husn 
al-kaläm) is concerned with the impact of a speech act upon the addressee's behaviour. 
Therefore, rhetoric is concerned with the semantics of stylistics because one of its major 
67 Abdul-Raof (2006: 97) 
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objectives is the clarification of the features of the effective discourse. Abdul-Raof 
(ibid: 16) concludes that rhetoric and the order system have become two sides of the same 
coin. 
4.4.2 The Views of al-Rummäni 
The choice and arrangement of words, referred to as nazm was the focus of discussion by 
al-Jähiz. al-Rummäni and his contemporary al-Khatläbi (d. d. 386/996) discussed the 
psychological effect of nain of the Qur'an in their al-Nukat fil'jaz al-Qur'an and Bayan 
1 'j ä al-Qur'an, respectively. 
al-Rummäni in his work al-Nukatffl°jaz al Qur'än (n. d.: 75) listed seven components of 
t1jaz (see 4.3.5 for further detail). He emphasizes the distinction of baläghah in the work of 
iljä. He classifies eloquence into ten categories: succinctness, simile, metaphor, 
appropriateness, asyndeton, assonance, explicatures, implicatures, hyperbole, the 
excellence of figurative usage. To sum up, al-Rummäni believes that the inimitability of the 
Qur'an is in its nagrn (order system) and bayan (figures of speech). It is not poetry because 
poetry is constrained by meter and rhyme. The shortest of the Qur'än's sürahs is as 
inimitable mucjiz as its longest. Though this view does not match the saying of al-, srrrfah 
because al-, carfah contradicts and undermines all what he said about the inimitability of the 
Qur'an. 
4.4.3 The Views of al-Khattäbi 
a1- Khattäbi's book Bayan 1'jaz al-Qur'an is an important book because it represents the 
views of Sunni mutakallimün insomuch the same way as al-Rummäni represents the views 
of mu°tazilites and al-Bägilläni the views of Asha°ari. al-Kha«äbi represents a school of 
thought which focuses on al-iýjaz al-bayani of the style of the Qur'an. He sees name as 
ta'1r((composition). He contends (n. d.: 37) that the characteristics of na? n are refining the 
form, giving priority for the context, and orientation towards content more than form. He 
(ibid: 37) stresses the inimitable style of the Qur'än which adds exquisite eloquence to 
smooth simplicity. It should not go without saying that a1-Khattabi, though did not arrive at 
the same understanding of na in as al-Jurjäni did, was about to classify na1m as the sole 
player and the only proof of i'jaz (the inimitability of the Qur'än). Muhammad Zaghlül 
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Salläm (n. d.: 259) makes a point that the way a1-Khatt5bi understands napn is close to the 
way al-Jurjäni does. al-Khattäbi embraces napn as the interaction between lafz, form and 
ma`nä, content to express the composition process. He, unlike his predecessors, neither 
employs a dividing line between laf and ma`nä nor gives one of them the priority over the 
other. 
4.4.4 The Views of al- Bägilläni 
al-Bägilläni, an Ashcari theologian, devoted a book fjaz al-Qur'an to explain what 
distinguishes the Qur'an from all other texts including earlier holy texts. He starts by 
refuting al-Na? dm's theory that relates the inimitability, i'jä, to one feature only. He 
points out that previous Holy Scriptures also contain some prophecies. Nevertheless, they 
do not fall under the heading of inimitability. However, ta'lrf' (the composition) of the 
Qur'än should be considered as an essential factor of the inimitability of the Qur'an. The 
uniqueness of the Qur'an, according to him, is that it is neither poetry nor prose; it is a 
literary genre apart, the same view which developed later by 'h'ähä Hussein (1958). For the 
sake of argument, it is important to mention al-Suyüli even goes further to devaluate the 
great, well celebrated, pre-Islamic Seven Odes as inferior in comparison to the Qur'än. 
68 al- 
Bägillän1(1991: 85) lists Ummiyah (the condition of being unable to read and write) of the 
Prophet - the fact that Muhammad was illiterate - as a factor of ijaz al-Qur'an and claims 
that the Qur'an stands as additional proof to the conclusion that it is the very nature of the 
speaker himself, God, that makes it impossible to speak of any kind of similarity or 
comparability between the Qur'an and any other text. As an Ash°ari, a1-Bägilläni 
emphasizes (1991: 62) the distinction between the `eternal' speech of God, kaläm Allah al- 
azall al-gadlm, and its manifestation in the present Qur'an, between mall a (the recited), and 
tilawa (the recitation). Nevertheless, inimitability according to him is related to the existent 
text as presented in our human til awa not only to the eternal divine speech, mail ü. 69 The 
devaluation of the exemplary Arabic poems in order to preserve the supremacy of the 
Qur'an seems to echo the negative attitude towards poetry established by the Qur'an. If the 
poetic creativity of the Arabs was so weak according to al-Bägilläni's view, the challenge, 
68 al-Suyuti, al-Ittgän fi*Ulüm al-Qur'an, vol. 1,150-54 69 al- Suyüti, al-Ittgän fi Vrim al-Qur'an, vol. 11,169. 
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tahaddi, is insignificant, i'jjz, according to al-Bägilläni, is to be proven by enumerating 
three aspects: "One of them is that it contains information about the unseen, al-ghayb, and 
this is something beyond the powers of humans, for they have no way to attain it. " The 
second aspect, al-Bägilläni (ibid: 85) continues: is that it is well known that the Prophet was 
ummi (an unlettered man), who could not write, and who could not read very well. 
Likewise, it was generally recognized that he had no knowledge whatever of the books of 
earlier peoples, nor of their records, their histories, their biographies. Yet he produced 
summaries of what had happened in history, told about mighty matters of past days, and 
gave the important life histories from the creation of Adam. He also makes mention of the 
story of Noah, Abraham, all the other prophets mentioned in the Qur'an. 
The Prophet, according to al-Bägilläni, had no way to obtain knowledge of all this, except 
that of being taught. The conclusion is that he did not obtain this knowledge save by aid 
from revelation. The third aspect is that the Qur'an is wonderfully arranged and 
marvellously composed, and so exalted in its literary elegance as to be beyond what any 
mere creature could attain. al-Bägilläni, in his systematic and comprehensive study entitled 
fjjz al-Qur'an upheld the rhetorically unsurpassable style of the Qur'an, but he did not 
consider this to be a necessary argument in the favour of the Qur'än's uniqueness and 
emphasized instead the content of revelation. Had al-Jurjäni been content with no more 
specificity regarding the functioning of discourse than this, he would have differed only 
slightly from his Ash°ari contemporary, al-Bägilläni. This was not the case, however, for 
al-Jurjäni sought to identify how connections between words are created, in other words, 
the mechanism of nazm. 
4.4.5 The Views of al-Qädi `Abd al-Jabbär 70 
al-Qäcli °Abd al-Jabbär (d. 415/1025), Mu°tazilite scholastic theologian, in his extensive 
discussion of i'j, emphasized that eloquent expression, fa, cähah, is not related to either 
content or to style alone. He related faýähah to the structure (syntax) that includes both the 
`position' and the grammatical `function' of its lexicon. The intrinsic excellence of the 
Qur'an lies particularly in its outstanding quality of faý-§hah. Moreover, he (1969: 197) 
70 For the sake of elaboration, the views of al-Qacli °Abd al-Jabbär will be discussed in contrast with that of 
al-Jurjäni. 
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defines fasähah as `elegance of diction and superiority of content. ' In like fashion, he 
(ibid: 199) holds that fa, cähah does not show itself in individual (parts) of speech, but rather 
in speech that is joined together in a particular way, a lamm `ala lartkatin makhýu h, 
along with this every word should acquire a particular quality, Fifa. Beside a lamm he 
emphasises other three factors which are (conventional language) al- mtiwä{lacah, 
(grammatical function) al-(rani and (position) al-mawgi'. 
In stark contrast to al-Q501, his Mu`tazilite counterpart, al-Jurjäni (n. d.: 47) eliminates 
facajiah from being the most essential in baläghah, "... there is no harm in this 
disagreement, since it means no more than that we turn to faAhah and exclude it from the 
domain of bläghah and bayan and from being considered a synonym of these two and 
likewise of barlah and jaza-lah and their synonyms ... or consider it an ambiguous term, 
sometimes applicable for that for which these [i. e., the other terms of praise mentioned] are 
applied, and other times for that which derives from the vocables71, freedom from that 
which is heavy to the tongue. Neither of the two detracts from what we are concerned 
with. " 
°Abd al-Jabbär (1965: 586) states that the Qur'an had challenged the Arabs to produce the 
like of it and the Arabs, though were known for their eloquence, could not counter or match 
the Qur'an because they were doomed hopeless and helpless. He (1969: 199) says "With 
composition, each word must necessarily have a particular characteristic, bifah. This quality 
may exist due to the conventional language involved in the composition [lexical choice], 
the grammatical function, (räb, that is operative in it, or the position, mawqf and to those 
three categories there is no fourth. " 
The early theological discussions on i'jaz introduced the notion of al-prfah (aversion) and 
argued that the inimitability of the Qur'an lies in the fact that God turned the competent 
away from taking up the challenge of imitating the Qur'an. The implication of al-, arfah is 
that the Qur'an otherwise could be imitated. However, `Abd al-Jabbär rejected al-arfah 
because of its obvious weaknesses. cAbd al-Jabbär rejects the doctrine of al-arfah for two 
main reasons. Firstly, because it contradicts the verse of the Qur'an stating that neither jinn 
nor human can rival the Qur'an, and secondly because it makes the inimitability of the 
71 Any word, either written or spoken, regarded simply as a sequence of letters or spoken sounds irrespective 
of its meaning. 
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Qur'an in al-prfah, the averting from producing the like of the Qur'an, and not the Qur'än 
itself. In addition to this, according to °Abd al-Jabbär, the doctrine of al- rrfah displays 
four major weaknesses: 
1. It ignores the well-known fact that the Arabs of Mubammad's time had 
acknowledged the superior quality of speech of the Qur'an; 
2. It is in direct conflict with the meaning of the verses of the Challenge; 
3. It implies that the Qur'an is not inimitable; and 
4. It asserts that the Arabs were out of their minds (khurirj `an al-`aql). 
This doctrine, in fact, implies that they could have produced the like of the Qur'än, but 
simply decided against doing so. It effectively calls into question either their motives or 
their sanity. Therefore, according to cAbd al-Jabbär the correct interpretation of x rfa is that 
the motives to counter the Qur'an disappeared (in al-, carafa) because of the recognition of 
the impossibility of doing so. 
cAbd al-Jabbär insisted on the inimitable quality of the Qur'än's extra-ordinary eloquence 
and unique stylistic perfection. In his work `al-Mughni', he argued that faýä(iah (eloquence) 
resulted from the excellence of both meaning and wording, and he explained that there 
were degrees of excellence depending on the manner in which words were chosen and 
arranged in any literary text, the Qur'än being the highest type. 
In Tanzih al-Qur'an `an al-Matdin, °Abd al-Jabbär (n. d.: 203) concludes that i`jaz is 
fa, cähah where he comments on Q. 13: 31. 
n, pS 9ý ubýyl w9 gý Jl Iw 
[And if there had been a Qur'än with which mountains could be moved (from their places), 
or the earth could be cloven asunder, or the dead could be made to speak (it would not have 
been other than this Qur'an) Q. 13: 31]. 
He elaborates (n. d.: 203) on and explains that the answer is ellipted and meant it would have 
been this Qur'än. This proves that facä1iah reached the apex here and everywhere and that 
is why the Qur' an is inimitable. 
.9 
5Lý 
ýi 
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[Say, `Even if all mankind and jinn came together to produce something like this Qur'an, 
they could not produce anything like it, however much they helped each other. ' Q. 17: 88] 
(Abdel Haleem 2004: 180) 
CAbd al-Jabbär (n. d.: 232) refutes the idea of al- 5arfah because if the Arabs could have 
produced the like of the Qur'an but they had been averted, Q. 17: 88 would have been 
rendered meaningless. 
The author who best elaborated and systematized the theory of nan in his analysis of the 
fjaz is cAbd al-Qähir al-Jurjäni (d. 471H) in his Dalä'il al-fjaz. His material was further 
organized by Fakhr al-Din al-Räzi (d. 606H) in his Nihäyät al-I az fi Diräyät al-Tjä and 
put to practical purposes by al-Zamakhshari (d. 538H) in his exegesis of the Qur'än entitled 
al-Kashäf, rich in rhetorical analysis of the Qur'änic style. Hardly anything new has been 
added to al-Jurjäni's achievement by later authors. 
al-Qädi °Abd al-Jabbär (n. d.: 325) elaborates a different understanding of the notion al- 
carfah than that of al-Nazzäm or al-Jähiz. He contends that the Arabs knew that they would 
not be able to match the inimitable Qur'an. Consequently, their knowledge of their inability 
averted them from countering the Qur'än. The Arabs are masters of fa, cähah, baläghah and 
bayan and they have realized by instinct that the Qur'an enjoys sublime elegance of diction 
and distinguished superiority of content and thus, it is beyond countering. So the aversion 
here is a sort of withdrawal from an imbalanced confrontation. 
4.5 The Theory of `Ilm al-Ma`ani (Word Order) 
Abdul-Raof (2006: 47) holds "al-Jurjäni's word order theory is concerned with the 
grammar-governed word order system in Arabic. This is a sentence-level syntactically 
based approach that has a rhetorical orientation. Word order is a linguistically based theory 
that investigates the various possible changes in the order of the constituent units of a given 
proposition. This theory has made rhetoric a bridge between syntax and semantics. For al- 
Jurjan1, the theory of word order is related to eloquence, effective style, and communicative 
functions. " Larkin (1995: 10) is of the view that "there has been a tendency on the part of 
some modern critics studying the scholarship of cAbd al-Qähir al-Jurjäni to treat the body 
of his work quite apart not only from the intellectual context in which he thrived, but also 
as unique in the chain of literary scholars whose work he inherited. °Abd al-Qähir al-Jurjäni 
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fertile contributions to the field of literary theory did not appear in vacuum, unrelated to all 
that had gone before. On the contrary, al-Jurjäni availed himself fully of the ideas of his 
predecessors and contemporaries and made ample use of them. To minimize this is to 
underestimate the reformer in him bent on redressing what he saw as flawed in earlier 
literary discussions. " In a chapter titled Word Order, Abdul-Raof (2006: 97) identifies the 
rhetorical discipline of `ilm al-ma°ani as the one which is "concerned with the juxtaposition 
of sentence constituents in various word orders that lead to distinct pragmatic 
significations. Rhetorically, `ilm al-ma`am is interrelated to semantic syntax and discourse 
analysis. " 
For the sake of argument, al-Jurjäni ponders over lafz, wording and ma`nä, meaning or 
content and which of them takes the credit for the excellence of any discourse. In this 
connection, it was discussed in 3.1.5 that al-Jähiz evidently declares that, meanings, ideas, 
are to be found on the highways and byways, everywhere, and are easily accessible to 
Arabs and non-Arabs, to Bedouins as well as town-dwellers. It is evident as exemplified 
earlier that he lays more emphasis on the construction than on meanings. On the contrary, 
al-Jurjäni puts down more emphasis on ma`nä which Larkin (1995: 11) identifies as the 
conductor orchestrating the linguistic expression or lafz used in a piece. Leaving no doubt 
as to his stance on this issue, al-Jurjäni responds not only to al-Qädi's view of kaläm, 
(3.2.5) but also to the prevailing view among the `bulaghä' rhetoricians that excellence in 
discourse derives from the lafz This matches quite well- as Larkin (ibid: 10) holds- "the 
prevailing wisdom is that the Arabs in general held the view that the lafi is the focus of 
excellence, while the ma`nä is the common property of everyone and therefore cannot be 
seen as being the cause of the superiority of one piece of discourse over another. ", 
ai-iuriäni (n. d.: 42) 
22 expresses his refutation against the idea that excellence is in laf? only: 
72 For more clarification on my own translation below, the following is the original Arabic text by al-Jurjäni 
atu:. o I .0 4c1LJl., 
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More evident than all of this is that this composition (naan) which the rhetoricians describe 
among themselves, and by virtue of which rank in eloquence varies, is a craft in which one 
inevitably enlists the help of thought. And if it is something for which one enlists the help 
of thought, and is brought forth with reflection, then we must examine thought: with what 
is it clothed? Is it in meanings or vocables? Whichever you find your thoughts fused with, 
meanings or vocables, is what your craft takes place in and where your moulding and 
arranging and shaping occur. For it is impossible for you to think about a thing, while you 
make something, not in it, but rather in some other medium. If that were possible, it would 
be possible for a builder to think about weaving, as a lead-up to his crafting something of 
brick, and that is utterly impossible. 
Accordingly, al-Jurjäni (ibid: 199) also differentiates between levels or degrees of meaning, 
the explicit and the implicit, as is clear from the following passage: 
One of two verbal expressions cannot have merit over the other, unless it produces some 
effect on the meaning that its companion doesn't ... 
by our using the word ma`nä in a 
context such as this, we mean the `intent' (gharad) and that which the speaker intends to 
affirm or negate. 
You add a nuance. Lwvl fi. X,, ý Ol to the comparison of him to it, i. e., the man to a lion that 
was not in the first, Lw J(l 
T. 14j which is that because of the excess of his bravery and 
strength of heart and the fact that nothing frightens him, you make him out to be 
indistinguishable from a lion and no less than one, to the point that one might imagine him 
to be a lion in the form of a human. 
al-Jurjäni (ibid: 326) comments on this simile that there is a rhetorical gap between the two 
expressions: x, -, 
M5 Uj is a normal way of likening something to another, where CA5 
) .., l 
fijxýj increased the nuances of the meaning because the expression enjoys a special 
syntactical arrangement. 
Larkin (1995: 61) admits that there is no allowance made in al-Qädi's system for the second 
level of meaning al-Magsüd, the intent, that al-Jurjäni identifies. Conversely, for al-Jurjäni 
it is the description of precisely this type of reference to what is primarily an intellectual 
entity that transforms his theological viewpoint into a fruitful approach to discourse. al- 
Jurjäni's view of discourse is most eloquently embodied in his concept of ýtlrah. In order 
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for us fully to appreciate this notion, however, we need first to examine more closely how 
al-Jurjäni establishes the noetic reference it rests on. 
ý, j =yg. ý =l , 
l, 
, sa 
l Jlö9 `11ý0. ý1 L5 p. crc p, lS =1 .., 
yl ý; i p, 9 
oai 
[And He taught Adam the names of all things, then He showed them to the angels and said, 
`Tell me the names of these if you truly (think you can). ' Q. II: 31 ] 
al-Jurjani (n. d.: 416) says on discussing Q. II: 31 mentioned above: 
If we say, regarding knowledge of words in the beginning, that it was inspiration, that 
inspiration does not apply to the meanings of the words, but rather to the words' being 
signs for those meanings and to their being intended by them. Regarding the verse, "He 
taught Adam all the names. " how could it be said to them, "tell me of the names of these 
(asmä'i hä'ülä'i), " if they didn't know what was indicated by the word hä'uJä'i. " 
al-Jurjäni's view of reference is put into meditation when he discusses the individual names 
of the language. He contends (ibid: 416) that individual names do not provide knowledge of 
the items referred to rather, they are dependent on some prior knowledge of these entities. 
Otherwise, it would be that one would not recognize a man, a horse and a house unless the 
words "rajul, faras and dar" had been established for them. 
Larkin (1995: 62) observes al-Jurjani's view here is "very different from the view taken by 
al-Q541. For him, names refer not to an intellectual model for the given entity, but to the 
entity itself. In other words, the reference of words in the view of the theologian is to 
ontological reality. This is not the case for al-Jurjäni. On the contrary, that is precisely the 
view he wishes to reject. The distinction he makes echoes closely the one we observed in 
the quotation from al-Jähiz between ma`äni as the lexical definition of words, and ma`äni 
as their ontological referents. " 
al-Jurj äni (ibid: 407) comments on the idea of ontological referents by refuting the 
advocates of ontological ideas and what they have arrived at: That which is signified (al- 
madl vl) by words is not the existence of the entity (ma`na) or its non-existence, but the 
judgment (hukm) of the existence of the entity or its non-existence. Indeed, that - i. e., the 
judgment of the existence of the entity or its non-existence - is the true meaning (hagiqah) 
of khabar. 
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Larkin (1995: 63) takes special note of the nuances of the word lzukm. "hukm" carries more 
than the general sense of `judgment" we must commonly encounter. In the language of 
kaläm and, indeed, of earlier Islamic law, a judgment was based on the existence of a 
particular qualifying accident, i. e., the cause of something being what it is, the `ilia or 
ma`nä. Larkin (ibid: 63) adds that the distinction al-Jurjäni takes pains to make here is 
between the reality of the existence of the maCnä and judging or reckoning it present. The 
latter involves assessment on the part of the speaker, who is in this way organically 
involved in the production of discourse. The reference involved here is thus the noetic one 
deriving from a particular speaker, as opposed to the ontological reference suggested by al- 
Qädi's formulation. 
Let us consider now the meaning in the sense of ideas and thoughts. al-Jurjäni (n. d.: 415) 
holds individual words are just the logical starting point for the discussion: meanings in the 
sense of ideas or thoughts are not possible without construction among the lexical items in 
the language: Individual words, which are the vocabulary (aw(hf) of the language, were not 
set down so that their meanings be known, in and of themselves, but rather that they be 
joined to one another, so that meanings from among them jointly be made known. 
Ma`äni al-kaläm, al-Jurjäni (ibid: 405) tells us, "are all meanings (ma`änr) that are 
inconceivable except among two things, and the foundation and primary one of these is the 
khabar (prediction). " Khabar is divided into affirmation of (ithbät) and negation (nafy), 
and it is well established in everyone's mind that the former requires both something 
affirmed (muthbat), and that of which it is affirmed (muthbat lahu), just as the latter 
requires the subject of the negation and that which is negated of it. In other words, a 
khabar, which al-Jurjäni (ibid: 406) treats as the prototype for all kalam, is not a khabari 
unless there is attribution (isnäd): khabar (prediction) and all discourse are ma`äni that a 
person sets up within himself and disposes of in his thinking and whispers about in his 
heart and refers to his intellect about, and which are described as being objects (magäsid) 
and intents (aghräO). 
Larkin (1995: 64) then concludes discourse is set up on an intellectual level and the ma`äni 
disposed of there "are described as being magä id and aghräci" In other words, it is these 
ma`äni that are targeted; they are the objects of discourse and it is necessarily to them first 
that reference is made. These terms, "magasid" and "aghräc" used by al-Qäji to refer to 
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the object of the speaker's communication in reality, are here explicitly defined as 
operations on the noetic level. Discourse, according to al-Jurjäni, refers to this noetic 
configuration. 
al-Jurjäni's (n. d.: 563) expresses explicitly the noetic representation, the conceptualization 
of a certain discourse, the `ilm that derives from perception. Just how broadly al-Jurjäni 
wishes to apply this criterion is clear from the next statement: 
If that is established, then it is also true that there is no agent (1fil), but he finds in himself 
the predicting of a ma`nä to a thing. If we said regarding the word "(farba" that it is set 
down for predicting the idea/accident (ma`na) of something, we would thereby be pointing 
regarding it (i. e., the word daraba) to that idea/accident (ma`na) that he recognized in his 
mind. Likewise, if we said that the word "raju! ' is established for the male human being, 
we would thereby be pointing to that which he has actually encountered. But now what 
matters is that with the noun, we point to something he has come to know as existent. So 
we have to consider, if we said, "the verb is set down for predicating an idea/accident 
(ma`na) of something, " would we thereby be indicating a ma`nä he has come to know 
exists or a thing the existence of which has been attested? 
Larkin (1995: 66) avows the main points al-Jurjäni means in a short and clear form: "When 
a speaker uses the name of a particular object in reality, he is referring to the image 
established in his mind of that reality, on the basis of prior actual experience of that entity. 
He is not referring to an actual instance of it as he speaks. Verbs do not refer to set objects 
in reality, but to actions that may exist in reality for some particular duration of time. As 
with the names of stable entities, the speaker, having known a particular action to occur, 
refers, in his use of a verb, to the concept established in his mind consequent to his 
experience of that particular event in reality. He is referring not to an actual occurrence but 
to the image of it in his mind, which could always be realized again at some other time. " 
It is worth noting here how Abdul-Raof (2006: 102) divides `ilm al-ma°äni (word order) into 
eight sections which are: reporting, informing, subject status, predicate status, verb status, 
restriction, disjunction and conjunction, and succinctness, verbosity, and moderation. It is 
relevant here to mention that the translator needs to understand the different layers and 
shades the meaning of a proposition offers. Consequently he/she can explore the implicit 
meaning Qur'änic discourse grants. Abdul-Raof (ibid: 107) elaborates a discussion which 
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supports our claims, "the linguistic level provided by the grammar has been added an extra 
pragmatic level of decoding the communicator's attitude to the thought expressed by his or 
her reporting statement. The addressee translator needs to have an inferential ability for his 
or her pragmatic interpretation of the communicator's reporting speech acts. Therefore, 
communication can be successful if the addressee translator is able to understand the 
implicit meaning of the communicator's statement rather than understanding the linguistic 
meaning or form of the same speech act. " (Italics are mine). 
4.5.1 cAbd al-Qähir al-Jurjäni 
The works by the late scholastic theologians73 and their school cannot stand comparison 
with the two books by cAbd al-Qähir b. cAbd al-Rahmän b. Muhammad al-Jurjäni, the 
famous philologist and literary critic, on which they were based, namely, Dalä'il al-1'jaa 
(The Proofs for the Inimitability of Qur'änic Style) and Asrär al-Baläghah (The Secrets of 
Rhetoric). cAbd al-Qähir was a Persian born in Jurjän and never left this area. Not having 
studied under any famous teacher himself, he nevertheless built himself a considerable 
reputation as a scholar. His writings were mainly on grammar and rhetoric. His works on 
rhetoric include the two mentioned above, as well as a shorter risalah on fj± al-Qur'än. 
Abu Deeb (1979: 303) contends that "almost all writers on al-Jurjäni describe his work in 
similar and sometimes even more complimentary terms. His critical method, his analytical 
approach to literary creation and indeed his whole mentality, have been said to belong to 
the twentieth century rather than the critical tradition of the tenth century. " 
We may even go so far as to say that cAbd al-Qahir al-Jurjäni is considered the founding 
father of Arabic literary criticism. Among Arabic and Western scholars alike, his two 
books are hailed as `the summit of Arabic rhetoric'. Deservedly, °Abd al-Qähir was best 
known as a grammarian (faglh and nalhawi). 
In his emphasis on order system na in, al- Jurjäni is taking up where - to name a few - al. - 
Jähiz, then al-Khattäbi and finally al-Bägilläni left off. For each of these, the superiority of 
the text of the Qur'än derives, at least in part, from its inimitable composition. In a very 
perceptive remark, al-Bägillani explains that while rhetorical figures can be imitated, 
" al-Räzi (d. 606), Ibn Abu al- Iýba° (d. 654 ), al-Sakkäki (d. 626), etc. cited in Bint al-Shäti' (2004: 129). a! - fjaz al-Bayän7 Lil Qur'än. 
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practiced and learned, the characteristics for which the Qur'an is inimitable - i. e., its ta'li f 
- are something that cannot be learned. This view of composition is one that is strikingly 
close to al- Jurjäni's, the difference being, of course, that the latter was able to elaborate it 
linguistically to a degree far beyond al-Bägilläni's powers. 
The Muctazilites' influences on al-Jurjäni were numerous. His reliance on al-Rummäni, 
perhaps via the work of Abu Hilal al cAskari (d. 400/1010), in his categorization of simile 
is clear. At an even earlier and more fundamental stage, however, cAbd al-Qähir was 
virtually weaned on the work of several important Muctazilites. 
It is not surprising, then, for cAbd al-Qähir to have been thoroughly familiar with the works 
of the Muctazilite al-Qädi cAbd al-Jabbär, to the point of being able to re-use his ideas 
creatively within his own theo-rhetorical system. Larkin (1995: 55) emphasises that "what 
makes al-Jurjäni's theoretical edifice even more tantalizing from a polemical point of view 
is that he takes as his starting point the very words of al-Qädi. " 
In a chapter on `the clarification of faFähah by which certain speech is preferable to the 
other' in his al-Mughni, al-Qädi cAbd al-Jabbär (1960: 197) embodies the same definition 
for facähah as that of his teacher, Abu Häshim, who defines it as `jazalat al-laf? wa-llusn 
al-ma`nä, `elegance of diction and superiority of content. ' He adds that eloquence 
necessitates mastering both lafz and ma'nä, `form and content. ' `Atiq, cAbd al-°Aziz 
(n. d: 22) comments that the eloquence of speech is not realized unless speech is free of 
weakness in its composition, discord of words and complication in form and content. 
Larkin (1995: 40) expresses the inconsistency in the way al-Qädi looks at fa, cähah: 
According to al- Qädi, ` facähah" does not manifest itself in individual units of speech, but 
rather in speech that is joined together in a particular way. When a word occurs in such 
connected speech, it acquires a particular quality, which may derive from lexical choice, 
from its fräb or from its position (mawgr). In other words, despite his emphasis on `speech 
that is joined together, ' al- Qädi, in the end, views fagpah as a quality that redounds to the 
individual word. 
al-Jurjani (n. d.: 38) comments on the preference of lafz "you see a particular word dazzle 
and please you when it occurs in one position, and then you find the very same one heavy 
and unpleasant to you in another place, ... and you find it far heavier to the spirit and far 
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more opaque and unsettled than it was satisfying and light, pleasing and delightful in the 
other instances. " 
It should be mentioned here al-Jurjäni has not been given his credit in the literature, let us 
look for example at what Richards has to say about the same issue and we shall find 
presentation of the same kind similar to that of al-Jurj ni. Richards (1936: 51) writes: "I 
have been leading up or down, if you like, to an extremely simple and obvious but 
fundamental remark: that no word can be judged as to whether it is good or bad, correct or 
incorrect, beautiful or ugly, or anything else that matters to a writer, in isolation. That 
seems so evident that I am almost ashamed to say it, and yet it flies straight in the face of 
the only doctrine that for two hundred years has been officially inculcated-when any 
doctrine is inculcated in these matters. I mean that there is a right or a good use for every 
word that literary virtue consists in making that good use of it. " 
al- Jurjäni also touches upon the linguistic approach he pioneers to study literary criticism. 
In other words, he proposes a stylistic system to the very same problem and the stylistic 
system he proposed as a means to establish his new theory of ma`am and bayän. Larkin 
(1995: 43) asserts "approaching this issue from the point of view of a scholar in the 
linguistic sciences, he manipulates the selfsame concepts that the Muctazilite al-Qä41 
presented and fashions a very different response in an idiom familiar to Mu°tazilite and 
Ashcan mutakallim alike. " In a chapter on `the difference between letters that are arranged 
and words that are arranged, ' al- Jurjäni specifically contrasts his own definition of kaläm 
with that of al- Qädl. In explaining why the letter's definition is in no way applicable to 
words, he offers the first explicit articulation of his key concept of napn. 
al-Jurjäni (n. d.: 40) holds: `arrangement of letters' is their consecutive occurrence in 
pronunciation, where their arrangement is not required by a particular meaning, nor is their 
arranger following in it any track in the mind that necessitated his aiming at that which he 
aimed at in their arrangement. Had the originator of language laid down raba(fa in place of 
daraba, there would have been nothing improper about that. The matter is not like that, 
however, with the placement nazm of words, for in placing them, you follow the tracks of 
meanings, and you arrange them in accordance with the way the meanings are arranged in 
your mind. Therefore, it is a kind of ordering nape in which the situation of one part of it in 
relation to the rest is taken into consideration; it is not that kind of ordering namn that 
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means joining one thing to another in a random manner. al-Jurjäni elaborates (ibid: 42) that 
"this composition nazm which the rhetoricians describe among themselves, and by virtue of 
which rank in eloquence varies, is a craft in which one inevitably enlists the help of 
thought. And if it is something for which one enlists the help of thought, and is brought 
forth with reflection, then we must examine thought: with what is it fused? Is it in 
meanings or vocables? Whichever you find your thoughts fused with, meanings or 
vocables, is what your craft takes places in and where your moulding and arranging and 
shaping occur. For it is impossible for you to think about a thing, while you make 
something, not in it, but rather in some other medium. If that were possible, it would be 
possible for a builder to think about weaving, as a lead-up to his crafting something of 
brick, and that is utterly impossible. " 
With this passage al-Jurjäni adds a new important element to his argument, one that must 
have raised not a few Muctazilite eyebrows. We have already seen that the basis of his view 
of discourse is meaning and the relation of the meanings of the words to one another. Here 
al-Jurjäni states in no uncertain terms the level on which this associating of meanings takes 
place. The arrangement of words necessarily follows a `trace in the mind' `aql. Unlike al- 
Qädi's na n among letters, which is a random combination of sounds, napn, in al-Jurjäni's 
view, is a matter of meaning and is first and foremost an operation of the mind. 
Larkin (1995: 53) proclaims under a subtitle the role of grammar discussing al- Jurjäni's 
mechanism of nain "had al- Jurjani been content with no more specificity regarding the 
functioning of discourse than this, he would have differed only slightly from his Ash'ari 
contemporary, al-Bägilläni. This was not the case, however, for al-Jurjäni sought to identify 
how connections between words are created, in other words, the mechanism of najn. Let 
us take a closer look at the concept of nape as al-Jurjäni develops it by juxtaposing several 
key statements in which he defines naan: There is no na in or ordering in words until they 
are connected with each other and are structured on each other, one being tied with another. 
al-Jurjäni also states that connecting or linking and constructing among them i. e., words has 
no meaning other than that you target a noun and make it the subject or the object of a verb, 
or you take two nouns and you make one the predicate of the other (n. d: 44). 
For the sake of argument, let us look to the way the same issue has been dealt with ten 
centuries later on after al-Jurjäni. Richards (1960: 73-74) elucidates "how a word is 
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understood depends on the other words you hear it with, and the other frames you have 
heard it in, on the whole setting present and past in which it has developed as part of your 
mind ... 
Words only work together. We understand no word except in and through its 
interactions with other words. " It is worthy to note here that the way Richards understands 
the work of a word is not much different than the way al-Jurjäni understood it ten centuries 
ago. This is the occasion to discuss the evident overlap between the two terms nazm and 
stylistics in the work of al-Jurjäni. Moreover, the way Murry (1936: 2-7) writes about style 
and stylistics is a replica of what al-Jurjäni did in Dalä'il al-1`jß. Consider the way al- 
Jurj ni states that (n. d.: 64) naan is nothing other than your composing/putting down your 
speech/discourse (kaläm) as the science of grammar requires and that you operate 
according to its laws and principles. Larkin (1995: 59) claims that al-Jurjäni looks to ma`äni 
al-naliu in two different ways, the first of which is about the features of grammar that are 
the mechanisms of connecting words in discourse. The second entails stylistics the term we 
are discussing here. Larkin (ibid: 59) expounds that correctness of the proposition is among 
the reasons beyond implementing the laws of grammar. In other words, the ma`äni al-nanu 
in this case functions as merely the grammatical features that form the hinges between the 
words of the composition. As such, they cannot, in and of themselves, result in the kind of 
discourse al-Jurj äni is interested in his discussion of excellence. On another hand, al-Jurj äni 
finds the ma`äni al-nalru as the original manipulation of the syntactic possibilities and the 
deliberate exercise of artistry in the service of creating a particular form that gives rise to 
superior discourse. Larkin contends that (ibid: 59) "it is appropriate, therefore, that we 
distinguish in translation between `grammar' or `syntax, ' in the first instance, and 
`stylistics, ' which involves creative selection, in the second. " Moreover, al-Jurjäni's theory 
of word order, as Abdul-Raof (2006: 72) states, is echoed by relevance theory developed by 
Sperber and Wilson in 1986 which refers to the form of the speech act and its impact on the 
main explicature of the proposition. In other words, the different propositional forms of the 
speech act lead to different propositional attitudes and contextual implicatures. 
Shaugi 'Ali al-Zahra (1996: 51) holds that al-Jurjäni writes about the term style when he 
writes about a distinguished creative topic which is al-ilitidhä' (poetic plagiarism), 
(matching the style of other writers). al-Jurjäni (n. d: 468-469) is of the view that poets and 
experts in poetry distinguish al-ihtidhä' where a poet embodies a notable style of his own- 
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and style is a kind of nape and its own technique- then another poet matches the same style 
in his poetry. al-Zahra maintains (1996: 52) al-Jurjäni holds naan as style and in this way 
nape, for him, entails all literary forms and when he writes about the technique of style he 
means the technique of nazm. al-Jurjäni then applies the concept of poetic plagiarism on a 
verse by al-Farazdaq matched by al-BuCaith: 
(ý9,;, QJI) l&, LS t 4A la, tý. o ü1 &.,, s? -, i 
( ß; ý11) 1 ,,. als Lr1 9 ý, ip-x> 
6\-no uI i< sýrl 
How can the tribe of Raba` hope its offspring bring forth any good whereas its antecedents 
have disappointed it? (al-Farzdaq) 
Would the tribe of Kulaib hope its new comers bring forth any good whereas its old 
generation failed it? (al-Bucaith) 
Larkin (2008: 107) contemplates whether it is `borrowing' or `plagiarism' when she 
mentions that "one obsessive focus in the vast body of criticism of al-Mutanabbi's poetry 
was on the notion of sariqa `literally theft'. She (ibid: 107) elaborates how mu`aracia or 
contrefacta of well-known poems "conveys the communal nature of the poetic experience 
for Arab practitioners and aficionados. " For Chaudhuri (2007: 88) "the text that inaugurates 
a sequence of reception is itself the culmination of an earlier one. Thus a `dead' author 
impregnates the reception not only of his own work but also of others further down the 
line. " 
Murry (1936: 7-8) almost produced the like of what al-Jurjani did when he cited a poem of 
Marlowe: 
Sweet Helen, make me immortal with a kiss. 
Her lips suck forth my soul: see where it flies. 
Murry comments (ibid: 7-8) "they are Marlowe's lines. No one else could have written 
them; not even Shakespeare. When Shakespeare was writing in the style of Marlowe he 
was incapable of this magnificence; when he became capable of it he had worked out a 
style of his own, utterly different from Marlowe's; but when we say that Marlowe had 
style, we are referring to a quality which transcends all personal idiosyncrasy in order to be 
manifested. Style, in this absolute sense is a complete fusion of the personal and the 
universal. " It is conspicuous that al-Jurjäni relates style to nazin and maintains nafn is the 
style: the particular idiosyncrasy of the literary style. 
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Larkin (1995: 54) acknowledges al-Jurjäni has here added another element to the equation. 
On the one hand, he says, nazm is the arranging in the mind of the meanings of the words, 
i. e., it is the connecting or associating that takes place among the meanings of the words. 
He also stipulates that naan comes down to the connecting of words by means of the 
various features of grammar (maCäni al-na'iu). It is "nothing other than" this. In other 
words, for al-Jurjäni, the mental process of associating words in meaning corresponds to 
the connecting that goes on the manifest linguistic level. The nature of the connection 
between the meanings of the words is reflected in that of the grammatical ma`nä. This 
corresponds to his view of individual meanings: the only difference is that the ma`änJ al- 
nafiu refers to the ligatures between them. It does not go without saying that al-Jurjäni finds 
ma°ani al-nalhu the meaning of the approaches the Arab follows in constructing the 
sentence. Later the rhetoricians assign `ilm al-Ma`äni to cover what is meant by ma`äni al- 
nahu. That is why Ahmed Badawi (2004: 21) holds that ma`äni al-nal1u is meant to 
expound the differences between verbal and nominal sentences, the theme and rheme, 
ellipsis, Hysteron and Proteron and others which help explore the beauty of composing the 
Arabic sentence. 
The greatest thing by far is that al-Jurjäni had a new insight of looking into laff and ma`na, 
literary expression and stylistics and the linguistic approach of studying literature and 
criticism. al °Ashmäwi (1994: 282) remarks al-Jurjäni does not differentiate between our 
knowledge of the grammatical laws, fundamentals of the language and our ability to 
explore its stylistics. As we read on more of al-Jurjäni we find that all the questions that 
matter in linguistics and literary criticism take new interest and a wider relevance to his 
theory of narm. Larkin (1995: 54) observes that al-Jurjäni elevates grammar to a very high 
position indeed. Since the devices of grammar that connect words in expression reflect the 
nature of their connection in the mind of the composer, it is as if grammar is a blueprint for 
the thinking of the originator of discourse. Since connection is the essence of napn, and 
nazm, in turn, is the essence of fasähah, al-Jurjäni has thus allotted grammar a pre-eminent 
place in the discussion of excellence in discourse. 
The basic point in al-Jurjani's theory of na. n, which he attributes to al-Jähiz, by way of re- 
interpretation and elaboration, its first articulation in the history of rhetoric, baläghah, is 
(l? aif, 2004: 215) close to that of both Abu Häshim al-Jubbä'i (d. 321/973) and CAbd al- 
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Jabbär's synthesis of `content' and style. It is right to refer here that al-Jurjäni did not refer 
absolutely to either of the two in his works. al-Jurjäni made no direct reference to cAbd al- 
Jabbär, but the attack is evident enough. He had no trouble identifying cAbd al-Jabbär's 
work as the basis for his comments. But his extensive analysis and elaborate explanation of 
its details led him to uncover `the laws of syntax', gawänin al-nanu. For the sake of 
elucidation and clarification, al-Jurjäni maintains (n. d.: 64) NaM is nothing other than your 
composing/putting down your speech/discourse (kaläm) as the science of grammar requires 
and that you operate according to its laws and principles. 
It is interesting to summarise al-Jurjäni's views in the same way Abdul-Raof (2006: 71) has 
put as follows: 
1. Word order is the manifestation of eloquence, and eloquence cannot be a feature of 
word order nor of its meaning or sounds. However, he does not ignore the word 
level completely. He attributes rhetorical features to words, i. e. the word is the 
vehicle for aesthetic aspects such as metaphor. He also refers to how semantic 
ambiguity can undermine an elegant word order. 
2. Meaning is not related to eloquence and effective style but rather to word order. 
3. Context of situation is paramount. 
4. The psychological and ideological state of the addressee is taken into consideration. 
There are three categories of addressee: khali al-dhin (open-minded), mutaraddid 
(uncertain, special), and munkir (denier). 
5. Stylistic elegance and effectiveness are attributed to word order and the special 
arrangements of sentence constituents rather than to the individual lexical items that 
may embody a given rhetorical feature such as metaphor or metonymy. 
4.6 Arabic Rhetoric and Equivalence in Qur'än Translation 
Indubitably, this section attempts to indicate some adjacent fields of research which are of 
special interest to translation studies and translation of the Qur'än. The question is whether 
`ilm al-baläghah (the science of rhetoric) in general has an impact on the degree of 
equivalence in translation of the meaning of the Qur'än. That will be looked into 
throughout this section. We obviously draw heavily on al-Jurjäni's Dalä'il because it is the 
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most useful of the famous works on rhetoric, the best arranged, the most completely 
organized and brings together the greatest number of basic principles. 
A special mention is due to Abdul-Raof (2006) who has sustained the reader with a 
comprehensive historical account along with an informative outline of the research 
contribution of major Arab rhetoricians. He has provided a detailed exemplary account of 
the three disciplines of Arabic rhetoric, namely, `ilm al-macäni (word order), `ilm al-bayän 
(figures of speech), and `ilm al-bad! (science of embellishment). Abdul-Raof (ibid: 50) 
explicates that al-Zamakhshari holds that an exegete and similarly a translator must be 
equipped with the knowledge of the rhetorical disciplines of `ilm al-ma`äni (word order) 
and `ilm al-bayän (figures of speech) in order to be able to understand and interpret the 
Qur' än. 
Hussein, al-`Imam Muhammad al-Khidr (1997: 12-22) in a chapter on translating the 
meaning of the Qur'an into foreign languages holds that the Qur'än renders two types of 
meanings: the original straightforward meaning and the secondary meaning (the 
consequential underlying semantic characteristics of the Arabic syntax). The translatability 
of the original meaning may be possible in some foreign languages but that of the 
accompanying extra consequential meaning is proved to be a chimera. 
That is why it is essential for translators of the Qur'an to be familiar with the science of 
Arabic rhetoric bläghah ('ilm al-ma°ani, `ilm al-bayän and `ilm al-badf) in order to render 
the text as close as possible to the meaning of the original. Let me now come down to 
detail. We invite the readers to compare how Ibn Khaldün classifies and determines the 
three sciences with what is common now in the literature. Ibn Khaldiin (d. 808H) (1958, 
3: 335-336) states the discipline, which he calls (bayän) and translated by Franz Rosenthal 
as (syntax and style), expresses the meaning that the forms and conditions of speech have 
in various situations. He divides the discipline into three subdivisions. 
The first subdivision has as its subject the investigation of forms and conditions of speech, 
in order to achieve conformity with all the requirements of a given situation. This is called 
"the science of rhetoric" (baläghah). The second subdivision has as its subject the 
investigation of what a word implies or is implied by it - that is, metaphor and metonymy, 
as we have just stated. This is called "the science of style" (al-bayän). (Scholars) have 
added a (third) subdivision, the study of the artistic embellishment of speech. Such 
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embellishment may be achieved through the ornamental use of rhymed prose (saj'), which 
divides speech into sections; or through the use of paronomasia (tajnis), which establishes a 
similarity among the words used; nor through the use of internal rhyme (tar, cf), which cuts 
down the units of rhythmic speech (into smaller units); or through the use of allusion 
(tawriyah) to the intended meaning by suggesting an even more cryptic idea which is 
expressed by the same words; or through the use of antithesis (fibäq); and similar things. 
They called this `the science of rhetorical figures' (`ilm al-badf). 
We may go as far to say that it is indubitable that the knowledge of Arabic rhetoric is 
recommended to understand what eloquence is and accordingly present a comprehensible 
explanation of Qur'änic discourse. No thinking translator intent upon a full appreciation of 
the Qur'än can do without examining the pillars and banners of Arabic linguistics. Study of 
Arabic linguistics is a necessary pre-requisite to understanding the linguistic phenomena 
that are inimitably employed in the Qur'an. Ignorance of the science of Arabic rhetoric, 
baläghah, whose laws can only be reached through the study of Arabic linguistics, makes it 
impossible to attain any knowledge of the Qur'än and its interpretation. This may 
accordingly result in inadequacy or even incompetence in translating and rendering the 
meaning of Revelation in another language. al-Zahra (1996: 57) contends that a man of art 
should be a grammarian in the first place: he has to know all the grammatical differences 
which indicate a value of pure literary taste. al-Zahra here counters al-Jurjäni (n. d.: 71-72) 
when he states that a man of art should show the syntactical creativity in the syntactical 
arrangement of the structure of a language. This syntactical arrangement means al-napn 
because al-na in deals with whatever related to the grammatical patterns of lexis and 
consequently deals with whatever may result from that in a particular privilege or beauty of 
the style. So paying attention to the grammatical correctness does not impede the aesthetic 
of syntactical arrangement of a discourse. Moreover this correctness protects the writer 
from falling into grammatical mistakes. It is time to refer to al-Jurjäni when he expounds 
(n. d: 64) that napn is nothing other than your composing/putting down your 
speech/discourse kaläm as the science of grammar requires and that you operate according 
to its laws and principles. Hussein, al-`Imäm Muhammad al-KhicJr (1997: 25) stipulates that 
the interpreter/translator should be aware of the exquisite metaphorical language of the 
Qur'an and the areas where it is best to understand the Qur'änic rhetoric rather 
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metaphorically than literally. Thus, those who want to be translators of the Qur'an must 
know the sciences connected with the Arabic language. In fact he (ibid: 25) comments that 
the best is to transmit into other languages the translation of the interpretation of the Qur'an 
and not the translation of the meaning of the Qur'an. However, Tammäm Hassan (2004: 26- 
27) is of the view that language is more limited than thought. He elaborates that every 
language names the experiences of its community but finds difficulty in naming the 
experiences of other communities. Hence, it fails to surround the areas of human thought in 
general. Moreover, language fails to contain individuals' thought, where an individual 
might not be able to express an acute idea because of lack of words. The following poem 
by a thirteenth-century poet of Andalusia, Ibn al-Khabbäzah, manages to describe 
eloquence with succinctness. 
Your life was of the order true 
Of Arab eloquence 
The tale was brief, the words were few, 
The meaning was immense74. 
Ibn Khaldün (d. 808H) (1958: 321) comments on the special rhetorical features of the 
Arabic language. He (ibid: 321) holds "therefore, we find non-Arabs lengthier in their 
speech than we would consider necessary in Arabic. This is what was meant in the 
following remark by Prophet Muhammad: `I was given the most comprehensive words, and 
speech was made short for me. "' 
4.7 cIlm al-Bayän (Figures of Speech) 
This section while keeping al-Jurjäni's two main books in focus, will investigate some of 
the work done by Arabic rhetoricians on `iim al-bayän. The main interest of `ilm al-bayan 
is imagination which strongly clarifies the idea whose influence consequently increases in 
the mind and heart of the reader or listener. In like fashion, °ilm al-bayän is a pictured 
imagination and its main interest is simile, metaphor, hyperbole and maj. The major 
constituents of the rhetorical discipline of `ilm al-bayan as of Abdul-Raof (2006: 197) are as 
follows: (1) simile, (2) allegory [cognitive, linguistic (metaphor, hypallage)] and (3) 
metonymy. 
74 Arberry A. J. (1957: 250). The Seven Odes. London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd. 
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It is interesting to determine the position of 'ilm al-bayan amongst the other sciences of 
Arabic language. Ibn Khaldün (1958: 319) identifies "the pillars of Arabic language are 
four: lexicography, grammar, syntax and style bayän", whereas Ahmed Badawi (2004: 22) 
mentions twelve sciences of literature. Ahmed Badawi (2004: 22) elaborates these sciences 
are 'ilm al-lughah (science of linguistics) which deals with the individual word as a unit, 
'ilm al-ishtigäq and 'ilm al-carf (science of morphology), the former studies word 
formation, the latter explores the word and its posture, `ilm al-nafru (science of grammar) 
which tackles the sentence: its original meaning, 'ilm al-ma°ani (science of word order or 
science of semantics) which deals with the consequential extra meaning of the sentence, 
°ilm al-bayan (science of figures of speech) which emphasises figures of speech, and 'ilm 
al-badf (science of embellishment) which is meant for beautification and embellishment. 
We are left with five other sciences which are irrelevant to the study: 'ilm al-`urriV (science 
of prosody), 'ilm al-gawäfi (science of rhyme), 'ilm al-shfr (science of poetry), `ilm al- 
nathr (science of prose) and °ilm al-muhaciarät (science of lectures). It is now becoming 
clear that as cAtiq proclaims (n. d: 437) "it is indubitably that the less the litterateur and 
consequently the translator knows of these sciences, the more he lacks in the tools that 
qualify him perfectly to practice literature of any form. " Italics are mine. 
The status of `ilm al-bayän becomes somewhat clearer if we recall a statement made above 
in the discussion of facäiah; namely, that ta`gid, undue intricacy or obscurity, may arise 
from a less than successful use of metaphorical expressions. The science of bayän, or 
`clarification' teaches how to use metaphorical language, in the widest sense of this term, in 
a way that is clarifying rather than the opposite. There is, however, a strong interpretative 
bias in the (science of rhetoric) 'ilm al-baläghah, probably due to the strong connections 
this science has to that of Qur'änic exegesis. An alternative description might therefore be 
that `ilm al-bayan teaches how to interpret metaphorical language. As the knowledge of the 
second art is dependent upon the knowledge of the first, these two descriptions are not 
really conflicting, although they may seem to be so. In this connection, the Qur'an uses 
multiple hermeneutical strategies in its discourse including similitude, analogies, similes, 
metaphors, recurring refrains and hyperbole. 
Tammäm Hassan (2004: 19) holds that `ilm al-bayän is closely related to lexicography than 
to the grammatical rules that search the functional meanings. The area of `ilm al-bayan is 
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the study of the relationship between the word and its underlying semantic characteristics. 
It should be noted that language is put conventionally so that words match the exact objects 
in reality; however, any language is too limited-as far as lexis is concerned- to cover all 
language expressions, thoughts, images and particularly nuances. Hence, Language needs 
metaphor alongside the conventional factual usage of its Lexis. 
Abu Deeb (1979: 309) summarizes al-Jurjäni's theory of majäz in the following form: 
i) Majä is a general linguistic process based on transferring a word from its normal context 
to a new unconventional one as well as on a number of other stylistic and syntactic 
features. As such, majaz is not only a semantic phenomenon. 
ii) Majä is not identical or always conditional on the occurrence of transference. Similarly, 
there may be a transference which does not produce any form of majaz. 
iii) Transference can produce not only istfärah but other figures of speech also, such as the 
type of tammthil in the expression, "the maker of the bow is now taken possession of it. " 
iv) Most important of all, ist(arah is not identical with majä or with transference because 
only one type of majä can produce it, namely, that which is based on similarity. On the 
other hand, there is a type of istic rah which is not at all related to, or produced by, 
transference. In fact, as has been said before, isticarah is not transference of a name at all. It 
is an interaction of meanings and contexts. 
Those who specialize in literature of a certain language counter a great challenge when they 
try to understand different contexts in which language occurs. The contextual occurrence of 
a language entails acute, detailed social, intellectual, tasteful and emotional relationships. 
These relationships can only be understood and reacted to by aboriginal speakers. 
al-Jurjäni (n. d.: 44) ponders over the following proposition: could one imagine, even if he 
tried, that two individual words, without reference to the particular position they occupy 
vis-a-vis the whole composition and arrangement, rival each other in merit, by anything 
more than that one is familiar and commonly used and the other is unusual and barbarous, 
or that the letters of one are lighter and more harmonious and removed from that which 
tires the tongue? 
Do you find anyone saying "This is a blemishless (fa. crh utterance, " but they are taking into 
account its place within the composition nagen, the harmony of its meaning with that of its 
neighbours, and its splendid conviviality with its sister-utterances? 
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We shall provide in this section different examples from different translations of the 
meaning of the Holy Qur'än of the main categories of `ilm al-bayän: simile, allegory and 
metonymy. 
4.7.1 Simile, as in: 
ocd- m. woa .oiaýam JLS g111 I : III 
m, a -r 
x,,., 1; cw1; (lazi OIJ sic 1; 
to 19 ajA i1 ;: µ, 
[The likeness of those who spend their wealth in the Way of Allah, is as the likeness of a 
grain (of corn); it grows seven ears, and each ear has a hundred grains. Allah gives 
manifold increase to whom He pleases. And Allah is All-Sufficient for His creatures' 
needs, All-Knower. Q2: 261] 
where the simile feature (giving) common to both simile ends (those who spend their 
wealth) and (the grains) is mentioned. The simile element is a particle (, J/ like), the likened 
to is (those who spend their wealth in the way of Allah) and the likened is (the grains). 
It is interesting to note how the same simile is translated in Dawood's: 
[Those that give their wealth for the cause of God can be compared to a grain of corn which 
brings forth seven ears, each bearing a hundred grains. God gives abundance to whom He 
will; God is magnificent and all-knowing. ] 
where the simile element (like or as) has been rendered as can be compared to. 
4.7.2 Allegory, as in: 
uim ý9ýI9 ývl s-9 sLo. 
ýI ßc9 4SzQ19t rGÄ , l, 9 JcLo ,) ýCýfi 
ý, 99 
sý i 
[And it was said: "0 earth! Swallow up your water, and 0 sky! Withhold (your rain). " And 
the water was diminished (made to subside) and the Decree (of Allah) was fulfilled (i. e. the 
destruction of the people of Nub (Noah). And it (the ship) rested on Mount Judi, and it was 
said: "Away with the people who are Zalimün (polytheists and wrong-doing)! " Q11: 44) 
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where the verb (ssýLl swallow) is attributed to the non-intrinsic, i. e. allegorical subject 
(the earth), whereas the non-allegorical subject is cognitively understood as (Allah). The 
e_o 
same analysis applies to,, zI withhold, cigi-w) rested. 
4.7.3 Metaphor, as in: 
s-Gi C., 
05 aS 
Pý9 
io= 
Js 9IOGWJ.. 
W 1/ 
" ýý tý+'I ýs pýsý irný9 ! sal Yý 
Jý9 
[He said: "My Lord! Indeed my bones have grown feeble, and grey hair has spread on my 
head, And I have never been unblest in my invocation to You, 0 my Lord! " Q19: 4] 
where the likened element (fire) is ellipted whereas its likened-to element (grey hair) is 
mentioned. Pickthall submits a translation where he attempts to keep the impact of the 
metaphor on the reader: 
[Saying: My Lord! Lo! The bones of me wax feeble and my head is shining with grey hair, 
and I have never been unblest in prayer to Thee, my Lord. ] 
6 
4.7.4 Hypallage, as in: 
yf 0 A. eoao... ro.. r sa e} 
CrýO / Iý1 ßs9 P. pýz, 
l. cý iý9 ý i9 =, 9 ßb9s GLi iwýýS 9I 
4ýýu915j1, gll1,9 P 
-W 
;i, I 11 
[Or like a rainstorm from the sky, wherein is darkness, thunder, and lightning. They thrust 
their fingers in their ears to keep out the stunning thunderclap for fear of death. But Allah 
ever encompasses the disbelievers (i. e. Allah will gather them all together). Q2: 19] 
Where( .C I/fingers ) refer to the whole but in fact what is meant is the part so the 
semantic relationship here is whole-to-part. 
Yüsuf'Ali (2000: 5) interprets Q2: 19 as: 
[Or (another similitude) is that of a rain-laden cloud from the sky. In it are zones of 
darkness, and thunder and lightning. They press their fingers in their ears to keep out the 
stunning thunder-clap, the while they are in terror of death. But Allah is ever round the 
rejecters of Faith! ] 
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4.7.5 Metonymy, as in: 
0 ++. er o++o 0_ 
-0j 
ý, ýo- 0a0+ o+ 
[(They will be) hastening forward with necks outstretched, their heads raised up (towards 
the sky), their gaze returning not towards them and their hearts empty (from thinking 
because of extreme fear). Q14: 43] 
where the modifier and the modified are mentioned but the affinity word is ellipted. It has 
not been referred to the characteristic attribute (frightened) but, instead, the following 
YJC. ._Y 
different lexical items are mentioned: Y . sýu: 
sýo pro , C. 91 p. P-U9fi. 
Let us consider the following translation of both Dawood and Pickthall: 
[As they come hurrying on in fear, their heads upraised, their gaze returning not to them, 
and their hearts as air. ] 
Pickthall translates explicitly what is meant to remain implicitly for readers to infer and 
ponder on so the translation loses the impact of the source text. Besides, the image hearts 
as air does not help the readers to grasp the underlying meaning because it is 
straightforwardly literal. 
Whereas Dawood renders the translation as: 
[They shall rush in terror with heads uplifted and hearts utterly vacant. They shall stare, but 
see nothing. ] 
It is a translation of the effect of the metonymy. It fails to convey the grandeur of the ST 
and it can be looked into as a paraphrase. 
For the sake of completeness, we shall borrow the major constituents of the figures of 
speech in Arabic discourse as summarised by Abdul-Raof (2006: 238): figures of speech 
`ilm al-bayän. 
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Figures of Speech `ilm al-Bayän 
Simile Allegory Metonymy 
Cognitive Linguistic 
" Single 
" Multiple " Cause " Metaphor " 
Of an 
" Compound relationship . Hypallage attribute 
" Synopsis " Time " 
Of a modified 
" Detailed relationship " 
Of an infinity 
Unrestrained " Place 
" Confirmed relationship 
Perceptible- " Morphological 
perceptible relationship 
" Cognitive- " 
Subject 
cognitive relationship 
" Cognitive- " 
Object 
tible erce relationship p p 
" Perceptible- 
cognitive 
" Imaginary 
" Reverse 
" Effective 
4.8 `Ilm al- Badf (Science of Embellishment) 
We shall dwell upon the remark HerbjOrn Jenseen made (1998: 13) "four different angles 
of approach to the subject of `ilm al-baläghah have been suggested by western scholars: 
that of literary criticism, that of grammar, that of logic, and that of Qur'änic exegesis. Of 
these four, literary criticism is clearly dominant. The main point to be noticed, however, is 
that none of these areas of scholarship has provided us with a full and exhaustive 
description of °ilm al-baläghah, nor has any of them succeeded in furnishing us with an 
understanding of the function which this science was intended to fulfill. " 
Of all the scholarly literary works of CAbd Allah Ibn al-Mu°tazz (d. 296/908) the most 
accepted is indubitably his Kita-b al-Badf (The Book of Embellishment). Ignatius 
Kratchkovsky75 (1935: 1) expresses an urgent need to investigate the priority of Ibn al- 
75 Kratchkovsky edited Kitäb al-Bad! ' from the unique Escorial (library in Madrid) manuscript with 
introductory, notes and indices. 
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Mu`tazz, as the first theorist in this field who left a systemic treatise; elsewhere he (ibid: 6) 
states "the really important point is that this work has had a vivid and effective influence 
over the development of that branch of knowledge to which it is devoted. " Ibn al-Muctazz 
divides the book into five chapters in which he writes about the origin of al-badf from his 
own perspective: istfýarah, fin äs, mu fabagah, head-tail/ tail-head structures and `dialectical 
mannerism'76. He proceeds to classify thirteen further categories or `beauties' of the 
poetical style. This leaves us with `ilm al- bad! ', the enfant terrible of Arabic rhetoric. The 
form this discipline takes in Ibn al-Muctazz's work has been well described by cAtiq 
(n. d.: 430-435). His work can hardly be improved upon, but a few remarks are necessary in 
order to explain the position this science occupied within the totality of (the science of 
rhetoric) `ilm al-baläghah. In fact, discarding the element of embellishment as an important 
rhetorical feature when criticising any work of art is unfair. Abu Hiläl al cAskri (1960: 1-3) 
has an imperative lecture on this issue where he asserts that al-Baläghah is the worthiest 
science to be learned and it comes next to the awareness of Allah. We may go as far to say 
that Abu Hill al cAskri maintains that `ilm al-Baläghah is the way to acknowledge the 
inimitability of the Qur'an and what Allah has allocated in His book, namely, eloquence of 
composition, excellence of syntactical arrangements, embellished brevity, elegance of 
diction and superiority of content. Whereas al-Qazwini (1996: 31-32) defines al-Baläghah 
as mutabagat al-kaläm li mugta(1ä al-hat the suitability of the signification to the intents of 
discourse and added that al-Baläghah, in the sense he understands it, is what al-Jurjäni 
means by narm when he states that ma`ani al-nafiu (the grammatical features) should 
match aghrfd (the intents) for which the discourse is set. 
The definition given by al-Qazwini (ibid: 383) in al-Icläfifi `Ul(jm al-Baläghah of `ilm al- 
bid! ' goes as follows: 
It is a science through which the various ways to beautify an utterance, wuj iih talzsm al- 
kaläm, after due consideration has been made for the suitability and the clarity of the 
signification, muf bagat al-ha-1 wa-wudühal-dalalah. 
It will be noticed here that `ilm al-badi c is said to be a science dealing with various modes 
of beautification that are to be considered only after due consideration has been given to the 
objects its sister disciplines. `The basis of the aptness and appeal in all this', he writes, `is 
76 
ti, s, z%Jl .,., zIoJl translated as 
`dialectical mannerism' by Kratchkovsky (1935: 17). 
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that the words are a product of the meaning, not the other way around (asi al-husni fi 
dhalika kullihi an takvna al-alfäzta-b atan lil ma`äniduna al-`aks). The reader familiar with 
later developments in Arabic literature in general, and works on rhetoric in particular, is 
aware of the danger against which he warned. 
The modes of embellishment taught in this discipline, it would appear, are considered to be 
of an external nature. They are considered to be embellishments added to the utterance but 
not contributing in any significant way towards its main function of conveying a meaning. 
Yet about fifty percent of the figures treated in the section are classified as figures of 
meaning. The paradox is only skin deep, since the subject matter of `ilm al-badi` is, so to 
speak, word-play. The meanings referred to within this discipline are therefore the 
meanings of individual words, not the meanings of whole statements. 
Why, if what is taught in °ilm al-badf does not contribute to the expression of the meaning 
of the utterance, was it felt to be necessary to include a section on this discipline, and even 
give it the same status as °ilm al-ma°änfand `ilm al-bayän? Does it have any function at all 
within a science which, as mentioned, aims to teach linguistic efficiency? The answer is 
probably to be found within the framework of the aesthetic opinions of Arabo-Islamic 
civilization. The user of the Arabic language was keenly aware of competition. To catch the 
attention of his listener, and to keep it from flagging, was for him not a question of finding 
the right forum for his speech or one of gaining authority, but a problem that had to be 
solved as part of the act of composition. Once the listeners' attention had been caught, the 
solution found for holding it was, in the main, to provide infinite variety. In the early works 
of adab, al-Jdbiz's al-flayawän for instance, this variety is one of content, but such a 
method could hardly be applied within a scholastic context where strictly linear 
argumentation becomes necessary. 
Variety of form, rather than of content, became the solution and this, put succinctly, is what 
`ilm al-badi ` seeks to provide. It offers a method to make each statement in a speech, each 
line of a poem, each sentence of a prose text carry its own little surprise, sometimes 
achieving beauty, sometimes merely provoking astonishment or even mild surprise, but 
never allowing the reader to settle down into that mode of intellectual and aesthetic 
neutrality which can only be kept up by deliberate concentration on his part. The question 
arises whether the translation of an Arabic text can preserve such subtlety the 
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embellishments can offer. Let us consider Q85: 2-5 in which there is a clear example of 
assonance (the agreement in the last letters of two propositions) and consider its translation: 
r. q 5a o"Aets 
[And by the Promised Day. And by the witness and that whereunto he beareth testimony, 
destruction overtook the owners of the ditch. Of the fuel-fed fire. ] where it is quite 
noticeable that the translation cannot keep the embellished characteristics nor the 
decorative elegance of the ST. 
Abdul-Raof (2006: 244,260,261, and 270) categorises embellishments into semantic and 
lexical as follows: 
Embellishments 
Semantic embellishments Lexical embellishments 
" Affirmed dispraise " Alliteration 
" Antithesis " Al j inäs 
" Apostrophe - Complete Jinas 
" Asteism 
- Distorted Jinas 
- Fabricated Jinas 
" Chiasmus 
- Incomplete Jinas 
" Conceit - Morphological Jinas 
" Epanodos - Non-resemblance jinas 
" Epistrophe - 
Resemblance j inas 
- Reverse jinas 
" Epitrope Assonance 
" Epizeuxis Head-tail " 
" Euphemism 
" Metabole 
" Evasive response 
" Onomatopoeia 
" Exordium 
" Parallelism 
" Hyperbole 
" Tail-head 
" Litotes 
" Zeugma 
" Multiple antithesis 
" Observation 
" Oxymoron 
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" Paronomasia 
" Personification 
" Quotation 
" Rhetorical question 
" Sarcasm 
" Scholastic approach 
" Shift 
" Tapinosis 
4.9 Conclusion 
To look at al-Jurjäni's theory of nahm, his linguistic approach in literary criticism and the 
establishment of `ilm al-ma°anf, `ilm al-bayan and `ilm al-badic makes us realize sharply 
that this discipline is needed most by Qur'an translators. Most translators disregarded it, but 
now the need for it appeared. When translators accept the responsibility of the rendition of 
the translation of the meaning of the Qur'än, they need to investigate each verse of the 
Qur'an according to the rules of this discipline. This brings out, in part, its inimitability. It 
gives the work greater distinction than is possessed by any other translation of the meaning 
of the Qur'an. To conclude Ibn Khaldiin (1958: 338) asserts that it should be known that the 
fruit of this discipline is understanding the inimitability of the Qur'än. The inimitability of 
the Qur'an consists in the fact that the (language of the Qur'an) indicates all the 
requirements of the situations, whether they are stated or understood. This is the highest 
stage of speech. In addition, the Qur'an is perfect in choice of words and excellence of 
arrangements and combination. This is its inimitability, a quality that surpasses 
comprehension. Something of it may be understood by those who have taste for it is the 
result of their contact with the Arabic language and their possession of the habit of it. They 
may thus understand as much of the inimitability of the Qur'an as their taste permits. 
Therefore, the Arabs who heard the Qur'an directly from the Prophet who brought it to 
them had a better understanding of its inimitability than later Muslims. They were the 
champions and arbiters of speech, and they possessed the greatest and best taste for the 
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language that anyone could possibly have. Muslim theologians (scholastics) belong to 
different schools of thought and this has its bearing on their interpretation of Qur'änic 
discourse. Consequently, the disagreement on the interpretation of different theological 
issues results in different translations of the meaning of the Qur'än. The question which 
arises is: How far are these translations from the Qur'änic Cognitive Model? 
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Chapter Five 
Problems of Translating the Qur'an 
5.1 Introduction 
If we wish to produce a good translation of the Qur'an we need to consider the linguistic, 
stylistic, phonetic, theological, and textual features that cause translation problems. In 
trying to capture the riches of so vast a religious tradition in so restricted a space, I have 
been aware that the risks are considerable, since what is left out will always exceed what is 
included by a large margin. However, if readers of this work find themselves tempted to 
explore the religious heritage of Qur'änic discourse in more detail and, dare one hope, in 
the original language, then this work's task of analyzing and evaluating translations of the 
meanings of the Qur'an will have been achieved. 
Qur'änic discourse is considered particularly difficult in view of the fact that both Arabic 
and English languages belong to two different cultural and intellectual traditions. In 
addition to the Qur'änic specificity of the text to be translated, translating the narrative 
prose of Qur'änic discourse of Arabic expression into English presents additional 
problems. Any translation from Arabic to English demands a certain modulation or change 
in the way of looking at reality. In the field of literary and religious translation from Arabic 
to English the translator also has to have an appreciation of the cultural differences between 
the two linguistic groups. Knowledge of the Arabic language background is essential, for, 
the Qur'änic text tends to be teeming with the details of the Arabic language stylistics. 
The Qur'an is a hybrid genre and is characterised by a diversity of moral themes and 
Islamic legal rulings (abkam). The textual fibre of the Qur'an involves legal, instructional, 
description and expository styles. The translator of Qur'änic discourse, for instance, has to 
go beyond the Qur'änic Arabic expression or sentence to the other layer of meaning which 
involves cultural and ethical aspects to reach the Qur'änic context underlying message 
which is its focus. Although the work to be translated exists in English, the translator has to 
make evident the Qur'an stylistics which informs Qur'änic discourse and which is its 
driving force. 
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This explains that translating Qur'änic discourse is a `transposition' 77 process: a transfer of 
the Qur'änic thought from Arabic into English. The translator's task is to deal with the 
problems posed by Arabic as it is incongruent and non compatible to the English language. 
At the secondary level, the translator deals not only with the inter-lingual but also the inter- 
semiotic translation process, as both the content and formal characteristics of the Qur'an 
oral78 narrative are crucial to the full representation of meaning in the written target 
language. Nida (2003: 164) expresses this same view in stating that: "If a translation is to 
meet the four basic requirements of. 
(1) making sense, 
(2) conveying the spirit and manner of the original, 
(3) having a natural and easy form of expression, and 
(4) producing a similar response, 
it is obvious that at certain points the conflict between content and form will be acute, and 
that one or the other must give way. " The question which arises is whether for the most 
part, the Qur'än's content and form have possibly been captured by translation, and what 
the translator needs to do in order to carry across into the target English language the same 
Qur'änic content and form. In other words, the critical translator has to be alive to the 
socio-cultural systems involved in the Qur'änic text so that his or her translation will be 
able to carry the Arabic stylistics into the English medium of expression. Of course, finding 
equivalent expression implies that the translator, as pointed out, has to be sensitive to the 
" Cultural transposition: A general term used by Hervey & Higgins (1992: 28) to describe "the various 
degrees of departure from literal translation that one may resort to in the process of transferring the contents 
of a ST into the context of a target culture". (See 2.3) 
78 "", "r w .. 4 
A4-LO 
[He it is Who sent among the unlettered ones a Messenger (Muhammad) from among themselves, reciting to 
them His Verses, ... Q62: 
2] 
I Ig`, 91 mill Jyý. 
c 
sý9 
"lw 'výý 0) "ý, ý 
[Nay, but they, the clear Ayät are preserved in the breasts of those who have been given knowledge, ... Q29: 49] 
The Qur'än was revealed to Prophet Muhammad orally for the following reasons: 
" Both the Prophet and his community have been considered as unlettered 
" Because the Qur'an did not come down all at once but as piecemeal and was revealed constantly to 
the Prophet till the end of his life. 
" For the purpose of memorisation. 
" For the sake of flexibility because some äyahs were abrogated in the course of revelation. 
" The äyahs and süras were not always revealed as classified now in the Book. 
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differences between Arabic and English languages since these languages do not share the 
same world view. This divergence in perception often results in linguistic and cultural 
differences between the two language groups, which will thus add to the difficulty of 
transferring Qur'änic thoughts from Arabic language into English language. Newmark 
(1998: 120) adds another dimension to the problems faced in translation when he states that 
"even in a `sacred' text, you may have to translate, not just what the writer means rather 
than what he writes, but what you think he means. " That is why QCM should be revisited 
every now and then to make sure that what the translator thinks the text means matches the 
pillars of QCM (monotheism, prophethood, eschatology, and reward and punishment). By 
doing so, the translator avoids additional problems by not rendering to the expected 
readership a translation which contradicts the original. 
Thus it can be envisaged that the problematic dimension of Qur'an translation lies precisely 
in the issue of language and its relation to the notion of translation. This study, therefore, 
attempts to examine how translation functions as a critical as well as a creative activity in 
Arabic. In this context, to `translate' means, literally, to carry across, ' and this implies all 
other forms which carry the prefix trans-. It also means not only transportation or 
transmission or transposition but also transformation and transmutation, for all these 
activities take place when the translator writer sets out to write in English language. My 
approach to the notion of translation will be understood first in its most established sense as 
the linguistic operation that consists in transporting meaning from one language to another. 
5.2 Problematic Features of Qur'ännic Discourse 
Translation is an intermediary task performed by human beings to make human 
communication possible. In translating we first understand the source text and then 
elucidate it for ourselves or someone else. Translators often say something quite different 
in order to get across the meaning of a certain difficult source text which identifies the fact 
that they have their own understanding. Venuti (1998: 81-82) holds "a translation ethics, 
clearly, can't be restricted to a notion of fidelity. Not only does a translation constitute an 
interpretation of the foreign text, varying with different cultural situations at different 
historical moments, but canons of accuracy are articulated and applied in the domestic 
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culture and therefore are basically ethnocentric, no matter how seemingly faithful, no 
matter how linguistically correct. " 
It is related in a tradition that the Prophet said: `The superiority of the Speech of God over 
other speeches is like the superiority of God over His creatures., 
79 It is explicitly 
acknowledged that the Qur'an enjoys specific Arabic linguistic features. Abdul-Raof 
(2001: 68) believes that Qur'änic discourse is characterized by prototypical linguistic, 
rhetorical, textual and phonetic features which constitute translation hurdles. We are going 
to mention in the forthcoming section such features which impede the translation process as 
mentioned by Abdul-Raof (ibid: 68ff); however, the analysis of the examples is mine. We 
shall be introducing our additional features which we found and were not mentioned by 
Abdul-Raof (ibid). This is outlined in the following cases: 
Syntactic Features: 
1. Structural Ambiguity 
Ignorance of the exegetical milieu of Qur'änic discourse is a serious barrier to Qur'an 
translation and can constitute a source of misunderstanding, as in: 
Example 1 
g, o ßee3 iýý gý li9l, 
ý ýsz, lro ý1 ; iý =1,0 L 1, 
lgl l9 
[They said: "0 Shucaib! Does your Salat (prayer) (i. e. the prayers which you offer has 
spoiled your mind, so you) command that we leave off what our fathers used to worship, or 
that we leave off doing what we like with our property? Verily, you are the forbearer, right- 
minded! " (They said this sarcastically) Q11: 87]. (al-Hiläli, 1998: 298) 
[They said, `Shucaib, does thy prayer command thee that we should leave that our fathers 
served, or to do as we will with our goods? Thou art the clement one, the right-minded. ' 
Q11: 87]. (Arberry 1998: 249) 
[Said they: "Oh Shucayb! Does thy (habit of) praying compel thee to demand of us that we 
give up all that our forefathers were wont to worship, or that we refrain from doing 
79 Muhammad b. `Isa al-Tirmidhi, al-JAmi° al-Miji, in Mubammad b. `Abd Allah b. al= Arabi al-Ahwäzi, 
`Ari¢at al-Ahwäzi bi-Sharb $ahih al-Tirmidhl, 12 vols. (Beirut: Dar al-`Ilm lil-Jami, [ 1972]), vol. 11, p. 47. 
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whatever we please with our possessions? Behold, (thou wouldst have us believe that) thou 
art indeed the only clement, the only right-minded man! " Q11: 87]. (Asad1997: 329) 
Here, al- Hiläli repeated the verb leave for the sake of wiping off any structural ambiguity 
which can lead to the opposite meaning (that his prayers tolerate the opportunity that they 
can do what they like with their property). In fashion like, Asad prefers to use verbs like 
(give up, refrain) which may not lead to ambiguity in meaning. On the contrary, Arberry 
renders a translation which can yield different shades of meanings which are not present in 
the ST; namely, the prayer commands them that they should stop the idol worshipping and 
they should do what they like with their possessions. However, the theme of sarcasm is not 
depicted in any of the three translations and translation as such is another case of 
translation loss. al-Zamakhshari80 (2003,2: 403) states that the expression (i 
l -a: nt 
Does your praying compel you) indicates sarcasm. The people of ShuCaib used the 
expression sarcastically. They want to announce that refraining from worshiping idols is 
invalid and incorrect. They even attributed lunacy to him because anyone who says so 
about their belief must be insane. It is observed that the function of the expression or the 
communication force (sarcasm) is not captured in the translation. 
2. Hysteron and Proteron 
These are structures with foregrounded and backgrounded elements which do not 
correspond to the regular language norm, as in: 
Example 3 
ý mýý ýý ýýýiýl ýi ý1ý ý 
[And (remember) when the Lord of Ibrahim (Abraham) [i. e., Allah] tried him with (certain) 
commands, which he fulfilled. Q2: 124] (al-Hiläli, 1988: 24). 
[And (remember) when his Lord tried Abraham with (His) commands, and he fulfilled 
them. Q2: 124] (Pickthall, 1997: 15). 
[And remember that Abraham was tried by his Lord with certain Commands, which he 
fulfilled. Q2: 124] (Yüsuf'Ali, 2000: 16). 
"See al-Nasafi (1999,2: 78-88), a1-Baic)äwi (1999,1: 466), Muhammad al-Tähir b. cAshür (1997,6: 141) 
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[When his Lord put Abraham to the proof by enjoining on him certain commandments and 
Abraham fulfilled them. Q2: 124] (Dawood, 2003: 22). 
al-Zamakhshari8' (2003,1: 182-183) reads Q2: 124 in two different ways: (1) Allah has 
tested Ibrahim through the instructions `do' and `not do' in order to reward him 
accordingly. (2) Ibrahim has asked Allah in supplication and Allah has responded to his 
invocations. The problem which faces translation here is that if translators prompt to adhere 
to the structure of SL they cannot keep foregrounding (as in al-Hiläll) and if they choose to 
keep the foregrounding, there will be no way to avoid voice shift (as in Yüsuf '-Ali). In both 
cases, however, TL fails to leave the same impact of SL. It is true as Nida (1981: 69) 
emphasises that identicality is impossible yet `some common functional basis' is 
affordable. It is expected that the translator should maintain the function basis of the 
utterance so as not to distort the original meaning and its nuances. Suffice it here to say that 
the foregrounding of (I- to try) is not without a good reason: the issue of testing is 
the most significant. Whereas in translation the structural word order of the ST cannot be 
adhered to and this leads to a different TT structure which consequently renders different 
nuance of meaning. The way l is rendered in translation is considered to be translation 
loss. Hervey & Higgins (1992: 34) contend that "compensation in translation means 
reconciling oneself to the fact that, while one would like to do full justice to the `richness' 
of the SL, one's final TL inevitably suffers from various translation losses. " "However, 
whenever necessary, the receptor language form should be changed in order that the source 
language meaning cannot be distorted" (Larson 1998: 12). The problem is even with paying 
less adherence to the form of Li the richness of Qur'änic discourse is distorted. 
Example 4 
19 ,. 09 1- 0 ii ý 
[Those who disbelieve [in the Oneness of Allah, and in the Message of Prophet 
Muhammad], and hinder (men) from the Path of Allah (Islamic Monotheism), He will 
render their deeds vain. Q47: 1] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 687) 
81 Compare al-Nasafi (1999,1: 126-127), al-Baiddwi (1999,1: 85), al-Räzi (1995,2: 38-39), Muhammad al- 
Tähir b. °Ashür (1997,1: 700-703) 
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[As for those who are bent on denying the truth and on barring (others) from the path of 
God - all their (good) deeds will He let go to waste. Q47: 11(Asad, 1980: 777) 
[God will bring to nothing the deeds of those who disbelieve and debar others from His 
path. Q47: 1] (Dawood, 2003: 356) 
where the foregrounding of the aforementioned verse is not without a good reason. The 
first possibility is that Q47: 1 is connected with the end of the preceding sirrah Q46: 35: 
ý q. L ,., iii Phi yl ý, al 
[But shall any be destroyed except the people who are al fsigiln (the rebellious, 
disobedient to Allah) Q46: 35]. The second possibility is that the foregrounding is meant to 
show the image of the disbelievers and their deeds. The third possibility is that the 
foregrounding is planned to make a parallel association with Q47: 2: 
>ls ,2ý ý1 ;9 .ý cii-- z); ß t; ki 19: ýr -I: i 
L-r-Lall Igl, o. ý9 19: AT ý, Igý' 
OJOO 1Yý "JO. 
4;; 
[But those who believe and do righteous good deeds, and believe in that which is sent down 
to Muhammad, for it is the truth from their Lord, He will expiate from them their sins, and 
will make good their state. Q 47: 2] 
Nord (2003: 91) claims that "there is no doubt that, from an empirical perspective, real-life 
translations very rarely meet the high utopian standard of something called equivalence (of 
form, function, and effect at the same time). " In this case, the alternative is only creative 
translation and more freedom with ST. It is immediately clear now that the rendition of 
Dawood lost the impact of the ST because he did not take into consideration the 
implementation of the same semantic nuance of the ST by foregrounding those who 
disbelieve. The foregrounding here has a function as Q47: 1 is closely related to Q46: 35 (a 
clear declaration that those who are rebellious against Allah's command will be destroyed). 
Therefore, the foregrounding of God in Dawood's hinders the smoothness and the flow of 
thought from a Qur'änic äyah to another. 
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3. Shift 
The Qur'än was revealed as an oral statement and this justifies these impressive shifts in 
pronoun, voice, word order and themes from äyah to another. Such shifts presuppose 
awareness with the language and add to the rich features of Qur'änic discourse. Abdul- 
Raof (2003: 336) expresses the view that "shift in pronoun is a recurrent linguistic feature in 
the Qur'an and is known in Arabic rhetoric as 'iltifät. It is understood that shift in pronoun 
causes confusion for non-Arabic speaking. That is why the literature finds Robinson (1996: 
111,112,224,229), and Theodor Noldeke (1910) - mentioned in Abdel Haleem 
(1992: 407) - have misunderstanding towards the idea of employing the pronoun shift in the 
Qur'an. It is clear that this misunderstanding represents the unawareness of stylistic 
qualities and values of 'iltifät in the Qur'an and its communicative force. However, Hatim 
(1997: 137) states that this shift ('iltifät, reference switching) is appropriate only when the 
context is performing a managing act of persuading and not a monitoring act of informing, " 
and a context as such mirrors the Qur'änic context. It is worth pointing out right here that 
shift is apparently a distinguished feature of Qur'änic discourse. Abdul-Raof (2001: 77-80) 
classifies shift into three sections: 
A. person and number shift as in: 
Example 5 
irA P iO ßs`; 1 91 ji3 34. ) CA .. SJ ji I ý1gJ iv. 9ý9sý9 
ýýi 
[And they say: "How is it that not a sign is sent down on him from his Lord? " Say: "The 
unseen belongs to Alläh Alone, so wait you, verily I am with you among those who wait 
(for Allah's Judgment). " Q10: 20] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 272) 
While Arberry renders Q 10: 20 as: 
[They say, `Why has a sign not been sent upon him from his Lord? ' Say: `The Unseen 
belongs only to God. Then watch and wait; I shall be with you watching and waiting. ' 
Q10: 20] Arberry (1980: 198-199) 
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At first sight the texts presented here in translation do not seem to be different. None the 
less, on closer investigation it turns out that both texts render different understanding: in al- 
Hiläli's the shift in persons is clear from third person plural they (disbelievers) to third 
person singular him (the Prophet) to second person singular you (the Prophet) to second 
person plural you (disbelievers) to first person singular I (the Prophet) again. Now, let us 
reflect on the intentionality of the switch in pronoun reference: the function of him, his 
represents the idea of rebuttal and denial of the Qur'än and the message of Islam. The 
switch to wait you articulates the tone of threatening and illocutionary act of warning. 
Arberry prefers not to refer to the pronoun in watch and wait and leaves the readers ponder 
on who is meant in the context and thus deprives the utterance from its illocutionary force. 
However, Hatim (1997: 88) proves that both Arabic and English languages are incongruent 
when he states that "omitting the subject pronoun, is conventionally associated in English 
with familiarity and solidarity (in terms of politeness theory, it is a way of minimizing face- 
threat by `claiming common ground'). " On the contrary the Qur'än does not intend to 
reduce the threat or the warning, in fact the Qur'an emphasises it. 
B. word order shift as in: 
Example 6 
ýp 0W. 0J0.. Jr OJ Oa -C. 
Pjjjl 
. .JOJOr O_ J`j . WSJ JWIJ 
asOa ýý a a. oaoa. aasWr 
q; 
J-WJJWJJ 
CtUI 
[Allah wishes to make clear (what is lawful and what is unlawful) to you, and to show you 
the ways of those before you, and accept your repentance and Allah is All Knower, All 
Wise. Allah wishes to accept your repentance, but those who follow their lusts, wish that 
you (believers) should deviate tremendously away from the Right Path. Allah wishes to 
lighten (the burden) for you; and man was created weak (cannot be patient to leave sexual 
intercourse with woman). Q4: 26-28] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 111-112) 
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[Allah would explain to you and guide you by the examples of those who were before you, 
and would turn to you in mercy, A115h is Knower, Wise. And Allah would turn to you in 
mercy; but those who follow vain desires would have to go tremendously astray. Allah 
would make the burden light for you, for man was created weak. Q4: 26-28] (Pickthall, 
1997: 57-58) 
In addressing the issue of dynamic equivalence translation, Nida (1964: 167) contends that 
"one is obliged to make such adjustment as shifting word order, using verbs in place of 
nouns and substituting nouns for pronouns". This goes back to the fact that there are 
discrepancies between languages in respect of word classes, grammatical categories, and 
arrangements of words. Abdul-Raof (ibid: 80) holds that the translation does not retain the 
JWJa 
ST word order because of the TT grammatical requirement. (4111 . a, y) is rendered in 
translation as Allah wishes, Allah would where the ST word order is not maintained leading 
to a forced shift from verbal to nominal sentences. However, the verbal sentences in 
Qur'änic discourse are loaded with weighty underlying semantic characteristics. It should 
not go without saying that the meaning of nominal propositions is related to consistency 
and steadiness whereas the verbal to revitalization and changeability. When issues of 
translation specific (the need to use different word classes) arise, translators deviate to shift 
from verbal to nominal sentences and thus deprive TT from its spontaneity. 
C. voice shift as in: 
Example 7 
The following examples illustrate some possible textual alterations of form when 
translating from Qur'änic Arabic into English. 
üj pCL C) I JJI c a; ]W 3>19 l JC0 l. c. Lý s9r"-cl Sy rý 
lM ý J{.. OJJ lY J ... OiOOO! 10 CD wW 
cil PýP ý9 tij ýE 
tww--o 
CL9-,. c P pý 9A ý- I> H P. ?ý ;9= 4D I 
CLIJ 19 c, &w -S1. ß 
[Others there are who have confessed their sins; their good works had been intermixed with 
evil. Perchance God will turn to them in mercy. God is forgiving and merciful. Take alms 
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from them, so that they may thereby be cleansed and purified, and pray for them: for your 
prayers will give them comfort. God hears all and knows all. Q9: 102-103] (Dawood 
2003: 144) 
[And there are others who have confessed their wrongdoing, who have done some 
righteous deeds and some bad ones: God may well accept their repentance, for God is most 
forgiving and merciful. In order to cleanse and purify them (Prophet), accept a gift out of 
their property (to make amends) and pray for them your prayer will be a comfort to them. 
God is all hearing, all knowing. Q9: 102-103] (Abdel Haleem, 2004: 125) 
It is clear that the Qur'an makes use of active voice and conversely Dawood chooses the 
W_. L 0. . 0W 
passive voice for no obvious reasons: 
UL; (had been intermixed with),, apýSr9ianý 
(may be cleansed and purified). In fact the impact of using the active voice is apparent and 
it highlights the personal involvement in case of * 
b. ý (had been intermixed with) and the 
direct influence of alms giving in purifying the believers (, a, pS .i 'aal may be 
cleansed and purified). On the contrary to Dawood, Abdel Haleem renders the translation 
in the active voice emphasising the personal involvement in wrongdoing and the direct 
influence of alms giving. However, Abdel Haleem does not preserve the foregrounding of 
(ä 
.op 
lgýol &a ) accept a gift out of their property (to make amends) and adds (to 
make amends) which is not in SL. 
Example 8 
Ist iI , lam: llsj9 ý, Jlýzýl Iýjg 
ý:, ý. aS.; l pg Jl ISj9 "; 9S ýý,., º JI Iýj 
4W) ºýlIstc >L - cj>: t- 
[When the sun ceases to shine; when the stars fall and the mountains are blown away; when 
the camels big with young are left untended, and the wild beasts are brought together; when 
the seas are set alight. Q81: 1-6] (Dawood, 2003: 419) 
where the passive structures are meant to convey underlying semantic impact, the active 
voice falls short to yield the same impact. The priority here is for the consecutive events 
which show the massive destruction. However, the translation does not cope up with the 
same semantic pattern yielded by ST structural requirement. 
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In this connection, Toury (1995: 12) expresses the view that "translation may be said to 
operate first and foremost in the interest of the culture into which they are translating, 
however they conceive of that interest. In fact, the extent to which features of a source text 
are retained in its translation (or even regarded as requiring retention, in the first place), 
which, at first sight, seems to suggest an operation in the interest of the source culture, or 
even of the source text as such, is also determined on the target side, and according to its 
own concerns: features are retained, and reconstructed in target-language material, not 
because they are `important' in any inherent sense, but because they are assigned 
importance, from the recipient vintage point. " But this recipient vintage point may not 
serve the function or the value of Qur'änic discourse and consequently translation fails to 
provide the equivalence which has always been sought for. 
D. Shift from Masculine to Feminine Pronoun 
The literary technique of the verse and the style of its vocabulary and phrasing can 
sometimes lead one's understanding to believe that the verses are alike and there is no 
significant difference in meaning between similar or semi similar verses in the Qur'an. But 
this is not true because there is always a subtle difference in meaning between the different 
verses. The unawareness of such subtle differences causes problems of mistranslation, as 
in: 
Example 9 
Lally l-- sýý9 Ä: ir? `bLi sý 
Cim 
/pSý , rr a 
lsL; 1l 
ýý, ýý, 1ý11 l'ý; LW 
[And verily! In the cattle, there is a lesson for you. We give you to drink of that which is in 
their bellies, from between excretions and blood, pure milk; palatable to the drinkers. 
Q16: 66] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 356) 
[And, behold, in the cattle (too) there is indeed a lesson for you: We give you to drink of 
that (fluid) which is to be eliminated (from the animal's body) and (its) life-blood: milk 
pure and pleasant to those who drink it. Q16: 66] (Asad, 1980: 404) 
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Example 10 
oyAai 
lß,;,, °9C,. '9 ý, 0 
4-.. 
1-9D9LQJ9b; Ls9 
1;,! ýaSas ýý oy. pjp 
9u i s9 pSJc4Jr 
ýýýsL 
[And Verily! In the cattle there is indeed a lesson for you. We give you to drink (milk) of 
that which is in their bellies. And there are, in them, numerous (other) benefits for you, and 
of them you eat. Q23: 21] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 456) 
[And, behold, in the cattle (too) there is indeed a lesson for you: We give you to drink of 
that (milk) which is within their bellies; and you derive many (other) uses from them: for, 
you eat of their flesh. Q23: 21] (Asad, 1980: 521) 
This is an eloquent feature of Qur'änic rhetoric which cannot be captured in translation. It 
is translation loss where TT fails to deliver the same rhetorical impact of ST and renders a 
translation which does not mirror the Arabic rhetoric. To touch upon this point in more 
details, consider the use of pronouns in both Q16: 66 and Q23: 21: 43, g1ý and l"ý, it is 
apparent that the pronoun is masculine in the former and feminine in the latter. It is 
observed that both pronouns are translated as their bellies where the difference in gender is 
overlooked. al-Sämarrä'i (2004: 177) has the following to say about the seemingly 
similarity in both phrases and I, gý, y : Q16: 66 shows that milk is not begot from all 
the cattle but from a section of the female so the Qur'an employs the plural of paucity 
(implied by the masculine pronoun) to substantiate that it is not the masses of cattle which 
can produce milk. On the other hand, Q23: 21 addresses the numerous benefits of cattle so 
the Qur'än takes up the feminine pronoun which is used in Arabic to denote the multitude. 
Besides, Q23: 21 mentions the benefits of the cattle and these benefits cover all the cattle: 
male and female, young and old. Consequently, the feminine pronoun is functioned to 
mean this extra nuance of mass. 
E. Stylistic Shifts 
It has been sustained that the Qur'an employs its own strategy in preferring one word to 
another or backgrounding a word or foregrounding another. The strategy can entail 
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ellipsis82 of a certain word, phrase, structure or a pronoun in a certain situation. There will 
always be a function for any superfluous particle, demonstrative pronouns, or any other 
structural expression which does not lend itself easily to understanding. It becomes 
immediately clear that every tactic is planned to yield communicative signification. 
Example 11 
4cjs;; , o. ý=c iýJ ý1 . ßs 
[Indeed, they rejected the truth (the Qur'än and Muhammad) when it came to them, but 
there will come to them the news of that (the torment) which they used to mock at. Q 6: 5] 
(al-Hiläli, 1998: 169) 
Example 12 
0 -0 
[So they have indeed denied (the truth this Qur'än), then the news of what they mocked at, 
will come to them. Q26: 6] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 488) 
It has been observed that Q6: 5 employs the word (I) whereas it is not mentioned in 
e. 
Q26: 6 and both Q6 and Q26 put up different forms of future (ii i-9) in Q6: 5 while it is 
only the letter (; ) in Q26: 6. Now, the use of 
( I) in Q6: 5 is because of reasons related 
to the textual features of Q6 where 
(I) is mentioned 12 times while (I) is not 
mentioned at all in Q26. al-Zamakhshari (2003,2: 6) informs that (j JI) means the Qur'än 
and the disbelievers will know that they were disdaining such a great Book which tells the 
truth when all sorts of punishment inflict upon them in this world or the hereafter or when 
Islam becomes prominent. In addition, the implementation of different forms of future is 
related to the underlying semantic characteristics of the context: where the context of Q6 
necessitates the concept of the postponement of the punishment and that is why (. i. ) is 
preferred because in Arabic it indicates delay. Whereas (j. ) is the opposite in Q26 :6 as it 
82 See Abü Shädi, Mustafa °Abd al-Rahmän. (1992: 16-29). 
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demonstrates the imminence of the execution of punishment that is why only the letter (ba) 
is applied. It is immediately clear that (j) in Arabic attests promptness and speediness. 
The literature of exegeses has witnessed a multitude of examples as such which serve the 
claim QCM almost always raises, namely, the Qur'an is the verbatim word of Allah. 
Example 13 
j- o- ii o- o- os sý- wem- eas- 
«LC ý., y ý.. asýl lc 
ý. l , s., - qcl J1 l. aýL yI 
'-- " ... 
I Jls 
ýýo ýL? s9 111 yS ( 119 . S1Jý ý. a ý. oý X19 ucýýll ý. sý9 X19 ý19ý0, ýýý ý Qýý ý1ýä: ýo 
[Those who disbelieve say: "The Hour will not come to us. " Say: "Yes, by my Lord, it will 
come to you. " (Allah, He is) the all-Knower of the unseen, not even the weight of an atom 
(or a small ant) or less than that or greater, escapes from His Knowledge in the heavens or 
in the earth, but it is in a Clear Book (al-Laub al-MaffiUz). Q34: 3] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 573) 
[The unbelievers declare: `The Hour of Doom will never come. ' Say: `Yes, by the Lord, it 
is surely coming! He knows all that is hidden. Not an atom's weight in the heavens or the 
earth escapes Him; nor is there anything smaller or greater but is recorded in a glorious 
book. Q34: 3] (Dawood, 2003: 300) 
Example 14 
s s+ oao mi mo+. oi'I 
ýgP /ý LS yl i ý9 ý9 ýýý iv ä CU? 9. L-ß Co; 
Lw 9 cesi 109 ' sim 
or 6. 
I X19 l1I 
ns 
X19 UbUv l ßs`9 ýý 5J Lai-OW 
wo AD 
o 0.0 (A9 94 05-h-40 sl 
4&: )-. -" ýý 
G-5- I'va- ý1 ; 5"t v9 lip 
[Whatever you (0 Muhammad) may be doing, and whatever portion you may be reciting 
from the Qur'än, - and whatever deed you (mankind) may be doing (good or evil), We are 
Witness thereof, when you are doing it. And nothing is hidden from your Lord (so much as) 
the weight of an atom (or small ant) on the earth or in the heaven. Not what is less than that 
or what is greater than that but is (written) in a Clear Record. Q10: 61] (al"Hiläli, 1998: 278- 
279). 
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[You shall engage in no affair, you shall recite no verse from the Qur'an, you shall commit 
no act, but We will witness it. Not an atom's weight in earth or heaven escapes your Lord, 
nor is there any object smaller or greater, but is recorded in a glorious book. ] (Dawood, 
2003: 152) 
Now consider the differences between Q34: 3 and Q10: 61. The differences are: 
Q34: 3 Q10: 61 
4LCv-sZ . 
zýGvjSU(o 
not even... escapes from His Knowledge and nothing is hidden from your Lord 
not ... escape Him not... escapes your Lord 
ýýýJ pýýJIQ: A 
the weight of an atom (or a small ant) (so much as) the weight of an atom (or small 
ant) 
výýyi X19 ý191oý. ýJl s9 clro. ý. ýJl X19 Lýý 
in the heavens or in the earth On the earth or in the heaven 
The negation particle J in Q34: 3 denotes future negation and it suits the context as the 
context about the Hour and the Hour will take place in future. The negation particle loo 
denotes the present state and Q10: 61 is about the present state so it fits in the context 
properly. The superfluous particle83 op in JCä 
L 
Op denotes Allah's omnipotence 
and encompassing of the unseen and everything else since the context in Q 10: 61 is about 
the unseen while the context in Q34: 3 is about the Hour so there was no need for the use of 
the overwhelming c. As for the foregrounding of cI LZuJI, it is because the context is 
about the Hour and it is related to the heavens whereas the foregrounding of ýcJý11 is 
employed because the context is related to the people of the earth. The point to make here 
is that most of these stylistic nuances of Qur'änic discourse are translation resistant: the 
reader of the TT will not feel the difference in the use of the negation particles because 
both are translated as not in the TT and the use of the overwhelming particle o. -o 
is lost in 
translation as well. 
83 a1-Razi (1995,9: 129 -131) 
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4. Lexical Compression 
It should be stressed here that the need to have adequate understanding and communicative 
proficiency in Arabic language is mandatory in order to be able to accurately communicate 
the semantic nuances of Qur'änic discourse. This applies (Abdul-Raof, 2001: 81) to lexical 
compression where lengthy details of semantic features are compressed and encapsulated in 
a single word, as in: 
Example 15 
aý ao s oa w o. 6ýesea 
öý;;;; Jý9 x, aý19 fit, 511 1 ii 
[; 
,, Ip 19 
óiI' j1 ; ; Li; 
[Forbidden to you (for food) are: al-Maitah (the dead animals - cattle-beast not 
slaughtered), blood, the flesh of swine, and the meat of that which has been slaughtered as 
a sacrifice for others than Allah, or has been slaughtered for idols, etc., or on which A115h's 
Name has not been mentioned while slaughtering, and that which has been killed by 
strangling, or by a violent blow, or by a headlong fall, or by the goring of horns - and that 
which has been (partly) eaten by a wild animal - Q5: 3]. (al-Hiläli, 1998: 141) 
For instance, there is no exact equivalent to (a, ý l/ 19 /öýg9g o. 
ý l9 /q, lg / 
"@ 119) in Arabic. Abdul-Raof (2001: 25) calls the aforementioned words "Qur'änic 
cultural voids" which enjoy culture-bound overtones, and as such cannot be captured in 
translation. The way these Qur'änic cultural voids are translated indicates `cultural 
transplantation'84 which is rather an adaptation than a translation. In the same vein, Nord 
(1997: 34) comments on the concept of culture and culture-specificity stating that 
"everything we observe as being different from our own culture is, for us, specific to the 
other culture. The concept of our own culture will thus be the touchstones for the 
perception of otherness. " 
Example 16 
84 See 2.3 for more detail. 
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[Perform Tayammum with clean earth and rub therewith your faces and hands. Truly, Alläh 
is Ever Oft-Pardoning, Oft-Forgiving. Q4: 43] 
[then take resort to pure dust, passing (therewith) lightly over your face and your hands. 
Q4: 43] (Asad, 1980: 112) 
al-Hiläli transliterates tayammum and gave a detailed commentary in the footnote. Whereas 
Asad paraphrases tayammum as take resort to pure dust, and provides an explanation as a 
footnote - This symbolic ablution, called tayamum, consists in touching the earth, or 
anything supposed to contain dust, with the palm of one's hands and then passing them 
lightly over face and hands. - consider: 
Tayammum is another example of Qur'änic cultural voids and Tayammum as such does not 
lend itself to natural translation because simply English does not have an equivalent for 
Tayammum or similar cultural voids. 
5. Syntactic Chunking 
This is the syntactic breaking of structures and pausing at a specific word within a given 
linguistic construction. Syntactic chunking has a semantic function. When a syntactic break 
is used incorrectly, a serious distorted interpretation takes place, as in: 
Example 17 
J- o i- 0-WJJWJJJ0 . -0 -J 
CLUI 
[It is only those who listen (to the Message of Prophet Muhammad), will respond (benefit 
from it), but as for the dead (disbelievers), Allah will raise them up, then to Him they will 
be returned (for their recompense). Q6: 36] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 174) 
, _o Here, we need the syntactic break after the lexical item (092z-"u) so that we can get the 
required meaning. The meaning, however, will change dramatically if we break the 
structure after (, sJW 19). In this case the wrong meaning will be: 
[It is only those who listen (to the Message of Prophet Muhammad), will respond (benefit 
from it), and the dead (disbelievers). Allah will raise them up, then to Him they will be 
returned (for their recompense). ] It is noticeable that the semantic breaks are distinguished 
by a special sign (p) on top of the word where the break should occur. However in 
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translation the same thing cannot be conserved so translators choose to add words which 
compensate the function of the sign and maintain the flow of meaning. In this connection, 
al-Hiläli adds the word but which is not in the original and therefore, it is considered a case 
of addition in translation. 
6. Pronominal Non-correspondence 
Some Qur'änic structures have a pronominal reference which does not match the number or 
gender of the noun; this is not without a good reason, as in: 
Example 18 
iýl s119ý sýo.. wý, `\ 9J. J1 ß. 
11Q9 JIý. c I°ý Ps i1s., 
ý1I 
pip, 
ýc9 
' 
- 
4Lpiý 
[And He taught Adam all the names (of everything), then He showed them to the angels 
and said, "Tell Me the names of these if you are truthful. " Q2: 31 ] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 8) 
Yüsuf °Ali renders Q2: 31 as: 
[And He taught Adam the nature of all things, then He placed them before the angels, and 
said, "Tell me the nature of these if you are right. "] (Yüsuf'Ali 2000: 6) 
Mossop (2001: 47) contends that "readers need to be able to process a text easily. They 
should not find the wordings getting in the way of the meanings. Readers should not have 
to go over a sentence two or three times just to see how the parts of the sentence are 
connected to each other and to get the basic point. " In this connection, the pronominal non- 
correspondence can distract and mislead readers: it is not understood in Yüsuf 'A1i's 
translation what them refers to because according to the ST context it should refer to the 
names of things but cAli has a different rendition the nature of things" that is why them 
should read it not them. (cf. 3.1.3 & 3.1.5). Suffice to say "Ali favours a metaphorical 
interpretation of the verse which represents the theology of Mu°tazilites- the theological 
interpretation of Qur'änic discourse will be discussed in 4.6 in this chapter-and prefers 
nature of things to names of (all things). Q2: 31 is evidence that pronominal non- 
correspondence can show different patterns of thought. It is worth pointing out, right here 
85 See al-Räzi (1995,1: 192-193), cf. Muhammad al-Tahir b. ckhür (1997,1: 407-411) 
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that in trying to capture the riches of so vast a Qur'änic discourse in so restricted a space, 
we have observed that the risks are considerable, since what is left out will always exceed 
what is included by a large margin. 
7. Homonymy 
The term homonymy is used when a word such as (t9ýii) has two or more unrelated 
meanings. The homonymy Z93JI can mean the soul of human being, Gabriel, the Qur'an, 
revelation, and power. Translators should project on TL the cultural features of SL by 
doing some research before submitting the rendition of the translation. In the same vein, 
Venuti (1998: 64) contends that "a translation does not copy in the sense of repeating that 
text verbatim; rather, the translation enters into a mimetic relation that inevitably deviates 
from the foreign language by relying on target-language approximations. Even though a 
contemporary translation is required to imitate the entire foreign text, their linguistic and 
cultural features are sufficiently distinct to permit them to be considered autonomous 
works. " The different nuances of the term (Zg111) can be depicted as in: 
Example 19 
Li yl ý1 v pul C-IL-i ý, 0 ,, I grofi 
vA z9 1, I Jr., 
4pýý 
[He sends down the angels with the Rüh (revelation) of His Command to whom of His 
slaves He wills (saying): "Warn mankind that 1ä iläha ills anä (none has the right to be 
worshipped but I), so fear Me (by abstaining from sins and evil deeds) Q16: 2. ] (al-Hiläli, 
1998: 347) 
[He causes the angels to descend with this divine inspiration, (bestowed ) at His behest 
upon whomever He wills of his servants: "Warn (all human beings) that there is no deity 
save me: be, therefore, conscious of Me! " Q16: 2. ] (Asad, 1980: 393) 
where C': 9-P means inspiration or revelation. 
Example 20 
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A0--A POCD- 
0-9 94 %: -ýý. 9 
["So, when I have fashioned him completely and breathed into him (Adam) the soul which 
I created for him, then fall (you) down prostrating yourselves unto him. " Q 15: 29] 
[And when I have formed him fully and breathed into him of my spirit, fall down before 
him in prostration! " 
where ýyýI means soul. 
Example 21 
e tr a fr t.. ead, aJý 
llýo. ý I J;:; rý JS C. -I Pýßýý výý? tr9ý 19 asi 
[in hosts descend in the angels, bearing divine inspiration by their Sustainer's leave; Q97: 4] 
(Asad, 1980: 966) 
[Therein descend the angels and the Rub [Jibrael (Gabriel)] by Alläh's Permission with all 
Decrees, Q97: 4] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 844) 
where Z3; 11 means the arch angel Gabriel while Asad writes different translation - divine 
inspiration. 
Example 22 
}_ 
[For such He has written Faith in their hearts, and strengthened them with Rub (proofs, 
light and true guidance) from Himself. Q58: 22] (al-Hiläli, 1988: 748) 
[These are the people in whose hearts God has inscribed faith, and whom lie has 
strengthened with His spirit. Q58: 22] (Abdel Haleem, 2004: 364) 
where (Z, 9 i1) means power, light, or guidance. 
J Yto J 
Most published translations render (c" Zgy, ) as spirit from Him. al-Nasafi (1999,3: 453) 
"0'0 0 
elaborates that (cLLo Cjp) may mean a book Allah sent, or the faith which once fills the 
heart, the heart becomes full of life. al-Zamakhshari86 (2003,4: 484) holds it could be 
guidance which energizes their hearts. However, al-Baidäwi (1999,2: 478) interprets (Z 91, 
86 See al-Räzi (1995,15: 278) 
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x OW 
cwo) as light of the heart, the Qur'an or victory in a struggle against enemies. Muhammad 
OW 
al-Tahir b. °Ashür (1997,13: 61) contends that (moo C3, p) may mean the care and 
protection of Allah. It should go without saying that the discrepancy in the rendition of 
Qur'änic discourse is almost always due to the particular theological reference book the 
translation draws on. In fact Q58: 22 shows that homonymy can be translation resistant: al- 
Hiläli employs two devices, (I) transliteration, (2) interpolation to deliver the meaning of 
the homonymy (r j }S1) while Abdel Haleem prefers to use the broad term spirit rather than 
identifying the referent meaning as interpreted in the exegeses reference books. 
Example 23 
Qur'änic discourse is teemed with homonymic expressions whose meaning differs 
according to the contextual setting in which the word arises, as in (87 J'1I) which has 13 
different meanings whereas the equivalent in English does not cope up with these varied 
meanings. So it is another example of translation loss: 
a) (adil &clb): Obedience of A11äh 
4ißJ -ý 1s fig S 
[And spend in the Cause of A11äh. Q2: 195] 
b) (e. 1L): affordability 
01-c J"i ' >AI sýý A; ý 4umýýj 5Q1 -p- cýI - ... 
CL-> 
[And Hajj (pilgrimage to Makkah) to the House (Ka°bah) is a duty that mankind owes 
to Allah, those who can afford the expenses (for one's conveyance, provision and 
residence); Q3: 97] 
c) (A): outlet 
-- lqtn; 
[See what examples they have put forward for you. So they have gone astray, and never 
can they find a way. Q 17: 48] 
87 al-Balkh! Mugätil b. Sulaimän (d. 150 fl) (1994: 185-188) al-Ashbäh wal nazä'ir ft al-Qur'än al-Karim. 
Edited by °Abd Allah Mahmoud Shabatah. Cairo: al-Hay'ah al-Mi$riyyah al-°ämmah lil Kitäb. 
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d) (.! L uJI): conduct 
si ;ä 19 ülS tij ýsila., ý, 9 Lo 
ý1j 
=l Jý irA PS9lý G ic; t ý X19 =ý9 
4%- i 
[And marry not women whom your fathers married, except what has already passed; 
indeed it was shameful and most hateful, and an evil way. Q4: 22] 
e) (Jlc): causes 
0aaoma as oWaayaaaa bI 
\. 
lA1. Aa. AAJ- >8iä 
I¢iZ 
Aý 
[As to those women on whose part you see illconduct, admonish them (first), (next), 
refuse to share their beds, (and last) beat them (lightly, if it is useful), but if they return 
to obedience, seek not against them means (of annoyance). Surely, Allah is Ever Most 
High, Most Great. Q4: 34] 
f) (ß., z. ): religion 
.9 
[Invite (mankind, 0 Muhammad) to the Way of your Lord (i. e. Islam) with wisdom 
(i. e. with the Divine Inspiration and the Qur'än) and fair preaching. Q16: 125] 
g) (S. Jl): guidance 
W J. JJ. OO 1Y J 
., ýo 
äJ l, o. ý I CA9 qýl l) C-0 P-Pil)-caj ýlJ9fi &A , o. pý ülS 1ý09ý' 
[And they will have no Auliyä' (protectors) to help them other than Allah. And he 
whom Allah sends astray, for him there is no way. Q 42: 46] 
h) (qmm): proof 
[And never will Allah grant to the disbelievers a way (to triumph) over the believers. 
Q4: 141] 
i) (,, 6): way 
4 ,., 
ý9ý, . y9 yij F , º. uyiýlýgýl9sl.. +w J19ýJL JI froý. n ý,, ýýýJj 
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[Except the weak ones among men, women and children who cannot devise a plan, nor 
are they able to direct their way. Q4: 98] 
j) (`S. a. Jl 1.6): the way of guidance 
4Jý týJ ýC . 019 
[Such are worse in rank (on the Day of Resurrection in the Hellfire), and far more 
astray from the Right Path (in the life of this world). " Q5: 60] 
k) (U 
. 9.1r-): 
liability 
ire P los " 9i9 , ;: I , ý, 
ý9 ' 
[And indeed whosoever takes revenge after he has suffered wrong, for such there is no 
way (of blame) against them. Q42: 41)] 
1) (a .. c16 ): in the cause of obeying Allah 
1Lý , w. ) ý. ii :I cla:, C.. iA of 
43 
[Verily, this is an admonition, therefore whosoever will, let him take a Path to His 
Lord! Q73: 19] 
m) (): religion 
4 _. ýJ 9: 
[Say (0 Muhammad): This is my way; Q12: 108] 
8. Verbal Idioms 
Verbal idioms give to Qur'änic discourse its unprecedented specialty so that Mir (1989: 4) 
gives it the function of the sparkle of diamonds set in gold. Mir (ibid: 2) elaborates on how 
one can come across plenty of verbal idioms within the span of few lines. Abdul-Raof 
(2001: 90) holds "Qur'änic discourse is extensively rich with verbal idioms which are a 
significant component of Qur'änic vocabulary. - Translators are faced with the reality that 
linguistic systems in both Arabic and English languages are not congruent in the way they 
convey information contextually, consequently, this adds to the density of the problem of 
equivalence. The problem is twofold as Baker (1992: 65) elaborates two problems arise 
when translating idiomatic and fixed expressions: "the ability to recognize and interpret an 
idiom correctly; and the difficulties involved in rendering the various aspects of meaning 
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that an idiom or a fixed expression conveys into the target language. " In this connection, 
Nida (2003: 238) consents in case of non-corresponding idiomatic expressions in TL, a 
slight adjustment in SL makes it acceptable in TL. Newmark (1981: 153) expresses this 
same view in stating that: "when such words symbolic, idiomatic, figurative, etc. are 
translated they must have to be supported with an attribute unless there is a strong cultural 
overlap between source and target language countries. " Italics are mine. This `overlap' 
does not apply to English and Arabic language, so an adjustment is needed in the 
translation. However, the adjustment needed is to be within the frames of QCM in order to 
minimize the loss of meaning components. 
Example 24 
ieý mýýe 
ýýý ý ýý 
[That she might cool her eyes] (Q20: 40) 
where Dawood renders it as [so that her mind might be set at ease], Arberry uses [that she 
might rejoice], Pichthall writes it as [that her eyes might be refreshed], "Ali approves the 
same translation as al-Hiläli but in the passive voice [that her eyes might be cooled], and 
finally Asad's rendition is: [so that her eyes be gladdened]. Whatever the translation is, the 
Qur'änic verbal idioms read and sound smoother, more eloquent, and more informative in 
the Arabic. Newmark (1988: 212) holds that "every item - words, idioms, structures, 
emphases - has to be accounted for by the translator, in the sense that he must be able to 
give reasons for its transference, direct or indirect translation or deletion, if challenged. " 
Example 25 
ýýioýe fr m a. 
4ý; ý ýý ýý 9 ýI Jul ilxa 
[And lower unto them the wing of submission and humility through mercy, and say: "My 
Lord! Bestow on them Your Mercy as they did bring me up when I was small" Q 17: 24. ] 
(al-Hiläli, 1998: 371) 
where the verbal idiom is rendered as lower unto them in al-Hiläli's, spread over them in 
Asad's, treat them with humility and tenderness in Dawood's, and lower unto them the 
wing of submission through mercy in Pickthall. It must be stated that the translation here is 
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a kind of paraphrase which does not capture the same rhetorical effect of the original and 
thus it does not register the cognitive, affective, and cultural nuances of SL. 
Example 26 
19 
1; >->3 c; [-? j -&l ýL I. 119 ýI, 9 ice a, I cil 9ý9 ' 
++o 
[And it is He Who has let free the two seas (kinds of water), one palatable and sweet, and 
the other salt and bitter, and He has set a barrier and a complete partition between them 
Q25: 53] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 484) 
where Dawood sees ( moo) as sent the two seas rolling, while Arberry captures it 
as let forth the two sees, and Asad delivers it as has given the freedom of movement to the 
two great bodies of water. Thus, it is substantiated how verbal idioms can be a hurdle in 
translation. Moreover, there will always be the problem of translation loss of some or all of 
the meaning constituents. 
9. Adjective Phrases Forms 
Another property that distinguishes Qur'änic discourse is the nicety of using the adjective 
phrases. Adjective phrases and attributive adjectives in noun phrases differ significantly 
with respect to the semantic underlying nuances they yield. Consider the difference in 
r 
meaning between(. 9: -- in Q50: 2, Q 11: 72 and yLý in Q38.5: 
Example 27 
ALO ýo, nýcly C g, 
:ý 
[Nay, they wonder that there has come to them a warner (Muhammad) from among 
themselves. So the disbelievers say: "This is a strange thing! (Q 50: 2] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 701) 
[The disbelievers are amazed that a warner has come from among them and they say, `How 
strange! Q50: 2] (Abdel Haleem, 2004: 340) 
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[But nay - they deem it strange that a warner should have come unto them from their own 
midst; and so these deniers of the truth are saying, "A strange thing is this! Q50: 2] (Asad, 
1980: 796) 
Example 28 
iý xý sus li. a l1 . ý;, . _sý_lAý 
19 ý9-ý. c L' 19 
[She said (in astonishment): "Woe unto me! Shall I bear a child while I am an old woman, 
and here is my husband, an old man? Verily! This is a strange thing! " Q11: 72] (al-Hiläli: ) 
[Said she: "Oh, woe is me! Shall I bear a child, now that I am an old woman and this 
husband of mine is an old man? Verily, that would be a strange thing indeed! "Q11: 72] 
(Asad, 1980: 326) 
Example 29 
; %: 2J ai ''; r-i JUi jI 
["Has he made the aýliha (gods) (all) into One Iläh (God - Allah). Verily, this is a curious 
thing! " Q38: 5] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 609) 
[Does he claim that all the deities are (but) one God? Verily, a most strange thing is this! " 
Q38: 5] (Asad, 1980: 695) 
where three different meanings are introduced by means of adjective phrases which are 
written sentence finally in Q50: 2, Q11: 72 and in Q38: 5 respectively. 
V VC3+ : ýT. ALIJ 
I. 
%Qý Vv 
yo m4 re 
`1 
It is observed that the stylistic variation is represented by the occurrence of different 
adjective phrases and different affirmation styles: there are no affirmation particles at all in 
Q50: 2, there is only the adjective phrase Q11: 72 witnesses the affirmation particle 
(i., 1), the affirmation letter (J), and the adjective phrase %. In addition, Q11: 72 bears 
the affirmation particle (mal), the affirmation letter (J), and a different adjective phrase 
y1 in Q38: 5. 
The reasons for such gradual stages in the three Qur'änic sentences are put as follows: 
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What the disbelievers found strange in Q50: 2 is that just a warner has come to them from 
among themselves, while in Q11: 72 the amazement is greater because it is not normal for 
an old lady to bear a child, more surprisingly, this lady is sterile who can never bear a child 
along with the fact that her husband is an old man too88, the amazement should be even far 
greater. Because of all these it was a must that the structural pattern should cope with these 
factors. Whereas Q50: 2 the surprise was not affirmed. In Q38: 5 the amazement is far 
greater because it has to do with their pagan belief in associating other deity with Allah. 
Such belief was deeply rooted in them so that the pagans chose the way of war rather than 
embracing Islamic monotheism symbolized in 15 ha-ha illa alla-h (none has the right to be 
worshipped but Allah). The noticeable thing is the change of form from ül- to y 
where in Arabic ut" renders different shades of meaning from like (, ij6) rawil 
and (Jlgb) tiwaý, (pýýS) karim and (, o kuräm, we say (j .6 rajul tawil 
(a tall 
man) (Jlg a :. )) rajul Eiwal (a far taller man). This is another edifice that shows how the 
Qur'änic expressions are all eloquent and fit into the context in an incomparable manner. 
It should be taken into consideration the different translations shown do not manage to 
capture the subtleties of the different Arabic adjective phrases where English adjective 
phrases such as strange, amazed, a most strange thing or a most curious thing have been 
used but they have not given the same impact as that of ST. 
Example 30 
espw 
4Uýý 610 
[When he saw the sun rising up, he said: "This is my lord. This is greater. " But when it set, 
he said: "0 my people! I am indeed free from all that you join as partners in worship with 
A115h. Q6: 78] (al-Hil5li, 1998: 181-182) 
88 a1-Zamakhshari (2003,2,295,4,70,371), al Nasafi (1999,2: 73,3: 144-145,361), al-Baidäwi (1999,1: 463, 
2: 3 07,420), al-Räzi (1995,9: 28-29,13: 178-179). 
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[Then, when he beheld the sun rising, he said, "This is my Sustainer! This one is the 
greatest (of all)! " - but when it (too) went down, he exclaimed: "0 my people! Behold, far 
be it from me to ascribe divinity, as you do, to aught beside God! Q6: 78] (Asad, 1980: 183) 
[When he saw the sun rising in splendour, he said, "This is my Lord, this is the greatest (of 
all). " But when the sun set, he said, "0 my people! I am indeed free from your guilt of 
giving partners to Alläh. Q6: 78] ('All, 2002: 92) 
Example 31 
u9 l sl;; ý; ;j s99 
0e 
4 
[And (remember) when Ibrähim (Abraham) said to his father and his people: "Verily, I am 
innocent of what you worship, Q43: 26] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 663) 
[And when Abraham spoke to his father and his people, (he had this very truth in mind) 
"Verily, far be it from me to worship what you worship! Q43: 26] (Asad, 1980: 752) 
[Behold! Abraham said to his father and his people, "I do indeed clear myself of what you 
worship. Q43: 26] (All, 2002: 344) 
The same analysis applies to Q6: 78 and Q43: 26 where the shift was from ö, jý to of j 89 
The two different forms of adjective phrases render a kind of discrepancy in meaning 
because each usage is related to a completely different context: 
Q6: 78 exposes Prophet Ibrahim perplexed as to what god he can worship after he 
experienced seeing different stars of different sizes while Q43: 26 Prophet Ibrähim speaks 
out of the duties of his prophethood. It is clear that once the context changes, the 
morphological structure of the word also changes to match the impact of the new context. 
That is why the form changes from adjective phrase to nominalization and it is quite 
apparent that in Arabic the nominalization is more emphatic. Consider as well the change 
Ia 
in the affirmation particles in both situations: ') and 1 where the superfluous particle v 
here is articulated for more affirmation. It is worthy to note that the affirmation here is of 
special significance because Q43: 26 is followed by 
4 ß, b9 al %ý 
89 al-Baio5wi (1999,1: 308,2: 37 1), al-Raze (1995,14: 208-209). 
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["Except Him (i. e. I worship none but Allah Alone) Who did create me, and verily, He will 
guide me. " Q43: 27] 
where (Jj) is an exception particle and as such represents along with Q43: 26 the Islamic 
monotheism symbolized in lä iläha ilia alläh (none has the right to be worshipped but 
Alläh), consider Q43: 26 and Q43: 27 read as such: 
, ß;, b9 s1 ý1 'i =I 
vwj 1 ; 
["Verily, I am innocent of what you worship, ["Except Him (i. e. I worship none but Allah 
Alone]. 
See al-Zamakhashari (1998,5: 436-437), al-Nasafi (1999,3: 270), Muhammad al-Tähir b. 
°Äshür (1997,12: 192), and al-Bai jaw! (1999,2: 371). 
10. Plural of Multitude and Plural of Paucity 
iý 1% so - Pt %Jý CJ3>) lý 
[Will they not contemplate the Qur'an? Do they have locks on their hearts? Q47: 24] 
Arabic language provides different meanings for different forms of plural. It is observable 
that the Qur'an uses a form of plurality which just encompasses the context, and the 
meaning. For Hitti (1937: 91) "the triumph of Islam was to a certain extent the triumph of a 
language, more particularly of a book. " 
Example 32 
js , Vii , =q; ý. Lk; o. "s i . -,., 01fi -Ib 
pýLý x,., 19 g. UI9 cl..: ýu ýJ Z. rscLcu cw ý kLo ý:.. w 
[The likeness of those who spend their wealth in the Way of Allah, is as the likeness of a 
grain (of corn); it grows seven ears, and each ear has a hundred grains. Allah gives 
manifold increase to whom He pleases. And Allah is All-Sufficient for His creatures' 
needs, All-Knower. Q2: 261] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 59) 
[The parable of those who spend their possessions for the sake of God is that of a grain out 
of which grow seven ears, in every ear a hundred grains: for God grants manifold increase 
unto whom He wills; and God is infinite, all-Knowing. Q2: 261] (Asad, 1980: 59) 
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Example 33 
+Ao -ýea ýo i ro " ýc .. v 
[And the king (of Egypt) said: "Verily, I saw (in a dream) seven fat cows, whom seven lean 
ones were devouring - and of seven green ears of corn, and (seven) others dry. 0 notables! 
Explain to me my dream, if it be that you can interpret dreams. " Q12: 43] (al-Hiläli, 
1998: 309) 
[And (One day) the King said: "Behold, I saw (in a dream) seven fat cows devoured by 
seven emaciated ones, and seven green ears (of wheat) next to (seven) others that were 
withered. 0 you nobles! Enlighten me about (the meaning of) my dream, if you are able to 
interpret dreams! " Q12: 43) (Asad, 1980: 344) 
Q2: 261 & Q12: 43 give the same number seven but in Q2: 261 cý? L'ý"ý designates the plural of 
multitude and in Q12: 43 designates the plural of paucity. The question which arises 
here why does the Qur'an use different forms of plural to designate the same number 
seven? This is not without a good reason. The possibility is that J is a plural form of 
multitude and the context necessitates the use of cý; º1ý. ý+ where the theme of manifolding 
good deeds is emphasized either because of the individual differences among the people 
who spend their money in the cause of A115h. Another reason could be the manifolding 
here as a reward from Allah is unlimited even by seven hundred fold. So the plural of 
multitude suits the context of the countless bounties of Allah and Allah gives manifold 
increase to whom He pleases. 90 Whereas in Q12: 43 the context is meant for scarcity that is 
why is used. The whole context is that of famine, insufficiency and shortage of 
food. 
90 a1-Zamakhshari (2003,1: 306), al-Nasafi (1999,1: 216-17), and al-Bai¢äwi (1999,1: 138), al-Razi 
(1995,4: 48 -49). 
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Example 34 
Is 
or` 
'S 'l p --o 
Öl4: C SL Y ýA .ýýý9 QA ý.: 1ý p ý. ai 
1)! 1 
Ul 
.. _ý bG 
ý1 äi 9 
[Verily, Ibrahim (Abraham) was an Ummah (a leader having all the good righteous 
qualities), or a nation, obedient to Allah, Vanifä (i. e. to worship none but Allah), and he 
was not one of those who were al-Mushrikrin (polytheists, idolaters, disbelievers in the 
Oneness of Allah, and those who joined partners with Allah). (He was) thankful for His 
(Allah's) Graces. He (Allah) chose him (as an intimate friend) and guided him to a Straight 
Path (Islamic Monotheism, neither Judaism nor Christianity). Q16: 120-121] (al-Hiläli, 
1998: 365) 
[Verily, Abraham was a man who combined within himself all virtues, devoutly obeying 
God's will, turning away from all that is false, and not being of those who ascribe divinity 
to aught beside God: [for he was always] grateful for the blessings granted by Him who had 
elected him and guided him onto a straight way. Q16: 120-121] (Asad, 1980: 415) 
Example 35 
9y1 , se 
lý9 ý191A,... ý I se lA x, 5,1 ., ýD IM 195 
A 
"bý9 ö; lb 
[See you not (0 men) that Allah has subjected for you whatsoever is in the heavens and 
whatsoever is in the earth, and has completed and perfected His Graces upon you, (both) 
apparent (i. e. Islamic Monotheism, and the lawful pleasures of this world, including health, 
good looks, etc. ) and hidden [i. e. One's Faith in Allah (of Islamic Monotheism) knowledge, 
wisdom, guidance for doing righteous deeds, and also the pleasures and delights of the 
Hereafter in Paradise, etc. ]? Q31: 20] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 552) 
[Are you not aware that God has made subservient to you all that is in the heavens and all 
that is on earth, and has lavished upon you His blessings, both outward and inward? 
Q31: 20] (Asad, 1980: 630) 
Examples 34 and 35 could give the impression that they target the same thing and render 
the same underlying nuances but this is far to be true. Allah's blessings and bounties are 
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countless and not a soul can give exclusively such blessings their due gratefulness because 
it is simply beyond man's power. In like fashion, counting Allah's blessings is impossible 
so how we can appreciate all of them if we can not even count them: 
&9, c,. x; J aUl kQS 
1512 Ob ý [And if you would count the graces of Alläh, never 
could you be able to count them. Q16: 18] That is the reason why the context necessitates 
that Ibrahim uses the plural of paucity (psz; 
I) and not the plural of multitude (x: +)91. 
Whereas example 34 imposes that the plural of multitude be used where the context of 
Q31: 20 exposes the countless graces Alläh has bestowed upon us. So the plural of 
multitude () is used and not the plural of paucity (pu; 
1). The observation which arises is 
that TT could not capture these fine differences in translation: in both Q31: 20 and 
Q16: 120-121 the phrase His blessings is utilized, however, al-Hiläli introduces as 
interpolation what these blessings could possibly be: [apparent (i. e. Islamic Monotheism, 
and the lawful pleasures of this world, including health, good looks, etc. ) and hidden [i. e. 
One's Faith in Allah (of Islamic Monotheism) knowledge, wisdom, guidance for doing 
righteous deeds, and also the pleasures and delights of the Hereafter in Paradise, etc. ] It is 
again a feature of addition (as a technique of adjustment) incorporated into TL. In this 
connection, Nida (1964/2003: 227) classifies nine types of additions: (a) filling out elliptical 
expressions; (b) obligatory specification; (c) additions required because of grammatical 
reconstructing; (d) amplification from implicit to explicit status; (e) answers to rhetorical 
questions; (f) classifiers; (g) connectives; (h) categories of TL which do not exist in SL; (i) 
doublets 92 
Example 36 
4 ü9 ? 
I9ý LS Lo po9 LS\ cLk>. c9 -b3-1a o 
1o t Tll 
ý 1. ý1) L'ý ý, oý, ýJ 
Ig119 
ýa pý X11 ý 
91 al-Razi (1995,14: 152 -153) 
92 Two words derived from the same historical source by different routes of transmission, such as skirt from 
Scandinavian and shirt from English. 
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[This is because they say: "The Fire shall not touch us but for a number of days. " And that 
which they used to invent regarding their religion has deceived them. Q3: 24] (al-Hiläli, 
1998: 71) 
[Simply because they claim, The fire will most certainly not touch us for more than a 
limited number of days": and thus the false beliefs which they invented have (in time) 
caused them to betray their faith. Q3: 24] (Asad, 1980: 69-70) 
Example 37 
0W I- O JO . Gi OJOwJmmJ 
f-C g111 c p:, l öý9. aszo Loll ý1j, W 11: ý, 11g11s9 r d. le-x. 11 I'. 
4W Co qU 1u v9J9 Pt 
[And they (Jews) say, "The Fire (i. e. Hell-fire on the Day of Resurrection) shall not touch 
us but for a few numbered days. " Q2: 80] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 16) 
[And they say, "The fire will most certainly not touch us for more than a limited number of 
days. " Q2: 80] (Asad, 1980: 17) 
It is worthy of note that both L: 3Iýý'. k=o and öý9. i are rendered in TT as "a limited number 
of"; however, al-Hiläli gives two different noun phrases (a number of and a few number 
of) to show the meaning intended in the ST. al-Sämerä'i (2004: 41) states that if the 
feminine individual exists as an adjective for a plural form it shows that the epithet is a lot 
more (& L. t J1 ) jibal shahegah tall mountains means many mountains while ( JL>. 
,:, Lb) jiba-1 shahigat means less mountains. The same applies on and 
öý9 
L t. It is clear that the translation fails to capture these semantically-oriented 
morphological forms and thus becomes disloyal to the three general laws of translation by 
Tytler (1978: 16): 
1 The translation should give a complete transcript of the ideas of the original work. 
2 The style and manner of writing should be of the same character with that of the 
original. 
3 The translation should have all the ease of the original composition. 
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11. Oath as a Solemn Declaration 
The Qur'an states its proposition in many of its verses by the way of an oath as definitive 
evidence of its truthfulness. Abdul-Raof (2001: 87-88) is of the view that "stylistically, oath 
in Arabic is an ornamental element of an elevated style. Oath occurs frequently as a 
prototypical discourse feature. " It should go without saying that the rules that govern the 
idiosyncrasies of Qur'änic discourse are not one and the same. Let us take the oath as an 
example and explore its different forms and how these forms are translated to touch upon 
the problematic features of Qur'änic discourse, as in: 
Example 38 
4° X1 19) 4pl; ý 4ý Wi9 4' pt; Wi; 
4 1ý. T pl; ýý26ý 
[By those (angels) who pull out (the souls of the disbelievers and the wicked) with great 
violence; By those (angels) who gently take out (the souls of the believers); And by those 
that swim along (i. e. angels or planets in their orbits, etc. ). And by those that press forward 
as in a race (i. e. the angels or stars or the horses, etc. ). And by those angels who arrange to 
do the Commands of their Lord, (so verily, you disbelievers will be called to account). 
Q79: 1-5] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 812) 
[By the forceful chargers raring to go, sweeping ahead at full stretch, overtaking swiftly to 
bring the matter to an end. Q79"1-5] (Abdel Haleem, 2004: 407) 
[By those that pluck out vehemently and those that draw out violently, by those that swim 
serenely and those that outstrip suddenly, by those that direct an affair! Q79: 1-5] (Arberry, 
1998: 322) 
[Consider those (stars) that rise only to set, and move (in their orbits with steady motion, 
and float (through space) with floating serene, and yet overtake (one another) with swift 
overtaking: and thus they fulfil the (Creator's) behest! ) Q79: 1-5] (Arad, 1980: 926) 
How oath is satisfactorily translated depends first on how satisfactorily the translator is able 
to do justice to the linguistic and theological features of Qur'änic discourse itself, and 
secondly on whether the translator provides a translation based on one of the theological 
interpretation of the oath. Time and again, it has been observed that the translation of 
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Qur'änic discourse may owe much to a particular theological stance. However, it is 
preferable that the translation is oriented towards the views of the main stream Islam. For 
the sake of completion, al-Zamakhshari (2003,4: 679) and al-Nasafi (1999,3: 595) interpret 
either as angels or stars and build their exegesis accordingly. The exegeses 
resources are, of course, called upon to a much greater degree in translating Qur'änic 
discourse which lends itself to more than one single interpretation. It is noted that Asad and 
7j& UI) according to the tafsir exegesis literature and as such would al-Hiläli translate (%- 
minimize the translation loss to some extent whereas both Abdel Haleem and Arberry 
render it figuratively. However, al- Räzi (1995,16: 28-34) elaborates on the issue, expounds 
Q79: 1-5 and presents so many probabilities for what Q79: 1-5 could mean. al-Räzi (ibid: 28- 
34) starts with probability (1) the angels and their qualities, (2) stars, (3) souls, (4) horses, 
(5) enemies, and (6) status of hearts. The more one reads the exegeses books, the more one 
confirms that the translation of the meanings of the Qur'än is not that easy task at all. 
Example 39 
There has been an interesting argument among Muslim scholars on certain features 
considered oath specific in the Qur'änic discourse, such as the use of `no' before the oath. 
The question is whether `no' functions as a negation or non-negation particle. Naýpr 
Hussein (2000: 51 -57) lists the different hermeneutical analyses of Muslim scholars in their 
attempt to understand the meaning that can be rendered by oath preceded by `no' and he 
mentions that Ibn "Abbas is of the opinion that `no' functions as a relative pronoun and 
there is a phonetic pause between `no' and the oath verb which means `no' is non-negation 
particle in this context. He adds the use of (J) is for affirmation purposes as when one 
says: 
(JJI9 nül9 )J). In the same vein, Abu Hayyän (2001,8: 213) expounds that (J) is an 
affirmation for hyperbole and it functions as (yl) meaning (have you not) in the beginning 
of an Arabic sentence. al-Zamakhashari comments that if `no' comes within the sentence it 
is a superfluous relative pronoun which has the stylistic function of affirmation of the oath, 
as in: 
Aea ytýý r -- ý94g .i ý1 I ; 
-q 
\i'l^7 
, 
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[But no, by your Lord, they can have no Faith, Q4: 65] 
Q4: 65 is translated as above in cAli's, Hiläli's, Pickthall's but it is rendered differently in 
Abdel Haleem's: 
[By your Lord, they will not be true believers ... ] 
whereas if `no' comes at the beginning of the sentence it functions as a negation particle. 
What matters here in this connection is that the oath is another example of the excellence of 
the Qur'än syntactic arrangement and the eloquence of its composition which cannot be 
captured in translation. Moreover, the subtlety of the Qur'änic oath is lost in translation and 
cannot be encompassed in rendition. Consider the use of affirmation particles along with 
the use of `no' in each oath and they are all translated as one thing only: I swear! 
JýJ Os 
4o JI I P, ý., ýI 119 
[So I swear by Mawägi` (setting or the mansions, etc. ) of the stars (they traverse). Q56: 75] 
4y9ýý 1J lm1 
[So I swear by the Lord of all [the three hundred and sixty (360)] points of sunrise and 
sunset in the east and the west that surely We are Able Q 70: 40] 
1 pgý; ýý v 
[I swear by the Day of Resurrection; Q75: 1] 
4CLOGD1 
us. 
ý- ý lhj; ý 
[And I swear by the self-reproaching person (a believer). 75: 2] 
.ii: ; -i v 
[I swear by this city (Makkah); Q90: 1] 
12. Syntax Mandatory 
Oftentimes it is contemplated why the Qur'an settles on a certain expression, preposition, 
etc. and not the other. The point of departure is when reflecting on the subtlety of the 
language of the Qur'an; it is observed that the language is in such a precision and elegance 
that it succeeds in leaving a persuasive impact. In fact the Qur'dn is meant to enjoy such 
style in order to engage the readers in meditation on the subject matter. It is always claimed 
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that the Qur'än is characterized by its syntax mandatory which fits the context of its verses 
as in: 
Example 40 
t; 4ý 
[Because your Lord will inspire it. Q99: 5] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 846) 
[Because your Lord will inspire it (to do so). Q99: 5] (Abdel Haleem, 2004: 431) 
[For your Lord will have inspired her. Q99: 5] (Dawood, 2003: 430) 
[As thy Sustainer will have inspired her to do. Q99: 5] (Asad, 1980: 969) 
CÄ isha'Abdul Rahmän (2004: 89-91) contends that the Qur'an uses the verb ( gfi) 71 
times. In 67 cases the Qur'an employs the preposition (uJ1) after the verb one 
time (,. s) and in Q99: 5 only the Qur'an uses (J). This is a prototypical example for what 
we mean by syntax mandatory. There is no clear consensus in exegesis books about the 
meaning of (J): Abu I Iayyän93 thinks it is because of the phonetic co-text and adds another 
possibility that the inspiration here is through a messenger from the angels. `Abdul Rahmän 
(2004: 91) expounds that the use of (u1I) is meant for an animated inspired to whereas 
(s9) is meant for an unanimated inspired to, as in: 
4 11 r. " Js U&. 9fiý 
[and He made in each heaven its affair. Q41: 12] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 644) 
[and assigned an order to each. Q41: 12] (Abdel Haleem, 2004: 307) 
where circumstantial preposition () indicates the Decree of Alläh. Whereas in Q99: 5 the 
passive structure of Q99, the violent shaking of the earth in its last quaking and speaking to 
it substantiate the impossibility of inspiring it via a messenger. That is why the context here 
necessitates that the earth speaks to itself spontaneously. This spontaneousness is 
represented in the preference of using (W) because it offers the meaning of specifity, 
commitment and distinguished communication. It is observed that this deep insight into the 
93 al-Bahr al-Mubit (2001,8: 501), al-Räzi (1995,16: 61) 
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layers of meaning which Qur'änic discourse unfolds cannot be captured in translation and 
is considered as translation resistant. 
5.3 Stylistic Features 
1. Eloquence of Diction 
The eloquence of the Qur'änic diction is surpassingly difficult. It is quite apparent 
throughout the Qur'an; it is Arabic specific and cannot be easily captured in translation. It 
is worth noting that individual Qur'änic words can yield dissimilar SL nuances of meaning. 
Consider the following examples which illustrate the eloquence of the Qur'änic diction and 
the incongruence in meaning between Arabic and English. Both of the words al- ma far and 
al-ghayth mean the same thing (rain) in English. Unlike the English language, Arabic has 
special usage for each one of them: al-ma far is always used in situations where revenge is 
taken against warned criminals, polytheists, and sinners. Whereas al-ghayth94 is used in 
situations where glad tidings and good deeds are inferred as legitimate purposes for sending 
down al-ghayth: 
Example 41 
,;: 
. IN A 
ici 1 ; hm r. cli I; 1ý 
in , ý. ý, I: c lý, Li1 
[And We rained down on them a rain (of stones). So evil was the rain of those who were 
warned. Q27: 58] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 511) 
[And We brought (an awesome) rain down on them. How dreadful that rain was for those 
who had been warned! Q27: 58] (Abdel Haleem, 2004: 242) 
It is worthy of note here how Abdel Haleem adds (awesome) to the translation to make up 
for the Loss in meaning inasmuch as al-Hiläli adds (of stones). Translation as such suffers 
from addition and still does not render the eloquence of diction Qur'änic discourse 
demonstrates in its brevity. 
Example 42 
94 See al-Räzi (1995,14: 172), Muhammad al-Ta-hir b. `Hshür (1997,12: 95) 
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We -o 08 
ofä.. 9l c i:, tS ý. iLS , h; 19 Iýb o p9 1 L)b oI 
[And We rained down on them a rain (of stones)95. Then see what was the end of the 
mujrimün (criminals, polytheists, sinners, etc. ). Q 7: 84] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 212) 
The same approach goes on with Abdel Haleem (2004: 100) 
[And We showered upon (the rest of them) a rain of (destruction). Thus addition here to the 
TT is to compensate the loss in meaning. It is as well observed that the English word rain 
does not yield more than one meaning whereas it yields more than one meaning in the 
Arabic language. It becomes immediately cleat that the addition to the English word rain is 
necessary to make the intended message more intelligible because if the translation stops at 
the word rain the reader cannot predict the following part then see what was the end of the 
criminals whereas if the reader of the ST stops at the Arabic word rain he/she can 
still predict the following part of the text because of the nuances of meaning the Arabic 
word rain renders. This case in discussion shows how Arabic synonyms, derivational 
patterns, and morphological forms cannot be captured in translation. 
Example 43 
4139 
[And indeed they have passed by the town [of Prophet Lout (Lot)] on which was rained the 
evil rain. Did they (disbelievers) not then see it (with their own eyes)? Nay! But they used 
not to expect for any resurrection. Q25: 40] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 483) 
Example 44 
Lo 
-- t: r9 
`Jj; 
ý, ýS 
Ji '- 
9ý9ý' 
[And He it is Who sends down the rain after they have despaired, and spreads abroad His 
Mercy. And He is the Wall (Helper, Supporter, Protector, etc. ), Worthy of all Praise. 
Q42: 28] (a1-Hi1ä1i, 1998: 656) 
95 See al-Räzi (1995,7: 179), Muhammad al-Tähir b. °Hshür (1997,5: 237) 
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[It is He who sends rain after they lost hope, and spreads His mercy far and wide. He is the 
Protector, Worthy of All Praise. Q42: 28] (Abdel Haleem, 2004: 313) 
It was expected that an adjective is to be added to give the meaning of al-ghayth, namely, 
rain of glad tidings and good omens but the translator was satisfied with just mentioning 
rain without any modification in meaning. 
Example 45 
+ o- -apaas f- 
ý9r_a `9 va1: 11 9.1 ßt. 9 pG :. ýý _. 
ý, cg 4sv"_L, ,, 
["Then thereafter will come a year in which people will have abundant rain and in which 
they will press (wine and oil). " Q12: 49] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 310) 
The details of the Qur'änic linguistic usage are myriad but we mean to touch upon the 
eloquence of the Qur'änic diction by giving some examples to describe vividly what is 
meant by eloquence of diction. Q12: 49 utilizes (4; 1 ) as another morphological form of 
I) with the same shade of meaning. al-Hiläli chooses to add abundant in the phrase 
abundant rain to compensate the translation loss if rain is used alone without any 
modification. It should be taken into consideration that the Arabic language of Qur'änic 
discourse achieves the intended meaning and far more by using very few words. That is 
what makes its eloquence diction. 
In this context, it is worthy to note that the two Arabic terms p.... ýci I and %AW1 do not 
render the same underlying semantic characteristics. The term DWI in Qur'anic discourse 
is always connected with false swear, whereas the term po siýI relays nothing but the 
truth, (cf Nagär Hussein, 2000: 79-83). As far as translation is concerned, it is observable 
that the two terms are translated as swear, as in: 
Example 46 
s-o -ro e+ CD -oArAei 
4)99. x ! P99 P" ! -U9 PEA Ab 
lag P-L? J P, Ejl 91L iýgäLý,, g 
[They swear by Alläh that they are truly of you while they are not of you, but they are a 
people (hypocrites) who are afraid (that you may kill them). Q9: 56] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 253) 
,, 1 . ; 19 9 ))I - U3 ýi 1 1. i(3 l0 CLUL " s°. t ; 
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They swear by Allah that they said nothing (bad), but really they said the word of 
disbelief, and they disbelieved after accepting Islam Q9: 74] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 256) 
gis ? PZ9 ýý4I uJ Z, g f-: X; ý 
[and they swear to a lie while they know. Q58: 14] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 747) 
)11 sus P-Pýý v9 '9 PSý vgýlýý 
LaS iýgs 9 tt. (P"4 ? P9ýý' 
Aaeam 
4ýýsts)I , ý. &, -1 
[On the Day when A11äh will resurrect them all together (for their account), then they will 
swear to Him as they swear to you (0 Muslims). And they think that they have something 
(to stand upon). Verily, they are liars! Q58: 18] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 748) 
40-": J 
[And obey not everyone who swears much, and is considered worthless. Q68: 10] (al-Hilali, 
1998: 775) 
[Furthermore, defer not to the contemptible swearer of oaths. Q68: 10] (Asad: 884). 
0 Jgo 
[That is the expiation for the oaths when you have sworn. Q5: 89] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 161-162) 
[This shall be the atonement for your oaths whenever you have sworn (and broken them). 
Q5: 89] (Asad, 1980: 161-162). 
. o. ao ea mst.. -e- 4. a&L ., ) C IgJ lo tý 
1; Ia" ýLCL 11 P9ju P9-). q' 
[And on the Day that the Hour will be established, the Mujrimim (criminals, disbelievers, 
polytheists, sinners. ) will swear that they stayed not but an hour. Q30: 55] (al-Hiläli, 
1998: 548) 
[ And when the last Hour dawns, those who had been lost in sin will swear that they had 
not tarried (on earth) longer than an hour. Q30: 55] (Asad, 1980: 624). 
Asad renders Q68: 10, and Q5: 89 differently than that translation of al-H11511. Asad attempts 
to show the difference in meaning between pä1I and 1I in Arabic so he adds to the 
translation to show the difference: the contemptible swearer of oaths, oaths whenever you 
have sworn (and broken them). This addition according to Nida (1964/2003: 227) is a sort 
of amplification from implicit to explicit status. In Q30: 55 the Qur'än attributes p, ä1I to 
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the disbelievers because they deep at heart think that they are telling the truth, so Asad uses 
the term swear without any interpolation or addition. 
2. Brevity and Conciseness 
Careful studying of the Qur'an shows many interesting points regarding its linguistic and 
stylistic patterns which call for careful reflection. For instance, by saying that the Qur'än 
enjoys brevity and conciseness, we mean that the Qur'an is a Book whose linguistic and 
stylistic significations are impressive. It should go without saying that the aim for the 
eloquence of diction, brevity and conciseness of Qur'änic discourse is by far to achieve the 
communicative force of persuasion. 
Example 47 
4v9 P99 pýLw JL9 Lou]w 1. qJ 9_ 1991 ;1 
[When they came in to him, and said, "Salim, (peace be upon you)! " He answered; "Salim, 
(peace be upon you), " and said: "You are a people unknown to me, " Q51: 25] (al-EMI, 
1998: 708) 
Q5: 25 introduces two different kinds of Salam (greetings): CaU: w which is in the accusative 
case and P\1i which is in the nominative case. In trying to capture the varied layers of 
meaning which the two words render, we end up in having translation loss. I LLW which 
is in the accusative case means we greet a greeting nusalim salaman, i. e. an implicit 
accusative case of a verb nusalim (greet: verbal sentence). While p1Lw in the nominative 
case is an articulation of the implicit nominative case (greeting: nominal sentence). 96 It has 
been mentioned what the nuances the verbal and nominal sentence can give. It is 
understood that the use of noun renders meanings which are more consistent and constant 
than the verb does. Ideally, Prophet Ibrähim has greeted the angels in a better way by 
resorting to the nominal case and not repeating the verbal case. Even the words of greeting 
carry the function of showing the hospitality and generosity to the guests of Prophet 
Ibrahim and reiterating the courtesy shown in Q4: 86: 
Lis 'PL: 
&. 9 1J. 9 
96al-Zamakhshari (2003,4: 391-392), al-Räzi (1995,14: 212-213) 
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[When you are greeted with a greeting, greet in return with what is better than it, or (at 
least) return it equally. Certainly, Allah is Ever a Careful Account Taker of all things. 
Q4: 86] (al-I-iiläli, 1998: 123) 
The intertextual relationship between Q51: 25 and Q4: 86 has become clear: Q51: 25 
presents the two forms of ( p1Lw ) used - that of the angels ( 
QJ]W ) and that of Prophet 
Ibrahim (p\L ). Now the rule is that when you are greeted either you greet in return in a 
better way or in the same manner. Consider the greeting used by Prophet Ibrahim and 
whether it is done in a better or same way. Prophet Ibrahim used (p1Lw ) in the 
nominative case which renders more consistent and constant meanings than that of the 
angels ( 12 \Lw ) in the accusative case which entails less consistent meanings. Therefore 
Q5: 5 applies the ruling in Q4: 86. It is worthy to note that in translating such riches of the 
ST the myriad nuances of meanings are left out making the TT appear defective. 
Example 48 
ý ýý 
[So when she came, it was said (to her): "Is your throne like this? " She said: "(It is) as 
though it were the very same. " Q27: 42] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 509) 
[When she arrived, she was asked, `Is this your throne? ' She replied, `It looks like it. ' 
Q27: 42] (Abdel Haleem, 2004: 241) 
The way the question is answered in Q27: 42 is a prototype of brevity and conciseness. 
al-Zamakhshari97 (2003,3: 357) elaborates on the words of the question I: i 
I (o ) is an 
attentive particle, (. J) is a simile particle, and (Iý) is a declarative particle. The Qur'än 
does not phrase the question inasmuch as Is this your throne? in order for the answer not to 
be a dictated one. The answer is not (yes, it is) or (no, it is not). However the answer is 
articulated as (it looks like it). The answer as such does not appear to conform to the 
question. However, the answer shows the brevity and the conciseness of the Qur'an at its 
best because this two-word answer unfolds a degree of wisdom on the part of the Queen of 
Sheba. In fact, she prefers not to indulge into probabilities and that is why she chooses to 
take precautions before she either says yes or no. The theme of uncertainty and excitement 
97 See al-Nasafi (1999,2: 608), al-BaiJäwi (1999,2: 177), al-Razi (1995,12: 200-201) 
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is intensified by the Qur'änic use of the voiceless sound /h/ (,. & + __) in 
C4 ijl) as the 
voiceless sound /h/ (_&) is not like other voiced sounds. Consider the use of (uJ /yes, 
indeed! ) with its voiced sound /b/ (U) and its decisive implication. Therefore, the Qur'änic 
expression (g. a 
ULS) is justified as eloquently befitting the context of situation. Although 
the translation manages to render the expression (9, q; lS), it does not manage to produce 
the same pragmatic and phonetic effect of the original and is not as concise as the ST. 
Thus, it is another case of translation loss. 
5.4 The Phonetic Feature al-Madd (Lengthening of Sound) 
Hervey and Higgins (1992: 74) hold that when dealing with any text "one may come across 
problems that have to do specifically with the phonic/graphic level". Hervey and Higgins 
(ibid: 74) mention that some translators make every effort to recreate the phonic/graphic 
effects of the ST. One may contemplate how the phonic/graphic effects of Qur'änic 
discourse can ever be captured in translation. It has again sometimes been acknowledged 
that (ibid: 74) "some texts would lose much of their point if deprived of their special 
phonic/graphic properties. " Newmark (1995: 168) admits that "sound-effects are bound to 
come last for the translator", though he (ibid: 58) stresses that "sound-effects, even at the 
level beyond the sentence, should be taken into account, and adds (ibid: 58) "the continual 
repetition of sounds and syllables ..., words and interjections has a powerful effect. " In this 
connection, lengthening is considered a form of sound-effects and it is a musical element 
for euphony and cadence which is lost in TL because it is language specific. 
It will immediately be clear how Qur'änic discourse loses much of its musical impact when 
we compare the translation with the Arabic transliteration: 
ciI, ý Iýl; I. s. I. cu...., ýýºý, S lAs c3i 
ýcu-c 
ý, s".. 
cfi lo ý. ý; y fi Iý, ý :. 
°ý 
e 
[Perish the hands of Abu Lahab, and perish he! 
His wealth avails him not, neither what he has earned; 
He shall roast at a flaming fire 
And his wife, the carrier of the firewood, 
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Upon her neck a rope of palm-fibre. 
Q I] (Arberry, 1998: 666) 
Tabbat yadä `Abi Lahabiw wa tabba 
Mä `aghnä canhu mäluhu wa mä kasaba 
Sayaýla näran thäta lahab 
Wa amra'atuhii hammälata al-batab 
Fi jidihä bablum mim masad 
Much of the `special phonic/graphic effects' is lost in translation. Qur'änic discourse is 
distinguished by its rhyme which is lost here. Robinson (1996: 10) observes that "the whole 
of the Qur'an is in rhymed or assonanced prose, and rhyme and assonance are the basis for 
the subdivision of the sürahs into äyahs. " In this vein, Sells (1993: 405) contends that 
Qur'änic discourse employs a scheme of phonological patterning which leaves heavy 
phonological communicative force with emotive values. For Abdul-Raof (2003: 401402) 
euphony (cadence) has its psychological weight on whoever deals with the Qur'dn. Abdul- 
Raof (ibid: 402) elaborates that "lengthening, assimilation, nasalization, lowering 
(concealment) of certain sounds, darkening or clearing one sound rather than another, etc. 
are all employed as musical instruments to produce the unique symphony. " Abdul-Raof 
(ibid) states that the syntax and morphology do have their own impact on the musical 
smoothness of the Qur'änic sounds. 
The implementation of the phonetic feature madd (lengthening of sound) in Qur'änic 
discourse is not employed without a good reason as the Qur'än renders whatever it has to 
render for a specific target. The question which may arise is `What is the benefit beyond 
this particular feature of sound (madd) apart from the factors of euphony and elucidation of 
the recitation? ' We haven't found so far in the literature any elaboration on this problem of 
the semantics of the madd in the Qur'än in any of the exegesis books. Madd has a function 
in Qur'änic discourse and this phonetic feature of the Qur'an has an influential impact on 
the readers of the ST. Nevertheless, the concept of madd is translation resistant and is not 
captured in TT. In this regard, Hervey and Higgins (1992: 75) consider the phonetic features 
as `special effects' which means "the use of phonic/graphic features in order to create or - 
more usually - reinforce a thematic motif or mood within a text. " This thematic motif or 
mood will be taken care of when we examine the semantics of madd in Qur'änic discourse. 
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It is worthy to mention here that there are different types of madd: (pj)j moo) necessary 
prolongation (6 vowel counts), (i19 . to) obligatory prolongation (4-5 vowel counts), ( ao 
) permissible prolongation (2,4 or 6 vowel counts), and fi . Lo) normal 6- 
prolongation (2 vowel counts). 
We have explored the added meaning which the madd (lengthening of sound) empowers 
Qur'anic discourse with, and we have found out consistency in utilizing the madd to clothe 
the text with extra semantic nuances as in: 
Example 49 
a+ or +e 
ßs. 9 lA l c;.; 9ý l; lý sill a1J 
ýý l 1sJ1ý9 ý yl sr V-0,0`02+. a. 0 
a ý, yr yý. :aa""a"""a 
iýfi jyý9ý9 `g 
4 l; ý? j j yr . ýöJ 
11 l', IýA vt yji ý lýS lAg Iý.. ö. 1 
AA 0Aa- 4cj"., L. -A!. L5L. q aI 
[And We shall remove from their breasts any (mutual) hatred or sense of injury (which they 
had, if at all, in the life of this world); rivers flowing under them, and they will say: "All the 
praises and thanks be to Allah, Who has guided us to this, never could we have found 
guidance, were it not that Allah had guided us! Indeed, the Messengers of our Lord did 
come with the truth. " And it will be cried out to them: "This is the Paradise which you have 
inherited for what you used to do. " Q 7: 43] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 206-207) 
Q7: 43 marks madd in four positions98: y- 
val> - 19 3+9 
where the act of (191.; 9) crying out to the believers will possibly entail quite a large 
number of believers so the madd here gives the impact of a loud voice covers a multitude 
of believers. Also, 
(cj; G) highlights the number of Allah's messengers who were sent to 
man since Adam. Whereas ý1g1 utilizes the madd as an attention point to Allah the sole 
cause of all guidance. 
Abdul-Raof (2001: 58) holds the view that in the translation of the Qur'än, we sacrifice the 
flow of sound to sense while in the Qur'an, sound and sense are interrelated. Q69 and Q101 
represent this sort of interrelation and integration of lengthening of sound and the 
98 For the sake of observation, we have meant to show the words in which madd occurs appear slightly 
different. 
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compacted sense it carries. The following onomatopoeic99 expressions are double stressed 
by the way of lengthening of the sound for the sake of adding this shivering and quivering 
heinous background. The accompanying prolongation of the sound [I] in (ä. GJI) - al- 
häääääagah necessary prolongation (6 vowel counts: six vowels each of which is about half 
a second) - is essential to a Muslim's sense of the Inevitable Hour. Again this specific 
Qur'änic phonetic feature is translation resistant, as in: 
Example 50 
4 aswi la il; T co; ý4 4; t IL3 ä9wi ) 
[The Inevitable Hour! What is the Inevitable Hour? What will explain to you what the 
Inevitable Hour is? Q69: 1-3] (al-luau, 1998: 780) 
Another example which shows what madd adds to the meaning of onomatopoeic Qur'änic 
expression is Q80: 33, in which the expression (äyl. oll) is pronounced as al- 
, ääýäaýrhkhah. 
Here the accompanying prolongation of the sound [I] in (v. l cýli) depicts 
the unimaginable horror and tremor of the blow of the trumpet on the Day of Resurrection. 
+a m ýäsl, all ýýly Isýý 
[Then, when there comes Aý-$äkhkhah (the Day of Resurrection's second blowing of 
Trumpet). Q80: 33] 
It is immediately clear that the semantic impact of the madd in Q7: 43 and Q69: 1-3 can 
never be captured in translation and this consequently constitutes another hindrance to the 
rendition of ST. In such a way, translation cannot encompass the layers of meanings in 
Qur'änic discourse. For the sake of consideration, we shall exhibit further examples of 
what madd can add to the semantic impact of the proposition as in: 
Example 51 
y_w° piol s 0C: v f +ý 
t9 Pýýu 3 13133 Co X19 %-ý I; 
a°c. 1 ' 
99 Abdul Raof (2001: 59) holds that "Onomatopoeic expressions are language-specific and have a 
communicative purpose; Qur'anic onomatopoeic sound effects defy translation into another language. 
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[We shall certainly bring the dead back to life, and We record that what they send ahead of 
them as well as what they leave behind: We keep an account of everything in a clear 
record. Q36: 12] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 589) 
where the madd in () draws attention to a weighty expression of great importance: a 
clear record. 
Example 52 
a Aa se. e+ a. W- o Wi em00 
4 
.:: 
V3 `_ " P-P, 6plc irsv 
ýl 'cu iýca'ý11 uý1, ul Z, 1T 5u; 9ý cp A- . 
iýcý 
How could I take beside Him any other gods, whose intercession will not help me and who 
would not be able to save me if the Lord of Mercy wished to harm me? Q36: 23] (al-Hiläli, 
1998: 590) 
where the madd in (9 9I) refers to ( 
X11) the Lord of Mercy, in other words it is like a 
charter of declaration: lä iläha illa alläh (None has the right to be worshipped but Allah). 
It has been observed that lä iläha ilia allah almost always starts with the permissible 
separated madd (four or five counts) which sets the scene for the word of tawpid läääää 
iläha illa alläh, as in: 
7. 
) ivA .1jv, ->9t 
cc 
[Follow what has been inspired to you (0 Muhammad) from your Lord, lä iläha illa Huwa 
(none has the right to be worshipped but He) and turn aside from Al-Mushrikün. Q6: 106] 
Example 53 
[When He wills something to be, His way is to say, "be"-and it is! Q36: 82] (al-Hilali, 
1998: 596) 
where again the madd brings to attention the Will Of Alläh so that people may meditate 
thoughtfully and carefully. 
To further support the idea that madd in Qur'anic discourse has its semantic implication 
more examples will immediately be cited: 
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Example 54 
<lä-: c lä: c' I9 ; _Lj cc>; 
ý 
[And your Lord comes with the angels in rows, Q89: 22] 
where the theme of horror, fear, exalted majesty, grandeur and more can be depicted as the 
obligatory attached madd jäääää (four or five vowel counts) announces the coming of 
Alläh (God). 
Example 55 
""aa"r. ýý 
ýý _-ý, A; AS . §9 
' 1O w ii 899 Lo s, 
fi 
Is it then, that when it has actually befallen, that you will believe in it? What! Now (you 
believe)? And you used (aforetime) to hasten it on! Q10: 51) 
.: ý" ir? 9L 9 
[Now (you believe) while you refused to believe before and you were one of the Mufsidun 
(evil-doers, corrupts, etc. ). Q10: 911 
where the obligatory madd (four or five vowel counts) aaaaalän (ü\14) adds the theme of 
sarcasm, impeachment, reproach and final prosecution. 
Example 56 
- tý;, a'1i1 SDI f-VT 11 9; s 
[So remember the graces (bestowed upon you) from Allah, so that you may be successful. 
Q7: 69} 
where the necessary madd (six vowel counts) aäaaaaaa (a)JI) intensifies the theme that 
Allah's bounties are countless and not a soul can give exclusively such bounties their due 
gratefulness because it is simply beyond man's power. 
Example 57 
i Aw is,. meea 
ýl 19i c1ii, x. ki; l9 =t Ji t1 1ý. ýsfi ýfi :ý$ 0t, l°WI ý, l ; ot sý1; 9ý 0-0 
4w c<lll 
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[And the dwellers of the Fire will call to the dwellers of Paradise: "Pour on us some water 
or anything that Allah has provided you with. " They will say: "Both (water and provision) 
A115h has forbidden to the disbelievers. " Q7: 50 
where the obligatory madd (four or five vowel counts) nkdaaaaa (. 
i I) describes the 
scenario of how the call of the dwellers of fire is echoed and intensified. The madd in 
(&-)G) is in harmony with the theme of distance the call should cover, the number of 
people involved and the pain, sorrow and thirst inflicted upon them. 
Example 58 
CDA ý» 
_c4-9 
SJ ZiC-5-11 M> 4. PJI> %r&ý - 
[Alif-Läm-Mann. [These letters are one of the miracles of the Qur'an and none but A115h 
(Alone) knows their meanings]. This is the Book (the Qur'an), whereof there is no doubt, a 
guidance to those who are Al-Muttaqün [the pious and righteous persons who fear Allah 
much (abstain from all kinds of sins and evil deeds which He has forbidden) and love Allah 
much (perform all kinds of good deeds which He has ordained). Q1-2: 2] 
eAe++ efn r ... o in s9ýýýýýýiim ý%ýlJ. A ; jti5 ýý 
[Alif- Urn-Mim-$äd. [These letters are one of the miracles of the Qur'än and none but 
Alläh (Alone) knows their meanings]. (This is the) Book (the Qur'an) sent down unto you 
(0 Muhammad), so let not your breast be narrow therefrom, that you warn thereby, and a 
reminder unto the believers. Q7: 1-2] 
iý )i ýýý1': ü» 4, )JIý 
[Alif-Min-Rä. [These letters are one of the miracles of the Qur'an, and none but Allah 
(Alone) knows their meanings]. These are the Verses of the Clear Book (the Qur'an that 
makes clear the legal and illegal things, legal laws, a guidance and a blessing). Q12: 1] 
where the necessary madd (six vowel counts) in the opening inimitable (ü lal'Ja o I/ 
cryptic) letters (poll, umoll, ß, 
1I, alif 1ääääääm mllifinn, alif läääaaaip mmr`r? inn sääääää(t alit 
1ääääääm ra) is meant to arrest and direct the attention to the Book which carries the 
verbatim Word Of Allah. 
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It should be taken into consideration that the number of vowels for every type of 
prolongation of sound may differ according to the modes of recitation the Qur'an is recited 
with and this necessitates that we should touch upon the Qirä'ät of the Qur'an. 
For the sake of completion, consider the following figure1°° for madd: 
The Mudd 
,, s a.. ý, Jl X011 ýstýi+Jl . 
Wl 
Natural Medd Secondary M edd 
au. AaJl. gW13 cWlg Ws l äyDý "" ivgS... i ý. ". 
Includes the separated letters Due to aI lamzah Due to a Sukün 
With a With a ugSj,, JI Cjg5-.. ill 
That start some C"ahs 0. "> La 0-, - '. '6jLjl 
medd letter in two medd letter in Original Presented 
different words the same word Sukün Sukün 
,, s Wl L. Jý --b 
j; wl x. 11) (1) '"ý-sdi p. \1Jl .. oJl 0o Jl joJl 
Followers of the Natural Medd -'-9 
J-a; -JI glottal stop The yo9 C)Sýj-L . 11 
ýs . all gLaJI Jo .1 
(. s $JI n1. e11 (°) necessary 
Lesser connecting medd 
The permissible is after 'Y medd The presented 
L, b 1l o .2 
separated medd (1) %P'-K with a sukoon 
Substitute medd and greater 
JA2o 
.1 and soft (teen ) 
connecting medd (in a word) medd 
It is lengthened two vowel counts 
(four or five The obligatory Heavy (Two, four, or 
counts - attached medd - .Y six vowel 
two counts from (four or five Light counts). 
(&, 6Jl 4ý) vowel counts). (2) 
al-Tibah way of (2) '341 is m 
reciting the Qur'an before medd (in a letter) 
letter x-11 yý 1 J. ö.: o .1 
Jul a. Heavy 
The exchange ; ^, .Y 
medd Light 
[medd badl] Six vowel 
(two vowel counts. 
counts). 
10° The figure with some alteration is from Karimah Carol Czerepinski (n. d. ). 
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5.5 Modes of Readings (al-Qirä'ät) 
It has been maintained among Muslim scholars that the seven famous readings of the 
Qur'an have been reported through uninterrupted transmission tawätur (reliably) from the 
Prophet. Philips (1997: 182-3) contends that the revelation of the Qur'an in seven different 
readings (dialects/modes) made its recitation and memorization much easier for the various 
tribes. As a result, a greater number of the Prophet's followers were able to memorize large 
portions of the Qur'an while the Prophet was still alive. Since the majority of the Arabs 
could neither read nor write and most of the Qur'an was preserved during the Prophet's 
lifetime by memorization, any factor which eased its memorization was of great 
importance. Hence, it could be said that the revelation of the Qur'an in seven modes played 
a crucial role in the actual preservation of the Qur'an after the Prophet's death. Abdul-Raof 
(2003: 300) is of the opinion that the seven famous readings of the Qur'an are different 
modes of readings that are connected to the "articulatory phonetics" of Qur'änic discourse. 
Abdul-Raof (ibid: 300) contends that the seven modes of reciting the Qur'an are transmitted 
uninterruptedly and reliably from the Prophet. The following two Hadiths will immediately 
make it clear that the seven famous readings of the Qur'an date back to the Prophet 
himself. "Umar b. al-Khattäb narratedlol: I heard Hishäm b. Hakim reciting Q25 stint al- 
Furgän during the lifetime of Allah's Apostle and I listened to his recitation and noticed 
that he recited in several different ways which Allah's Apostle had not taught me. I was 
about to jump over him during his prayer, but I controlled my temper, and when he had 
completed his prayer, I put his upper garment around his neck and seized him by it and 
said, "Who taught you this siirah which I heard you reciting? " He replied, "Allah's Apostle 
taught it to me. " I said, "You have told a lie, for Allah's Apostle has taught it to me in a 
different way from yours. " So I dragged him to Allah's Apostle and said (to AIR M's 
Apostle), "I heard this person reciting srirat al-Furgän in a way which you haven't taught 
me! " On that Allah's Apostle said, "Release him, (0 `Umar! ) Recite, 0 Hishäm! " Then he 
recited in the same way as I heard him reciting. Then Allah's Apostle said, "It was revealed 
in this way, " and added, "Recite, cUmar! " I recited it as he had taught me. Allah's 
Apostle then said, "It was revealed in this way. This Qur'an has been revealed to be recited 
'o' al-Bukhäri (2003: 699) 
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in seven different ways, so recite of it whichever (way) is easier for you (or read as much of 
it as may be easy for you). " 
°Umar b. al-Khattäb narrated' 02: A11äh's Apostle said, "Gabriel recited the Qur'än to me in 
one way. Then I requested him (to read it in another way), and continued asking him to 
recite it in other ways, and he recited it in several ways till he ultimately recited it in seven 
different ways. " 
In conclusion, al-Zarkashi (1988,1: 278-279) names the seven dialects which are found in 
the Qur'an as Quraish, Huthail, Tamim, Asad, Rabi°ah, Hawäzin, and Sa°d b. l3akr. Abdul- 
Raof (2003: 301) gives a brief account of each of the reciters of the Qur'än. For Ahmed 
Sa°d Muhammad103 (2000: 17) there are different orientations for the modes of recitation: 
1. Difference in reading names (singular, dual, plural, masculine or feminine) as in 
45L J, 99Z _`; 
Si;; `_ Ili aT: JS 
[Each one believes in A11äh, His Angels, His Books, and His Messengers. Q2: 285] (al- 
Hiläli, 1998: 66) 
where it is read His books and His book. 
2. Difference in case markings, as in: 
eiý00a 
TjG; 
[Here are my daughters (i. e. the daughters of my nation), they are purer for you (if you 
marry them lawfully). Q11: 78] (al- Hiläli, 1998: 297) 
,_a 
where yp, 
ý is read in the nominative case or >pbl in the accusative case. 
3. Difference in morphology, as in: 
41; J1L., 
t C:; iclI 
jj Ig1Iä » 
[But they said: "Our Lord! Make the stages between our journey longer, " Q34: 19] (al- 
Hi1ä1i, 1998: 575) 
102 al-Bukhäri (2003: 582) 
'03 See Ibn Qutaybah (d. 276) Ta'wil Mushkil al-Qur'an. Edited by al-Sayyed Aimed $aqr (1973). 
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where -. cýis read as an imperative verb, i2 , and . icL as a past verb. 
4. Difference in foregrounding and backgrounding, as in: 
1 TOR- 
[Have not then those who believe yet known... Q13: 31] (al- Hiläli, 1998: 325) 
where Lpjt I is read with two consecutive t -S, and it is also read as Lý., uL. Backgrounding 
and foregrounding can also take place in words, as in: 
#ciso CJs > 
[so they kill (others) and are killed. Q9: 1 11] (al- Hiläli, 1998: 264) 
_A SO _ 
.J__ aO . J.. 
where it is read as ügL. äý, 9 ügLýü. 9 or as L q9 -* ý9 
ügL-. ä - and as such there is a voice 
shift from active into passive or vice versa. 
5. Difference in substitution as in: 
Substitution can either mean using a letter in place of another letter or a word in place of 
another word, as in: 
41l; -"ý' `A`3 -P 
U J) s11; b'I; 
[Look at the bones, how We bring them together. Q2: 259] (al- Hiläli, 1998: 59) 
where t'J is read as 1ný1_ i which means using instead of . 
- ictoý A- t4 
[like carded wool. Q 101: 5] (al- Hiläli, 1998: 847) 
where it is read j fl JI . Ag 
LS. 
6. Difference in addition or omission as in: 
ai Si ii :4 
[Then Allah is Rich (Free of all wants), Worthy of all praise. Q57: 24] (al-11iläli, 1998: 743) 
I Ls" I iJ I iýý where it is read as without the pronoun gnu which is omitted. 
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Having provided an informative discussion above on the various modes of reading the 
Qur'änic ext, we now focus on the applied (practical) aspect of Qur'än translation and the 
impact of the different modes of recitation104 on the translation of the meanings of the 
Qur'an, as in: 
Example 59 
1ýý.; iý1 Twß, 1iiý 4 Ir-W, 9 IS 
[0 you who believe! Say not (to the Messenger) Riinä but say Unaurnä (Do make us 
understand) and hear. And for the disbelievers there is a painful torment. Q2: 104] (al- 
Hiläli, 1998: 20) 
[0 You who have attained to faith! Do not say (to the Prophet), `Listen to us, ' but rather 
say, `Have patience with us, ' and hearken (unto him), since grievous suffering awaits those 
who deny the truth. Q2: 104] (Arad, 1980: 22). 
[Believers, do not say Riinä, but say Unzurnä. Take Heed; woeful punishment awaits the 
unbelievers. Q2: 102] (Dawood, 2003: 20). 
[0 you of Faith! Say not (to the Messenger) words of ambiguous import, but words of 
respect, and hearken (to him). To those without Faith is a grievous punishment. Q2: 104] 
(Yüsuf °Ali, 2000: 14). 
[0 ye who believe, say not (unto the Prophet): `Listen to us' but say `Look upon us, ' and be 
ye listeners. For disbelievers is a painful doom. Q2: 104] (Pickthall, 1997: 14) 
[0 believers, do not say, `Observe us, ' but say, `Regard us'; and give car; for unbelievers 
awaits a painful chastisement. Q2: 104] (Arberry, 1998: 41) 
[Believers, do not say (to the Prophet), rginä, but say, un-urnä, and listen (to him): an 
agonizing torment awaits those who ignore (God's words) Q2: 104]. (Abdel IIaleem, 
2004: 13). 
It is worthwhile to note what al-Zamakhashri has to say concerning the readings of ri'inä 
and unzurnä before the different translations of the meaning of the Qur'än can be dealt 
with. al-Zamakhshari (2003,1: 174) expounds Q2: 104 and provides different readings (1) 
104 It should be noted here that the modes of recitation which have been reported through uninterrupted 
transmission tawätur (reliably) from the Prophet should not be compared as to which is better than the other 
because they are all reported from the Prophet. And even the companions of the Prophet used to disown such 
a deed. See, IcrAb al-Qur'än lil- Nalihäs (d. 338) Edited by Zuhair Ghazi Zahid. (1985). 
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(l yývl) unzurnä from (d ) nazarahü (o (intazarahuf , namely, he waits for him but 
he gives another reading of `Ubayy: (ö)1I C ,. m 
bliI) un? urnä from al-narrah, i. e. be 
patient until we learn. (2) °Abd Allah b. Mas°üd reads (tipp) rafinä as (b I)) rfunä 
which means they use first person majestic plural for further respect. Whereas al-Hasan 
reads it as (ticl)) Riinan using nunation from ('.. c iI) al-Ra`n which means (C. WJI) 
(recklessness) i. e. `do not say anything which is reckless'. To look back at the different 
translations provided above, the following observations are to be taken into account: 
(1) Most translations render the transliteration and not the translation, 
(2) °Abdel Ijaleem adds the following explanatory footnote ('The word rdinä can be 
used politely as an expression for `look at us'. However, a group of Jews in Medina 
hostile to Muhammad subtly changed its pronunciation to imply `you arc foolish' or 
you herd our sheep' in order to abuse the Prophet. So the believers are advised to 
avoid the word and use unzurnä, also meaning `look at us', instead. ) 
(3) al-Hiläli employs interpolation but gives different translation (Do make us 
understand) based on a different interpretation of the word. 
(4) Yüsuf Ac ll paraphrases saying (Say not (to the Messenger) words of ambiguous 
import, but words of respect), and in this way he avoids the whole situation but it is 
a case of translation loss. 
(5) Arberry writes it as do not say, `Observe us, ' but say, `Regard us' which dots not 
offer the reader of TT the same impact the reader of ST gets. 
Example 60 
A 99- 
0-o*-0,:: U"- 'P. 99 .IiIý; Ij I Cý Ipt-", Jý, &: ýG- t Gý 403ýý U-wsýo Zý 
[And (remember) when your Lord called Müsa (Moses) (saying): "Go to the people who 
are Zälimün (polytheists and wrong-doing). The people of FirCaun (Pharaoh). Will they not 
fear Allah and become righteous? " Q26: 10-11] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 489) 
[Hence, (remember how it was) when thy Sustainer summoned Moses: "Go unto those 
evildoing people, the people of pharaoh, who refuse to be conscious of Me! " Q26: 10-11] 
(Asad, 1980: 561) 
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Where L, 9 is read 105 9. ä . al-Zamakhshari (2003,3: 293) expounds al-'iiijfa (person 
shift) indicates reproach, infringement, disparagement, and ridicule of the people of 
Pharaoh. Moreover, the person shift makes Prophet Moses startle at their extreme evil 
behaviour and action. For those who read it as 09sw, the mode of recitation stresses 
reprimandment and reproach of the wrong doers. The mode of recitation also benefits the 
purposes of communication among the believers so that they become more cautious and 
more God fearing. It is worthy to mention here that Asad relies on the exegesis of al- 
Zamakhsha ! and al-Räzi106 in rendering his literal translation of Q26: 11 to secure the 
communicative force (a statement of fact). Asad (1980: 561) comments "lit., "Will they not 
be [or "become"] conscious [of Me]? " Zamakhshari and Räzi understand this rhetorical 
question in the sense apparent in my rendering, namely, as a statement of fact. " 
Example 61 
,_, 14-Lc P& V3 J9ý li ý-- ýý' 
[Neither they will have Ghoul (any kind of hurt, abdominal pain, headache, a sin, etc. ) from 
that, nor will they suffer intoxication therefrom. Q37: 47] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 599) 
[Causing no headiness or intoxication. Q37: 47] (Abdel Haleem, 2004: 286). 
[No headiness will be in it, and they will not get drunk thereon. Q37: 47] (Asad, 1980: 37) 
4cs9r» v9ý t9sý Uý 
[Wherefrom they will get neither any aching of the head, nor any intoxication. Q56: 19J (al- 
Hiläli, 1998: 734) 
[That cause no headache nor intoxication. Q56: 19] (Abdel Haleem, ibid: 356). 
[By which their minds will not be clouded and which will not make them drunk. Q56: 19] 
(Asad, 1980: 831) 
The mode of recitation is either iýg9 , Yunzifi7na or iýg9 i Yunzafüna. In the coming 
section we shall elaborate on the semantics of the two modes of recitation. For Mckki b. 
107 Abu Pleb (d. 437) Anzafa Yunzifu (ij X91; 1) means to get drunk and in this sense 
101 See al-Bahr al-Muhi17/7 
106 al-Zamakhshari (2003,3: 293), a]- Räzi (1995,12: 122-123) 
107 Mekki b. Abu Taleb, al-`Ibänah can Ma°äni al-Qirä'ät (1978). 
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JJ 
üg9, reads Wine does not make them drunk so they lose their brains as wine of this 
world does. In another mode of reading, it is said Anzafa Yunzafu (0 ,. s1) meaning 
they don't run out of wine as it is always the case in this world. In Q37: 47 the priority is for 
running out of drink because4 J9c 1 vý means they don't lose their brains. Whereas 
Q56: 19 can render both meanings. 108 It should go without saying that the translation fails to 
capture this part running out of drink and registers the rendition as suffering from 
intoxication in the selected translations above. It is interesting to mention here what 
Munday (2001: 52) pronounces concerning the translation of the legal texts which can apply 
to a sacred text as well "the goal of equivalent effect is also crucial in a legal text ... In 
order to function correctly, each text must stand for the same idea in each language and 
produce the same response. Otherwise, varied interpretations would give rise to legal 
confusion and potential loopholes. " It has always been witnessed that this state of 
confusion is always the case when it comes to the translation of religious arena because the 
translation fails to produce the same response in ST as Munday proclaims. 
Example 62 
It is worthy to note that the different modes of recitation can be exploited to twist the 
rendition of the text in order to serve certain theological issues. Consider Q7: 156: 
0-m, o---0 -- -tcup oT aii 
[He said: (As to) My Punishment I afflict therewith whom I will and My Mercy embraces 
all things. Q7: 156] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 222) 
[God answered]: "With my chastisement do I afflict whom I will - but My grace 
overspreads everything. Q7: 156] (Asad, 1980: 226) 
Muhammad (2000: 30) elaborates that the modes of recitation can be used to prove certain 
theological beliefs or to support their claims and views. The Mu`tazilites read CJ]- 
J 
as 
r(wwI 
109and in this way the mode of recitation is exploited to serve their theological 
stance of divine justice, and the creation of deeds by man. Ibn Jinni (d. 392) (1969: 1,26 1) 
holds that this mode of recitation 'asä' (9CwT )- meaning whoever commits wrongdoing - 
108 See Ma n! al-Qur'än lil Farä' 2: 385,3: 123, al-Bahr al-Muhit 7: 360. 
109 al-Bahr al-Mulit, 4: 402, al-Zamakhshari 2003,2: 159, al-Tafsir al-Kabir, 8: 23. 
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articulates more explicitly the divine justice than the other mode of recitation, namely 
`ashä` (cC.. iI) - meaning whom I will - because punishment in the former reading is 
conditioned by wrong doing whereas the latter does not determine the reason of 
punishment, and it does not communicate the responsibility of man for his actions. Ibn 
Jinni promotes further the rejection of the exegesis by Sunni exegetes11° that Allah inflicts 
His punishment upon Whom He will whether s/he is a wrong-doer or not. ' 11 
Example 55 above makes it necessary in this juncture to touch upon the exegetical and 
theological interpretation of Qur'änic discourse and how this can affect the rendition of the 
translation of the meanings of the Qur'an. 
5.6 Exegetical and Theological Interpretation 
Muqatil narrated that Sufyän al-Wäsiti said that someone who reads the Qur'än and does 
not know its exegesis is like someone who upon receiving a book from the dearest people 
to himself, he rejoices in it and begs someone to read it to him, since he is unlettered 
himself, but finds no one. This is similar to someone who reads the Qur'än and does not 
understand what is in it. 
112 In the same way it is possible to read Arabic fluently, but have 
little understanding of the Qur'än. This little understanding causes semantic ambiguity 
which can only be cleared if exegeses of the Qur'än are consulted, as in: 
Example 63 
43t 
[And he said: "Alas! I did love the good (these horses) instead of remembering my Lord (in 
my °Asr prayer)" till the time was over, and (the sun) had hidden in the veil (of night). 
Q38: 32]. (al-Hiläli, 1998: 298) 
[He would say, "Verily, I have come to love the love of all that is good because I bear my 
Sustainer in mind! " - (repeating these words as the steeds raced away, ) until they were 
hidden by the veil (of distance-) Q38: 321. (Asad, 1980: 698) 
110 ibn Kathir, Tabari, Qurtubi. 
"" al-Mubtaseb, 1/261. 
112 al-Balkhi, Mugätil B. Sulimän. (1979: 26-27). Taft Jr al-Qur'an. Edited by `Abd Allah Mabmüd Shihätah. 
Cairo: al-Hayy'ah al-Migiyyah al-°Ämmah Lil-Kitäb. 
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[He said, To, I have loved the love of good things better than the remembrance of my 
Lord, until the sun was hidden behind the veil. Q38: 32]. (Arberry, 1998: 466) 
al-Zamakhshari (2003,4: 88-90) mentions that 
)I means `horses' and 
"LJi, indicates the sundown. al-Bai4äwi113 (1999,2: 312) mentions that Prophet 
Suleiman was busy parading his horses till the sun set and he missed the prayer. He adds 
(ibid: 312) (JJI horses) can be named (»I great amount of money) because making 
money is related to horses. What we deduce from Q38: 32 is that, I is translated as 
horses in al-Hiläli and all that is good as in Asad's, while in Cj_)I, g5 the annexed pronoun 
:, is rendered as the sun in the former example and as the horses as in the latter's. 
Moreover, Asad translates ulb gý osa> as horses were hidden by the veil (of 
distance) whereas it is the veil of darkness because of the dusk. We have seen above how 
both translations differ due to different exegesis they refer to for interpretation; in case of 
Asad, he refers to Razi's' 14 interpretation of this passage, whereas al-HilälI refers to lbn 
Kathir, Tabari, and Qurtubi. Semantic ambiguity constitutes a special problem in dealing 
with Qur'änic discourse norms as Q38: 32 demonstrates. In this regard, the problem this 
time concerns the translatability of some Qur'änic words. 
When the Qur'an is accepted by the Muslim as an infallible source of revelation, a theology 
responsive to any intellectual climate can possibly proceed by making deduction from the 
Qur'änic revealed data to sustain the claims of this particular intellectual climate. Believers 
relate the knowledge of God they believe they possess in their own religious consciousness 
and community, and read the Qur'an in the light of that. However, Morgan & Barton 
(1988: 13) claim that previous determination precedes interpretation and this applies on 
religious societies and their scriptures. They (ibid: 13-14) elaborate that "the social function 
of legal texts requires a single interpretation which can be known with sufficient certainty 
and consistency to allow some confidence about how the courts will decide particular 
cases. How far, if at all, this applies to a religious community's use of its scriptures varies 
according to how the religion is understood, and especially how revelation is understood 
within it. " 
13 See al-Nasafi (1999,3: 154-155), al-Rai (1995,9: 44-45) 
114 al-Räzi (1995,13: 204-207) 
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The interpretation of Qur'änic discourse may owe much to a particular theological position, 
but it is an interpretation of the information that is there in the text. It is no coincidence that 
the exegetes almost always attempt to fathom out the Qur'än and draw much theological 
capital from it supporting their theological point of view and that applies to all theological 
schools from Muctazilites through AshCaris to the present day. Kees Versteegh (1997: 22) 
expounds how Qur'änic exegesis can give totally different insight of the revelation and 
exemplify it by naming the mystical interpretation. He adds on (ibid: 22) "for the mystics, 
the Qur'an as we have it is only the surface of the truth: beneath the text there are hidden 
meanings that only the initiated who are inspired by divine knowledge can understand. 
They operated with the two categories of zahzir "outer, manifest" and bä(in "inner, hidden" 
and maintained that the common believers could understand only the manifest meaning of 
the text, whereas the initiated were able to penetrate into its symbolic, hidden meaning. " 
The question that arises is: How do Muslim scholars evaluate any translation of the 
meaning of the Qur'än? It is expected that they will depend first on how satisfactorily it is 
able to do justice to the linguistic, semantic, and theological reality of the text itself, and 
secondly on whether it is thought to provide an authentic expression of the Qur'an. In this 
context, it is worthy to note here that Abdul-Raof (2001) did not refer to the theological 
implication on the translation of the meanings of the Qur'an. Harras (n. d.: 106) supports Ibn 
Taymiyyah who represents the main stream Islam when he comments on the issue of 
`rising over the Throne'. He (ibid: 106-107) holds that Salafi scholastics have agreed on 
authenticating the `rising over the Throne' by Allah without going into details concerning 
the manner or the measure of the rising, without giving a similitude, without interpretation 
or disowning the fact that Allah rises or descends. It will be immediately clear that the 
different schools of thought (Muctazilites, Ashcaris, Shiites, al-Jahmiyyah"5) yield 
different renditions of Q7: 54. The major differences between the Qur'an exegetes referred 
to above are represented by the following theological notions which have direct impact on 
Qur'an translation. These are: 
1. Metaphor 
' is al-Jahmryyah is called after al-Jahm b. $afwän al-Termidhi (d. 1281745) 
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Sunni theologians believe that the Qur'an does not involve metaphorical expressions with 
regards to the names and attributes of Allah (cW" 
I CJ6. o9 An-J) such as (cI4ý. u . 
1I), as in 
example 56 below; however, non-Sunni scholars, such as Shi i, Ibätli and Sunni Mu`tazili 
claim that the Qur'änic expression of (slg, 
yl) is metaphorical. 
Example 64 
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[Indeed your Lord is Allah, Who created the heavens and the earth in Six Days, and then 
He rose over (Istawa) the Throne (really in a manner that suits His Majesty). Q7: 54] (al. 
H11511,1998: 208) 
It is known that al-Hiläli represent the Sunni Islam. In the Islamic profession of faith as 
Harras maintains (n. d: 106-107) Allah rose over the Throne in a manner or measure that 
Allah alone knows. Whereas in Shici, Ib5di and Muctazili profession of faith, Q7: 54 is 
interpreted differently and consequently, this interpretation affects the translation into 
English. Lalani (2000: 93) elaborates on the views of Imam Muhammad al-Bagir regarding 
the attributes of Allah. She (ibid.: 93) mentions that "when al-Bägir was asked about the 
relationship of divine attributes to God, he is believed to have replied: `There is nothing 
like God and nothing resembles Him. ' She (ibid.: 95) adds that God in al-Bägir's view, does 
not resemble anything and is beyond imagination and limitation. He cannot be seen with 
the naked eye but can be apprehended by the inner reality of faith and can be described by 
signs and symbols. " The following translation An Enlightening Commentary into the Light 
of the Holy Qur'an represents the Shi i view. Q7: 54 is translated and furbished by a 
commentary which is vital in shedding the light on the claim is being made: 
, [Verily your 
Lord is Allah, who created the heavens and the earth in six days; then Ile 
mounted the Throne (of authority) Q7: 54]. (Ayatullah Sayyid, 2001: 364-365). 
The previous translation is furbished with the following commentary: `... then Iie mounted 
the Throne (of Authority), ' "this Phrase metaphorically points out to the absolute 
encompassment of Allah, and His dominion, upon the management of the affairs of the 
heavens and the earth after their creation. However, after the creation of the heavens and 
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the earth He held the reins of leading them. This statement means that not only creation 
belongs to Him, but also running and leading the world of existence are with Him. " 
It should be noted here the metaphorical reference to the ST contradicts the doctrine of 
Sunni Islam and is considered as mistranslation. The view is supported by Sunni Muslim 
scholars such as Ibn Taymiyyah in Harräs (n. d. ) and Ibn Qayyim (1992) and Al al-Sheikh 
(1992). Harräs (n. d.: 64) states in his commentary on Ibn Tayymiyah that Allah comes, 
descends, approaches and rises over His Throne. These are all acts done by Him and any 
call to negate, or disown Allah of these acts is against the tenets of the Islamic faith. 
Yüsuf '-Ali as a Muctazili translates Q7: 54 as: 
[Your Guardian-Lord is Allah, Who created the heavens and the earth in six days, and is 
firmly established on the throne (of authority), Q7: 54]. (Yüsuf "Ali, 2000: 120). 
It is apparent that Yüsuf "All opts for the metaphorical reference to support his Muctazilite 
views as another example of the impact of the theological stance of the translator on the 
translation of the meanings of the Qur'an. 
Asad renders Q7: 54 as: 
[Verily, your Sustainer is God, who has created the heavens and the earth in six aeons, and 
is established on the Throne of His almightiness. Q7: 54] (Asad, 1980: 211) 
The translation is different in two ways (1) the use of aeons (an indefinitely long period of 
time) and not days, and (2) the Throne of His almightiness. It is observable in the 
commentary that he contends that rising over the Throne is meant to be metaphorically 
used. He states (ibid: 211) that "as regards for the term carsh (lit., `throne' or `seat of 
power'), all Muslim commentators, classical and modem, are unanimously of the opinion 
that its metaphorical use in the Qur'an is meant to express God's absolute sway over all His 
creation. " 
Example 54 left no room for doubt that the impact of theological orientation of the 
translator imposes itself on the translation. 
2. The `Seeing of AIM' (cW I ýL9, ) 
Example 65 
W_ -- 
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[Some faces that Day shall be Nadirah (shining and radiant). Looking at their Lord (Allah); 
Q75: 22-23] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 801) 
[Some faces, that day, will beam (in brightness and beauty), looking towards their Lord. 
Q75: 22-23] (Yüsuf cAli, 2000: 514) 
[Some faces will on that day be bright with happiness, looking up to their Sustainer. 
Q75: 22-23] (Asad, 1980: 913) 
For al-Manna i (1992: 205-207), Muctazilites negate the capability of seeing Allah and 
prove this concept by referring to Q7: 103: 
I iuF TJI 9ý9 ýl. n, ý11 . sJý- 9ý9 il. n, 
ýll qSýý,; ý1 
[No vision can grasp Him, but His Grasp is over all vision. He is the Most Subtle and 
Courteous, Well-Acquainted with all things. Q6: 103] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 187) 
[No Human vision can encompass Him, whereas He encompasses all human vision: for He 
alone is unfathomable, all-aware. Q6: 103] (Asad, 1980: 187-188) 
[No vision can grasp Him, but His grasp is over all vision. He is above all comprehension, 
yet is acquainted with all things. Q6: 103] (Yüsuf All, 2000: 107) 
It is said that J1ý. ýVI followed by'L 'JI is a synonym of vision. However, .: JIj3VI in 
general could mean understanding, puberty, maturity, ripeness, etc. Mu°tazilites believe as 
long as Q6: 103 states that Allah is not to be seen by human, then Q75: 23 does not mean 
that Allah can be looked at. They interpret ö Ij in Q75: 23 as consideration, ponderment, 
or waiting for Allah's mercy but not sight vision. al-Zamakhshari (2003,4: 649-650) holds 
that ätbb could mean expectation and hope. 
The way both Q6: 103 and Q75: 22 are captured in translation illuminates the claim that the 
exegetical and theological stance of the translator has its impact on the translation. On one 
hand, al-Hiläli renders (ö . 
b) explicitly as looking at their lord. Thus, it can be said that 
al-Hiläli represents the views of Sunni Muslims. On the other hand, Asad chooses to 
translate it as look up to meaning to admire or to have a feeling of respect for. It is 
interesting to register here how to look up to means in the Oxford English Dictionary 
(V. IX, 1989: 7): 
a) to direct the look or face up towards; to raise the eyes towards, in adoration, 
supplication. (b) fig. to have a feeling of respect or veneration for. 
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Now let us consider some of the usages of the expression look up to: 
- These three ladies ... look up to 
him, as their patron and Defender. 
- Sweden looks up to British agriculture as the model for imitation. 
- England had at last found the man to whom it could look up. 
- The Whig members still looked up to him as their leader. 
3. `The Hand of Alläh' (41 , 7u) 
Example 66 
4ý, V-ýT 
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[Verily, those who give Bai°ä (pledge) to you (0 Muhammad) they are giving Baicä 
(pledge) to Allah. The Hand of Allah is over their hands. Q48: 10] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 694) 
[Behold, all who pledge their allegiance to thee pledge their allegiance to God: The Hand 
of God is over their hands. Q48: 10] (Asad, 1980: 786) 
In order to show the theological influence on the translation, it is interesting to mention in 
this connection the commentary footnote of Asad's translation. Asad holds (ibid: 786) "the 
phrase "the Hand of God is over their hands" does not merely allude to the hand-clasp with 
which all of the Prophet's followers affirmed their allegiance to him, but is also a metaphor 
for His being a witness to their pledge. " " On the contrary, al-Hiläli (1998: 892) states in the 
appendix to his translation of the meanings of the Qur'an "we must believe in all the 
qualities of Allah which Allah has stated in His Book (the Qur'an) or mentioned through 
His messenger (Muhammad) without changing their meaning or ignoring them completely 
or twisting the meanings or likening them (giving resemblance) to any of the created 
things. " In the same vein, Mattson (2008: 40) comments that "the Qur'an therefore, does 
not generally allow the listener/reader to approach God by associating Him with corporeal 
images and indicates that human imagination simply cannot comprehend the reality that is 
God. At the same time, the Qur'an does not refrain from describing God, but it does so 
mostly by invoking his "names" or "attributes" (asmä')" 
0 Co P CD 
ýs 
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[He is Allah, than Whom there is lä iläha i11ä Huwa (none has the right to be worshipped 
but He) the All-Knower of the unseen and the seen (open). He is the Most Beneficent, the 
Most Merciful. He is Allah than Whom there is lä iläha illäHuwa (none has the right to be 
worshipped but He) the King, the Holy, the One Free from all defects, the Giver of 
security, the Watcher over His creatures, the All-Mighty, the Compeller, the Supreme. 
Glory be to Allah! (High is He) above all that they associate as partners with Him. Ile is 
Allah, the Creator, the Inventor of all things, the Bestower of forms. To Him belong the 
Best Names. All that is in the heavens and the earth glorify Him. And He is the All-Mighty, 
the All-Wise. Q59: 22-24] 
5.7 The Suitability of the Answer to the Intents of the Question 
(The expression `the suitability of the answer to the intents of the question) means 
(J I9*ALL! j I9xi 14A? IIaa) 
The norm in any common communicative situation is that the answer should follow the 
question, namely, linguistically, semantically and stylistically. This might appear not 
applicable as far as Qur'änic discourse is concerned though it always does. In this regard, 
we shall draw attention to the ways in which the response of the question comes out as if it 
does not always follow suit. What makes the issue a problem for translation is that the 
meaning of Qur'änic discourse may be rendered in translation; however, the same response 
the TT inflicts upon the readers cannot be captured in translation. This is all the more so 
when translation cannot explore the nuances of the question and answer in Qur'änic 
discourse, as in: 
Example 67 
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[They ask you (0 Muhammad) what they should spend. Say: Whatever you spend of good 
must be for parents and kindred and orphans and alMasa-km (the poor) and the wayfarers, 
and whatever you do of good deeds, truly, Allah knows it well. Q2: 215] (al-Hiläli, 
1998: 45) 
Where the question what they should spend appears not to complement with the answer 
which fully explains the ways of spending. al-Zamakhshari (2003,1: 254) expounds the 
underlying motives of the question: clarifying the ways of spending. He (ibid: 356) adds the 
Qur'an spells out what is more important, namely, the ways of spending but what they 
should spend is clearly understood. Hindäwi, cAbd Allah (1995: 22) elaborates that a part of 
the question is ellipted: who the target for spending is, so the question can read: what they 
should spend and to whom they should give. That is why the answer covers both parts: 
whatever you spend of good must be for parents, etc. 
[They will ask you about almsgiving. Say: `Whatever you bestow in charity must go to 
parents and to kinsfolk ... Q2: 215] (Dawood, 2003: 31-32) 
[They ask you (Prophet) what they should give. Say, `Whatever you give should be for 
parents... Q2: 215] (Abdel Haleem, 2004: 24) 
Consider how Dawood renders the translation without managing to depict the subtlety of 
the question and its inimitable eloquence. It is considered a paraphrase which lacks the 
same response the TT has on its readers. It is observed also that Abdel Haleem has lost the 
word (») in translation with all what is said about the term in the books of exegesis and 
how the word (ý $) refers to the good lawful money spent in good lawful ways. So, it is 
another example of translation loss and it demonstrates the unique inimitable style of 
`asking' in Qur'änic discourse. 
Example 68 
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[And they ask you what they ought to spend. Say: "That which is beyond your needs. " 
Q2: 219] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 47) 
[And they will ask thee as to what they should spend (in God's cause). Say: "Whatever you 
can spare. " Q2: 219] (Asad, 1980: 48) 
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Among the many characteristics of the inimitability of Qur'änic discourse is its 
succinctness and brevity. It appears that the question: what they ought to spend does not 
comply with the answer al-`Afu (that which is beyond your needs). Hindäwi (1995: 25) 
mentions more meanings of the word al-`Afu which can not be captured in translation: 
overlooking the sin and abolishing the punishment, a name of All5h116 who overlooks the 
sin and abolishes its effect - the meaning here suits he who spends his money in the cause 
of Allah because he waits for multiplying his good deeds and eradicating his bad deeds - 
one of the qualities of those who fear Allah, multiplicity, and the easiness and tolerance. 
The word could mean all these especially when there is unity of meaning. It should go 
without saying that both translations of al-Hiläll and that of Asad: "That which is beyond 
your needs", "Whatever you can spare" cover only part of the meanings the TT can render. 
Another point to make here is that the question what they should spend reads what the 
amount of money they should spend and that is why the answer is suitable to the intents of 
the question. 
Example 69 
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[They said, "Call upon your Lord for us to make plain to us what it is. Verily to us all cows 
are alike, And surely, if Allah wills, we will be guided. " Q2: 70] (al"Hiläli, 1998: 15) 
yv i- oe-0r+aW. A- v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[He [Musa (Moses)] said, "He says, `It is a cow neither trained to till the soil nor water the 
fields, sound, having no other colour except bright yellow. ' " Q2: 71] (al"Hiläli, 1998: 15) 
The story here shows how astonished the people were when the prophet Moses describes 
the cow. Out of their surprise they ask what it is when in fact they want to know the 
qualities of this miraculous cow. 
116 al-Halveti, Shaykh Tosum Bayrak al-Jerrahi, (2000: 177) contends "al-`Afu is the opposite of al-Muntaqim, 
the Avenger. Its meaning is close to that of al-Ghafur, the All-Forgiving One, only here the sense is more 
intensive. The root of the word Ghafour means to overlook sins, while the root of the word `Afu means to 
destroy sins, eliminate them altogether. In the first instance the overlooked sins still exist; in the second, the 
eliminated sins disappear. 
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[They ask you (0 Muhammad) concerning alcoholic drink and gambling. Say: "In them is 
a great sin, and (some) benefit for men, but the sin of them is greater than their 
benefit. "Q2: 219] (al-Hiläli, 1998: 46-47) 
The question again here does not mean what alcoholic drink is or what gambling is, but it 
means what the reasons behind prohibiting drinking and gambling are, in other words they 
want to know its ruling. 
Example 71 
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[They ask you concerning fighting in the Sacred Months (i. e. Ist, 7th, 11th and 12th 
months of the Islamic calendar). Say, "Fighting therein is a great (transgression)"Q2: 217) 
(al-Hiläli, 1998: 46) 
The question is supposed to read they ask you about fighting in the Sacred Month but 
Qur'änic discourse employs a different style they ask you about the Sacred Month therein 
fighting occurs. The foregrounding here of the sacred month is not without good reasons. 
The reasons to be mentioned now are considered translation loss because they are not 
captured in translation. The foregrounding emphasises the great importance of the Sacred 
Months, it is a unique Qur'änic style where elements of succinctness first then detail are 
used for the sake of drawing attention and interest to the issue under discussion. For the 
sake of completion, al-Rani (1: 299) contends that the repetition of fighting as an indefinite 
word twice identifies with two different kinds of fighting: that in the cause of Alläh and 
consolidating Islam and that which is not. That fighting in the cause of destroying Islam 
and empowering the disbelieving is the fighting worthy of being described as (, r., 
3 
- great). 
However, Muhammad al-Tähir b. cAshür (1997,2: 325-326) holds the repetition does not 
always render different meanings. The point is that fighting in the Sacred Months is a great 
sin and the use of indefinite words serves the purpose of generalization (any fighting) and 
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not specifity (a particular fighting). So it is a ruling for any fighting occurs in a Sacred 
Month. 
5.8 Synonymy in Qur'än Translation 
Ullmann (1957: 108) points out that "it is almost a truism that total synonymy is an 
extremely rare occurrence, a luxury that language can ill afford". The problem is that a 
synonym is a context-domain. Translation should almost always go for the more contextual 
appropriate word. Quite justifiably of course then, the work of a translator is so strenuous 
that the translator constantly strives to find the matching magic formula that will help 
him/her achieve his/her task in the most appropriate manner. The problem that synonymy 
raises in translation is that there is no exact synonym. Therefore, the inter-changeability of 
two or more words in the same context does not render exact synonymy. There will always 
remain a difference (a remainder). It has to be recognized that the issue of equivalence in 
translation is one of the most complicated issues: the problem of which exists within the 
system of synonymy in the very same language - there is no complete identical synonymy 
within, for instance, the Arabic language - and between one language and another. Taken 
together, these particulars embody a fact that equivalence in translation is hard to realize. 
al-Zarkashi (1988,2: 491-492) rejects both equivalence and synonymy in the Arabic 
language and mentions that al cAskari embraces the same view. He (ibid: 492) expounds 
that the use of (jlýl / and), and (j / or) between the synonyms shows that the synonyms 
are not identical in meaning and each denotes a shade of meaning different than the other. 
Example 72 
4ýý; ý! 9t rt o1 I X43 
[And if a woman fears cruelty or desertion on her husband's part, Q4: 128] (al-Ililäl! 
1998: 131) 
[And if a woman has reason to fear ill-treatment from her husband, or that he might turn 
away from her, Q4: 128] (Asad 1980: 129) 
[If a wife fears high-handedness or alienation from her husband, Q4: 128] (Abdel Haleem 
2004: 62) 
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[If a woman fears ill-treatment or desertion on the part of her husband, Q4: 128] (Dawood 
2003: 74) 
[If a woman fears rebelliousness or aversion in her husband, Q4: 128] (Arberry 1998: 91) 
It is observed that though both the two Arabic words (l. öG. c! 9i 
I3g; ) are synonyms they 
provide different shades of meaning. al-Zarkashi argues that the use of 
61) confirms that 
the two synonyms do not denote the same meaning. It is also clear from the different ways 
09t JJ 
of translating the two words (lalOl 
I3 ai i) into English: cruelty or desertion, ill- 
treatment from her husband, or that he might turn away from her, high-handedness or 
alienation, ill-treatment or desertion, rebelliousness or aversion that the semantic notion of 
synonymy constitutes a kind of difficulty in translation of the meaning of the Qur'än. It has 
been argued that there is no absolute synonymy in Arabic. As it has been clarified that 
although (l öl cl 9I I3g_i) are synonymous they do not stand for the same meaning. 
Synonymy represents a more persistent problem when it is between one language and 
another since there is no complete identical synonymy. 
Example 73 
4I).. L I; 3 4I. s ýt lýltý 9fi 
[And by the angels that bring the revelations to the Messengers, To cut off all excuses or to 
warn; Q77: 5-6] (al-Hiläli 1998: 805-806) 
[and then giving forth a reminder, (promising) freedom from blame or (offering) a warning! 
Q77: 5-6] (Asad 1980: 919) 
[delivering a message that excuses or warns. Q77: 5-6] (Abdel Haleem 2004: 403) 
[Then spread abroad a message, whether of justification or warning. Q77: 5-6] (Yüsuf `Ali 
2000: 518) 
al-Zarkashi (1988,2: 492) states that (. a>19 )i; JI9 ). SZJI) al-`udhr and al-nudhr is of the 
same kind which means they are synonymous. The problem which arises is that even 
though (I. ). is/ 
(. ) i) are synonymous, they indicate different meanings117. Tammäm 
Hassan (2000,1: 289-290) elaborates on the issue of synonymy and mentions that the 
insufficiency of words and the abundance of meaning are among the reasons why 
117 Cf. Muhammad al-T(hir b. `Hshür (1997,14: 422-423) 
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synonymy is rejected. Synonymy identifies a number of words for a single meaning and 
this is the opposite of the fact that there are multi-meanings for a single word. He (ibid: 290) 
contends that there is no synonymy and each word has its own special shade of meaning. 
Example 74 
4G. ýý1i 
[That you may go about therein in broad roads. Q71: 20] (al-Hiläli 1998: 789) 
[so that you might walk thereon on spacious roads. Q71: 20] (Asad 1980: 897) 
[to walk along its spacious paths. Q71: 20] (Abdel Haleem 2004: 391) 
[That ye may tread the valley-ways thereof. Q71: 20] (Pickthall 1997: 425) 
[that thereof you may thread ways, ravines. Q71: 20] (Arberry 1998: 609) 
Both (LL, _ and 
Lylz9 ) are of the same kind and they mean ways/ roads. However, each 
word has its own special shade of meaning, for example (&L ) means spacious roads. So 
when translation renders (&G4 1L. u) as broad roads or spacious roads it is considered as 
translation loss. In other words, the translation here does not encompass all the shades of 
meaning which the two words entail. 
Example 75 
ý 
-0. äe 
re 0r r- i 
[and among the mountains are streaks white and red, of varying colours and (others) very 
black. Q35: 27] (al-Hiläli 1998: 585) 
(just as in the mountains there are streaks of white and red of various shades, as well as 
(others) raven-black. Q35: 27] (Asad 1980: 670) 
[That there are in the mountains layers of white and red of various hues, and jet black. 
Q35: 27] (Abdel Haleem 2004: 278) 
[And in the mountains are tracts white and red, of various shades of colour, and black 
intense in hue. Q35: 27] (Yüsuf °Ali 2000: 365) 
Where the translation encounters the difficulty of providing two distinguished words 
raa 
having the same communication force as that which (ýemploys in the SL. 
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Muhammad al-Tähir b. cAshür (1997,11: 302-303) states that is the plural form of 
and (etc) is a name for a very black thing and it can refer to (LJI JI - crow) 
since crow is popular for its black colour. (ýg, w) (ibid: 303) is the plural form of 
which means anything coloured black. 
Example 76 
4L o lro:, l9 LL pý ý, o. ýýI ßi9 1ý,,?, wB5 1aý19ý 4 .. ý5, x+09 ' 
[And whoever earns a fault or a sin and then throws it on to someone innocent, he has 
indeed burdened himself with falsehood and a manifest sin. Q4: 112] (al-Hiläli 1998: 128) 
[and anyone who commits an offence or a sin, and then throws the blame on to some 
innocent person, has burdened himself with deceit as well as flagrant sin. Q4: 112] (Abdel 
Haleem 2004: 61) 
[He that commits an offence or a crime and charges an innocent man with it, shall bear the 
guilt of calumny and gross injustice. Q4: 112] (Dawood 2003: 72) 
[And whoso committeth a delinquency or crime, then throweth (the blame) thereof upon 
the innocent, hath burdened himself with falsehood and a flagrant crime. Q4: 112] (Pickthall 
1997: 66) 
al-Zarkashi (1988,2: 492) elaborates that (chi khäti"ah) is whatever is done by mistake 
whereas (11 ithm) is whatever is done on purpose. al-Zamakhshari (2003,1: 552) argues 
that (c khäti'ah) and (1131 ithm) are of the same kind but (1 hk khätrah) is small in 
degree whereas (G1 j ithm) is greater. 
Example 77 
eUYI 
1a. 
'0 .2 j- -o J- - .oa-eara 
ýg-si1 a9 -19 g9t9p? I9 Wi: PStº: zifi . Si i gzy> 
4ci9-? 
-Ä 
[It is He Who has created you from a single person (Adam), and has given you a place of 
residing (on the earth or in your mother's wombs) and a place of storage [in the earth (in 
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your graves) or in your father's loins]. Indeed, We have explained in detail Our revelations 
(this Qur'an) for people who understand. Q6: 98] (al-Hiläli 1998: 186) 
[And He it is who has brought you (all) into being out of one living entity, and (has 
appointed for each of you) a time-limit (on earth) and a resting-place (after death): clearly, 
indeed, have We spelled out these messages unto people who can grasp the truth! Q6: 98] 
(Asad 1980: 186) 
[It was he that created you from a single being and furnished you with a dwelling and a 
resting-place. We have made plain Our revelations to men of understanding. Q6: 98] 
(Dawood 2003: 101) 
[And it is He Who hath produced you from a single being, and (hath given you) a 
habitation and a repository. We have detailed our revelations for a people who have 
understanding. Q6: 98] (Pickthall 1998: 94) 
[It is He Who has produced you from a single person. Here is a place of sojourn and a place 
of departure. We detail Our signs for people who understand. Q6: 98] (Ylisuf 'Ali 
2000: 107) 
[It is He Who produced you from one living soul, and then a lodging-place, and then a 
repository. We have distinguished the signs for a people who understand. Q6: 98] (Arberry 
1998: 133) 
[It is He Who first produced you from a single soul, then gave you a place to stay (in life) 
and a resting place (after death). We have made Our revelations clear to those who 
understand. Q6: 98] (Abdel Haleem 2004: 87). 
For the sake of completion, Asad (1980: 186) mentions in his commentary on Q6: 98 that 
"the commentators differ widely as to the meaning of the terms mustagarr and mustawda° 
in this context. " He (ibid: 186) defines mustaqarr as "the limit of a course" - i. e., the point 
at which a thing reaches its fulfilment or end - and mustawda° as "a place of consignment" 
or "repository"' 18. It is worthy to note here that mustagarr according to Tammäm Hassän 
(2000,1: 316-317) is the womb and cites Q22: 5 
4-%A-AU) JM 
oil cý: ýi 
ýo 
pýjUl "9. üi9ý 
[And We cause whom We will to remain in the wombs for an appointed term, Q22: 5] 
I8 Cf. Muhammad al-T hir b. chi (1997,4: 395-397) 
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and Q23: 13 
4 c, -4 G9 ; dC. -> ý 
[Thereafter We made him (the offspring of Adam) as a Nutfah (mixed drops of the male 
and female sexual discharge) (and lodged it) in a safe lodging (womb of the woman). 
Q23: 13] 
to substantiate this claim. While he (ibid: 317) decides that mustawda` is the grave. The 
rendition of (mustaqarr . ýº., ýo) the womb as a time-limit, a 
dwelling, a habitation, a place 
of sojourn, a lodging place and a place to stay demonstrates how the semantic notion of 
synonymy can be misleading. 
Example 78 
4. 
m 
[The Most Gracious, the Most Merciful. Q1: 3] (al-Hiläli 1998: 1) 
[The Lord of Mercy, the Giver of mercy. Q1: 3] (Abdel Haleem 2004: 3) 
[The Most Gracious, the Dispenser of Grace. Q1: 3] (Arad 1980: 1-2) 
[The All-Merciful, the All-Compassionate. Q1: 3] (Arberry 1998: 1) 
[The Beneficent, the Merciful. Q1: 3] (Pickthall 1998: 2) 
CD CD Tammäm Hassan (2000,1: 294) contends that (^., >. )J1 Cp_a >J I) though having the same 
meaning, denotes various shades of meaning. He (ibid: 294-298) lists different srirahs in the 
Qur'an where (ý, ý1I) collocates with specific usage which indicates special meaning 
unlike that of (pß}11). al-Sämarrä'i (2004: 39) mentions that (p ý1) ,; 1. ßa )JI) are two 
forms of the same root. (1 .o JI) weighs (ä\. 29 fatlan) the same as CA . 2A. 6 `ä(shän 
thirsty, i. t. C9 jaw`an hungry, C ý> ghadbän angry while (P..., >JI) weighs (Js9 fa`i1) 
the same as p4. >5 karlm generous, 
J. 
.6 taw17, and . jamr7 beautiful. It is noticeable 
that the form of (LJ fa`lan) signifies regeneration and revival whereas the form of 
(J, -v. 
9 fd ii) indicates consistency and unchangeability. al-Sämarrä'i (ibid: 39) comments 
that the Qur'an uses the two forms (J9 fa`11) and (O\tth fa°lfn) to assert that Allah's 
attribute of mercy is ever regenerated and unchangeable. The problem is the semantic 
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6om 
denotation of regeneration and consistency which (p. a JI communicate cannot 
be captured in translation. 
Example 79 
40999 uWiII 31l )I* 
[Who, when they take a measure from people, take in full. But if they give by measure or 
by weight to them, they cause loss. Q83: 2-3] 
The verbs `iktäla JL` I and käla 
2 have the same root K. Y. L. J+S, the problem lies in 
the fact that though the verbs (käla J13 and `iktäla JLi I) have the same root, they are 
different in derivational patterns. The two verbs also vary in contextual meaning: the 
former is against while the latter is for the people, though both are in the semantic area of 
measurement. 
5.9 Conclusion 
The difficulty of translating the inimitable Qur'an does not stem only from the lack of 
necessary cultural knowledge but it also goes back to the unique linguistic, stylistic and 
phonetic features of the Qur'an. Abdul-Raof (2003: 432) is of the opinion that the study of 
the subject-matters of the Qur'an and the exploration of its linguistic patterns come among 
the priorities to understand the Qur'än. These claims have been exemplified throughout the 
chapter to disclose any misunderstanding or ambiguities. The preset determination to 
follow certain school of thought can raise issues of tainted ideologies and can deprive the 
translation of large readership. The issue of sticking to the main stream Islam guarantees 
the translation an acceptable readership, especially when dealing with the Book of Islam 
which is considered the creed book for millions of Muslims all over the world. 
We shall conclude this chapter by summarising briefly the views of al-Räfi°i (1990: 224- 
258) on the i jäz (inimitability) of the Qur'an because his valuable views will help clinch 
the reasons behind the difficulties that stem from the aforementioned features of Qur'änic 
discourse. These views are as follows: 
1 Perfection of the language. 
2 The multifarious inimitable repetition in the rendition of the Qur'änic `äyas. 
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3 The inimitability of the compatibility of every single Qur'änic structure. 
4 The impossibility of the Qur'an being conceived by a human. 
5 Qur'änic discourse is anxiety and instability free. 
6 The apprehensive grandeur of Qur'änic discourse. 
7 The wide range of suppleness and malleableness of its exegetical interpretation. 
8 The fittingness of its rhetoric to its discourse. 
9 Its unique prototypical music. 
10. The psychological encompassment of the different attitudes and states of humans. 
11 The composition of its phonemes and lexis and the absolute harmony among them 
all. 
12 The consideration of the self's natural habits. 
13 Qur'änic linguistic features are above the language. 
14 The rhetoric and eloquence of its morphological and grammatical case endings. 
15 Due to all the above, the Qur'an never makes weary because of repetition or the 
passage of time. 
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Conclusion and Recommendations 
We have presented a detailed account of the notion of equivalence in translation, 
definitions, types and levels of equivalence and the problems of equivalence with special 
reference to Qur'änic discourse and in the context of the Qur'änic Cognitive Model. 
We have also provided an outline of several selected translations. Each outline has offered 
the major features of the translation approach in terms of style, accuracy, and inaccuracy. 
Translations of Qur'änic discourse must present the message in such a way that people feel 
its relevance (the expressive element in communication) and can respond to it in action (the 
imperative function) (cf. Nida and Taber, 1969: 24). On the other hand, it has been observed 
that the `equivalent response' is hard to realize and even harder to measure. House (1997: 4) 
is of the view that "assuming it is true that a translation should produce equivalent 
responses, the question remains, however, whether the degree to which this requirement is 
met, can be empirically tested. If it cannot be tested, it seems fruitless to postulate the 
requirement, and the appeal to "equivalence of response" is really of no more value than 
the philologists' and hermeneuticists' criterion of "capturing the spirit of the original. " The 
point of departure here is that equivalence (though it has always been the central part of 
translation studies) cannot be attained at all levels, equivalence is not identicalness, 
equivalence is a chimera, etc. Therefore, the QCM has bee proposed as the frame model. 
However, Munday (2001: 50) argues that "equivalence is an issue that will remain central to 
the practice of translation, even if translation studies and translation theory has, for the time 
being at least, marginalized it. " Abdul-Raof (2005b: 172) holds that "the translator's 
creativity is tied to the SL linguistic and cultural norms. Paraphrase, through domestication, 
transposition or dynamic equivalence, may be the solution, but it robs the Qur'5nic text of 
its distinctive religious character. " 
The inimitability of the Qur'an consists in the fact that the (language of the Qur'än) 
indicates all the requirements of the situations, whether they are stated or understood. This 
is the highest stage of speech. In addition, the Qur'än is perfect in choice of words and 
excellence of arrangements and combination. This is its inimitability, a quality that 
surpasses comprehension. Something of it may be understood by those who have taste for it 
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is the result of their contact with the Arabic language and their possession of the habit of it. 
They may thus understand as much of the inimitability of the Qur'än as their taste permits. 
There is a need for QCM to be established as a preliminary basic background for those who 
find in themselves the potentiality to indulge in as strenuous a work as that of the 
translation of the meaning of the Qur'an. It has almost always been observed that in the 
absence of QCM the result is not authenticated by Muslim scholars because in some cases 
the translation fails to present the Islamic religion as believed and performed by Sunni 
Muslims. It is essential then that the basic beliefs and principles on which QCM is based 
should be taken into account on the part of the translator of the meaning of the Qur'än. 
Here arises the need for QCM to present the basic claims of the Qur'an and minimise the 
degree of deviation from the main stream Islam. Thus, the translator can focus more on the 
problematic features of Qur'änic discourse. The difficulty of translating the inimitable 
Qur'an does not stem only from the lack of necessary cultural knowledge but it also goes 
back to the unique linguistic, stylistic and phonetic features of the Qur'an. 
We have elaborated an exemplary and analytical account of the perfection of the language, 
the inimitability of the compatibility of every single Qur'änic structure, the apprehensive 
grandeur of Qur'änic discourse, the fittingness of its rhetoric to its discourse, its unique 
prototypical music, the composition of its phonemes and lexis and the absolute harmony 
among them all, the rhetoric and eloquence of its morphological and grammatical case 
endings, and how the Qur'änic linguistic features are above the language. Due to all the 
above, achieving the equivalence in translating the meaning of the Qur'an is a chimera. In 
the same vein, Abdul-Raof (1999: 45) believes that "translation theory fails to provide a 
solution to problems similar to the ones cited above, that translation is no more than an act 
of interpretation and an approximation, and that there is no total equivalence. " In this 
connection, al-Zarkashi (1,262-263) holds that no translator can translate the Qur'an 
because translation tries to exchange a word for its equivalent and this is not possible as far 
as Qur'änic discourse is concerned and he substantiates his claims by Q8: 58: 
4s ý9 + ýG pl .Li 
ý9 q. i p99 t: r! ý ir`ý ýti X019 
[If you (0 Muhammad) fear treachery from any people throw back (their covenant) to them 
(so as to be) on equal terms (that there will be no more covenant between you and them). Q 
8: 58] 
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al-Zarkashi (1988,1: 549) clarifies that to translate Q8: 58 one needs to explain what is 
implied, restore what is excluded, and to probe the consequential underlying semantic 
characteristics of the Arabic syntax. He (ibid: 549) offers interpretation of what Q8: 58 
entails: 
If you have a convent with some people and you fear treachery from them, inform them that 
you breach the convent and declare war so that both of you will be equal in having the 
right information about the breachment of the convent 
Therefore, finding equivalent English words - which can render the same meaning the 
Arabic ones in Q8: 58 can render - is unfeasible. 
There are some important features which should be kept into consideration in the process of 
evaluating the translation of the meaning of the Qur'an. These features are whether they 
have sacrificed effect for accuracy, how the peculiar terms in Islam, such as al-Mu(fagim, 
al-1 'ala-h, and Zaka-h etc. have been translated and whether they have been retained in 
Arabic form or given explanatory notes, whether `Allah', the name of `God', is retained 
and preferred to `God' or not, and how proper names and words have been transliterated. 
Other features are what the extent to which the translator has deviated from the original, 
whether the author has been misrepresented by the translator, through omitting certain 
sections or by providing a lengthy translation, to what extent the text has been 
deculturalized or transferred to the TL culture, and how the translation has managed with 
the problems of Arabic linguistics in general and Arabic rhetoric balagha in particular. One 
further point is assessing the referential and pragmatic accuracy of the translation. 
Based on my present research, I can provide useful recommendations to the Qur'an 
translator. The Qur'an translator has to achieve the semantic suitability among equivalent 
structures, render an appropriate, equivalent style that carries an equivalent communication 
load. He/she must underline the knowledge of translations problems such as adjustment, 
addition, subtraction, alteration, etc. He/she is to manipulate techniques of adjustments of 
grammar, lexicon and syntactic structure between the SL and TL. However, he/she has to 
avoid paraphrasing and taking liberties with the text of the Qur'an as this leads to 
misrepresentation and serious faults in the rendition. To help identifying an intelligible 
product he/she can insert additional lexical items, to suit either the grammar or the stylistic 
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norms and culture of the TL, as long as they do not counter-affect the meaning of the SL 
message. 
It has become clear the centrality of understanding the context of the SL message as a vital 
element in the process of translation. So he/she should avoid the lexical `equivalence' of 
words translated across cultural gaps which often obscures semantic intelligibility and 
intentionality. He/she has to explore the SL culture in order to know how to deal with 
words which have a specific cultural meaning. This necessitates that he/she has the same 
level of understanding of the cultures - including the languages of both SL and TL. 
The optimal outcome includes rendering translation which enjoys content equivalence, 
stylistic equivalence, authenticity, faithfulness, communicability, and cultural homogeneity. 
Moreover, the idea of incorporating correctness of the message, and the form of the 
language to assure the simplicity of comprehension is emphasized. He/she has to carry out 
certain translational techniques such as analysing the SL text stressing its intention and 
functional aspects, interpreting the SL text's purpose and method as well as the translator's 
likely readership, running a selective but representative comparison of the translation with 
the original, assessing the likely place of the translation in the TL culture or discipline, 
determining the extent of deviation from the original, finding out whether the text has been 
misrepresented by the translator through omitting certain sections or by providing a lengthy 
translation, checking to what extent the text has been deculturalized or transferred to the TL 
culture, assessing the referential and pragmatic accuracy of the translation. 
Equally important, he/she should acquire the knowledge of the rhetorical disciplines of `ilm 
al-ma`äni (word order) and cilm al-bayän (figures of speech) in order to be able to 
understand and interpret the Qur'an. He/she is recommended to appreciate the knowledge 
of Arabic rhetoric to understand what eloquence is and accordingly present a 
comprehensible explanation of Qur'änic discourse. This appreciation entails examining the 
pillars and banners of Arabic linguistics as a necessary pre-requisite to understanding the 
linguistic phenomena that are inimitably employed in the Qur'än, studying the science of 
Arabic rhetoric, baläghah, whose laws can only be reached through the study of Arabic 
linguistics, to avoid inadequacy or even incompetence in translating and rendering the 
meaning of the Qur'än, investigating the discipline of cilm al-ma`äni, `ilm al-bayän and `ilm 
al-badic to its full, focusing on the basic Islamic concepts which QCM in order to reach 
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considerably a profound solid understanding of Qur'änic discourse, taking account and 
establishing the awareness of the various modes of reading (al-Qirä'ät) before rendering 
the translation, consolidating the awareness of Qur'an exegesis and the different views of 
different exegetes, strengthening the knowledge of the theological and jurisprudential 
aspects of the Qur'an, as these have a semantic impact on the verse, and reinforcing the 
awareness of pre-Islamic, Islamic and Arab culture. 
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Appendix 
Throughout the present study quite a number of examples from the selected translations of 
the meaning of the Qur'an have been analysed and evaluated. For the sake of completion, it 
is thought of presenting recommended rendition of some of the cited examples. It should 
not go without saying that the conformity with QCM has been taken into consideration. In 
addition, Nida (1964: 144) concludes that "a really successful translation, judged in terms of 
the response of the audience for which it is designed, must provide a challenge as well as 
information. This challenge must lie not merely in difficulty in decoding, but in newness of 
form-new ways of rendering old truths, new insights into traditional interpretations, and 
new words in fresh combinations. " In this connection, House (1997: 26) holds that the 
functional, communicative or pragmatic equivalence have always been relevant for 
translation. 
61; Ji ßs. 9 ý1: s Leo w9. ß . 
-01 5,11 lm CO 1 J9...,; JI ugsz. z., 
4 ... i9 
[Those who follow the Messenger, the Prophet of the common folk, whom they find 
written down with them in the Torah and the Gospel ... Q7: 157] (Arberry 1998: 161-162) 
[Those who closely follow the Messenger, the Prophet, the illiterate one, whom they find 
written down in the Torah and the Gospel that are with them... ] 
LS 
.., 
[And He taught Adam all the names (of everything), then He showed them to the angels 
and said, "Tell Me the names of these if you are truthful. - Q2: 31] (al-Hiiläli, 1998: 8) 
Yüsuf'Ali renders Q2: 31 as: 
[And He taught Adam the nature of all things, then He placed them before the angels, and 
said, "Tell me the nature of these if you are right. "] (Yüsuf `Ali 2000: 6) 
[And He taught Adam all the names, then He set them before the angels; so lie said, "Tell 
Me the names of these if you are truthful. ] 
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pý.. O mIý. O O" .. 6! IW1Iý. ý 
4L; ,2lq: _., ßs"9 ý, y l9 ý 19 L, ý. ý. a il ýi siy, ýl 11 
[Indeed your Lord is Alläh, Who created the heavens and the earth in Six Days, and then 
He rose over (Istawa) the Throne (really in a manner that suits His Majesty). Q7: 54] (al- 
Hiläli, 1998: 208) 
[Verily your Lord is Al15h, who created the heavens and the earth in six days; then He 
mounted the Throne (of authority) Q7: 54]. (Ayatullah Sayyid, 2001: 364-365). 
[Surely your Lord is Al15h, who created the heavens and the earth in six days, (and) 
thereafter He levelled Himself upon the Throne. ] 
($J 
,, ý 
äLlye 
[And God will judge in accordance with truth and justice. Q40: 20] (Arad, 1980: 720) 
[And Allah will judge (with justice) and truth. Q40: 20] (Yüsuf "All, 2000: 397) 
[And Allah decrees with truth. ] 
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[It is He Who has created you from a single person (Adam), and has given you a place of 
residing (on the earth or in your mother's wombs) and a place of storage [in the earth (in 
your graves) or in your father's loins]. Indeed, We have explained in detail Our revelations 
(this Qur'an) for people who understand. Q6: 98] (al-Hiläli 1998: 186) 
[And He it is who has brought you (all) into being out of one living entity, and (has 
appointed for each of you) a time-limit (on earth) and a resting-place (after death): clearly, 
indeed, have We spelled out these messages unto people who can grasp the truth! Q6: 98] 
(Asad 1980: 186) 
[It was he that created you from a single being and furnished you with a dwelling and a 
resting-place. We have made plain Our revelations to men of understanding. Q6: 98] 
(Dawood 2003: 101) 
[And it is He Who hath produced you from a single being, and (hath given you) a 
habitation and a repository. We have detailed our revelations for a people who have 
understanding. Q6: 98] (Pickthall 1998: 94) 
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[It is He Who has produced you from a single person. Here is a place of sojourn and a place 
of departure. We detail Our signs for people who understand. Q6: 98] (Yüsuf cAli 
2000: 107) 
[It is He Who produced you from one living soul, and then a lodging-place, and then a 
repository. We have distinguished the signs for a people who understand. Q6: 98] (Arberry 
1998: 133) 
[It is He Who first produced you from a single soul, then gave you a place to stay (in life) 
and a resting place (after death). We have made Our revelations clear to those who 
understand. Q6: 98] (Abdel Haleem 2004: 87). 
[And He is (the One) Who has created you from a single person (Adam), and has given you 
a repository and depository. We have already elucidated the revelations for a people who 
understand. ] 
0-, g 
[This is the Book (the Qur'an), whereof there is no doubt, a guidance to those who are Al- 
Muttagtm [the pious believers of Islamic Monotheism who fear Alläh much (abstain from 
all kinds of sins and evil deeds which He has forbidden) and love Alläh much (perform all 
kinds of good deeds which He has ordained)] Q2: 2] (al-Hiläli 1998: 3) 
[This is the Book. There is no doubt about it, a guidance to those who are heedful. ] 
, 4, s% `ý 
m 1 Z11r9 Oil %, losI 
["Go thou to Pharaoh, for he has indeed transgressed all bounds. " Q20: 24] (Yüsuf 'Ali, 
2000: 254) 
["Go to Pharaoh, surely he has tyrannized. "] 
--- au- ile - 
["That we may celebrate Your praise without stint. Q20: 33] (ibid: 254) 
[That we may hymn You much. ] 
kir) 0'i; 
["Mary, be obedient to thy Lord, prostrating and bowing before Him. " Q3: 43] (Arbcrry 
1998: 51) 
["Mary, be devoted to your lord, and prostrate yourself and bow down with those who bow 
down. ] 
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